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Jennifer AE

Under no circumstances should Donald Trump be allowed a platform on facebook in order 
to spread his twisted and warped views of the world, to incite hatred, racism and misogyny. 
He us an evil and twisted individual. If you allow him to return you will be equally 
responsible for any insurrection that his evil rhetoric inspires

Dogan AK Hate speech has no place at social Media

Sushma HarimandirAK

Because of algorithms people who see extreme information I’d likely to see more of it, and 
more of it and more of it. While algorithms work in the buy-now culture, they can be deadly 
in the hate culture. Do we want to publicize and expand heating our neighbors?

Susan AK Trump does not deserve to be back on and will only incite much more violence!!!

Marc AK

Trump has been nothing but a profoundly destructive force. His words MATTER, and have 
posed a grave threat to many lives as well as to the very fabric of our democracy. In no way 
should Facebook provide him with a platform for his seditious and potentially deadly 
rhetoric.

Joan AK He is a traitor and a danger to this country!!!!!

John AK

It's the unwarranted size of megaphones unearned wealth is able to  borrow from unvalued 
and unmerited monopolizing media conglomerates (Sinclair & FOX, cable carriers 
Comcast, GCI - for me in Alaska) pushing a false reality on the uninformed!
Only a funding freeze will stop these seditionists/insurrectionists from  their terrorizing 
inanity!

Deirdre AK
We don't want that liar and criminal Trump on fb to spout his lies.He's caused so much 
damage to the American people, to our nature and to women. Ban him forever!

Jordan AK
We already got one violent insurrection thanks to Trump's rhetoric and misinformation. We 
can't afford another; permanently ban Donald Trump from Facebook.

Lynne AL

Donald Trump told over 30,000 lies while he was president. His lies are destroying our 
democracy because people are believing them and acting on them in a violent manner 
toward others.  If you want our U.S. democracy to continue, you will continue to ban Donald 
Trump from Facebook and other social media.

Sheila AL

What makes you think the leopard has changed his spots???
And there’s the Chinese proverb “If an man fool you once, shame on him. If a man fool you 
twice, shame on you!”

Bessie AL
We will never unite if you allow Donald Trump to come back and spread lies. Enough is 
enough.

Sean AL

NO, Trump is the Leader of a Domestic Terrorist group and Should NEVER be ALLOWED 
again on any Platform to Spread Hate FILLED LIES and UN TRUTHS.Along with others 
who refuse to live in REALITY.We all have the right to our Own Opinions but when they 
stop being just that and are weaponized or when proven "not true" and then Ignored or held 
to "reality" then some thing MUST BE done. And if that means kicking people off who 
believe that Violence and Hate are OK and should be encouraged is Not right and they 
must be held accountable for this behavior. 

Cathy AL Criminals and traitors should not be allowed to incite more rebellion through falsehoods.
Peter AL Trump spews lies and hate on social media. He incites violence.

Don AL

Donald Trump should be banned for life from all social media.  He incited a rebellion 
against the U.S. government, among many horrible acts he has taken.  He is dishonest, 
dishonorable, bullying, disloyal, ignorant, hateful, misogynistic, racist, narcissistic, and an 
all-round horrible human being.  He should not be a part of American culture.

Jodi AL

DO NOT let that lying, rascist, seditious, traitorous jerk back on! Facebook is responsible 
for so many egregious actions because of lack of any regulation of hateful, deceptive 
misinformation, and you are as comtemptible as he is. Don't make it worse by allowing 
Donald Trump another platform!

Marilyn AL
Trump is dangerous. The fewer social media outlets he has access to the better off our 
country will be.

Mary AL
t**** Is a narcissistic, malignant, devil. Why would you let him spout hate, bigotry, racism, 
and ask for money to continue to do so. Maybe we should ban Facebook?!
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Peter AL

Allowing Donald Trump to spread his crap on social media for the last 5 years has 
catapulted the United States into turmoil.  Lies and baseless claims abound, and many fall 
prey to his stories.  We need facts and good intentions to build respect for each other as 
well as the truth.  It would be a true disservice to the United States, as well as humanity, to 
give voice to Trump's bile once again.

Lorna AL
Former White House occupant Trump has a consistent history of spreading lies, attacking 
democratic institutions, and fomenting hatred and violence. Please ban him permanently.

Carol AL

Enforce your policy. Permanently ban Former president Donald Trump from Facebook in 
every and all ways post. Do not enable more violence, anarchy, hate, and the possibility of 
a coup and the end of democracy in America.

Robert AL Do you want more lies that ask for violence?  If not, never let Trump back on again.

Lee AL
You should have kicked him off four years ago.
Make the ban permanent!

Brenda AL Enforce and ban !

Barbara AL

I call on the members of the Facebook Oversight Board to enforce their own policies and 
permanently ban Donald Trump from Facebook. Trump spent four-plus years spreading 
lies, chief among them being that the election was stolen from him. This, with absolutely not 
one shred of evidence. As you know, this lie ultimately inspired his gullible followers, who 
were more than eager to use violence to overturn the election for him. Facebook obviously 
played a major role as a platform for Trump’s lies that led to an attack on our democracy. 
Do your part to deny Trump a platform for his fascist authoritarianism. 

Kenneth AL

Trump is a traitor to America. Traitor Trump incited riots and violence at the capital. Traitor 
Trump needs impeached and prosecuted for his many crimes against America. Traitor 
Trump belongs in jail. Traitor Trump does not need a bull horn on Facebook.

Mary Ann AL
Trump should not be allowed back on fb EVER, because he'll always lie and spout untruths 
harmful to our country.

Gale AL
Donald Trump is an ongoing danger to this country and our democracy.  He planned and  
incited his followers to violence.  He should not have a public forum.

Joe AL

Trump is a clear and present danger to this country. Ge is a proved liar and believes 
insurrection is the proper response to defeat at the polls. As long as he has a platform he 
will continue to be a threat to our democratic process.

Robert AL Would you prefer Facebook to become known as a good place to spread lies?

Mary Alberta

Trump is divisive, cruel, a liar, spreads disinformation and conspiracy theories...He leaves 
people feeling empty and violated. The past weeks without him on Facebook have been 
wonderful.  Please keep him off

Diana Alberta
Trump is a dangerous & vengeful man. He is a traitor & will use any platform to get is  
violent agenda a big audience.

Gretchen AR

It would be unconscionable to allow Trump to have access to a social media platform to 
exploit to promote violence, hatred and sedition. If Trump's FB account is restored, I will 
immediately cancel mine. 

Joy AR

good morning,dear Facebook.
       IF you allow Trump back on Facebook (and I pray that you won’t), it ought to be 
conditional, with the provision that he mayNOT REPEAT. demonstrably false allegations of 
voter fraud.
Has there not been enough death and violence in the name of this insanity?
      Are you really willing to create more insanity to keep those profits rolling in?
       Stop. Think.Consider, please.

Chelsea AR
He has repeatedly violated the rules. By letting him back on, it would tell other people that 
they can violate the rules. 

Sue Ellen AR
No more Trump on FB! This man is deceitful, disruptive and destructive to our government, 
our country and our way of life. Please, please do not ever let him back on your platforms.

Stella AR

Facebook needs to step up and ban Donald Trump from Facebook for good. We have seen 
that he endlessly tries to put out misinformation and stir up hate, racism, and even 
insurrection. This toxicity cannot be allowed to spread. It crosses the line for free speech, 
and Facebook needs to accept the responsibility for shutting this down!
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Janet AR

Do NOT let tRump back on FB to spread his lies!  

Enforce your own policies!  He spreads lies and hatred, which is against those policies!  He 
planned and incited domestic terrorists to storm the Capitol to KILL his own VP & other 
leaders of Congress.

Cynthia AR

It is unethical to support distribution  of clearly false information. As you would not accept 
posts from an advertiser selling, for instance, a tonic that “cures cancer and gives you 
superhuman strength”. Knowing these claims to be false, and in fact potentially fatal to 
community members, you would not allow them to sell their product. And Donald Trump is 
marketing himself to the detriment and threat of violence of our country as we saw last 
month

Kirk AR PLease do not allow Trump back on FB.

Keith AR

Trump is a stupid psychopath.  He is unable to open his mouth (or write) without telling lies.  
For the sake of your clients and America, make his ban permanent (or until his mental 
health improves dramatically).

Ann AR
He’s mental and there are too many people who will follow him and do what he says.  He is 
a liar  and they believe him.  Look what he caused to happen last month.

Rosemary AR We do not need him spreading lies.
Ed AZ To keep him from spewing his constant lies and misinformation.

Erika AZ
Why should Trump get a special waiver from the FB policy? Since there is no answer, that 
means the removal policy must continue. 

Bernard AZ
NO! He is a menace. Does not believe in democracy. Using fb as a pkatform for his lies 
nearly destroyed the American way if life.

Robert AZ All platforms, regardless of political leanings, should bar SEDITIONISTS from access!
Stephan AZ Remove the Stain of Trump and the Evil GOP.

Mary AZ

TRUMP IS A DANGER AND A THREAT TO THIS COUNTRY AND HIS LEADING OF THE 
JAN.6TH INSURRECTION CONFIRMS THIS.  PLEASE, THAKE THE RIGHT, FAIR, 
JUST, HUMANE AND HEALTHY ACTION, Facebook sustain Trump's ban from the 
platform!

Peter AZ
Ok it’s simple and that Psychotic Narcissist who’s actually a traitor to his country flagrantly 
broke the rules but he always does and he should be like Twitter did be banned for life!

Margaret AZ Be done with him for good! Let everyone heal
Jeremy AZ imprison treasonous trump TODAY!!!

Courtney AZ

After Donald Trump's words - via social media - he should not be allowed to return to the 
platform.  He, along with his followers, incited action on our democracy.  We are still 
healing.  If he is allowed to return, he will make things worse. 

Renee AZ He is a danger to our democracy. Also, why have policies if you won’t enforce them?
Michael AZ Donald Trump is a lier, he can't be trusted!

Susan AZ
He should be forbidden to spread hatred and white supremacy and violence and lies. He 
has caused thousands of deaths and worked to destroy our government. Ban him forever.

Lorene AZ

I rarely use Facebook anymore because of Donald Trump and the venomous lies he had 
been allow to spread.  I’ve been waiting for your decision about allowing him to return.  I 
must say sadly I will have to close my account if Donald Trump is allowed back on this 
platform for continuing his disinformation campaign.

Sherri AZ we are a democracy not a dictatorship he encites violence

Alice AZ
Unfortunately, our former president seems to be deliberately divisive in his words, actions, 
and deeds. I do not believe he should be allowed to share them on Facebook.

James AZ He serves only to promote hate and divisivness

Ann AZ
The level of damage that our previous president incited and his propensity for mistruths is 
disgusting. Please ban him and his far right insurrectionists from your platform.

Pat AZ

Four years of repeated lies, conspiracies, and disinformation is a pretty good indication that 
this leopard will not change his spots. Don’t give him credence by re-instating him on FB ... 
make a statement to the public that FB will not tolerate users who abuse FB policies. Ban 
Trump from FB permanently.
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Jody AZ Our beloved America cannot survive any more comments from trump.

Lois AZ

Please keep Donald Trump off of Facebook.  Some might say he has a 1st amendment 
right to speak out, but you are not obligated to give him a platform, nor should he (or 
anyone else) be allowed to speak words that lead to violence.

Jerome AZ
Donald Trump should not have access to any social media  thus allowing him easy 
capability to spread his lies.

Judith AZ
Donald Trump is seeking a platform to spread his lies.  Please do not let him have access 
to your social network platform.

Rich AZ
Trump's account must remain suspended removing his access to Facebook for spreading 
lies and inciting violence.

Colette AZ
This man will continue to bully, belittle and ostracize anyone who may disagree with him. 
He should never again be given safe haven on social media to spread misinformation.

Roxann AZ

What an insane world?  Should a platform enforce its own policies?  How can this be a 
serious question?  Oops, forgot we are living in "bizzarro" world, threatening the life of 
another person is legal (?),  lies are truth, fact is fiction, conspiracy theories are reality, bad 
is good, corrupt is honest, et al.  YES FACEBOOK HAS TO ENFORCE ITS OWN 
POLICIES REGARDLESS OF THEIR PERCIEVED LOSS OF DOLLARS.

Rob AZ

It is unthinkable that Facebook would even consider allowing Donald Trump to ever post on 
your platform again. He has spread hateful and false rumors about the election results, his 
political rivals, people of color and women. This incited his followers to attempt an 
overthrow of our government by storming the Capitol building and threatening to murder our 
elected officials.
If that isn't reason enough to ban Mr.Trump from Facebook for life, then the whole 
Facebook platform needs to be banned forever.

JOHN AZ NO MORE FAKE NEWS

Chere AZ

You took him off once because of his lies, what makes you think he won't do the same 
again?  He's already claiming he did nothing wrong with his speech that led to the attack on 
our Democracy.  It's time people and social media stopped enabling Donald Trump.

Colleen AZ Don't give a platform to tyranny, please. Why is this a question? 

Catherine AZ

A few months ago, I was temporarily banned from Facebook. I did not violate Facebook 
rules in any way that I could determine. My account was reinstated after I appealed, but I 
still have no idea why my account was locked or if I was reinstated because of my appeal. 

It makes me extremely angry that I, an average person, can be banned for unknown 
reasons, but Donald Trump was allowed to repeatedly violate social media rules, spread 
lies, and incite an violent insurrection, with little to no consequence until it was too late. 
Trump should be banned from all social media permanently, as he will not stop his behavior 
evidenced by his lack of remorse and refusal to accept responsibility for what happened on 
01/06/2021. Due to all of these factors, I have been using Facebook less, and am seriously 
considering whether I want to continue to use it at all. 

Pam AZ

I truly believe that allowing Donald Trump back on Facebook would be a grave mistake. He 
uses your platform to spread continuous lies, he disrespects others by calling names, he 
attracts white supremacy groups and promotes conspiracies causing great harm to our 
democracy. These past few weeks with him off social media platforms has been a breath of 
fresh air. Without his voice spewing hate and division, there has been a sense of calm 
across our country. Donald Trump thrives on chaos and causing others to hate. Our country 
is better off without his vitriol!

Harry AZ

The reasons for keeping Trump off Facebook are too many to list, but how about the fact 
that he told over 30,000 lies (some of those lies were about Covid-19 which has now killed 
hundreds of thousands of people, he spreads hate, encourages violence, and, oh yeah, he 
tried to overthrow Democracy and the US Government and install himself as a dictator? 
Clearly this person should never again be allowed to post his filth on Facebook.   

Brenda AZ
trump lies and spreads conspiracy theories. He cares not a wit about our country or our 
democracy. He spreads division. trump only cares about trump. He is a disgrace!

Roland AZ Because he is insane.

Leilani AZ

Donald Trump has demonstrated his only need for social media is to stir up false news and 
conspiracies! He has stated that if you say something a number of times people believe it 
even if it isn't true!
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Elizabeth AZ
His racist, misogynistic messages of hate and divisiveness violate your policies. Keep this 
treasonous being off your site.

Meagan AZ

America is finally moving into a better place as Covid vaccines are being dispersed and 
proving that the vaccine can stop/prevent Covid deaths! Allowing trump back on Facebook 
would be a giant step in the wrong direction! Facebook, please take this one and only 
opportunity to support the progress America has made since trump has left the office. We 
refuse to return to that dark, deadly, and dangerous place!  

Mikael AZ He constantly violates the Terms of Service.
Suzanne AZ Ban the f'n liar!!!!
David AZ False information on Facebook dropped dramatically after Trump was banned
Adam AZ No insurrectionists and inciters of violence should be allowed to post!

S AZ
trump and his ilk will Never Change. And they will always find ways around the reasonable 
rules of civil discourse

Susan AZ
It is highly unlikely that Donald Trump will stop lying, given the many tens of thousands of 
lies he spread while in office. He is dangerous.

Tamar AZ

I think this is a very simple decision. When we look back to understand what was the key 
factor to the American demise, it will be how we fed people a diet of misinformation and lies 
and kept on doing it even though we knew that we were riling up those that are fueled by 
racist, anti Semitic, white supremacist ideology and they will see Facebook front and center 
as one of the key factors.

Estelle AZ

Because his ability to communicate with a lot of people means many are receiving false 
information which is a potential danger to our country. It has been proven to be dangerous 
in the past.

Barbara AZ

Facebook bears responsibility for the untenable damage trump has caused to our 
democracy. By allowing trump to spread his heinous lies and conspiracy theories, 
Facebook must be held liable for letting him whip up a mob of his racist, criminal 
conspirators. He CAUSED the insurrection. It would not have happened without trump's 
urging and his lies of election fraud. Allowing trump to once again have a forum for his 
hateful, anti-democratic lies, Facebook must own any violence that again results. Our 
democracy is already at a tipping point because of him....DO NOT MAKE IT WORSE. 

Buffy AZ
WE H AVE HAD ENOUGH OF TRUMP'S LIES AND MURDERS; KEEP HIM OFF 
FACEBOOK BEFORE HE KILLS ANYONE ELSE, PLEASE!!!!!

Greta AZ Trump is nuts !!!
Robert AZ Trump will continue to encourage violence. He must not have a platform on Facebook.

Robert AZ
Unacceptable! You KNOW who and what he is. Why would you allow/enable further 
criminality?!

Deborah AZ
Just don’t let him back on Facebook his behavior does not warrant it.  He is what he is and 
will never change.

Angie AZ
Trump is an evil pathological liar and has destroyed the United States. Why would you even 
consider giving him a voice? NO!

Margaret AZ

People who lie, repeatedly, about important facts should not be allowed to spread those lies 
on your platform.  Doing so enables conspiracy theories and does more harm than good to 
our democracy.  Facts and Truth matter.  Don't allow misinformation to have a voice.  It is 
wrong to do so.

Concepcion AZ
Why is this even a consideration?  This man is mentally ill and has caused enourmous 
harm.

Amy AZ

Because YOU are a corporation and we should ALL be subject to the same rules.  If I were 
spreading hate, instigating violence and using YOUR vehicle as Trump is YOU would ban 
me as well.

I am SICK of this and I have been limiting my FB interactions since WAY before you 
actually banned Trump.   It’s awful that you allowed him to do what he did as long as you 
did.

SHAME ON YOU FACEBOOK!!!!!
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Brandee AZ

Facebook it is your responsibility to keep tRump off of facebook forever. Along with any 
hatred or lies or Qanon or white supremacists off. We need it all gone forever. Only the 
truth must prevail for the sake of our Country and our Democracy. Thank you

T AZ Trump goes against Facebook's guidelines and TOS plus he enables violence.
Ronald AZ I demand Facebook enforces its own policies and ban Trump from the site for good!

Mary Helen AZ

Because his lies have caused much disinfor-mation to be spread and believed by his 
followers, whom he enticed to overthrow our government.  They did so because he 
encouraged them to, and because they actually believed trump had been cheated out of 
office.  He was able to communicate with them through his twitter account.  He must never 
be allowed to spread his vicious lies  for the good of our country.

Cynthia AZ

Free speach is important, but not free spreading of lies and false reality. Trump spreads 
fear and evokes false narratives to further his own ends. It is important not to allow sedition 
to become a common and accepted form of supposedly free speach. 

Ron AZ
Because it would be the right thing to do?  What's the point of having policies, if you're not 
going to enforce them.

Teddy AZ

I got a 30 day ban for using a common phrase for low class white people (for the record, I'm 
white). Someone who incites violent insurrectionists to attack the Capitol and threaten the 
lives of every member of Congress needs to be banned permanently.

Peggie AZ

Donald Trump was given special status as the president and as such has the responsibility 
to lead in a positive way without lies and innuendos.  If he cannot lead in that way, he 
should not have a public space to  direct people in unlawful actions.

Mike AZ YES

d'Anne AZ
djt doesn't know what truth is; he ALWAYS lies. He is too dangerous to the US and all non 
ultra rich citizens.  He belongs in jail, or a padded cell!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Luis AZ
He is an enemy of democracy and does not deserve a forum after betraying the presidency 
and the american people.

Laura AZ
No more hate, lies, and disgusting name calling!!  Keep him off Facebook.  He has no 
manners or decency!

Patricia AZ
Please. Don’t. It would have a negative impact on your site. He’s a criminal. He’s a traitor. 
He doesn’t deserve to communicate on FB.

Pete AZ Big disaster if you put him back

David AZ

never again, he uses his voice to do harm to this country he lost his right when he spurred 
people on to commit treason and sedition. Freedom of speech is a right that tRump has 
abused.

Patricia AZ

If you choose to allow Trump back on Facebook and he should again incite treason, you 
will be complicit and we will hold you responsible as well! That means I will expect you to 
be charged as an accomplice!

Connie P. AZ
Trump should be allowed to have a Facebook account - EVER AGAIN!!!  His lies are 
dangerous to our democracy.

Barbara AZ Fours years of lies and misinformation is enough.

Jessie AZ
because he's not a thoughtful person and we
don't need to hear his comments unless they are helpful and  positive 

Janice AZ

Donald Trump is a KNOWN provocateur and CONSUMMATE pathological liar. He is 
nothing but trouble. What in the world does it take to understand he should not have access 
to an account. He is dangerous at best.

Saraly AZ Don't give the piece of nothing any space.  Let him drift off into oblivion in Jail.

Carol AZ

Facebook should not allow Donald Trump back on their site.  He is a criminal (maybe not 
yet convicted but he is) and he is a detriment to our government and our society.  If he can't 
be put away, he should not have a platform to continue to disrupt our government, the 
officials of it and spread falsehoods that harm our democracy.  Only you - Facebook - can 
protect us from that happening by keep Trump off FB,  I implore you to take a stand for 
decency, our country and our democracy.

Joane AZ Do not let an entity that foments violence and untruths on your site!!

Jeff AZ
There is absolutly no way you would allow that creep back on Facebook unless you agree 
with what he says. Why don't you own up to it?
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Robert AZ Hatemongers have no place of Facebook.

Laurie AZ

Trump HAS NOT CHANGED. He will continue to rally his followers to commit violence. Do 
not provide a platform for him and then claim "We had no idea this might happen." You do 
know.

Danny AZ

Donald Trump is a wannabe autocrat who will do and say anything for power.  He already 
proved this fact on January 6.  I ask that Facebook enforces it’s own policies and keeps 
Trump off its platform.  Facebook has already done enough to foment right-wing extremism 
and violence, and if they really are committed to changing how they do things, keeping 
Trump off their platform is a good place to start.

Brian AZ

For years Donald Trump has used social media to degrade, bully, harass and threaten 
people. His constant stream of disinformation directly lead to a violent insurrection. He has 
never shown even a modicum of remorse for any of these statements or actions. He will 
never learn and will never change. He must be banned for life.

Patty AZ

trump is dangerous and fans the flames of bigotry and false information, including the lie 
that the election was stolen from him.   Keep him off Facebook and Twitter forever.  Our 
country will be much better for it.  

Robin AZ He's a bigot

Barbara AZ
Donald Trump should not have his Facebook privileges restored. He spreads lies, 
conspiracies, and incites hatred on the platform. He should be permanently banned.

Robin AZ He's a bigot who keeps trying to inties people to a civil war.

Ann-Louise AZ

tRump has repeatedly shown FB that he cannot be trusted to tell the truth. He has incited 
his followers to riot and commit sedition. You MUST say, "Enough is enough!"
Every time you give tRump another chance, he does what he always does - he uses FB to 
lie and foment rebellion. Do NOT aid and abet this dangerous man.

Sheila AZ

this lier, hate monger, is a narcasisst that has seeded  those that will destroy our country... 
if you allow his lies, cheats to continue, you are responsible for the deep harm he is and 
has caused.

Lisa AZ

Really? Are the humans from earth who are behind the Facebook curtain actually grappling 
with the ethics here?
Plainly T. RUMP is using you to wipe his ass. Isn't that pathetic! Enjoying the view?

Elizabeth AZ
Because he is a serial liar, full of hatred, and will cause more trouble if he is given a 
platform.

Anna AZ He is guilty of starting a violent insurrection and still thinks he is President.

Kathy AZ
All persons promoting racism conspiracies and continue to support lies. Needs off of 
Facebook. Or any social media.

Linda AZ

Trump will not stop the lies.  He will not stop the hate.  That is who he is.  Why would you 
want to sully yourself and your platform?  Didn't realize we had so many idiots in this 
country that would believe his garbage and now extremists are dangerously involved.  
Please be a good citizen and don't let garbage be on a good site.

Rozella AZ

The madness of the last few months is or make that years is directly related to the vile 
nature of Donald J Trump and his enablers using social media for ill gains and spreading 
“alternate facts “ lies and conspiracy theories. There is no possible good reason for allowing 
him back on the Facebook platform or any other outlet to continue to sow seeds of hate.

Karin AZ
He is not fit to be on FaceBook.  A tyrannical liar, grifter and con man, totally amoral, he 
has no innate right to spew his hate and bigotry.  

Sharon AZ
Donald Trump incited violence against me and my loved ones. When asked to stop, he only 
doubled down. He must not be allowed to spread hate and destruction on Facebook, again.

Tania AZ STOP TRUMPIST VIOLENCE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! KEEP TRUMP OFF FACEBOOK!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Stephen AZ It so obvious that he is very dangerous for each of us and our Democracy. Ban him forever.

Marilyn AZ

Donald Trump is dangerous. He lies incessantly and incites people to violence. If you allow 
him back, it will cause more people to be violent and kill people. PLEASE don't allow him 
back.

Duncan AZ

Donald Trump is a racist, ignorant, hate filled, and traitorous menace to this country and, 
unfortunately, he has LOTS of goose stepping followers who are all too eager to DO 
whatever violent actions he encourages them to perform.
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Philip AZ
Anyone that incites insurrection and sedition against America should not be on ANY social 
media platform.

Susan AZ Trump is a fascist and a threat to democracy.

Joan AZ
Ban Trump from Facebook please! Anything spewing from his mouth are lies! Do not 
spread his hate on Facebook!

June AZ

The Don is a CANCER to AMERICAN DEMOCRACY.  HE IS STILL DOING DAMMAGE 
AND WILL CONTINUE TO DO SO.
HE HAS TOLD US AND SHOWN US WHO HE IS   BELIEVE HIM

Susan AZ

He's a divisive white supremacist who spreads conspiracy theories, and nobody needs that 
sort of thing on social media. He shouldn't be allowed to post anything on any sort of social 
media platform, ever.

Cydney AZ
Social media platforms must work to be rid of all slander and lies because it is the ethical 
thing to do!

Melody AZ

Do not allow Trump, the treasonous ex president, to continue to spread his lies and 
encouragement of criminal acts against our democracy!

Marsha AZ

I think January 6 is a perfect example of why Facebook should not allow a Fascist, riot 
inciter,  and traitor to this country to have an account to do more damage. 
Facebook has to decide what side they are on.

Felix AZ

YOUR system previously assisted in enabling cheating, lying, racist, thieving, treasonous 
Corrupter-in-Chief tRUMP and his cult to commit murder and mayhem in addition to 
undermining our CONSTITUTION!!! Do NOT be complicit AGAIN! 

Sybil AZ

Facebook does not need Donald Trump back on its platform. He will continue to spread 
more needless bigotry and lies about people who are innocent! Please think about 
American Democracy and how social media has helped to further damage Democracy 
since the Presidential Election of 2016!

Rebecca AZ
Not just ban Trump but ban everyone that has misuses their power to cheat & spread 
misinformation

Mary AZ
Because he mounted an insurrection against his own country, people were killed! Keep him 
off Facebook so he cant spread any more lies

judith AZ

Elected officials, especially those with power, have an obligation to fact check themselves 
before speaking.  Failing that, the second defense is to apply a censor or at least a notation 
that the facts by the presenter are not accurate. FaceBook is a powerful source of info. & 
should apply the same principles as publications.

Gary AZ Facebook should be about truth.  All Trump does is lie again and again.

Rae AZ

Precious Facebook, Please permanently ban
Donald Trump. Your policies have been violated enough to justify cutting him out.
      Rae M. Pease (I taught in schools for 37 Years. He will never change.)

Ellen AZ

Donald Trump uses social media to spread hatred and fear and to incite violence. 
Facebook is a party to all of that if you give him a platform. Do not let him back on 
Facebook.

Joan AZ
You had better stand by your own policies for your own good, let alone our safety and 
democracy. You see what spreading lies and sick conspiracy theories got us. 

Carolyn AZ
You seem to have no problem enforcing your policies on average day citizens even if our 
posts point out systemic racism,  

Patty AZ Stop pandering to him. He’s dangerous!
Jessie AZ To do the right thing ban him 7 people were killed
Jessie AZ To do the right thing ban him 7 people were killed

Marie BC
Because if Facebook ever were to actually enforce its own policies, NOW would be the 
time.

Carol British Columbia It’s obvious that the man is unhinged & shouldn’t be allowed anywhere!
Carol British Columbia It’s obvious that the man is unhinged & shouldn’t be allowed anywhere!

Sue British Columbia

No one needs the kind of toxic rhetoric and lies that are a staple of trump’s posts.  I 
certainly don’t want to deal with them going forward.  Ban him and deny him a platform to 
air his dishonest and divisive comments.



First name State Comment

Anthony British Columbia

Facebook should permanently ban Trump for one simple reason: He's an instigator of white 
nationalists. If he is given a voice online again, he will only use it to stoke fear and spread 
disinformation.

John British Columbia

Donald Trump has been using any platform he can access to spread lies and disinformation 
consistently on mass media presentations. There is no evidence nor reliable witnesses that 
can guarantee his attitude and conduct will change, especially in his advanced age. 
Facebook needs to be consistent with its own policies and ban Trump permanently.

David British Columbia
The US cannot afford more discord brought on by an ignorant and self-absorbed 
psychopath.  Keep Trump away from all mass media venues.

G. Brussels Region Why on god's little earth would they not do so! That's what policies are for!!!

David Brussels Region
Because he has shown himself to be a man incapable of disciplining himself. He needs to 
be disciplined by those with the courage, conscience and will to do it.

Karen CA Trump should be banned for life
SHARON CA Don't facilitate hate
Carlos Gogo CA He should be arrested for treason and high crimes

Josh CA

Facebook has a business and ethical obligation to prevent the spread of lies and 
falsehoods. For years, Facebook gave a platform to Trump to deceive and mislead tens of 
millions of Americans, and we saw the deadly results during the Insurrection.  With Trump 
no longer president - and his dangerous role in inciting the insurrection - he should be 
PERMANENTLY banned from Facebook.

Diana CA
Trump is an ongoing danger to our people, our country and our constitution. He should not 
have this platform. 

Scott CA
Facebook needs to show it's fair, enforcing it's rule the same way on all it's users.  A Trump 
exception sends the message that some civilians are above the rules.

Christine CA
Trump puts forth lies and conspiracy theories so he shouldn't be allowed to spread them on 
FaceBook.

Marita CA Because allowing him back into Facebook sends a message of approval for his behavior.

Hazel CA
Do not empower this violent, hateful person. He has not followed community guidelines and 
should not be given a platform to spread misinformation and division.

Mary CA
Trump's lies are damaging to our democracy; please ban him permanently from Facebook 
to avoid further damages.

Mark CA
Trump has proven time and again that he cannot be trusted to tell the truth. His lies feed 
radicalization and should be permanently banned from Facebook.

Aurora CA
HE WANTS TO BE KING,  DOES EVERYTHING FOR HIMSELF. NEVER TELLS THE 
TRUTH.

Nancy CA
He has proven that he will lie and spread all kinds of misinformation, to the terrible damage 
of our democracy.

Aida CA Shut The Trump-Cancer Up!

Karen CA
No one who has encouraged people to commit insurrection deserves a space on 
Facebook.

Evelyn CA
He is a detriment to society with his false lies.  Putting him back on Facebook will only incite 
more violence.  Everyone knows we don't want that.

Anita CA Trump spreads lies, and racist rhetoric that is against Facebook's rules. Keep him off!
Betty CA Stop the lies and conspiracy theories.  Protect our democracy!

Richard CA
Trump is a danger to American democracy. He has caused COVID to be substantially 
worse in the death of over 475,000 Americans and we're still counting. He's a serial rapist.

Ellen CA

Please permanently ban Donald trump from Facebook. He only spreads lies and dangerous 
disinformation which further divides our country unnecessarily. Free speech is great but 
inciting violence via social media is grounds for a permanent ban.

Connie CA

He has incited insurrection and a coup against the government he swore an oath to on the 
day he took office. He is fueling hatred, racism and sexism in this country and should not be 
allowed on facebook, if he is, then you do indeed support this type of horrible thing

Suzanne CA
Trump was the leader of the one and only time in history that the US Capitol was breached 
by Americans. He should never be given a voice again. He should be in jail!!



First name State Comment
Philip CA Stop Trump from spreading lies and promoting violence,
P CA He spreads lies and hate!

Robert CA

Donald Trump uses alarmist and inflammatory rhetoric to incite violence and encourage 
hatred, bigotry, elitism, protectionism, sexism and xenophobia.  There is a distinction 
between free speech and hate speech and Trump has violated that distinction in so many 
ways.  He cannot be allowed to continue his assault on America and his detractors.  
Allowing him to have a voice would only perpetuate discourse and violence.  We do not 
need a repeat of what happened on January 6th. 

Querido CA

Donald Trump has proved himself over and over to be an inciter and promoter of 
insurrection and, in plain language, an enemy of democracy and an enemy of our country. 
He lies to provoke, and he whips up fear and violence in his own self-interest to the huge 
detriment of our country. Giving him a platform is a deeply undemocratic act.

Carla CA Because he is an inflammatory liar

Chris CA
There needs to be consistent enforcement of policies and accountability for violating them. 
Keep the loser off your platform so he can't continue to lie with impunity.

duncan CA He lies a lot and instigates sedition.

Richard CA
Trump is a treasonous fascist owned by Putin...that seems like enough reasons to ban him 
for life.

Herring CA
If you believe in democracy, then you will not let someone on your platform who spreads 
lies to undermine our democracy

Denise CA
Please don't let him back on facebook.  There are too many people already on your site 
that follow him and spout his rhetoric and will embolden them even more.  Please no

Charles CA Mainly because he's the  AntiChrist!

Dennis CA
Trump hasn’t posted a true statement on Facebook in the last four years. What makes you 
think he’s going to change?

Brent CA
If you allow hate and misinformation on your platform, that tells me that approve this type of 
behavior...

Ron CA TRUMP IS A WARPED DISTORTION OF HUMANITY. DON'T GIVE HIM A VOICE.
Gregory CA Enough negative damage to our diverse culture and international relationships

Hannah CA
A person that dangerous with his addiction to spreading untruths should not be given a 
microphone.

Wendy CA

Freedom of speech doesn’t mean uplifting the voices of hatred, intolerance and outright lies 
that undermine our democracy. Stand on the side of justice in our history by permanently 
banning Trump from Facebook. The world is watching. 

Barbara CA You already said it.  Enforce your own policies.  Ban Donald Trump!
Timothy CA Because he’ll use his membership as a bully pulpit to raise the ire’s of his violent followers.

Jan CA
It is past time that Facebook support civility and non-violence in public conversation. The 
former President continue to put forth intentional lies and stirs hate and violence.

Dorothy CA
Do not give him a platform to express his views that have caused such damage to our 
democracy.

Elaine CA He is an authoritarian fascist wannabe
Kare CA He's a liar and a criminal!!

Geness CA

He is unstable and is an unsafe influence to have on our world.  Do to the swift thinking of 
one Capitol police officer, we narrowly avoided having Congress persons kidnapped or 
murdered in an insurrection which is at the hands of trump.  We do not need him!  
Facebook needs to be prioritizing global safety.  It would be shameful to give Trump 
another bully pulpit.  Step up, Facebook, and for the love of goodness, please do the righty 
thing!!!

Suzanne CA If Hitler were alive tiday, would you let him on Facebook? Enough said.

Dee CA
Because banning the likes of Donald Trump would send a message to his sort that White 
supremacy and racism won't be tolerated and allowed to spread on Facebook.

Joyce CA Yes



First name State Comment

Steve CA
Keep liddle Donnie Trump off FaceBook.  I will delete my account if you let him back on.  
Not a threat but a promise

Jilll CA
We don’t need more lies, untruths, twisted thinking or violence and anger from anyone. 
Certainly and particularly not EX-President Trump the great self server. 

JL CA

Facebook did too little, too late and five people are dead and over 140 law enforcement 
officers injured--and may even be complicit in the criminal offenses against the people who 
showed up like he posted and requested in his rallies.  Facebook should actually be looking 
at why they failed to act much sooner and what more they can do to not encourage illegal 
and violent behavior by leaving posts up even when reviewed expected to result in such 
outcomes by any rational person.  Silence is complicit, failure to act is complicit in all such 
crimes.  Instead of permitting Trump on its site, it should be admitting its failures and finding 
ways to change the algorhythms that promoted violence to not do so and ensuring it stops 
such insurrectionist content in the future immediately  instead of inviting it to continue and 
harm this country and all her people.

Cynthia CA He incites violence and spreads misinformation.

Virginia CA

Don't be hypocritical, like the Republicans! Back & Forth! Either you ban Trump or you 
don't! Due to your indecision, I am making the decision to boycott Facebook! If ALL 
facebook scribers do the same maybe Trump will lose AGAIN!

J CA
He will continue to stir up his most violent followers.  Four years of his tweets confirm that 
stirring up the emotions of already emotional radicals are his tool to keep power

Scarlet CA
Donald Trump has proven that he's a social menace, determined to maintain the national 
spotlight at whatever cost to the country.

Katherine CA Ban trump and his hate speech forever.

Judy CA

1) Trump is a pathological liar.
2) His goal is to cause chaos, division and insurrection.

Bret CA Trump is a white supremacist, misogynistic fascist and brings out the worst in his followers.
Irene CA No social media platform should promote lies and violence.

Jimmie CA
Social media should remain a way for people to connect in positive ways, not a political 
platform to spread nastiness and hate through racial , gender and  ethnic discrimination

Daniel CA
Traitors like Trump and his minions must not be allowed to spew hate speech and/or incite 
insurrection via social media EVER AGAIN!

NANCI CA

This would be a terrible mistake.
The man is incorrigible.
He will spread other lies and hate.

judit CA
hate and disinformation is ruining our democracy and must be stopped. This starts with 
keeping Trump and his lies off of Facebook.

Annie CA

Gee I can think of so Many Reasons, Because He's- Racist, Homophobic, Mean to People 
& probably  Animals, Misogynistic, Pro White Supremacy, A Grifter, A Criminal.... He Needs 
To Be Taken OFF FaceBook. If not FaceBook is Promoting his Beliefs! 
AnnY

Deanna CA

This man is an abomination. He has no redeeming  qualities. He lies, he cheats, he 
foments irrational attacks and theories. Please don't let him have an influence on people on 
Facebook.

Terry CA

Don't let Trump rouse his army of those that want to run with power their way. Don't allow 
any contact  thru Facebook. Thank you.

Justin CA This commits violence that they also should ban him on social media permanetly

Brooke CA
Enforce your own policies or become more liable. People will #boycott buying ads on 
Facebook.

Constance CA

For 4 years, Trump has spread misinformation, outright lies, spewed divisive rhetoric,  
inciting people to anger and violence. FaceBook should have a zero tolerance. Please keep 
Trump permanently banned. He is a malignant narcissist and he won't stop with the lies 
and inciting his followers. 

Jon CA
Everything Donald Trump says emboldens white supremacists and borders on hate 
speech. As Twitter decided, he does not deserve a public forum.



First name State Comment

Judy CA
Why would you let a lying, hate spewing white nationalist use your platform to spread his 
hate?

Gregg CA
Lies are what has brought our country to the divide we are at. Trump lies constantly. It is 
Facebook's responsibility to keep the lies from being spread.

Karen CA

A democracy needs a factually informed electorate, not one subject to lies and conspiracy 
theories. Legal freedom of speech in this country has always had boundaries. If Trump is 
allowed back on Facebook, you will will be every bit as culpable for the decline of U.S. 
democracy as were Nazi propagandists for the rise of fascism in Germany.

Laverne CA
He’s a threat to our democracy spewing hate, racism and other derogatory statements.  He 
promoted white supremacy through violence 

Karen CA

Facebook needs to mature and take full responsibility for all of the conspiracy theories and 
Trump cult. FB gave them the platform to spread lies, rumors and fictitious information. 
Deactivated my FB acct. years ago, this is why.

Sue CA Please keep Donald Trump off Facebook! His lies are destructive and deadly!
Elliot CA One man, a whole lot of hate, not a hard choice to make

Fritz CA
If you think trump is going to  change, you've got another think coming. Adam Sheff told 
you that a year ago & look what happened @the capital.

Gracie CA He’s a danger to our country.

Joanne CA

Trump's rhetoric caused the terrifying  and deadly insurrection.  He hasn't  changed. Why 
give him a platform to cause more hatred and more damage? He needs  to  be  suspended 
forever.

John CA Don’t let back on.   He’s a lying all the time.

Betty CA

Trump is a conspiracy spreader.  Please don’t allow him to spread this stuff on Facebook.
Stand up for our country!  Be like Twitter and ban him permanently.  DO THE RIGHT 
THING.

Nikki CA

Unchecked lies, fear and hate that incite violence and insurrection have no place on social 
media.  The ban must be permanent to ensure everyone's safety. There are too many 
brainwashed morons out there who still believe his lies.

Rachel CA

After former President Trump was kicked off Twitter and Facebook, there was a 
measurable decrease in discussion of the election being stolen. We know that fact-
checking (even genuinely vigilant fact-checking, of a sort that Facebook has not historically 
encouraged) is no match for a lie repeated ad infinitum. On the other hand, the past few 
weeks have shown us that deplatforming is an effective response to people who are 
encouraging and organizing anti-democratic violence, because it dramatically decreases 
the number of casual observers available to be incited.

B. CA
Trump, when given access to Facebook, remains a clear and present danger to our 
democratic republic by promoting lies and conspiracy theories, and fomenting violence.

Mandy CA
Save America and ban Donald Trump from Facebook for good. We don't need to hear his 
lies anymore.

Rondi CA No hate speech/platform for this perpetrator!  Support our Democracy!

Denise CA

trump has spread vicious lies, insulted and belittled people, encouraged violence, espoused 
racism and misogynism, and more. Facebook has blocked little old ladies and activists just 
for having an opinion! Don’t let than orange piece of garbage back on. Have some dignity 
and some sense of justice and social responsibility. 

Yves CA He's an incurable toxic liar.
Lacey CA It can inspire violence.

Jose CA

Donald Trump should be banned permanently from Facebook because  he claims that he 
won the 2020 presidential election when in reality he lost and he refused to concede his 
election loss.

Stinstrom CA Trump is a dangerous detrement to our beloved American democracy.

Shelley CA

He's a corrupt lying conspiracy theorist, against The Constitution, hates immigrants & 
people of color. He has damaged our nation so horrible & he will continue to spread his 
corruption on FB



First name State Comment

Nancy CA

Either Facebook should not ban or censor anyone, or ban dangerous ideas promoted by 
dangerous people.  I don't use social media - I see it as an electronic STD.  But I'm smart 
enough to read all sides of an issue and make my own decisions.  For example, anyone 
that even QUESTIONS the mainstream narrative on Covid, is labeled a crazy conspiracy 
theorist or anti-vaxxer, and either those voices are either shut down or censored.  Why not 
let us decide what we subscribe to and not let an elitist milennial (essentially a baby in life 
experience) dictate it to us.

Caryn CA Facebook needs to enforce its own policies around disinformation.

Mike CA

Trump started a seditious, armed insurrection against the United States of America that 
killed 6 Americans and injured 140 police officers. One of the officers lost three fingers and 
another may lose an eye. Trump did this USING YOUR PLATFORM!!! 

Susan CA

Donald Trump is a dangerous criminal who has badly misused Facebook many times. He 
must be permanently banned. Arguments that actions like this unfairly silence him are 
absurd. The news media repeats every word he says.

Anthony CA

To continue to allow Donald Trump to use any social media platforms crates room for 
continued division already present in our country. Please decide using your heart and not to 
satisfy any group. Let's promote Peace.

Bruce CA Trump is an ongoing threat to our nation and democratic norms. He is not going to change.

Patrice CA

Hate speech serves no one and endangers all. Misinformation, deliberate and grounded in 
specious and hateful argument, is dangerous to the body politic and the community at 
large. 

Donald Trump has shown himself time and again to rely on hate speech, malicious and 
specious argument to foment dangerous actions among his more gullible - and less-gullible 
but willing - followers. 

Mad dogs should be muzzled for the good of the Whole.

Permanently ban Donald Trump from Facebook and all its affiliates. 

Thank you.

Beth CA

Donald Trump does not have a moral compass and has shown himself incapable of 
following basic norms of civility and humanity. Social media should not endorse his 
dangerous unhinged behavior by giving him a worldwide platform.

Jairo CA Facebook has a responsibility to NOT grant a platform to LIARS!

Omar CA

Unfortunately your platform (FB) has already been used to give him a huge amount of 
influence and coupled with his lies and malice, it has created a situation where he has 
become extremely dangerous. Actions have consequences and I hope you understand and 
see that he needs to be held accountable for the damage he has done through your 
platform.

Fred CA

While it would normally be appropriate for members to be reinstated after correcting the 
problems that caused their suspensions, Donald Trump is not capable of correction. He is  
an admitted pathological liar, and will impulsively continue to spread fantasies that harm the 
country by undermining public faith in our elections and government. Please keep him away 
from his Facebook megaphone.

Neal CA Keep the person who caused the insurrection off of any social media platforms.
William CA NO WAY!
Dale CA Don't give Trump a platform to incite his domestic terrorists.
Twyla CA He spreads hatred!

Janis CA
Trump has shown just how much trouble he can cause through Facebook.  He should be 
permanently banned.  Thank you.

Terry CA So we have NO MORE violence by tRump & won’t play by the rules, ever. NO!!

Renee CA
Please continue to keep Trump off Facebook for safety reasons since he incites dangerous 
conspiracies and violence.

Sandy CA He is a clear and present danger to our country.
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Kathy CA

Finally, you show some backbone and then you back down and in some ways you're b a 
traitor as well condoning the comeback of DT.  He's a poor loser and he gets the Q-platoon 
all riled up and ready to shoot somebody,  or stage a coup or hang all Democrats.  Stick to 
your original decision!  You may weep over the loss of Trump traffic, but consider blocking 
him as your patriotic duty for crissake!

Susan CA
Donald Trump is a dangerous criminal who should not be given any public platform to incite 
more riots.

Maria CA

He is a dangerous, amoral voice.  In elementary school we learned that the right to Free 
Speech ends when you yell “fire” in a crowded theatre.  His unconscionable acts are too 
heinous to allow.  Imagine if we could have applied the same limits to Hitler.  How many 
lives could have been saved?  We are at that moment in history right now!

Anna CA
Trump is a dangerous seditionist. He is dangerous to a functioning democracy and he 
constantly spreads hate and lies.

Nicole CA

Not only should he not be allowed on Facebook.  But, we should focus our attention on how 
we can hold him accountable for ALL his evils! Lock him up! He and all his enablers 
including his children should be going or in prison.  Let's hold them accountable.  How 
about that!

Kathy CA
Please do not let Trump back on Facebook to spread his lies and hate‼ You are partially to 
blame for Jan 6! History will judge Facebook too! You need to be regulated!

Michael CA
trump incites violence with his thoughtless words.  Ban him from facebook and the rest of 
humanity.

Jane CA
It is too dangerous to let Donald Trump back on.. He has a base which is interested  
violence. THis cannot be.

Ken CA Facebook should not be a voice for criminals and despots.

Donald CA
Permanently Ban Donald trump Because He Is A Vile Sick Liar That Has Caused Many 
People's DEATHS!!!!!

Michel CA At what point do thousands of lies become treason? 400k dead due to trump's inaction!!

James CA
Reinstating Trump's ability to post untruths and reach out to the White Racists groups will 
be a travesty. Facebook you've done enough damage to democracy already!

Isabelle CA He incites violence, hatred and racism.

Garth CA

Trump openly calls the election fraud and encourages violence against his victors.  He has 
not changed and will continue to encourage the overthrow of the government.  Do not let 
him have a platform.

Heather CA
THE MAN IS MENTALLY UNSTABLE, RACIST, BULLY, IGNORANT ETC., ETC. AND 
GREEDY, HE'S A DANGER TO OUR COUNTRY AND THE WORLD!!

Randy CA Trump encouraged an insurrection.  Trump has committed treason.  Isn't that enough?

Chuck CA

Someone who has espoused violence, mysogeny, racism, etc, has violated policy. Trump 
went further and promoted insurrection and treason. Trump went so far that he is in a 
category by himself and should be permanently banned

Marc CA
Thank you for following your own rules and regulations. Please keep doing this but not 
allowing Donald Trump to have access to Facebook anymore.

Sharon CA

Facebook has been allowing divisive hate to diminish our communities and society for long 
enough—they MUST take actions to reduce the amplification of such dangers—including 
de-platforming those who incite violence (such as Trump and his followers encouraging 
violence)—and stop taking ads for unverifiable dangerous groups or causes AND foreign 
interference.

Victoria CA

Donald Trump is known to spread inflammatory  lies. He is a dangerous element in todays 
political climate, who encouraged the insurrection at the Capitol. It would be irresponsible to 
unleash this unhinged man on the public again. Please stick by your ban. Nothing has 
changed, he is still spreading lies and inspiring violence.

Louis CA Mr. Donald J. Trump is not to be trusted.

David CA

Because providing any political figure, current or former, a platform to foment delusional 
conspiracies, perpetuate lies and incite or lead others to violence should not be the 
allowed. Reserve the right to refuse service to anyone
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Carol CA

Please ban Trump permanently from Facebook. His misuse (understatement) is dangerous 
to our democracy. As history demonstrates, his social media use is only self-serving and 
inflammatory. To allow him to use your platform condones that behavior and makes you 
complicit in any violence that follows.

Barbara CA

Donald Trump’s time as president mirrored Hitler’s rise to power in too many frightening 
ways.  He is a demagogue, hate-filled and his time in office is like pre-fascist time, 
according to historians who study this.  Everything he said up to insurrection at Capitol was 
dangerous propaganda, so how is it ethically and morally possible you’d consider allowing 
him back on FB?
Shame on you!
Barbara Feuer

Linda CA

Trump promotes violence, supports white supremacy (since he had no trouble hiring them 
to work on his staff and supported their actions) and was found to be the number one 
source of misinformation about COVID-19 by multiple studies. Moreover, he instigated an 
insurrection that attempted to overthrow the government. He is a risk to public safety and 
well-being. Any account who simply repeated what he says word-for-word would be banned 
within a day. There is no reason that he should be exempt from community standards.

Cynthia CA

Simply removing Trump from the platform isn't going to fix the systemic racism and sexism 
built into your very algorithms unless you enforce your own policies around disinformation 
which is an important step on the path to re-imagining social media platforms that allow 
people to connect with each other free from the threat of misogynistic and white 
supremacist hate and violence.  

 You, Facebook, need to enforce your own policies and permanently ban Donald Trump 
from the platform. 

Cynthia CA

Simply removing Trump from the platform isn't going to fix the systemic racism and sexism 
built into your very algorithms unless you enforce your own policies around disinformation 
which is an important step on the path to re-imagining social media platforms that allow 
people to connect with each other free from the threat of misogynistic and white 
supremacist hate and violence.  

 You, Facebook, need to enforce your own policies and permanently ban Donald Trump 
from the platform. 

Joanne CA
Keep Hate Speech and Conspiracy theories off of Facebook. Trump spreads conspiracy 
and hate speech. Remove Trump permanently

Lawrence CA
Please keep Donald Trump off of the Facebook platforms permanently. He is an evil racist 
that incites violence and riots! Never again.

Caye CA
He is dishonest and only thinks of himself.  Worse president ever - 450K deaths due to his 
inaction.

Diane CA

Donald Trump caused a riot in Washington due to his delusions of grandeur and lack of any 
sense of morality.  He will do and say anything in order to bolster his ego, no matter whom 
he hurts or betrays.  The man is a danger to society and the Country.

E CA

He can not be allowed back on.  He is capable of whipping up terrorism and now that he 
has taken so much$ from his dupes he will do more damage.  We have to punish him in 
many ways and he will still get others to post for him.

Aixa CA

Facebook needs to be more responsible especially w an w a divisive ex-President that has 
spread over 30,000 lies. Lied about Covid-19 turning regressing knowledge that damaged 
health of citizens & increased deaths. No I don't want to hear from him ever!

Fulvio CA

Facebook is a private company and I am sure it has TERMS that violate exactly what 
Trump expresses so yes, keep him out forever

Nora CA

Donald Trump is a traitor to the United States who has continuously fomented violence 
against the rule of law and continues to push the false narrative that he won the 2020 
election.  HIs words resulted in the Capitol riot on January 6, 2021.  He will continue to 
foment violence if he is permitted to return to Facebook.  He has been given far too much 
leeway already to spread his subversive lies to vulnerable people.  He must be permanently 
banned from Facebook and any other platform that allows him to continue to foment 
violence.
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Daniela CA
Let's make it clear: if I or any other "non-celebrity" incited mobs to violence you would 
certainly ban us for life. Rules should be the same for all!

Donna CA

As a psychotherapist with families,   I learned that some children are incapable of limiting 
their own behavior. Those children require us to  set boundaries for them. Such is the case 
with Donald Trump. He needs Facebook to draw his boundaries and say “No.”

Gerianne CA
The Donald" had already done more than enough irrepairable damage to our country. He 
abused his position to mock our democracy. That warrants a permanent ban. 

Amber CA
Donald Trump has proven he is dangerous and uses social media to promote his 
dangerous agenda.  Please keep him off.  He does nothing but damage our country.

Cathy CA He is dangerous.

Noreen CA

You just said it: ENFORCE ITS OWN POLICIES!!!!!
Letting him back onto Facebook negatively affects EVERY OTHER USER of the site. The 
fact that you removed him in the first place was the common-sense, strong, principled 
action. Why back down on it? You know he doesn't care what you think. You know he 
doesn't care about your audience. Why not stick to your decision and thus send a message 
of strength to the rest of the world? You are showing strength to the rest of the world by 
preventing him from spewing harmful, untrue, self-absorbed messages JUST BECAUSE 
HE CAN. You wouldn't let a three-year-old vent as he does on the internet JUST 
BECAUSE HE CAN AND FOR NO OTHER REASON. Why allow him to sully your product 
and continue filling the air with selfish, harmful, negative, untrue garbage by allowing him 
go back to sending out self-indulgent, harmful, untrue info, just in order to remain in the 
public eye. WHY? WHY? WHY?
Why not instead send a message of strength to all your other users by publicly indicating 
that he crossed a line and therefore HE HIMSELF forfeited the right to communicate on 
your site. It's your property, for heaven's sake, and he has no right to display his faults and 
failings on a site that you own. PLEASE do not allow him to sully your site -- you have total 
control of it, and if you do not exercise that control for the good of all the rest of us, why do 
you exist? Please HOLD YOUR GROUND ON YOUR DECISION.

Elise CA Stop giving his lies a platform. Stop spreading hate!!

Gary CA
Now that Trump is a private citizen he should be subject to the same screening criteria as 
any other citizen and should therefore be permanently banned from Facebook.

Kiara CA

Just for starters: Almost half a million souls now lost to Covid-19. Trumpster-Dumpster: “I 
wanted to always play it down. I still like playing it down, because I don’t want to create a 
panic."

Joanna CA We must stop Trump with his viscious lies

Susan CA

Donald Trump is a pathological liar, chronic peddler of disinformation, source of sedition 
conspiracy against the United States government, white supremacist, misogynist, and more 
that is despicable, and must be banned from Facebook forever.

Carol CA Prevent the spread of lies and misinformation propaganda that fuels extremism by Trump

Gail CA

Donald Trump has proved to be a dangerous fascist. Please do not permit him to use 
Facebook as a platform for spreading hate and inciting violence. Ban him permanently, or I 
will quit using FB and urge everyone I know to do the same.

James CA Because it would be smart!

Millicent CA

Either Donald Trump is a pathological liar or he isn't.  Either he has violated social media 
rules and regulations or he hasn't.  Those of us who have been following the mainstream 
news have seen and heard the 45th president speak lies consistently for the past six or 
more years.  There is no evidence his behavior will change.

Mark CA His lies incite violence and aren't covered by the 1st Amendment.

Richard CA
30,000+ Lies as US President was not enough to show his total irresponsibility? Please do 
your part to help stop the madness. 

Jaime CA

The less exposure this sociopath has, the better. Keep him permanently off facebook, etc. 

See diagnostic listing: Antisocial Personality Disorder if you have questions.

karen CA

Now that he's not in office, he will be even more untethered to the truth, decency or non-
violence.  Yet he would still have a huge megaphone and get more people killed, including 
his "fans" similar to 1/6.
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Janice CA
We do NOT want a repeat of 2020 with all the disinformation, lies and hatred.  Trump must 
not be given access to Facebook again...just as he has been banned from Twitter.

Dan CA

Freedom of speech does not extend to proven practitioners of treason, participants in 
foreign  disinformation campaigns, and the negligent homicide (at best) of more American 
citizens than all of World War II. 

Jim CA

He will only continue to spread lies. He will never serve anyone but himself. Wait till he gets 
his TV show about people not working for him thinking they are working for him. He can go 
to the alternative sites where he will be admired. Do not waste time trying to screen his 
posts.

Melissa CA To save our fragile democracy

J. CA
Mr Trump has already assembled a mob to attack the Congress in session, and could do 
the same again.  Please don't give him that opportunity.

Marian CA

I would like to return to Facebook as a user (have been abstaining since last year), but that 
will only happen if there is robust enforcement of policies against lies, 
misinformation/manipulation, and hate speech.

Jill CA
Stop yourselves from enabling this man.  He's disgraced our democracy.  You've 
contributed to that and should do what you can to rectify the situation.

Michele CA

Simply that, it would mean that Facebook stood by its own policy!  Just because Trump is 
"famous" doesn't mean he should be exempt from the same policies average Facebook 
users are bound by.

J CA
He is a liar, a criminal, and a racist who is undermining the fabric of our culture and our 
country. Don't give him a platform to manipulate people.

Howard CA
His postings are often false and often dangerous, both to the Constitution and to the 
individuals and groups he targets. 

Conrad CA

Not only should facebook silence purveyors of hate and "disinformation" (lies) it should also 
allow users to mute/shun advertisers who they have no interest in hearing/seeing on their 
news feeds. 

Josh CA
We don’t need political violence to have any public platform. What kind of company 
promotes this?

Rhona CA
His toxic rhetoric is a global threat to peace and common decency. I for one would would 
be willing to give up my free speech in order that hate speech is denied!

Lisa CA
Trump needs to be blocked from Facebook. He does nothing but incite anger in citizens 
and tells lies. We do not need this  chaos in this country and at this time.

A.L. CA
Trump has proven how destructive he can be. What is the point to having rules if they can 
be so easily ignored?

Kathleen CA
He has brought us to the brink of catastrophe.  His constant lies have destroyed our faith in 
our democratic form of government.  He needs to be censured for the rest of his life.

Santone CA

It is too dangerous to you let him back on! many of his followers are bent on mischief and 
violence, And keeping him off Facebook will “lower the temperature” of emotions across the 
country except all for his most rabid followers who will follow him to other platforms. he has 
clearly shown that his behavior will not change despite repeated warnings; he has abused 
his user privileges before, and he will absolutely do it again!

Alexis CA
His white supremacy, incitement, lies, conspiracy theories, and general hatefulness have 
no place in responsible social media.  Ban Trump forever from your platform!

Mitchell CA Trump is institutionally racist.

Barbara CA
Allowing Trump to spread lies, discourse and dangerous untruth would be giving him free 
license to insight violence again.  Your company can do better.

Jesse CA

Do we need more evidence that he will use this platform to spread his message of hatred 
and divisiveness? The first amendment doesn’t guarantee this as a right! Facebook must 
act as a socially responsible organization and prevent this from happening again
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Abra CA

You are a private company and as such are free to police "no shoes, no shirt, no service" 
policies. Trump regularly threatens people with violence or retweets threats of violence, 
which can turn into very real violence. Your job is not to be the actual police and catch 
people, but please show some decency towards Donald Trump's many victims, past and 
future. These people suffer real harm when people respond IRL to his tweets. Please don't 
let this happen anymore. 

Natalie CA

Facebook should be held financially and legally liable for ignoring its own policies regarding 
misleading content, as well as hate/bullying speech in order to allow a sociopath to foment 
an insurrection that will lead to countless deaths and injuries all so that your Board and 
Trump can rake in profits. You should be ashamed of your moralless selves. 

Tom CA
Yes, A lifetime ban because he continues to lie and incite his base. He's not going to 
change his behavior. He's done enough damage.

Angela CA

Trump spreads lies and enforces dangerous conspiracy theories that lead thousands of 
people to storm the capitol building. Resulting in svereal injured officers and 5 deaths. He 
needs to be silenced.

Lily CA Because lies should not be a part of our socially accepted discourse.
Thomas CA Trump is a traitor.
Carol CA The mana is a liar. He is dangerous. He doesn’t know what is truth and what is not.

Naida CA

Any other person in the same situation would be permanently banned.  Trump has no 
regrets and just wants his platform back to tell lies and incite trouble.  He can cite his first 
amendment rights but that right does not guarantee the right to incite violence and 
government upheaval.  The country needs to heal and all he does is pick at the wounds.

Edwin CA

Simply removing Trump from the platform isn't going to fix the systemic racism and sexism 
built into the very algorithms of Facebook, but demanding that Facebook enforce its own 
policies around disinformation is an important step on the path to re-imagining social media 
platforms that allow people to connect with each other free from the threat of misogynistic 
and white supremacist hate and violence.

Toshio CA
Have you not seen, heard, witnessed any hate towards Jewish, blacks, brown, yellow & 
muslims? How hard up can you be mon?! 

Jared CA Got the good of the country make the ban permanent
Diane CA We don’t need any more lies from Trump.

Peggy CA

Donald Trump is a dangerous fascist who will continue his spread of sagacious lies about a 
stolen election. Giving him this platform will be will ramp up misinformation in a way that is 
harmful to our democracy.

Don CA Won't get fooled again, will we?

Kirsten CA
FB should permanently ban Donald Trump because of his repeated use of lies and 
misleading information to subvert the rule of law in the United States of America.

C CA

No to the hate-filled lies Donald Trump spreads every time his mouth opens or his fingers 
touch a keyboard. There is enough proof in the fact that from Trump's removal from social 
media, disinformation about the election plummeted 73%. We need truth to create unity, not 
more Trump. Place a permanent ban on him now!

Jean CA prevent more corruption
Ashley CA xxxxx

Christopher CA
President Trump will continue to spread lies and misinformation, creating dangerous 
situations for those he deems his enemies as well as for the country.

Laura CA Because Trump incited an insurrection against the Capitol.

Maureen CA
You have a responsibility to disallow speech that is insurrectionist or violent, please 
continue to keep Trump off FaceBook!

Rolf CA

Trump lies virtually anytime he speaks or tweets and his comments are always divisive and 
too often also incendiary.  We know he won't change even after having been impeached 
twice. We will regret if Trump is again allowed to use Facebook or Twitter.

Ava CA
This destructive Toxic ex dictator want to be is an inciter who constantly lies and is 
unfortunately believed which created violence and death. Keep him off Facebook

Kerry CA
He is a danger to democracy with his lies and inciting violence. The disinformation is 
tearing this country apart.
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Bryn CA

You can make up for the fact that you didn’t prevent him from inciting violent rioters by 
removing him from Facebook back in 2017 as he began to whip them up into the frenzy 
they became.

Lisa CA Because Trump will continue to spread lies, nothing has changed.  

Jess CA

Facebook has an ethical responsibility to uphold its own policies on hate speech and a 
moral responsibility to all its users to do everything in its power to stop misinformation and 
lies that have real world consequences.  Donald Trump should not be allowed back on 
Facebook.

Michele CA

Because he incites violence.  He lies.  He is a disgusting human being and nobody with any 
sense wants to hear what he has to say.  He has caused nothing but chaos by his 
comments.

Alena CA

Trump is a want to be dictator. He will continue to preach his lies and ignorant people will 
listen. If you want this country to move forward, keep him off of Facebook. If not, what 
happens will be on you

John CA

Facebook has been focused on numbers and earnings instead of combating the extremist 
views of Trump and his followers, resulting in these dangerous incidents of violence and 
civil unrest. Ban Trump and anyone that voices these extremist views. 

T CA

Hate speech should not be able to be spread far and wide.   Your parameters will 
constantly abused.  You permitted this saying, he was President.   He no longer is 
President.   Please don't continue to allow his hate speech to be spread.

Gregory CA

Donald Trump poses an existential threat to democracy. He’s abused multiple social media 
platforms to spread toxic lies, disinformation and divide the people. His incendiary rhetoric 
incited a fascist coup in Washington DC and other state capitols. He must be permanently 
banned from Facebook. Watch out for his family members and Giuliani and others 
spreading dangerous hate speech and lies, too.

Barbara CA
His promises are consistently broken; he cannot be trusted to use Facebook without 
endangering democracy.

Bill CA
This irresponsible character has no place on a public platform such as Facebook. I urge 
you to do what's right for the greater good and permanently ban Donald Trump.

Helen CA
Trump needs to be off Facebook (and other social media) permanently due to his unhinged 
behavior that puts our democracy seriously in danger.

Brady CA

The pathological lies that foment rebellion, which are told by Donald Trump, have no 
business being circulated on Facebook, as you have already acknowledged. He has not 
changed his tune, nor apologized for his actions, so you should practice no deviation from 
your policy of denying access.

Yvonne CA

I agree that Facebook is a platform and therefore should allow the free exchange of ideas 
and communication. It is not Facebook's responsibility to decide what's true, ethical, etc. 
Facebook should only focus on banning that which is most egregious like abuse, child 
pornography and the like. I affirm my belief that Donald Trump is egregious enough to be 
included in that which Facebook monitors and bans. He not only has no concern for what 
his words provoke, but at this point he has shown that he intentionally causes abuses, 
violence and crimes. I plead with Facebook not to give him a platform for these things.

April CA

Heinous acts perpetuating violence should not be considered free speech and it is the 
moral and ethical responsibility of agencies, venues and social media to stop such acts. 
Trump is a criminal, narcissistic sociopath and a traitor of democracy. He must be stopped.

Ken CA
The violence he encourages and the people who listen and respond to him don't deserve a 
platform that spreads falsehoods and promote violent actions.

James CA His continued lies will create further unrest.

Kim CA

Please be RESPONSIBLE and have Trump permanently removed from the Facebook 
platform. He is incapable of being an adult and has proven it time and time again. His lies 
have been dangerous for our country. Do the right thing.

Erica CA

Civil discourse has improved dramatically without him. If he could control himself that would 
allow for him to return, but we know he can’t. For the sanity of the nation, don’t let him back 
on. 

Georgia CA Trump is an insane person who, unfortunately, has much influence over too many people.
Frank CA Ban Trump!
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Mary CA

Facebook has a a responsibility  not be a platform for hate and lies.  You know the record 
of Donald Trump and Facebook.  The public and your patrons doe too.  5 people have died 
as a result of the capital riot. attempting to subvert our democracy.   Yesterday a Capital 
police office only 42 year old was murdered by these rioters laid in state.  Facebook stand 
up and show oversight, not a platform to do more damage.  Your reputation is on the line.   

Rita CA

Respectfully. 
As a Rural American, please—uphold your entrusted civic-civil-human duties and 
responsibilities to OUR nation—NOT to any one man or party.  

Please honor your responsibilities and squarely face reality: FULLY ban Donald J Trump 
from the present and future privilege of participation on Facebook.

Historically documented—for the entire world to witness—this former President through his 
years of 24-7 calculated words and actions:
. lied about the process and outcome of the 2020 Presidential Election
. incited an armed mob to storm the US Capitol building 
. disrupted the peaceful transfer of power
. was IMPEACHED for a second time by the US House of Representatives

For the sake of the integrity of OUR nation now-citizen Donald J Trump must be fully 
banned from Facebook and all social mediums. To allow this individuals words and actions 
to go unpunished would be extremely dangerous for OUR collective democracy.

Put another way.
When a child behaves badly, an entrusted adult must address their inappropriate words, 
conduct and actions in a timely manner in order to cease and desist future occurrence. 
Promptly and consistently.  In this case deter—future bad-actors and future coups in OUR 
nation—for political advancement and power.

Please ban—PRIVATE yet POLITICALLY INFLUENTIAL citizen Donald J Trump from 
participation with and on Facebook—forever.
 
With appreciation for your time and thoughtful consideration of this far reaching concern. 

Every good intention - Rita
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Victoria CA
Trump has shown himself to be a supporter of terrorism.  This should disqualify him from 
having a forum.

Jennifer CA We all have a responsibility to stop disinformation!
Kathy CA He breeds hate and lies.  That will never change.

Ron CA

Facebook or any other social media websites should not partake in any fashion with hate 
organizations or individuals hate language or lies that can endanger or bring harm or death 
to others. Allowing such is participation in kind. Facebook must ask themselves what is the 
moral, responsible thing to do here.

Judith CA
Please don't contribute to spreading more  lies, hate, and conspiracies or encouraging 
violence.

Wallace CA

In the wake of the white supremacist insurrection in Washington, D.C, on January 6, we 
saw a sea change in how social media platforms were dealing with people spreading lies 
about the election, Donald Trump being chief among them. After years of organizing by civil 
rights groups, who were warning about just such a real-world attack, social media platforms 
finally took action

Stephanie CA

All Trump ever had to say was "Good game," when Biden won.  He, and all other weak and 
delusional Republicans who do the same are the absolute CAUSE of the threat to our 
democracy.  HE LOST, which has been confirmed and reaffirmed by recounts and 
countless court battles.  HE LOST.

Kathy CA He instigated and/or was an accomplice through his posts,to murder at the Capitol!

Margaret CA

Donald Trump has lied and been indecent on Facebook.  Please deny him further use of 
the
platform.

Mary CA

I do not think Facebook should amplify the voice of anybody who has advocated 
overthrowing the government and who incites violence toward others. Further I think 
Facebook needs to tag blatant political lies such as our last election was rigged, stolen. 
Lies on social media are 7 times more likely to be clicked on than the truth. Your algorithm 
is promoting and spreading conspiracy theories and is thus a significant source of 
incitement to treason and violence.  
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Martha CA
Trump is still too dangerous. Wait a year, give him a chance to fade more before you give 
him back his big microphone. Qanon says he'll be back in March. Don't help.

Jon CA
Donald Trump is a dangerous powerful sociopath who should not be allowed on the 
platform with law abiding citizens

Dorothy CA
People who spread conspiracies that threaten lives and democracy should be permanently 
banned from Facebook and related social medial

Judith CA
Trump incites violence, spews false information and bullies his adversaries. Spare us the 
drama--keep him banned.

Bob CA
The past shows how Trump's Facebook messages have been filled with lies and half truths. 
"Fake News" is anything he doesn't like. A leopard doesn't change its spots. 

Lydia CA
Please keep your ban of trump off FB. He is dangerous bec of gross misinformation and 
support of dangerous terrorist  extremist groups.

J Y CA

For Facebook to rescind its ban on Trump and allow him back on the platform would send 
him the message that he can now continue his behavior without repercussions. Which he 
will no doubt do. I hope Facebook will not allow itself to be used for such nefarious 
behavior. It would be hard to trust Facebook again.

Martha CA
Mr. Trump spews disgusting, racist rhetoric, and should be banned permanently from 
FaceBook!

C CA Does the insurrection of the Capitol ring any bells?

Steven CA
He lies and incites violence. Why give him a platform?

Joy CA trump has proven he is a menace and his posts are a danger to our democracy.

Sherman CA
Lies, vilification, and demagoguery are no more part of free speech than yelling fire in a 
crowded theater. 

Beverly CA

You must not allow Donald Trump a platform to spread lies and continue to incite violence.  
You can see how disinformation has fallen since he's been removed.  Don't contribute to 
the problem.  Try to be the solution.

Rena CA He promotes disinformation, lies, and promotes violence and racism.

Gregory CA
Trump incited an insurrection and should be permanently banned from spread his big lie 
propaganda.

Gale CA
Donald Trump is a man who spreads hate and evil and violence.  How can Facebook even 
consider letting him on?

Michael CA
Donald Trump has poisoned our country with his endless lies. Hw does not deserve a 
platform to do further damage or incite more rage and violence.

Linda CA

Trump is aGrifter using social media to promote lies & conspiracy theories to raise money 
for himself by propagating lies like election fraud & “stop the steal” campaign that 
encourages Violence & armed Insurrection. See tge recent NYTimes expose’ factually 
documents this relationship

Diane CA

He is never going to stop undermining our democracy in any way he can, including by 
violence.  He is a cancer and cannot be allowed to kill our rule-of-law and destroy what 
hundreds of thousands given their lives to defend.  There is NO EXCUSE to let that snake 
spread his lies and incite violence AGAIN.  Zuckerberg!  Grow a pair!!  What you created is 
no longer what you created.  CHANGE!!

Evie CA
Do not give Trump access to spread more lies and hate. He is a sick and hateful man and 
needs to be treated as such.

Sheila CA

trump has been so toxic to the world, and social media simply profited off of his abhorrent 
use of it. He has no first amendment right to this platform, and Facebook should act 
responsibly by keeping him banned.

Kathy CA
If they don't enforce their own rules and guidelines they will LOSE followers for not
following their own guidelines.

Catherine CA

Donald Trump has proven to be a perpetual rule breaker and worse; his lies threaten our 
democracy and lead too many into conspiracy theories, false beliefs, and violence. His 
purpose is to create chaos and to mislead, and he has shown no remorse or evidence that 
he would change his behavior. He does not deserve a platform when he abuses its rules 
and purpose. Keep his poison from infecting any more people. Keep him off.
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Susaan CA

WHAT THE HELL IS WRONG WITH YOU PEOPLE?  Not enough police officers died in 
January 6th?  No congressperson was mutilated and killed? There is a special ring in Hell 
for Mark and Sandra and the rest of you  greedy amoral corporate parasites.

Paula CA

What has changed since tRump was banned to make you think he should be allowed 
back?  His divisiveness certainly not. He is not contrite and believes he has no 
responsibility , even thou his cultish lying vitriolic speech wrecked serious harm on our 
nation. 

Jeannette CA amen

Deborah CA
He only spreads lies, disunity and hate. Our country is better off not hearing from him. DO 
NOT LET HIM BACK ON

Sylvia CA

As a psychologist, I am bound by the Tarasoff ruling. If I believe a patient has directly, or 
indirectly targeted an identifiable victim, I must notify the victim(s) and law enforcement. 
Shouldn’t a private company, like Facebook, have a zero tolerance policy for threats or 
glorification of violence against specified targets?  There is no 1st amendment right to incite 
violence. The former President repeatedly identified specific victims for violence. If I am 
required to break strict confidentiality laws, why should Facebook be free of the 
responsibility to prevent violence?  

Adrienne CA
We are done with all his negativity and divisiveness so he should be banned from social 
media.  We'd had enough of him. Thank you.

Ben CA Because it's the right thing to do!

Leah CA

Trump uses social media to lie and manipulate.  False advertising is illegal and so should 
lying on a public forum. Stop allowing lies!  Make a distinction between fact and opinion. 
Stop fueling his free media circus!

Gerard CA

Facebook has been rolling towards being a bully pit, false information, lies, stocking, sexual 
harassment & a common place for insurrection.
And those that use your platform for these purposes don’t deserve access.

Susan CA

Donald Trump must be banned permanently for Facebook, having incited an insurrection, 
spreading lies and inciting violence.  I thought that the ban was indeed permanent but if it's 
still in question, please do the right thing: enforce your own policies and stand firm in 
banning Donald Trump permanently, as he has been on Twitter. 

Anita CA Trump spouts racist rhetoric which is banned from Facebook, and is against it's rules!

Margo CA

Donald Trump is a threat to democracy and civil society and should be permanently banned 
from facebook.  As we saw with the January 6 insurrection, his hateful and fabricated words 
present a clear and present danger - 5 people died as a result of his words at the pre-
insurrection rally, and all of the hateful lies he put forward on social media before the rally.  
He has proven that he cannot be trusted to use social media safely. Facebook should 
enforce its own policies and permanently ban Trump from its platform.

Kevin CA

Your platform spreads hate and lies.
It is a threat to democracy, basic decency and civil society.
tRump is the worst offender and the main cause of all of those threats to this country.
Other that social media. 

Cameron CA

We don't need Facebook to endorse right wing fascsm, hate speech, white supremacy, 
domestic terrorism, unsubstantiated conspiracy theories, lies and dis-information in the 
name of protecting 1st amendment free speech.

Facebook should be held criminally liable if it allows Donald Trump back onto it's social 
media platform after what happened at the Capitol on January 6th.

Gail CA Trump is too divisive and his misleading information hurts our country

Rich CA

You must stop criminals and racists from using FaceBook to commit crimes and promote 
racism.
FaceBook was your big idea to Help People everywhere and do Good.
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J.C. CA

We bear the responsibility in being an intelligent race of securing and maintaining a safe 
environment and society for all. Our very nation was founded in great part on freedom from 
religious persecution, the provision of a safe circumstance for its population to worship 
safely. Our history is one of leading the world in providing safety and security for our own 
masses as well as sectors of other societies facing danger through simply living their lives 
as the hearts direct. 

This responsibility falls not only on the shoulders of our government, but also on our 
industries, social groups, and individuals. We are a nation whose strength is derived from 
our unity, a unity seldom defined with more moral and ethical integrity than in providing a 
safe society for our population to prosper and thrive. 

Donald Trump’s crusade to incite violence, hate, and division within our nation has a place 
in our society. It serves as a reminder we must remain vigilant as individuals, corporations, 
segments of society, and a nation against that which would threaten and erode the safety 
and security of our population. It serves as an opportunity for our society to support and 
defend what defines us as an admirable world power, to strike down efforts to dismantle the 
safe and promising climate created by leaders in our past, and to add another page to our 
history of providing a haven for the downtrodden and persecuted of the world. 

Neither Facebook nor any individual on the street travels this path alone. Responsibility as 
well as success or failure is shared. 

The moral and ethical responsibility to take the steps within our power to secure a safe and 
productive environment for all belongs to Facebook ever bit as much as every individual 
and government office. Please respond to that responsibility in a manner which advances 
our nation rather than further damages it.

Jose CA
Do not this lying Conman, communist back on Facebook, the country has had enough of 
him. He should be banned from social media. Thank you

Mary CA He's a delusional liar
Janice Alcaide CA His words and actions is proof enough!

Amy CA

Do not let this hate monster back on your site. He is against minorities, people with 
disabilities, our social class system and the overall good health of our society. He is a 
greedy racist, misogynist and possible rapist. Do Not ALLOW him back!
He also incited a deadly riot against the government. ?

Marilyn CA

If Facebook wants to put Trump back on then they can accept the responsibility for what he 
does. He will always continue to incite in whatever way helps him but he has no 
understanding for what is right or wrong. I’m not sure Facebook knows either. 

Dawn CA
I feel so much less anxiety since Trump can't spread his lies anymore. He is dangerous! 
Please keep him off of your site.

Kristen CA

It's actually been nice to see 3/4 of the nonsense (read disinformation and lies) that had 
been spreading like wildfire on Facebook just gone! If you're going to have rules, apply 
them equally from romance scammers to former political figures. I for one hope the 
oversight board sustains Trump's ban from the platform and kicks off anyone else who so 
flagrantly flaunts the TOS.

Alicia CA He is dangerous and a super-spreader of inflammatory misinformation.

Kaelan CA

The spreading of outright lies, cleverly disguised by powerful and hateful rhetoric by those 
who have vowed to serve the people of this nation is unconscionable and needs to stopped 
forever.  Freedom of speech is not an excuse for trampling upon and vilifying the rights of 
other people.

Victoria CA DO NOT BE A PLATFORM FOR LIES !!!!
Marylucia CA You are a menance to society
Keith CA Stop supporting fascism
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Sacha CA

Ban Donald Trump for life from Facebook. We don't need continuous false narratives, lies, 
and disinformation to spur on more rascism and domestic terrorism. He wants to rule by 
The mob. Don't allow him to embolden or entertain his followers any further. The more 
insignificant he becomes a smaller threat to society. We must uphold the belief in science - 
a facts must be promoted. Stop allowing him or other conspiracy theorist pass on 
disinformation to manipulate the uneducated, ignorant, small-minded, angry, entitled men 
and women from destroying American democracy. 

V CA

Dear Facebook,
You have written policies regarding the spreading of lies.  To not enforce these policies 
sends a clear message that spreading lies is allowable.  It's quite simple.  It is like a teacher 
not enforcing consequences for breaking a rule in a classroom.  It sends a message that 
breaking rules is allowed, and also that the rules are meaningless.  

Facebook:  Have a backbone, stand on the right side of history, and permanently ban 
Donald Trump.  We already know his behavior will never change.  He's had enough 
opportunities.  Enough is enough.  Use a moral compass.  Ban him permanently.  

Ashley CA He literally a danger to society
Jane CA Donald Trump incites hate and violence.  He lies.  Please do not carry his toxic voice.
tammy CA He promotes hate ,intolerance spreads lies and fake information

Belinda CA
30,000 lies over his four year presidency? This man should not be let lose to spread more 
lies and conspiracies to the public. please do not let Trump back on Facebook .

Trina CA
Keeping his very dangerous lies off Facebook so the very dangerous people who stormed 
the WH cannot read them will keep us and our children safer.

Joyce CA YES , ABSOLUTELY!

Larry CA

We have already seen how for personal gain and at the expense of the public our ex-
president has slued the public perception of fiction to fact through misuse of Facebook's 
algorithm.  We have already seen the damage he can and is willing to do.  I encourage you 
to permanently ban Donald Trump from Facebook.

Sherry CA
Do your part to save our democracy; keep Trump's insurrectionist calls for violence and 
discrediting of democratic processes off your platform.

Karen CA
Even if the Senate isn’t honest enough to acknowledge the evil ways of Donald Trump, I 
hope you will be!

Kevin CA
HE IS A CRIMINAL....AND USES FACEBOOK TO FURTHER HIS CRIMINAL 
ACTIVITIES!!!

Patricia CA
I respectfully urge you to place the truth, people’s lives, and our democracy above financial 
gain and continue to ban Donald Trump from Facebook.

Eileen CA

Facebook's greed obviously has no bounds, nor does it's lack of a moral compass or 
absence of concern for the dissemination of lies and dangerous propaganda. Shame on 
you!

Linda CA Trump lost the election.....to me, he has little relevance left!!

Steve CA
President 45 is a pathological liar.  His past actions warrant a permanent ban from all social 
media platforms.

Lily CA

It is ridiculous to even think about letting Donald Trump back on your site when he spreads 
misinformation, flat out lies, and racist messages. Really all pages, people, etc. that do 
those things should be shut down. 



First name State Comment

joan CA

Many people don’t learn critical thinking skills,
or are not interested in taking the necessary time to critically consider/ think through the 
statements that have been posted as “facts.”
Because many people rely on Facebook as a
one of/ or as THE primary source of the news
they are being informed by, it is a necessary requirement that what is posted on FB has 
been rigorously fact checked.
For many years, D. Trump has posted inflammatory UN TRUTHS, that, in some cases, 
threatened the safety of the Obama family, ramped up the racist bigotry directed at
Barack Obama and his family. Facebook must 
practice responsible social stewardship of business practices that reaches SO many, and 
has led to the FALSE “education” of so many people.   Please do not allow/ offer the FB
forum to D. Trump, as his dangerous, inflammatory rhetoric has been the direct
cause of so many people storming the Capital,
and causing Congress members to hide for 
hours, in REAL fear of not surviving/ living through the physical attacks on, then INSIDE
the Capital. Beyond the damages of that day, Jan. 6, D. Trump has written thousands of 
LIES, that have been a part of sicknening our
social civic culture.  Please enforce your own policies and permanently BAN D. Trump. 
thank you.

Pat CA No trump account to spread hate!
Melissa CA He is a threat to national security and safety, so please do not allow him back on Facebook.

K CA
Inciting violence, thousands of proven outright lies, encouraging and protecting domestic 
terror.

Barbara J. CA
Please permanently ban Donald Trump from Facebook.  He continually promulgates lies 
that many people believe and that cause unnecessary conflict in our country.

Pamela CA

He used the office of President to spread over 30,000 lies.  He is trying to create a 
SHADOW governnment, never coming to grips with the damage he created. He incited the 
Jan 6 riots and never apologized. Still has not recognized Joe Biden's becoming president. 
   This is very dangerous. 
  YOu don't have to give equal time to a wanna be dictator. 

Lawrence CA He is a racist and he committed treason
Cornelia CA The worst president ever should not have a platform for hate and disruption. Thank you.

Marlene CA

Facebook needs to keep enforcing its own policies and permanently ban Donald Trump. 
The other option of letting him back on could be catastrophic for this country!!! It is 
extremely important that Facebook  sticks  to its original policy and does not back down!!!!

Pamela CA

When in the world will you figure out just how toxic trump’s rhetoric is? Are you BLIND? Are 
you waiting until democracy here is completely dead and gone, replaced by this rabid 
insanity where it is OK for a member of Congress to approve of assassinating their political 
enemies? They call that fascism. Or third world dictatorships! What part of the implications 
of a fascist United States do you idiots NOT understand? I am fed up with Facebook once 
and for all. Even cute photos of my adorable grandchildren are no longer enough to tempt 
me to use Facebook again. Do I still have a page? - yup, because ending my “membership” 
on Facebook and attempting to “delete” that page presence is pointless as you will keep it 
up whether I like it or not. SHAME on you for not only doing that, but for considering letting 
Trump back on. You will prove just how  irrelevant Facebook is to those of us out here in 
the real world who are utterly disgusted by your ignorant capitulation playing into trump’s 
hands, but also for what will ultimately prove this country’s downfall into a fascist state. 
Never would have dreamed in my lifetime that one revolting power-mad wanna be dictator 
would be so willingly allowed to be the Trojan horse enemy from within that was knowingly 
unleashed onto the American public AGAIN by good old zero-integrity Facebook. Letting 
corrupt trump back onto your platform tells us ALL: Facebook IS COMPLICIT IN THE 
DEATH OF DEMOCRACY and imminent slide into fascism. Someday Facebook will be 
claiming total innocence as only being “the driver of the getaway car in a robbery ‘turned 
murder’ gone bad. We didn’t murder anyone: we just waited in the car!” When THAT day 
comes, the rest of us out here in the real world will be cheering on the demise of Facebook 
- do NOT let treasonous trump back on your platform ... EVER!

Elizabeth CA

This is a bad time to let Trump loose again. He's incited an inserruction and is about to be 
impeahed for same. Why give a platform back to this old man when its been so peaceful 
without his voice for weeks?
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MaryAnne CA If exceptions are made to a rule, there is no rule. So, do you run a responsible site, or not?

Richard CA
Donald Trump is a threat to democracy.  Hw should not be given a platform to spew his 
hateful rhetoric.

Sharon CA

Freedom of speech does not include yelling "Fire!" in a crowded theater, just as it should 
not include fanning the flames of insurrection and promotion of falsehoods.  If YOU aren't 
part of the solution, YOU are part of the problem.

Tim CA Keep impotus and images of impotus off Facebook forever!!

Kelly CA

Dear Facebook Oversight Board, 
Please permanently ban Trump from Facebook.  Giving hate speech, untruths, and calls for 
anarchy a voice (a very large voice) on your platform is not free speech-- it's a dissolution 
of our values.  As a teacher, I work hard to make sure that my classroom is supportive of 
many viewpoints-- but hate speech is not tolerated.  Shouldn't we have the same rules of 
civility for people with power as we ask of our young people?  The consequences of not 
banning his inflammatory rhetoric will have much deeper consequences and will be far 
more damaging than any potential (temporary) dip in profits your company may experience.  
As the world watches (and history will remember), please be a strong role model for our 
democracy and ban his account.  Thank you for your consideration.   

Kari CA
Past actions and words have been lies and destructive. He has used hate speech that has 
led to hate crimes.  He has lost the privilege of social media. He can not be allowed back.

Carol CA We don’t need the spewing of hate on Facebook or anywhere else.

Terry CA
He will never tell the truth, and the lies he spews have been proven to incite violence 
against innocent people. 

Armando CA

Traitor trump and his cronies are unamerican, unethical, liars, unscrupulous low-lives that 
do not deserve to post anything on social media. 
Please do not allow Traitor trump and his cronies a platform for hate, misinformation, etc. 
Thank you.

Janet CA

Isn't 4 years of Trump's lies with their disastrous effects enough?  The current and recent 
past dysfunction in the USA is a direct result of Facebook (among other platforms) allowing 
Trump to spread his BS which has negatively impacted hundreds of people's lives if not 
thousands or more.
In addition, your failure to screen and censor propaganda from groups that obtained access 
to individual Facebook accounts illegally, contributed hugely to Trump's winning the 
presidency.  And also contributed to the continuing dysfunction of our democratic republic.
It's way past time for Facebook to grow up, to act responsibly instead of allowing the viral-
like spread of false information; to become a responsible corporate citizen of the 21st 
century.

Hanie CA
There are already many comparisons between Trump and Hitler, In the future, does 
Facebook want to go down in history as aiding Hitler in his attempt to seize power?

Suzanne CA He will continue to spout lies and incite his base

Kat CA
Trump is a danger to Democracy, to me, to my spouse, to women, immigrants, LGBTQ 
people, People of Color, those who love them, and hence, all Americans.

Sandheep CA

Do we even have to explain why someone who has incited an insurrection against our 
government should not be granted the means to further antagonize the democratic 
process?

Anne CA
You can't let this lying threat to democracy back on your platform.     You've already 
wrecked the country.    Have a spine!

Diane CA

This is to ask you in the most urgent way possible to keep Trump permanently off 
Facebook. What he has been posting, his lies, his delusions, his destructiveness has gone 
way beyond mere misinformation. He incited a bloody, deadly riot to take down the 
Congress, assassinate the Speaker of the House, hang the Vice President ---- I mean, what 
more do you need???? 

Ellen CA

No one should ever hear from him again since he is a danger to the world. Send him to 
Guantanamo since he approves of the place, and deny him Habeas Corpus in keeping with 
his own values. 

Linda CA

Because he's a terrible threat to our country. Although everyone seems to know that the 
vast majority of what he utters is not true, way too many people believe it. He needs to be 
silenced. His threats and lies are too dangerous.



First name State Comment

Edward CA
Do not let ANYONE on your service who continually advocates violence against the media 
and the elected government. Donald J Trump is such a person.

Ballinger CA

You have done enough harm by letting this treasonous, insurrection-inciting liar remain on 
your platform as long as you did. Now you should enforce your own rules and keep him off 
lest the harm becomes irreparable. Trump, a narcissistic sociopath (and perhaps a 
psychopath) has amply shown that he will remain a clear and  present danger to this 
country, indeed, to the world, for as long as he lives. At long last, Facebook needs to do the 
right thing.

Tim CA

We've had enough of his lies and misinformation. He and his followers should not be 
allowed to resume doing so anymore on your platform. It is dangerous and reckless as 
we've seen with some people losing their lives.

Holly CA
Donald Trump is a scourge on our nation. He must not be given a bully-pulpit to spread his 
hatred.

Gary L. CA
Please stop the lies and hate speech and keep Donald Trump banned from Facebook 
permanently.  You've already let him do so much damage.  Step up and do the right thing!!

Jo CA

You know that trump spews lies and hatred constantly, leading to an attempted coup on the 
US of A on Jan 6!! His next step is to whip his misled, brainwashed followers into a civil 
war, causing them to begin the killing of elected officials and American citizens en masse!! 
Enforce your own policies and permanently ban trump from facebook! You are already 
partially responsible for the coup attempt taking the lives of 6 people and if you let him back 
on, you'll also be responsible for the murders of countless more Americans! Ban Trump!!!!!

Dean CA
Trump has caused enough trouble to America and our democracy. He should not be given 
a platform (Facebook) that will enable him to spread more hate and lies.

ELAINE CA

The far right has expanded into domestic terrorism and Donald Trump's media platform 
spewing lies has led to the unsafest conditions in this country. He must be silenced! His 
followers must be watched and prevented from another Jan. 6!!  Facebook has been a 
major part of the Problem and can stop it - so do the right thing STOP TRUMP FOREVER!

Michael CA

All evidence points toward Donald Trump using  Facebook as a platform to spread lies and 
misinformation to create major civil unrest for his own personal benefit. Facebook regularly 
enforces bans on users with far less power than Trump. We've repeatedly seen the real life 
consequences of Trump's abuse of social media. If Facebook is at all serious about the 
policies it professes to uphold, it must hold Trump accountable. Make Trump's ban 
permanent.

Cori CA

TRUMP IS THE MOST DANGEROUS, UNLAWFUL, TREASONOUS AND SEDITIOUS 
PRESIDENT THE USA HAS EVER SEEN. HIS POISONOUS INFLUENCE ON THE US 
POPULATION MUST BE STOPPED!  HE IS AN IMMENSE DANGER TO DEMOCRACY.

Marybeth CA
Trump's lies have had a devastating effect on this country.  Lying and inciting violence is 
not a right.  Keep Trump off facebook forever.

Mary CA

Trump is a despicable criminal who has invited hatred and violence. He has no business 
being anywhere he ca

Christine CA

Do not let Donald J Trump back onto Facebook. 
He just resorts to lies and distortions that he thinks his minions want to hear. He attacks 
people unmercifully that he doesn’t agree with
Of course his beliefs can change in 15 minutes to a half hour

Christine CA

Social media platforms must stop allowing misinformation and hatred to be spread 
throughout our society.  This is not a free speech matter as Facebook is a private entity. 
We must be able to return to a CIVIC discourse. For the sake of allowing our country to 
heal, do not allow Trump access to Facebook!

Douglas CA The country should not be subjected to this dangerous man's nonsense.

Susan CA
Don’t allow Trump access to FB to disseminate lies, bully and incite violence.   Follow your 
in place policies.  Keep FB as a social platform not a platform of hate and bullying.  
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Terri CA

Donald Trump has told more than 30,000 lies to the American people. With these lies he 
has promoted racism, encouraging violence and pitting the people against each other. The  
lie that he won the election causing an attempted overthrow of the government by people 
that believed his lie.
You want to give this man a platform to further lie and promote violence. How many more 
people have to die due to his lies?
Mass shootings of Mexicans at a Walmart in El Paso, numerous synagogues and black 
churches attacked and endless death threats all due to his racist dog whistles and lies.
This is the person you want to allow back onto Facebook disregarding your own rules? 
Shame on you for even considering it
Donald Trump needs to be permanently banned from Facebook.

Jen CA

FB is now the face of fascism, Naziism, and white power. Allowing DT back on will only 
incite these racist. Homophobic, and misogynistic Trump supporters. Knock out fascism for 
once and for all. 

James CA
Inciting sedition is more than enough reason to permanently ban the former president from 
Facebook. Anything less is hypocrisy.

Ann CA
Why in the world would Facebook want to give Trump access to it again.  Come on, you 
know he is nothing but a liar!

Diane CA

Facebook has been a great disappointment as it focuses more on corporate expansion 
than using it's clout to support users and protect them.  I no longer use FB and do not 
recommend it to others.  Such a disappointment.  It is no longer a gift to the world.  Shame 
on you Mr. Zuckererg!

Wendy CA
Donald Trump is a known liar and who provokes violence. He needs to be kept off all major 
social media platforms.

Barbara CA
He is dangerous and a threat to our democracy. He is guilty of treason, in my opinion. He 
needs to be de-platformed.

Ana CA

Trump is a danger to our society and democracy with the spread of lies, hatred and racism.  
Be an agent of good; do not contribute to the enormous amount of misinformation that is 
spread on the internet.  Trump is a powerful man which a cult-like grip on many American's 
minds and his hatred affect many everyday Americans.  You might not feel it, but we see it 
every day in the streets of our communities.  

James CA

The former Liar and Chief is a danger to democracy and the advancement of us all enjoying 
a more perfect union. He is an existential threat to a free and fair press, the rule of law, 
human rights, and our entire existence as a republic. He must be banned from spreading 
anymore hate, division, lies that have already resulted in death. 

Kathy CA
He has shone himself to be a Maniacal Fascist 
Facebook knows this.

Lou CA Yes!

Marilyn CA

Do not let Trump keep spreading misinformation which is exactly what he will do if let back 
on Facebook. Be proactive not reactive when he trys to do it again which he will he cannot 
help himself it is a sickness!!

Christine CA We need to draw the line! Insurrection and inciting violence is NOT free speech!

Sara CA

Letting him back on Facebook means you would be aiding an abetting a criminal -- known 
criminal even if not yet convicted. It would be equivalent to reckless endangerment on your 
part. Endangering individuals (notice the dead policeman in the Rotunda) and the 
democracy.
PLEASE keep this menace off your platform for good. FOR GOOD. THank you for your 
serious consideration and a couragous decision.

Deborah CA

Do not give trump a forum to spew his hate and sedition lies and views.  He wants to 
overthrow OUR government. Traitors should not have a venue to spread their hate and 
lies!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Dan CA
He will only do it all again if allowed a platform to promote himself. Learn the lessons of 100 
years ago.

Alysa CA

We’ve got no time for hate.  This man has been all about division and exploitation.  To be 
relevant, Facebook needs to be a “Safe” place for people to come together. Otherwise, 
“Bye”.
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David CA

If your policy is to only allow true statements (or at least those that cannot be 
DISPROVEN), then banning Donald Trump is the right thing to do, based on his obvious 
fear of truth, and his dangerous provocations.

David CA

If your policy is to only allow true statements (or at least those that cannot be 
DISPROVEN), then banning Donald Trump is the right thing to do, based on his obvious 
fear of truth, and his dangerous provocations.

David CA

If your policy is to only allow true statements (or at least those that cannot be 
DISPROVEN), then banning Donald Trump is the right thing to do, based on his obvious 
fear of truth, and his dangerous provocations.

Sharon CA He’ll continue to incite violence!
Michele CA Ban trump from Facebook. Stop enabling the insurrection.

Michael CA
Because he cares only for himself and his ego, he will say anything about anybody or any 
issue without regard to the truth or the consequences of his words.

Kristina CA

OH, HELL NO!  Hasn't he caused enough damage already?????  The vast majority of 
people  do NOT want him to have a platform for his lies and general insanity.  WHAT IS 
WRONG WITH YOU TO EVEN ENTERTAIN THIS IDEA???!!!

Miriam CA

Trump always spreads lies and recently has also incited violence. This is not acceptable 
behavior for anyone, and especially not for a widely known public figure. Access to 
facebook must remain off limits.

Mary CA

We know we can't trust this man,  his word or his philosophies. We can't trust his 
supporters. Remove his access forever - You have shared enough of his lies and false 
beliefs.

Bonnie CA You absolutely must stop promoting Fascism and terrorism on your platform!

J Hays CA

Donald Trump was given a free pass for four years of hate speech on the grounds he was a 
world leader. He needs to pay back those 4 years. Now, is not the time to examine his 
suspension. Keep the suspension for the rest of the year at least.

Jennifer CA
Trump is a domestic terrorist and evil. It would be like allowing Adolph Hitler to have a 
platform to spread his lies and incite violence.

Victoria CA
Spreading misinformation and inciting violence is dangerous and should not be rewarded 
with mercy. Nor should Facebook profit off it.

Christopher CA please do not let trump back on facebook, he uses it to incite violence.
Rita CA Ban Trump permanently.

Bill CA

Trump has repeatedly violated Facebook's own rules, despite multiple warnings.He has 
demonstrated that he is incapable of changing this behavior. A permanent ban is the only 
real option.

Mary CA

Trump is abusive. He is making us sick. He is dangerous. He promotes violence. He lies. 
He cheats. He exploits. He betrays. He is a colossal bully. He will never change. Ban him 
forever.

Rashida CA Stop being a platform to spread lies.

Susan CA

You are more than complicit in every harmful outcome of anything you allow on your 
platform.  If sedition and killing aren't enough for you do stop someone as dangerous as 
trump, you should not be allowed to run a platform.

James CA

Our nation needs healing from the constant firehose of lies and violent agitation that the 
former president used to gain attention for himself.  Facebook needs to support American 
values, not fascism.

Phillip CA Please DO NOT let guy on your service.  Phillip
Anna CA They're your policies so follow them.
Jan CA Time to silence racism and hate and division
Nancy CA He is a danger to our security and democracy
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Arthur CA

To SAVE OUR DEMOCRACY, all sources and means of communication bearing on our 
government and citizenry should be SWORN TO TRUTH AND FACTS!  Any politician, 
party, movement, proposals, etc., MUST BE BASED ON HONESTY AND FACTUAL 
TRUTH.  Mr. Trump has REPEATEDLY (AD NAUSEUM) DEVOTED HIMSELF TO LIES, 
RUMOR, INNUENDO, HARRASSMENT, NAME CALLING, AND LIBELOUS CLAIMS.  HE 
LIVES IN AN ALTERNATE REALITY OF HIS HATEFILLED OPINIONS.   HE MUST BE 
PERMANENTLY REMOVED FROM ALL SOCIAL NETWORK PLATFORMS!!!  HE IS 
UNREPENTANT!!  

Frances CA

Trump very nearly destroyed Constitutional values in the US; many Republicans - 
completely owned by the Criminal Oligarchy, who have no national loyalty - still support his 
crimes against the American People.  Do not be an accssory to these crims.

Kathleen CA

Trump has violated every one of the norms and laws that govern responsible behavior.  He 
should NOT be allowed to participate in Facebook or any other social platforms.  Your 
continuance to support these people led to my removal from Facebook etc.

Bradley CA
He is a danger to the American way of life, I suppose it won't bother Facebook, you'll roll 
over for any dictator if you're getting paid. 

Mary CA
Trump is the chief liar and full of disinformation and it it is long past due social media totally 
ban all of them after the insurrection!!!

Carol CA He has had plenty of warnings and ignored them all--as he is more than likely to do again.

Kyra CA

Ted Cruz fist pumping insurectionists... Trump telling them to "stand by" months before. 
This whole thing was orchestra via social media. Consequences are the only way he will 
STOP contributing to violence. STOP contributing to UNDERMINING democracy. Ban 
Trump for FaceBook FOREVER, NOW.

Diane CA
Trump encourage, fomented acts of Treason against the Government of the US that he 
headed.  He should never again be allowed on Facebook he should be in jail.

Stephanie CA
Trump has damaged our country enough.  He is guilty of sedition.  Please don't give him a 
platform to continue spewing his ugly lies.

Mary CA zuckerberg are you still a trumpite??
Maggie CA He is a clear and present danger to our democracy. He will not change.

Jozefina CA
Trump shouldn’t be allowed to Be on Facebook because he will just spread more chaos 
and the country needs to continue on the path to a better stability , improved 

Susan CA
Giving a platform to a dangerous, lying, seditious criminal who has incited murder, is 
outrageous and irresponsible. I would ask everyone I know to stop using facebook. 

Ken CA
FB itself is a large part of the problem.  Take responsibility.  No more Trump lies and 
fanning of insurrection !!!

Carol Anne CA

Words shape thought.  Thought shapes action.  Action may cause harm if it based on  lies 
and deceit.   Facebook needs to be a force for good, not evil.                                                                     
Years ago, in the 1970's, my church, All Saints Pasadena, went through the liturgy word-
by-word substituting gender neutral words for the masculine God.  It strongly supported the 
thoughts of all of the congregation, yet didn't dilute the message. 

Lynnjholland CA Agitators, traitors, Russian tools have no rights to a free pulpit like Facebook, now or ever.

Marilyn CA

Donald Trump is not a friend of our Democracy. He is guilty of hate speech, in my opinion. 
It is hard to reconcile the right to free speech with prohibiting anyone from participating in a 
platform like Facebook. Yet, spewing hate speech, lies and encouraging insurrections are 
seditious acts. If Facebook doesn't want to control this speech, does that mean we need to 
further legislate what can be said on the internet and then force Facebook and other 
platforms to comply? It is a sticky issue. But it should be clear that DT is nothing but trouble 
for the U.S. He is deliberately bringing out the worst in us in order to get that swell of elation 
that comes from always being in the public's eye!

Sharon CA His extremely dangerous influence leads to catastrophic consequences!
Terry CA Our democracy isn't for this embarrassment to destroy!

Carol CA
Continuing to let Trump spread lies and hate will only add fuel to our unstable situation in 
this country. He needs to be permanently banned from Facebook.

Marguerite CA

He will not change.  He will continue to violate your policies and normal behavioral 
standards, while attempting to dominate the Republican party with lies and disinformation.  
He does not need or deserve that megaphone.  Keep him OFF the platform.
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Lynne CA
free speech is free as long as it does not harm others...... trump is seditious, dishonest, 
inflammatory, and dangerous to millions of Americans

John CA
Because he is a menace to democratic ideals and the republic and will do anything in his 
power to turn us into a 3rd world banana republic.

Maureen CA

Please ban Donald Trump for his lies, divisiveness, and encouragement of white 
supremacy. He is destroying our country and harming people's trust in our democratic 
system.

krisen CA

Irresponsible speech and lies are disturbing and someone who consistently posts such lies 
should not be allowed on Facebook. There is a difference between limiting free speech and 
knowingly posting lies when the lies are inflammatory and can harm people. Facebook 
should not provide a platform for people who consistently post inflammatory lies.

Tobey CA
He spreads lies and is a danger to democracy. He has fomented violence and does not 
deserve a platform.

Liana CA
Hate speech, lying, inciting people to storm the capitol and stop the certification of election 
results is reprehensible.  Permanently ban Trump!

victoria CA

He regularly promotes lies, dangerous conspiracy theories, and violence against people 
who don't support him. Helping foment a coup against the USA is treasonous and seditious. 
You need to send a message that this type of behavior will not be tolerated.

James CA

Because the man has incited violence in the past and you can be certain if you give him a 
platform he’ll do it again, because he’s a bigot, because he’s a liar and if FaceBook had any 
scruples at all it would permanently ban him from their platform.

Becky CA
Trump is a danger to our country. He is the cult leader of all the hateful white supremacy 
groups.

MaryEllen CA

Donald Trump is a danger to our democracy and society. He is a sick egomaniac who 
contributes nothing of value to our country's discourse and is concerned only with himself. 
He has shown he will not change his ways and thus should be permanently banned from all 
social media platforms. Hateful and divisive messages do not forward the important work 
our country needs to do towards climate action, inequality, infrastructure, racial issues etc. 
Please keep him off social media and ease the anxiety our country has been in for almost 5 
years due to him bullying and spreading hatred!

Tracy CA

Donald Trump is a fear & hate monger who is dividing our country. I cant continue to 
participate in a FB community that permits & encourages this behavior by providing a 
platform for it to germinate.

Andrew CA The world is better off not hearing from Donald Trump. Don't give him a platform.

Shauna CA

By banning Donald Trump from public postings, Facebook removed a source of dangerous 
anti-government lies and seditionary propaganda from the internet.  If Facebook returns to 
enabling those lies and propaganda, anarchists and Lost Causers will again be 
emboldened by the idea that the 2020 election was "stolen."  Please do not be the feeder of 
that poison to millions of gullible Americans who have lost faith in the democratic process.  
We need a time of sanity -- including sane speech on the internet, not insane talk of an 
unconstitutional takeover coming from the former president to his worshippers.  We need 
cogent, centrist voices to be represented in their actual proportions, not shouting, heavily 
armed "Boogaloo" fantasizers revving each other up for battle.  Please understand that 
Facebook must have a conscience and take its part of the responsibility we all bear in 
recovering from the past four years.  Facebook must contribute its part to restoring sanity 
and ensuring democracy, not by enabling the most dangerous speech, but by judiciously 
limiting posts to what will not threaten our communities and our country.    

Don CA
Because he is a force for unconstitutional and violent insurrection against the constitution of 
the United States of America.

Karel CA
Keep continual liars off Facebook.  Trump has done too much harm.  Use a little common 
sense.

David CA A dangerous autocrat

Rochelle CA
Trump only communicates to help himself and hurt other people.  He can just write a letter 
to an editor; there is NO good reason to facilitate ANY private citizen's hate and lies!

Tony CA
Hasn’t Facebook done enough to undermine our democracy? Don’t even think about letting 
Trump have a platform for his vile hate and sedition!
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Bruce CA

If anyone meets the criteria for being banned from using Facebook it is surely Donald 
Trump. His actions and words show he can not be trusted to abide by the policies against 
disinformation and hate speech.

Mark CA 3 strikes your out!  Donald has had 100's of chances.  He's racist.  Keep him off!

Craig CA
Trump’s criminal lies resulted in violent attacks on our democracy. Facebook should not 
monetise and perpetuate his demogogic hate.

Timothy CA

D Trump is a scourge to our democracy.  He's a gang leader who has never picked up--or 
read--a history book and is basically uneducated in politics and the workings of 
government.  He deserves no mouthpiece such as facebook.  Thank you

Carmel CA
Spreading hate and inciting violence in the form of the Capitol riot, in which five people 
died, is reason enough to ban Trump from Facebook for life.

Bonnie CA
Trump should never be allowed a public forum again. He is a serious threat to our 
democracy and to the lives of Americans as we saw on Jan 6th. Never again!

Carol CA
Because he has shown us who he is and he has abused us long enough with his horrible 
actions,

Faramarz CA
Trump is the biggest individual threat, only second to Putin and Kim Jun Un, to the 
American Democracy and peace; and social media happens to be his #1 tool.!

Laura CA

Don't let Impeached trump back on Facebook. We know he will not change his behaviors of 
lying because he hasn't over the past 5 years. He lied over 20 times a day when he was in 
office. We know he doubles down when caught. His lies hurt our country. His lies kill 
people, as in the immigrant border deaths, COVID pandemic, and the Insurrection. He is a 
murderer.

Michael CA

There is nothing Positive about D.J. Trump - his ideas, his threats , his words, or his lies. If 
F.B. "reinstates" D.J. Trump - it will be for pure greed and their own form of Insurrection. 
AND - I'll be the first one "Out The Door"....

Maria CA

I respectfully request that you permanently ban Donald Trump from your platform in light of 
how dangerous his influence has been proven to be since January 6th, 2021 relative to 
protecting our democracy from threats of insurgence. He has sustained a "Big Lie" that 
threatens our elections and he has used Facebook to proliferate the  misinformation and 
insight his followers to violence. He most certainly will continue to use the platform if 
allowed and his agenda is not to be tolerated.

Mary CA
Show some integrity and keep this inciter of violence and untruth off of your platform. He 
has literally cost us lives, as well as hearts.

Karla CA Trump is a dangerous liar!

Sarah CA

As Facebook is such a popular platform it is Facebook’s responsibility to make sure lies do 
not continue to rampantly spread on their platform. As we have seen recently with the 
capitol riots if lies are allowed to continue to spread on big social media platforms violence 
will also spread with it. It is also important to note that Donald Trump was the main inciter of 
this violence and he needs to continue to be held accountable for his horrible actions. Keep 
Trump permanently banned from Facebook because we should not have to see a repeat of 
the capitol riots.

Edward CA
Banning Donald Trump would show that Facebook isn’t just a bunch of entitled money 
grubbing unpatriotic assholes.

Jamie CA

I am so incredibly sick of watching this company absolve itself of all responsibility for 
adequately maintaining their platform. Uphold your own terms of service and keep those 
who continuous violate them off your site.

Robert CA

Donald Trump shouldn’t be allowed back on Facebook because of the lies and deceit he 
spreads through it. Things have been much calmer without him, and I think that should be a 
good indicator that we don’t need him, or people like him, on the platform. Thank you.

Janet CA

Please consider banishing him permanently.  The damage he has done to this country is 
unbelievable because he used social media to spread his lies to white supremacists and 
conspiracy minded people.  Free speech is one thing, but it does not make sense to give 
such a horror a platform that injures people.  

Steven CA

Please enforce your own policies and DO NOT ALLOW Donald Trump back on Facebook 
to continue spreading lies and hate!  Facebook must stop supporting white supremacy and 
destroying democracy here and around the world.  Permanently ban Donald Trump now!



First name State Comment

Tauny CA
Donald Trump has told numerous lies and incited violence on Facebook and should be 
permanently banned.

James CA

It's plain as day to see that the temporary ban on Donald Trump has dramatically 
decreased the spread of disinformation, and has halted infuriating his supporters further 
with lies. 

Joy CA
Permanently ban Donald TRump, or he will be right back on, inciting his backers to more 
violence.

Linda CA Trump needs to be permanently off Facebook for inciting violence and encouraging hate.

Sheldon CA
Donald Trump has shown himself to be an anti - Democratic wanna-be dictator and 
therefore deserves no add space on Facebook.

Sean CA

Facebook already waited far too long to suspend accounts involved in misinformation 
campaigns -- Trump's account should remain suspended along with similar sources of 
misinformation.

Charlie CA Keep Trump and other seditious, criminals banned from Face Book !

M. CA

This man tried to overthrow our DEMOCRACY because he lost an election. After YEARS of 
creating & spreading racist, hate-filled lies and fueling a movement of violent followers 
willing to hurt, injure, destroy & KILL in his name and at his neck & call CANNOT have 
access to a public media platform to continue his career of ever-increasing damage to 
others. Ban him FOR LIFE for OUR SAFETY.

Barbara CA

He is mentally deranged and needs to be in prison!
His comments are disgraceful and not true!
Prison is the only place for him and NO Facebook

Ilene CA trump is a threat to our democracy

Kimbrough CA

Donald Trump used his unique access to media to spread falsehoods and undermine US 
democratic institutions. He should not be allowed to again violate Facebook community 
standards by his misuse of the platform.

Kathrine CA
He constantly and consistently breaks your policies for proper speech and spreads massive 
disinformation and hate.

C CA
Chump is a lying, incompetent, traitorous, seditious, anti-American idiot - please keep him 
OFF Facebook!!

Paul CA

This person is a traitor to this country and his lies have cost more lives lost beyond 
understanding and empowered the evil hatred in the white supremacists to become 
acceptable again as in the Jim Crow era.

Dick CA FLAMINF FASCIST ASSHOLE

Gemma CA

DT will resume his attempt to overthrow democracy if he is given a public platform again. 
His rabid, white supremacist base are willing to follow him on this path towards a fascist 
dictatorship. 
Just Say NO to nazis.

Emilio CA

Facebook has proven to be one of the most divisive places on earth. It has facilitated 
attempted genocide of the Rohingya population, the conspiracy du jour (take your pick), 
and fomented rebellion here in the US. Bringing the world together indeed. You have a 
chance to keep someone who has uttered too many lies to number (somewhere beyond 
30,000 during his presidency), not to mention viciousness and hate. I mean, what does this 
guy have to do to stay kicked off Facebook, shoot Zuckerberg?  As it has often been said, 
evil can exist (and I don't mean that in a religious sense) only when the rest of us look the 
other way, or something like that. See protest sign in photo above.

Deborah CA
He is rude and abusive with out having facts checked that he even understands what he is 
saying !
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Claire CA

Facebook should not be a platform for the spread of lies, fear and hate directed at specific 
groups of people and our government. We've already seen the danger and damage this 
kind of propaganda can result in with the organizing and incitement of an attempted 
overthrowing of our election and the violent attempt to overthrow our government. The 
leader and figurehead for this movement should not be given access to Facebook to 
continue spreading lies and hatred. After the deadly attack on our Capitol, Facebook will be 
held accountable for any future violent actions taken as a result of further lies and hatred 
spread as a result of Trump's use of the Facebook platform. We have a right to free speech 
as long as we are not using it for the violent overthrow of the government or to incite 
violence against people or property. This man has already incited all of the above and has 
lost his right to access social media. He's welcome to write letters and emails but social 
media should be off limits given how dangerous he and his followers are.

Judith CA Trump incites followers to do illegal activities.
Glen CA Enforce your own policies....bam Trump

Elizabeth CA
Trump should NOT be allowed to once again spread his lies on Facebook. He is a great 
danger to our democracy.

Joan CA

He is a hate monger who spreads lies. The first amendment does not apply to people who 
yell fire in a crowded theater. We have seen that he enjoys inciting his fans to imminent 
lawless actions. These activities are not covered by the first amendment. How many more 
people need to die because you refuse to enforce your own policies? He is free to publish 
op eds, stand in public sidewalks, and hold rallies to spew his violent speech. He's not 
entitled to have paid audiences on private property.

Sandra CA

Facebook should have cut trump off years ago, to do it after he incited a riot is just way too 
late. If you let trump back on facebook, then you can be blamed for the next insurrection, 
cause there will be no stopping him and his thugs or those who support him that are still 
serving in congress. Freedom of speech does NOT mean you are free to stir up mobs , you 
are free to hurt people who don't worship like you, aren't the right color or speak the right 
language. So unless you plan on being on becoming his personal mouthpiece, you better 
keep him off of your site. I always thought trump was a hitler wannabe, give him back his 
audience and let him be just that.

Sally CA

Dobald Trump cannot be trusted--he proved that over the past 4 years, and even now does 
not believe he has to obey our Constitution.
He is likely to try to foment another coup with himself as Dictator (a la Putin).
Please do not give him a public forum to do so!

Milo CA

You censor any legitimate criticism of apartheid Israel's breaking of international law, yet 
you are ok with enabling the world's most dangerous liar? Sandberg and Zuck will be 
remembered (if remembered at all) for being America's biggest hypocrites. I'm so glad that I 
don't use Facebook. 

Harold CA
D. Trump lies when it would be easier to tell the truth.  We cannot afford, as a nation, to 
have his misinformation go out on Facebook or any other site.

Cari CA He's a dangerous lunatic and I'm just so TIRED of his crap, as is everyone else!
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Yvonne CA

Trump has not only condoned violence, but INCITED violence -- against his political 
opponents, against members of the media, against women, against people of color, against 
immigrants.  VOX tracked these incitements here: https://www.vox.com/21506029/trump-
violence-tweets-racist-hate-speech

There are so many mind-bogglingly hateful quotes from Trump -- is it worth allowing him a 
platform to continue this violence and AGAINST your own stated rules of conduct?  

From his opinion that waterboarding "didn't go far enough" to his denigration and denial of 
Black Lives Matter, to his tacit support for white supremacists in Charlottesville, Trump has 
been showing his true colors -- racism, xenophobia, and misogyny -- for years.  

What we need as a country is to TAKE HIM OFF HIS BULLY PULPIT.  

On January 23, 2016, for example, at a campaign rally in Iowa, Trump bragged about the 
loyalty of his supporters, saying: “I could stand in the middle of Fifth Avenue and shoot 
somebody and I wouldn’t lose voters.”

TAKE HIM OFF.  PERMANENTLY BAN TRUMP FROM FACEBOOK -- and all other social 
media. 

Julie CA

Donald Trump uses social platforms to spread lies, cause riots and slander people. He 
should never be allowed to get on any social platform again. We don't want any repeats of 
the capital riot where innocent people were killed\injured. Their families lost a precious 
loved one. He should be held accountable for his part in the riot. He encouraged them to 
take the capital. 

Robert CA Such a dangerously dishonest man should not have a voice unchecked.

Linda CA
Trump will just use it to divide the country more than it already is.  He is a dangerous man 
who should not be allowed to spread his lies.

John CA

Hate speech has no place in the broader dialog, and forums such as yours should also be 
repositories of verifiable TRUTH, and not platforms for lies and distortions. Please ensure 
that noted serial liars such as former president trump have no place in your stream. Thank 
You.

Michelle CA

It is a no-brainer to permanently ban Trump. I know you rich guys love him, but if a random 
private citizen had said and done all that Trump did, you would have permanently banned 
him already. 

Dean CA Facebook M
Scott CA He will continue to spread his lies and encourage insurrectionists
Dean CA Donald Trump must not be allowed to access, and utilize Facebook again. EVER!

Wallace CA
He constantly lies and if any other person does what he has done, you would have 
permanently banished them.

Karen CA
“America:home of the brave”?!!! STAND UP! Do what’s right! Facebook is complicit in the 
destruction of our democracy.

Cathy CA

Trump incited violence. Whether or not the Senate convicts him facts show he orchestrated  
the events on Jan 6, including installing loyalists to make sure no one would help. He 
wanted people to die. He shouldn’t be allowed to get on social media to spread more lies 
and dangerous propaganda. Just say no!

Kristen CA

It is part of your responsibility to judiciously govern your own site and not allow purposeful 
misinformation to be spread without regulation.  This is true for anyone, especially those 
with the power to persuade and malign others on a large scale.  Donald Trump has proven 
that he is an egregious peddler of misinformation, and as such, must not be given a public 
platform to continue doing so.  By allowing his lies to be spread unabated on your site, you 
are complicit in his unethical and destructive dealings. 

David CA

Facebook should not be an outlet to allow Trump to continue spreading his vicious lies to 
perpetuate division and hate. He should be permanently suspended from using this 
platform.

Barbara CA Nothing he says can be trusted to be true.
Bryant CA because most everthing he says is a lie
Hernan CA If he come back to the social media he going to spreading lies  and inciting violence
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Patricia CA Behave responsibly or be held accountable.

Karen CA

Please keep Trump OFF Facebook. It has been such a relief to not be deluged with his lies 
and the upset his constant misinformation has caused in the world at large and especially in 
the US.  Stick to your poilcy and decency and keep those who propogate lies and violence 
OFF your platform.  Thank you, Karen

Martin CA Please stop the hate. We have enough issues in the world today.
Frances CA He is a clear and present danger to our society!!!!
Robert CA For sanity!
Craig CA Trump uses all internet formats to spread lies and hatred, nothing else.
Maryellen CA Trump lies and incites violence

Ramon CA
Trump should not be allowed back on Facebook, he is big threat to our democracy.  he is 
evil and full of hate and only cares of himself.

Deb CA
Trump is a traitor, seditionist and insurrectionist.  He should be in jail.  If you allow trump 
back on you will be complicit.

Mary CA

Donald Trump cannot tell the truth.   He should not be allowed back on Facebook.   He has 
lied his way through his life.  (See Mary Trump's book.)  For example,  in the 1970s in NYC, 
he lied about racial discrimination in housing in his real estate offerings; in the mid-2000's 
he lied about Obama's birth citizenship; in this past decade he lied about Hillary Clinton and 
in this past year about having won an election he clearly lost.   This country does not need 
to see more of his lies--ever.

Craig CA

Stop spreading Trump's hate and lies; if his Facebook privileges had been suspended 
when he first began spreading his Big Lie of election theft, the assault on the Capitol 
wouldn't have happened.   
private citizen now.

Marilyn CA Trump is an idiot, a liar, a cheater, a womanizer and just HORRIBLE

David CA

Donald Trump used the Facebook platform to spread disinformation about the U.S. election 
and incite violence in violation of Facebook's terms of use. Facebook should apply its user 
and moderation policies to protect against these abuses. Despite loud complaints from 
Trump and his allies, Facebook has a much larger problem with disinformation and 
fomenting violence than it does with censorship.

Estelle CA
Trump simply cannot be trusted.  His tens of thousands of lies while president arrest to that.  
Do not let him back on to spread more lies.

Adrianne CA
PLEASE We don't need more hate speech & lies on Facebook!! Don't encourage sedition 
and violence!!

Vicki CA We do not need to hear from any of the traitors

Karl CA

It’s time to dump facebook it is obviously a platform that allows and encourages hate, 
racism, misogyny and xenophobia! They allow these acts from their users and the groups 
they let into their platform! 

Nancy CA Facebook should not enable Trump to spread his lies on their platform.
Ellen CA He cannot be trusted, as we have seen, time and time again!
Gail CA He is poison and if his mouth is moving, he is lying.
Ben CA He'll use it to spread more lies and hate.

Richard CA
Come on use some common sense. The country needs to stop the known person of 
constant lies and incitement to insurrection.

Fr. CA

He's a liar, a not-so-cryptic fascist, and has advocated the overthrow of the US government 
by force, almost succeeding in the latter. He never learns, shows no regret or remorse, and 
his history proves he will continue to speak dangerously. DON'T GIVE HIM A 
MEGAPHONE!

Andy CA
he is incapable of telling the truth and if your site depends on a bunch of lying assholes, 
then is it really a site worth visiting anymore? get rid of zuckerberg too, dude is a scumbag!

Travis Gibbons CA
Trump will continue inciting riots with his divisive and false facts to his base as he did in the 
6 January  2021 Congress building. Help curb his damage to the country.

Sheryl CA Because he’s a liar
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Nancy CA

Donald Trump's Facebook account should be suspended for the rest of his life.  He tells lies 
with every post.  This is not only unethical but disgraceful.
Thank you.

Steve CA

We need to determine the degree to which Democracy is to be defended against autocracy. 
Perhaps there is only one member of this society who had every intention of using his 
position as duly elected official to then attempt to destroy the very process that got him 
elected, exactly what autocrats have done throughout history, and exactly what Putin and 
Lukashenko did. Trump is unique in this way and presents a clear and present danger to 
the future of democracy. 

Sofija CA

Trump's lies have already led to violence and the traumatizing of hundreds of workers, 
staffers and representatives alike because of the insurrection on capitol hill on Jan 6. 

Trump uses social media platforms to radicalize its users, including Facebook. He tells lies 
about election tampering, tells his followers their democracy is at stake and the election is 
being stolen from them. These people are being manipulated by Trump in an effort to 
maintain power. 

You absolutely cannot give voice to that. Giving a platform for these lies will only create 
more victims - victims of violence, victims of manipulation, and victims of greed for power. 

Disa CA He incited people with lies and rhetoric that is not beneficial for our country

Stephanie CA
What will you -- and our world -- gain by letting Trump back on Facebook? It has been SO 
peaceful without him! Stick to your own policies and maintain your integrity.

Bonnie CA

The lies he spreads are harmful to American society. The temperature has cooled since he 
eas ban
 Don't allow him back.

Barbara CA
We must stop lies and gaslighting to our citizens.  This man has no boundaries and will just 
take up where he left off with "The Big Lie" and continue to spread disinformation.

Michael CA

Facebook you have a moral duty to act to keep Trump from using your platform.  By 
continuing to ban Trump you can help protect our society from this no good, malignant, and 
evil person.

Debbie CA

Please permanently ban Trump from Facebook as he is still trying to raise opposition to the 
2020 presidential outcome and will no doubt continue to incite insurrection by white 
supremacists and other hate groups.

Thalia CA

Ask yourselves if you want to give a free public platform to a fascist, reckless, deranged 
person who has demonstrated no responsibility for his words or actions. He is destroying 
our democracy. Don't give him the means to continue spreading lies. Please.

A CA
Trump is toxic for the well being of all Americans and our democracy.  He doesn't offer us 
free speech instead he spreads manipulative, dangerous lies.

Lee CA
If you allow tRUMP back on to Facebook, what you are telling all of your followers is you 
agree/w tRUMP and the garbage he spews out which puts you at the same level as him.

Robert CA

Facebook is quickly becoming a community pariah because of the Trumplicans and 
MAGATS. My Wife used it extensively for keeping up with friends and general interests. But 
now it has become a cesspool of hatred, bigotry and white power platforms. If you allow the 
dear leader back on you will lose what is left of intelligent, articulate empathetic users and 
will be left with the Q goofs and squirrels.

Darrylin CA
To let Donald Trump back on Facebook with his lies and insighting riots using your site 
would be a travesty. Is this how your App Mr Zukerberg should be used???

D CA No more hate and lies from trump. Divisive, fascist, racist, misogynistic - we don’t want it! 

William CA
Facebook has done enough harm to the planet. Allowing Trump a platform for his lies and 
propaganda sounds just like Zuckerberg.

Jim CA Evil must be tamped down

James CA

do you remember when donnie was impeached the first time and susan collins refused to 
convict him, saying, "he's learned his lesson?" he did not and will not. donnie will be even 
worse next time...

Margaret CA We all have to be better than him, including Facebook
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Eileen CA

I am appalled at the world that Facebook has created.  Trump is the tip of the iceberg.  
Your practices promote a heinous culture of hate and violence.  You have it in your power 
to change that NOW.

Chris CA

Spreading lies, hate and violence makes it a more dangerous place for me to live in. As a 
person of color and LGBTQ+ person it makes me feel more threatened. Please do the right 
thing and permanently ban DT.

Lorraine CA
We don’t need the lies anymore. All trump does is lie. Please keep him off. As a matter of 
fact Facebook should work to get all the lies off Facebook. Our democracy depends on it.

Pat CA
Trump has shown that he is incapable of following any laws or rules that require common 
decency and accuracy.  Keep the ban on him for life!

J. CA

In the past Four Years, Trump has used the Valuable Social Media for lies, hatred, attempt 
Civil War in America, create International divisiveness and his Universal Financial Greed. 
For complete Devilish Functions! 

Margaret CA

FaceBook must take a stronger stand against calumny, such as the lies told by Donald 
Trump. What Trump has claimed on social media I s equivalent to “yelling, “Fire “ in a 
crowded theater. “ GaceBook has grown too large, too influential worldwide to claim they 
cannot censor some speech. Integrity is needed to help society, the world grow with 
honesty. 

Deborah CA

Donald Trump abused his right to use this platform.  He can't be trusted to not abuse it 
again.  To not lie and foment violence again.  PLEASE keep him away from the public he 
will only victimize.

Judy CA It’s too dangerous!!

Melani CA

To act as a good corporate citizen, with robust policies that are enforced consistently. To 
support human safety by denying those engaged in the active promotion of lies, 
misinformation, and calls for violence access to the platform.

Cynthia CA Absolutely NO!!!!!!!!

Karole CA

Trump doesn't know the truth from a rotten egg. He will do nothing but lie and spread mor 
sedition on Facebook. He lies about what he planned on January 6 by inciting the rioters in 
Washington, D.C. He is still doing it. This person has no moral center and permitting him on 
Facebook condones his behavior.

Urmila CA

Donald Trump is a menace to the body politic and his cult-like following only exacerabates 
the problem. He is a narcissistic megalomaniac who only cares about himself and does not 
care about what or who destroys if an action benefits him. For the sake of our country 
please keep him off Facebook.
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Judy CA

Though, I’m not fully aware of all the details of Facebook’s 
disinformation/misinformation/false information, hate-, and/or violence-promotion policies, I 
have witnessed that Mr. Trump appears incapable of discerning truth from personal 
desires, which must be based in his belief in some personal fantasies of power, which, 
though relatively short-lived, were fostered by his election to the office US president. 
Unfortunately, his ongoing popular image of being a wealthy playboy and TV showman, 
who inherited access to the manipulation of his family’s “wealth/power,” combined with his 
use of racism, “un-politically correct” slang, show of disrespect for authority and law, 
general common-folk speech style, and his more recent choice of political party affiliation, 
led to a strange platform from which to run for office of president (2016). Through this 
platform he gained a resonance and appeal with many people who generally vote for their 
party candidate “no matter what,” as well as enhancing his strong appeal to edgy, fear-
based people who value racism, punishment, ownership and use of weaponry, intimidation 
over others, and who share some of Trump’s conspiracy inspired, ‘intuition’-based, 
‘alternate views’ of life and reality. All this combined with Trump’s habitual style of 
disrespect, authoritarianism, avoidance of responsibility, disregard for rules, obsession for 
getting his way and “getting away with things”/corruption, and the spewing of falsehoods 
that serve his whims have made him a true danger to democracy and public 
safety/health/life. 

Trump (and a few of his angry followers and promoters of misinformation who remain in 
office within our government) probably still has too much negative power over the sharp 
edge of his party’s base. Trump and his followers still resonate with the power of emotion-
triggering falsehoods, and personal vengeance, which can, and has, led to hateful violence 
and highlighted racism. The very angry Trump followers appear to be convinced, similar to 
Trump himself, that they deserve the power to bully and hurt others in order to get what 
they want…regardless of the laws or constitutional guidelines followed by the majority of 
US residents. 

Trump appears to have been taught and memorized how to breed misinformation, personal 
business irresponsibility, denial of failure, and corruption. Therefore, he has also naturally 
spread this into his stint as an elected government official and, is clearly capable of, 
consistently lying, distracting, and promoting/inciting violence to get people to do what he 
wants for his own personal gain/fame/sense of power. He wasn’t actually ever qualified or 
fit to lead a country (or possibly even any of his own family businesses). 

Trump is clearly not emotionally fit, or capable of being personally responsible for his 
actions. He, and/or any of his blatant misinformation followers, must not be allowed to incite 
more violence and insurrection via social media platforms. Trump’s threatening behavior, 
falsehoods, and damaging actions and rhetoric must be held in check by others, since he 
appears obsessed with his fantasies of ultimate power and cannot control himself. 

National/global platforms for spreading misinformation in attempts to gain increased 
personal/business or political power must no longer be allowed. Therefore, Trump—and all 
others who would spread hate and purposely, or mistakenly, spread misinformation on 
national/global media platforms in order to incite others to violence—must no longer be 
allowed to use these platforms. Trump has repeatedly shown that he is not capable of 
following your policies with regard to hateful misinformation and thereby inciting others to 
act in violence against our government and the US public. 

Please for the sake of peace, public safety, humanity, and our current, collective 
national/global struggles, do not reinstate Trump’s account, or any of his business/political 
fundraising accounts. Do not allow anyone to spread ongoing, readily fact-checked 
disinformation, or encourage/condone hatred and violence against others, no matter how 
much monetary or political power they have, and no matter who they are.  Thank you.

John CA

Citizen Trump should follow the same rules as the rest of us plebeians. When he was 
president, Facebook had a meager excuse to allow his endless stream of lies. He lost. The 
presidency and your meager excuse.

M. CA

No valid, reason in the world exists, to enable misogyny, hatred, and racism. That is all 
Donald Trump, narcissist, racist and all around disgusting individualthat he is, has to offer. 
We are finished listening to anything he has to say-In any format and across any social 
media platform or otherwise. He has caused enough damage. Shut him down permanently.
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Ana CA Because he is awful!

Linda CA

After 4 years of ever increasing Trump lies, racist, & incendiary statements via once-
respected social media, it would be very unwise of the Facebook Oversight Board to allow 
Donald J. Trump back on Facebook.  Facebook and other social media companies have 
lost the respect of many of their members having allowed that to happen.  And by allowing 
Trump to begin again could cause the loss of many Facebook members.  Not a good 
decision.   

Lisa CA

Using an unregulated platform to elevate and spread disinformation is leading to violence 
and the erosion of our society. PLEASE TAKE RESPONSIBILITY for protecting the 
American public from vitriol and lies!

Jane CA please do not give him blank tablet to spread his lies and incorrect info thak you
Jane CA please do not give him blank tablet to spread his lies and incorrect info thak you
Jane CA please do not give him blank tablet to spread his lies and incorrect info thank you
Jane CA please do not give him blank tablet to spread his lies and incorrect info thank you
Diane CA 20,000 lies and counting.  What does it take to pull the rug out from this liars feet?

Steven CA
Donald Trump has proven himself to be a consistent source of disinformation. He must not 
be allowed to use Facebook again.

MJ CA
Trump is a narcissistic psychopath without an iota of conscience or decency. He is a bully, 
andie most bullies is a physical coward. Don't give him the venue to attack others.

Don CA Donald Trump does not deserve to be on ANY social media.
Joel CA Of course!!!

Alison CA

His perpetual lies and spread of misinformation, including incitement to insurrection, should 
not be permitted.

Sherrie CA
Donald Trump foments divisiveness and bigotry.  He should not be given a platform to 
spread his lies which too many gullible people believe to be true.

Pamela CA

After Facebook and Twitter almost single handedly enabled--through disinformation-- the 
destruction of our country and government we now see, it is shocking to hear that 
Facebook is now considering allowing Trump (or anyone else of his ilk) to again have 
access to its platform.  It was shameful that internet platforms facilitated the efforts of liars 
and lunatics to destroy the fabric of our society in the way they have.  You are disgusting 
for even considering it.

Brooke CA Why do people let trump get away with everything! don't be one of them!
Pat CA He might use it to cause more harm to  Americans!

S CA

What's the point of having a policy when you don't enforce it - your lies are as grievous as 
the X occupier of the White House.  For once, stand up for what's good and right for the 
country.  Stop supporting flagrant violations of your own policies.  You are partially to blame 
for what happened and you need to make it right.  Do Right for America.

Kathleen CA
He will continue to spread lies and hate if he has access to Facebook again. He's already 
done enough harm!

S CA

Providing a forum for hate speech has real life consequences.  Attacks on people of color, 
Muslims and Jews has increased as a direct result of Mr. Trump's hate speech, not to 
mention the deadly violence perpetrated on our Capitol on January 6, 2021.  It is not okay 
to yell fire in a crowded theater - Facebook should never been a platform for hate speech.

ken CA stop fascism & racism
Paige CA Dangerousness is dangerous
Elmone CA trump only knows how to lie.
Harold CA BECAUSE HE IS A CORRUPT CAREER CRIMINAL!

Janet CA

I believe Donald Trump has used Facebook to provoke his supporters into violent, illegal, 
harmful and anti-social behavior. I believe Donald Trump should experiences 
consequences for his actions. I also believe his behavior will not change and he should be 
permanently banned from causing this kind of damage to our society. I also think that if 
Facebook allows and condones this behavior Facebook will be complicit in this action.
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Georgette CA

Any person exciting violence should be banned Facebook has no problem  blocking anyone 
that sticks up for the Palenstein people & that’s just one sample of the kind of people they 
ban with no problem

Judith CA
Media records showed Donald Trump lied over 30k times on Twitter and other platforms 
over the last 5 years, and he incited riots at the Capitol.  His ban should be permanent.

Lance CA
Trump doesn't seem able to tell the truth, so he shouldn't have a platform.  Please don't 
give him a platform,

Louise CA We need science, truth, democracy -no more lies!

Glenn CA
Trump has shown he cannot help but spin lies and confusion, he doesn't deserve a second 
chance. Ban him permanently.

Lisa CA

#45’created the Jan.6 insurrection due to his ability to spread his hate and divisiveness
On social media. We will never heal if he is allowed again to spread disinformation. He 
should be locked up, and the very least restricted from any social media platform. 
Please remove him permanently. 

Joan CA he is the worst person on the planet and every word he speaks are lies!

Robert CA
Wannabe Dictator Trump should NEVER be allowed back on Facebook again. He tried to 
overthrow the government of the United States. The only place he belongs is in PRISON.

David CA
Don't let Donald Trump use Facebook to incite more insurrection.  Until he learns to control 
himself, he is a danger to our society.  Don't enable him!

Tina CA

he has been a conman and a liar since the 1970's.  People who only watched his TV 
programs have no idea.  PLEASE do not allow the dissemination of LIES by any "celebrity". 
Low information persons do not research, they believe what they read on social media.  

Alan CA
Donald Trump is a proven liar, he undermines policies best for the USA, when & if he can 
benefit personally. Trump endanger the USA by Autocratic Bully Tactics,  

Melony CA

He's done nothing except spread lies and promoting anger hate and diversity to encourage 
insurrection.  I want our Democracy to last and not be uprooted by these people out only for 
their own financial and political benefit

Louise CA
He is an evil/criminal force with really no brains or conscience.  He is not ENTITLED to 
destroy this country and Facebook should NOT be helping him in his crimes.

Aylene CA
Trump has proven the danger he presents to the country and should not be allowed to 
continue.

Jerome CA

Why have policies if you don't enforce them. Trump should have to follow the rules like 
everybody else. Why would you continue to use his status to spread falsehoods that harm 
America?

Carey CA Because it's almost the least they can do to fight fascism and disinformation

Susan CA
We are tired of the lies and conspiracy theories that this vile man continues to spew. Did 
the attack on the capital NOT make it clear that we need to be safe from this man??

Janee CA

The impact of these actions was immediate: Since Trump's removal from social media 
sites, disinformation about the election plummeted 73%. 

People on Facebook lose access to their account for simply advocating antipolice. 

Lucy CA

We have been subjected to Trump's lies for over 5 years!  Why oh why do we have to be 
subjected to more of his outright lies, hatred of people of color, distortions & promises never 
kept?  Enough is enough! 
He belongs with all the other outrageous dictators & truly malevolent leaders that have 
preceeded him into oblivion.

Anne CA

Donald Trump’s message has not changed since the insurrection of January 6th.  Please 
do not reinstate his platform for spreading hate and lies.  Our country will not heal as long 
as he can provoke his followers with election falsehoods.  He must not be allowed to 
continue to fire up his white supremacist base.  Please do not lift the ban on Donald Trump.

Carol L CA
LIES and hatemail should be banned and we know that he only lies and certainly hates 
anyone who doesn't like him!

Barbara CA

Please permanently ban Donald Trump from Facebook  for spreading lies and inciting 
violence against Congress, the constitution, and the death of Americans (pandemic and on 
Jan 6)!  
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Diane CA

Humanity and decency are needed and should be important to providers of social media 
platforms. Letting 45 return should cause Facebook to lose advertisers, users and any 
other resources valued by such a company.

Cynthia CA
People who promote hate & fear against certain factions, especially officials (current or 
past) should not have a voice on such a platform. Enough is enough. 

Ogden CA
DON’T LET TRUMP BACK. HE’S PROBEN TO BE A THREAT TO OUR COUNTRY. DON’
T BE AN ENABLER. DON’T BE COMPLICIT!

Todd CA
All users must be held to the same standard of behavior and that standard must be a high 
one. This is just one more reason why I stay away from Facebook.

L CA
Facebook should enforce its own policies and permanently ban Donald Trump because it is 
the ETHICAL and MORAL action to take.

Jamie CA

FACEBOOK and Twitter are already in bed with Trump. He has “f——d” with Americans 
and US Laws which show both F-book and Twitter have no integrity. Do not drop your ban 
from Trump. In fact, all related Trumps should be permanently banned. 

Andy CA
Donald Trump must be treated exactly the same as any other individual that has violated 
the user policy of Facebook.

Brenda CA
Set the example and permanently ban those who not only violate the terms of agreement of 
the site, but who also incite violence in the process. This includes Donald Trump.

Kristin CA He is still dangerous!
Leonna CA Facebook is killing democracy in the name of profit

Vivienne CA
I implore you that you do NOT give in to allowing former president Trump the use of 
Facebook’s platform to again spread disinformation and hate.

marilyn CA Don't allow Trump back on.  He only causes trouble with all his lies.
Mr Jim and Mrs LesleeCA He is incapable of telling the truth.

Flora CA

Please do what is right and enforce your policies and permanently ban D trump.
He tried to take away ALL of or our democracy, and turn it into a new hitler regimen. I don't 
want to live my life wondering where the next home grown terrorist is coming from and for 
what reason?  Lies, misinformation, incitation,...?
Thank you for looking out for All of us. 

Mark CA

The guy has nothing to say.HE HAS NO SUBSTANCE.His speech on any platform is 
hateful and devicive and preys on the sensibilities these unfortunate people who have 
some racial hatred that he plays with a foments.  His whole thing is a danger to our 
democracy and encourages violance.

Mario CA
Trump has already spread so much hate and misinformation about the Election he legally 
lost.. His lying rhetoric has endangered the lives of our elected members of Congress..

Douglas CA

We need a stand against free speech of the distribution of KNOWN Lies, falsehoods and 
exotic conspiracy lies and their generation and distribution to the American people and 
electorate. 

Joe CA

Trump’s words and actions incite violence and hatred towards marginalized groups and 
anyone who has a differing opinion.  Giving him a platform line this after he has showed 
how his reckless nature is completely unforgivable and will have dire consequences. 
Thank you 
Joe LeBlanc

Lotti CA
Donald Trump continues to spread misinformation and to inflame extremists. Please ban 
him permanently.

Ishtiak CA

Allowing Mr. Trump to disseminate bigotry, falsehood, and his divisive agenda will shred 
the very fabric of American society and values a s a whole. For the very sake of American 
Democracy, he must be stopped.....

Hezequias CA
Because already he has cost and costing a fortune and he does not need face book to 
make  a living all he will do is spread lies. Please dont give him a mouth dissension.

Pat CA

CEOs of Facebook and every other public media that have aided and abetted Donald John 
Trump by providing him a megaphone to promote his deliberate lies with a history of proven 
negative social consequences, violence, gangsterism, and insurrection shoulders lose their 
license, be indicted for racketeering,and aiding and abetting insurrection. I am sure that you  
read the current Congressional document in support of the impeachment of Donald Trump,  
Therefor, Facebook and all public media should permanently ban Donald John Trump.
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noelia CA yes keep him away he very dangerous

Katherine CA
Donald Trump denies important realities and spreads lies in order to gain money and 
power.  Ban him from Facebook.  

Marjorie CA

When a person incites divisiveness, spreads untruths that hurt our democracy, incites 
followers to riot and destroy, while being in a VERY HIGH NATIONAL OFFICE ~ that 
person must be brought to justice and must be held accountable for his behavior by 
NEVER BEING ABLE TO REAP ANY BENEFITS when leaving that national public office!!!   
HOLD HIM ACCOUNTABLE IN A MEANINGFUL AND "EXAMPLE TO THE MASSES" 
WAY!!!

Cherril CA
Donald Trump has spread vicious lies throughout his term as president and incited his 
followers to do likewise. Please do not let him pick up where he left off! Be consistent!

Sherrill CA

You're too cowardly to stand up for your own policies. You're complicit in all the anti-
Semitism, racism and misogyny he spews. That's why I DON'T HAVE A FACEBOOK 
ACCOUNT.

Vanessa CA

Allison...this is Vanessa, your freshman roommate.  In your new role on this board, I hope 
you will make sure that Facebook does not promote hate speech, promotion of violence 
and inaccurate information.  

Adrian CA
The fact that violent crimes are down since Trump was banned from social media says it 
all. Please don't give this bully a pulpit.

Milton CA trump is a clear and present danger to society and government institutions.

Rey CA

Facebook’s attempts at making a profit again off of divisive politics and hate-filled rhetoric is 
disgusting. We all know what would happen if FB “decided” to give him T**** a platform 
again. Your conservative board members would only truly benefit from your letting him back 
into social media. If FB really wants to move the world forward for everyone, you would let 
T**** make his $$$ without a megaphone supplied by social media. 

Carol CA
Trump is a danger to the country and must not be given a platform to spew his hate and 
calls for civil unrest and insurrection

Stanley CA

He tried to overthrow our government, for God's sake. And he still continues to lie about 
winning the election. That he lost is fact and not debatable. Quit kowtowing to celebrities. 
You're craven yourself if all you care about is ratings.

Barbara CA
The Chumpster’s language is dangerous. He has lost the privilege to have access to 
Facebook.

Anastasia CA
Do not give Trump a platform to spout and spread lies, misinformation and call insane folks 
to take action that would leading to harm.

Michael CA

pResident-reject tRump has proven himself to be nothing more than a low-rent mobster 
whose sole purpose is to increase his power and wealth at the expense of everyone else. 
His scorched-earth tactics prove that he will stoop as low as necessary and stop at nothing 
to achieve his ends. Facebook must not cower before trump's vitriol—ban him from the 
platform to limit the spread of his lies and incitement.

Isabel CA It's necessary to stop hislies

Dan CA

Facebook is how Putin, ISIS, white supremacists and domestic terrorists recruit, radicalize, 
connect, and make battle plans. It is where most all the lies and propaganda that have 
crippled our country  are fostered and spread. The damage already caused is incalculable.  
Far too late you took action; it is inconceivable that you are even contemplating  destroying 
our country even further; for Money?! Have you no conscience?

Dale CA Lies and hate that Trump spews must not be represented as OK.
Nancy CA Trump is dangerous!

Kristen CA

Donald Trump is unstable and dangerous.  Facebook would be irresponsible to promote his 
lies.  If Trump is allowed back on the platform I will leave Facebook and encourage others 
to do the same.

Linda CA
Donald Trump is a vicious, spiteful instigator of violence and racism in the U.S.  Keep him 
out of any forum where he could spread his lies and nasty thoughts.

Zoe CA
Donald Trump is an authoritarian fascist who believes in violent overthrow of the 
democracy.  He is our own Adolf Hitler.  He deserves to die in a bunker under Berlin.
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Tom CA
Trump is a pathological liar! There should be no place on Facebook for such people to 
spread lies & deceit.

Cora CA
We don’t need a traitor, liar, insurrectionist, sick wanna be to pollute the air! You didn’t act 
soon enough, at the very least you must stop being co - conspirators! Have you no shame?

N.Davida CA He is a cancer on our society!

Andrew CA

I believe in freedom of speech. However, this does not extend to inciting violence and 
murder conspiracies, to overthrow our government, as Mr. Trump has used his platforms to 
do. I urge you not to let him do so further.

Patrick CA

Enforce your own polices and ban trump - he was constantly sending out racist and violent 
rhetoric.  He is the reason that an insurrectionist mob attacked Congress and the Capitol 
building!  Ban him for the rest of his miserable life.

Susan CA
trump spreads nothing but lies and hatred. You should consider him a terrorist. FB would 
certainly permanently block a terrorist account - consider this one.

B CA That champion of lawless, chaotic tyranny has no place in civil society.

Patricia CA
Please. take more responsibility for the unleashment of hate speech on your forum. You 
have a responsiblity!!

Marty CA

FB AND MARKY SUCKER-BURG HAVE BEEN RUNING FACEBOOK AS A VERITABLE 
PETTING ZOO FOR RIGHT-WING REPUBLICAN EXTREMIST’S  VIRTUALLY FROM IT’S 
INCEPTION!HOWEVER-ONLY SINCE TRUMP AND TRUMP’S 2016 ELECTION  ? HAS 
THEIR OVERT VIRAL TOTALITARIANISM BECOME SO OPEN AND OMNI-PRESENT!
THEREFORE I AS A U.S.CITIZEN DEMAND THAT TRUMP AND ALL OF HIS 
TREASONIST/SEDITIONIST ASS-WIPE LAP-DOG REPUBLICANS BE BANNED FROM 
FB/TWITTER AND ALL SICIAL MEDIA—FOR GOOD!

“NEW THESUS”——-“CANCEL CULTURE.”

B CA
Come on!  Look where we are after the last four years of “free speech!”  What’s happening 
is very different from free speech because it’s now deadly.  Come on!

Francis CA
Because Trump poisons everyone he interacts with, post-presidency and Facebook doesn’t 
need to be poisoned more by siding with the looser, Donald John Trump. 

Laura CA

Donald Trump has repeatedly spread hate and lies through Facebook. His behavior 
emboldens bullies and increases hate crimes. His actions on Facebook are in clear 
violation of your policies- and there is no reason whatsoever to allow him back.

Sofia CA he is dangerous

Lisa CA
Donald Trump should never be on Facebook again. His lies are the impetus for violence 
and insurrection.   Keep his pots off Facebook forever.

Melanie CA
He has repeatedly proven that he is either incapable or unwilling to abide by the policies set 
out by your own company. Hasn’t he done enough harm already?

Deborah SpanglerCA
Donald Trump has abused the privilege of his Facebook account over and over again--
anyone else would have been cancelled long ago!!

Ana CA

1.  why have policies if u dont enforce them, 2.  trump cant help but lie and spread 
conspiracy theories and incite others against our government and democracy and toward 
violence.  he is doing it now in his impeachment process.  3.  you cant simply let him spew 
his venom and only act after the violence is committed as u have done repeatedly before.  
u must prevent future violence and incitation now.  you know he cant help himself and will 
continue to undermine our government.  be brave.  put country over money and your 
personal interest.   dont kid us.  u arent about helping us communicate and free speech.   u 
r a business interested in making money out of the information u get from your subscribers.  
if u dont voluntarily ban him, i will have no choice but to tireless work to endure laws are 
enacted to force u.  i will work to get people to stop using ur product.  i will work hard for 
everyone to know your complicity in the next insurection which is bound to happen if u give 
trump a platform.  be brave.  u should be better than this.  i still believe u have morals.  
remember them and act now. permanently  ban trump from your platform.  enforce your 
own policies.  thank you, ana inguanzo, 90292
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Dalia CA

Since Trump's removal from social media sites, disinformation about the election 
plummeted 73%. But now, the Facebook oversight board is taking up a review of the 
suspension, which may lead to Trump being allowed back on the platform to spread more 
lies, in clear violation of Facebook's own policies.

I demand Facebook take action against disinformation--can you take a moment today to 
share a comment with the Facebook oversight board demanding Facebook sustain Trump's 
ban from the platform.

Annie CA He’s unethical and tells lies.
Musia CA DUH. Ban the Tangerine Turd forever
Susan CA Donald Trump's tweets are dangerous and untrue.

Andrew CA

Trump had been given a pass for far too long.  You would not accept this level of blatant 
misinformation, stoking of tensions, and calls to incite violence from anyone else.  Also, 
Trump has shown he is incapable of changing.  He is only looking for people to excuse his 
behavior. 
Noo more double standards, enforce your policies and keep Trump off Facebook.  

Joe CA
And you think trump won't spread lies and incite more violence on your site. If you believe 
otherwise you are the fool in the proverbial fool's folly.

Anthony CA

Permanently remove all RACISTS from Facebook which includes the former 45th 
president.  If Facebook can't maintain its own policies EVERYONE should BOYCOTT this 
RACIST platform WORLDWIDE!!!

Eric CA Trump is not the type who should be using Facebook.

Rohana CA
Trump has publicly told over 33,000 lies in the last four years.  Do not enable the big lie of a 
stolen election,that fueled the insurrection.  Keep him of Facebook permanently

Dana CA

We need to get back to the truth and stop his hate trajectory. The attack on the capital 
would never have happened, and his presence on facebook and other social media 
platforms threatens our safety and security!!!

Sheila CA

donald trump is a hateful, rabble rousing man who lies every time he opens his mouth and 
incited an insurrection and invasion in the Capitol.  He is violent and dangerous and does 
not deserve any platform whatsoever.  He is also deranged.

Susanna CA

If Hitler was spewing Hate and sedition, and boldface lies, and locking up innocent citizens 
in camps,  would it be OK to let him do this on FB?  Trump is NO different and Trump is just 
as mentally ill as Hitler was.  These are dangerous people who are dictators, who do not 
care if their actions undermine the very safety of the free world.  Do not allow  any platform 
for lies to be spread in our Democracy by evil people.  FB has a responsibility to create 
boundaries and policies that protect vulnerable users from "leaders" whose goal is to 
contaminate & brainwash all those who are young, uneducated and unstable, as well as 
unable to make distinctions about the difference between truth and invented lies meant to 
undermine good governance as well as vulnerable families struggling to understand the 
issues in order to cast their ballots in a free and fair election.   Our citizenry has been, and 
is being poisoned by a maniac who only cares about his own power.  FB must join the the 
huge effort to save our Democracy  NOW.  

Maren CA Stop spreading fascism.
Michael CA Trump has nothing but lies and deceipt spewing from his mouth, Ban him forever!

Teresa CA
Because Trump and other extremists will use Facebook to continue to spread lies and hate, 
which lead directly behind violence against individuals and our democracy.

Suzanne CA
Mr. Trump may no longer be president of the united states but he still poses a clear and 
present danger.

Kathy CA

Former President Trump is a dangerous influence on the country. He lacks respect for 
other people, for the law and for the democratic basis of our government. He is a racist and 
misogynist and spreads his influence to people who follow him, sowing disunity and 
promoting violence all the while taking no responsibility for his actions. Facebook is one of 
the main ways he spreads his influence. He has not changed away from his fundamental 
nature during his 4 years in office, and there is no reason to believe he will change in the 
future. Why allow him to spread his lies and dissension ever again? We have seen where it 
will lead. Please continue the ban on his use of Facebook.

Calvin CA Because he does nothing but lie and insite vilonce
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Patrice CA he's demonstrated he's a dangerous white supremacist threat to our nation.
Narcissa CA Letting Trump back is a disaster for the American public and the world.

Sheala CA

I am asking Facebook to sustain Donald Trump's ban from the platform.  Facebook 
suspended him for spreading lies and inciting violence.  If he is allowed back on the 
platform the lies and incitement to violence will start up again.  Defend our democracy - 
make Trump's suspension permanent.

Amory CA
Facebook stop letting Donald Trump and White Supremacists spread hate and encourage 
violence on your platform. It is time you stand for Truth instead of profit!

Erin CA
Because he is a dangerous LIAR who incited his supporters to overturn the results of an 
election he did not like.  Actions should have consequences.

Dianne CA
The only reason things are calming down is because we don't have that man tweeting and 
posting lies and fomenting insurrection. He must be kept off social media.

Roshan CA
Trump should not be trusted with a public platform for his lies and sedition.
Keep him off Facebook!

sharon CA

Facebook should enforce your own policies and permanently ban Donald Trump.  Since 
Trump's removal from social media sites, disinformation about the election plummeted 
73%. Additionally, we cannot have violent white supremacist rhetoric spewing out on 
Facebook!

Betty CA As a Facebook user, keep Mr. Trump off.
Judy CA Trump must be banned from spreading propaganda , hatred, and racism
Velma CA You should ban anyone that spreads lies and that means even Trump

Mha CA

Mr. Trump's constant and willful lies have severely inflamed and distorted reality in the 
minds of millions of vulnerable people and caused terrible damage to our democracy and 
even death to many.  You must enforce your policies and permanently ban him from your 
platform.

Robert CA

He does not deserve a platform for his treasonous words.  Shouting "Fire" in a crowded 
room where is no fire is a crime; and that's what he did with his maundering about election 
fraud.  Ban him; even Voltaire and Jefferson who were famous for defending the right of 
everyone to speak would be appalled at what this man has done.

Sandy CA

He abused his position as President to instigate violence and commit treason against his 
country.  His actions are no different from Adolf Hitler, who did the same instigations to turn 
Germany into a murderous, genocidal country.

Edward CA Fact based communications should not be squelched. But Troup is not factual
jeffrey CA to prevent this pathelogical liar from spreading his lies

Ron CA

He has divided the country through lies, threats, and misdirected anger.  If we think 
destroying our country is a fine thing to do then let him spew his hate.  But you tech giants, 
who have helped ruin this country may not be able to make you money if we don't have a 
working country.

Deborah CA He starts problems. He caused people to die.

Charles CA

Mr. Trump is a dictator in waiting. He has the skills to manipulate people in to thinking he is 
going to perform near miracles for them if they elect him to office. He also has the skill to 
manipulate people in to doing acts of sedition, terrorism, and insurrection. He must be kept 
silent!

Licita CA
Please, for the sake of our democracy, keep Trump off Facebook forever. He lies and 
incites violence and if you let him back in, he’ll foment more violence. Ban him permanently!

Neil CA Don't become the platform of traitors.

Thelma CA
Trump is to much like Hitler and will continue to shout lies to anyone that will listen.  He 
should not be aloud spread more hate.

Art/Judy CA
Keep all that hatred, lying, and vitriol off the airwaves!

J CA
Trump is a danger to our country and our democracy.  No way should he be allowed back 
on Facebook to spread lies and hatred.

Romona CA
Trump is the biggest purveyor of lies and misinformation. He is responsible for the 
insurrection and the death of 5 people. He should never be allowed back on social media.
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Miriam CA

I don't want to deal with more lies and disinformation from DJT. He should be banned for 
life given the injuries and loss of life on Jan 6th and the other damage he has done in the 
last 4 years. There is a clear, unambiguous trail of lies and sedition. 

Lauren CA He's a dangerous criminal who influences others to commit violence.

Holly CA
Keep treasonous, lying tRump off Facebook!  He doesn't even know what truth is!  His lies 
have incited violence and hatred and will take decades to eradicate!

Irma CA

Donald Trump will destroy our democracy! Donald is a destructive and abhorrent man.

We will not be "We the People" ever again!
Sharon CA No place for lies and hate speach.

Nancy CA

Please continue to ban Donald Trump from using your platform to spread his lies and incite 
violence.  The ban should be made permanent.  Donald Trump has demonstrated that he 
cannot and will not change. Remove his access from your platform.  He is an extreme 
danger to our country.

Craig CA Past disinformation and future disinformation is still disinformation!

Robyn CA

He will never respect TOS and will continue to lie; giving him a platform to do so when his 
lies can and will incite further violence is immoral, unethical, and a clear violation of 
Facebook's own policies. 

Jon CA Inciting to violence is not protected free speech. Stop the insurrection now!

James CA
I urge the Facebook oversight board to permanently ban Donald Trump from Facebook and 
its associated apps as per Facebooks own policies as he threatens the world

Molly CA

It has been more than 4 years of listening to and dreading the next chaos that TRump will 
bring up and “share” on social media.  It has been a wonderful month of peace and quiet 
since he left social media!  Please DON’T let him come back.

Gladys CA

We don't want Facebook complicit with Trump and other traitors to our Costitution and 
Country spreading more lies and inflaming people to do stupid things like raiding the Capitol 
and causing death and destruction of our Constitution and Country.

Eury CA
Trump lied and was a traitor to the constitution he send his troops to the Capitol to kill 
people and to stop the Electoral Vote

Catherine CA
Trump has learned nothing.  If he is allowed back on social media, he will start up with the 
same lies and conspiracy theories.  The world is a better place without Trump's words.

L. CA I do NOT want to hear or see one more LIE from him and his GQP

Jose CA

Please stop DTrump from spreading anymore lies , disinformation and inciting violence 
ever again on Facebook or Instagram or any of your social platforms, it’s time to stop 
fomenting any hate by this man or any that support his beliefs and rhetoric 

Linda CA Really Facebook, really????

Mary CA
This virus/cancer has to stop! Don't let DJT
back on Facebook!

Kathleen CA

The man is a danger to our country.  He will
use his platforms to promote further lies and
hatred. Most citizens of this country are trying
to stay alive and to keep their families safe and
recovering on SO man levels.  We need to promote strength and health and integrity; not
more divisive  lies,  corruption and division.

Susan CA
It's extremely hypocritical--and bad business--to disregard one's policies.  "Do as I say, not 
as I do" is irresponsible.

Richard CA

Because the self-worshiping loser and fraudulent former President has absolutely nothing 
intelligent or useful to say. But then there are plenty of people like that, so let’s agree to 
proclaim that the arrogant asshole is a serious danger to our country, the world, and 
democracy in general.

S CA

Fact checkers for the Washington Post documented over 30,000 lies that Donald Trump 
told and retold during his 4 year term. His lies inspired the attack on the Capitol, on our 
democratic system. PLEASE DON'T GIVE HIM A PLATFORM to continue lying and 
fomenting insurrection.
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Marvis CA

Donald Trump helped to ensure an armed attempt to seize the US Capital Building, and 
excited Democrat’s in order to overturn an election he lost. He is not the type of person 
Facebook or any other Social Media Business should be supporting, whileI believe in 
Freedom Of Speech, their is also the requirement that said person takes the responsibility 
for the actions that happen because of that speech, here Trump want it both ways.

Madeline CA

HELL Yes Facebook should enforce it's own & ban trump for life for telling continuous lies, 
upholding white supremacy, promoting racism & starting the January 6th attempted coup. 
Facebook have restricted my account for far less so they need to grow a pair & ban the 
racist greedy corrupt big lying crybaby trump.

Pamela CA

Absolutely not. He's a danger to all of us and there's only one reason he uses social media: 
to push his dangerous agenda. DO NOT LEGITIMIZE THIS MONSTER ENEMY OF 
DEMOCRACY.

Carol CA Every word Trump says is a lie and self-serving. He is a despicable, lying person!,

Ted CA
Trump is a cult leader whose members will do anything he says. And Trump is a lying con 
man who is responsible for tens of thousands of Covid deaths, and a revolt against the US. 

Stephen CA It's ethical. Do it !!!!
Larry CA Spreading hate and disinformation willfully should not be allowed

Ginger CA
He is too dangerous and he continually lies and spreads false information. Facebook 
should have banned him years ago!

James CA

Donald Trump adds nothing constructive to the political discourse and serves only to sew 
chaos and undermine the credibility of government.  His presence is not only bad for 
society, but the resulting instability and rancor will ultimately be bad for Facebook as well.  
That misinformation has decreased by 73% since his deplatforming should be all anyone 
needs to know in regards to this decision.

Edward CA Yes.  Keep him out.  He ONLY lies and spreads ill will.
Patti CA He is a danger

Simone CA

Since Donald Trump began running for office, he has told daily lies, manipulated others, 
controlled the Republican party and caused anti-Democratic behavior by them as a result.  
He frequently broke his oath of office.  He became mega-wealthy through his illegal use of 
The Old Post Office -- his agreement with them was that he would not operate the facility 
and hold a seat of office.  So he not only kept it but he also held government meetings 
there, forcing visitors to stay there to attend meetings.  It is still a Trump Hotel.  Typical of 
Trump - for him, it's all about power and money.  The most horrific thing he did, though, 
was cause a mob to storm Congress while in session, inviting the mob to destroy offices.  
So many police officers were injured -- I seem to recall it was greater than 140.  Such an 
outrage.  And I don't know how he did it, but he has Senators and Congress people 
believing that President Biden somehow stole the election!   I believe he stole the election 
he won by having the Russians diddle with the voting machines.  What a creep that man is!  
He should not be allowed to hold any government offices again.  He's too destructive. 

William CA
You must ask yourself "Will any good come out of letting Trump back on Facebook?" I think 
you know the answer.

CYNTHIA CA
Stop grubbing for money to the detriment of our democracy. Keep the delusional liar off 
your platform.

Marion CA
Trump spreads lies and incites violence. He is dangerous.  He abuses the right to free 
speech.

Hanson CA
In or out of office, this person is dangerous because of those who follow him blindly. Do not 
be another way for him to reach them.

Audrey CA We cannot have the leader of insurrectionist on this platform.

Lynn CA

For over four years, Donald Trump spread lies about virtually every topic. His threat to our 
electoral process is inexcusable and dangerous as illustrated by the violence he incited, he 
himself personally incited, at the capital. He was allowed the platform of social media for far 
too long and I do applaud Facebook’s decision to suspend his account, however the 
suspension should and must be permanent. The nation is in a difficult position and needs to 
move forward without his lies and interference. I respectfully ask Facebook to maintain the 
suspension of Donald Trump‘s Facebook account.
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Judith CA

NO! NO! NO!

Trump has no place on Facebook! 

He is a danger to the citizens and our country.

Kathleen CA
No more insurrection against American democracy and help prevent death of our patriots 
protecting American Legislators!  Keep Trump OFF FACEBOOK!

Elizabeth CA

Donald Trump is a threat to our democracy. His lies led to an insurrection against Congress 
which caused the deaths of 5 people. He has no right to continue to spread his lies and 
incitements to violence on social media.  Facebook should stand up to Trump's bullying and 
permanently ban him from posting in any way, shape, or form. 

Elizabeth CA He is dangerous in that he stirs up actions of insurrection through social media.

Erika CA
He incited violence and will continue to do so. He has done great harm to this nation, and it’
s people. Why would you even consider letting him back on?

Pamela CA
He uses social platforms to foment insurrection and spread hate and disinformation.  No 
one needs to be subjected to this.  He should be permanently banned.

Julie CA

Donald Trump incited a mob to storm our Capitol where five people died, many police 
officers were gravely injured, and one later committed suicide. Do you really think it wise or 
safe or within your own safety guidelines to allow such a person any platform on social 
media whatsoever? Ban him for life. He is a monster.

Cheryl CA

Trump is a compulsive liar who spews hate and violence and continues to sacrifice our 
country to his own desire to be a dictator.  He should NEVER be allowed Facebook access 
again.

Susanne CA

Facebook needs to permanently ban Trump
from Facebook. He’s dangerous to our democracy and the American people need
peace & quiet.

Sabra CA Yes

Amelia CA
No lie will ruin our day and no lie will ruin our peaceful times for we stand for justice for the 
truth!

Glenn CA
Donald Trump should not be allowed to make false statements that encourages mass 
violence.

Grace CA
So five dead people from the Capitol insurrection don't merit a permanent ban?  Facebook, 
do right by yourself and the country.  Keep the former liar-in-chief banned!

Glenn CA Keep HILTLER off social media!!!
Vincent CA Because no one is above the law (or the rules)!

Karen CA

tRUMP=A$$ is a menace to society. He started the insurrection and needs to be held 
accountable for the five deaths that occurred as a result of it. Two of which happened to be 
Police Officers. Even his own National Guard could not stop what was happening in our 
Nation's Capital. tRUMP=A$$ spews nothing but hate, lies, vitriol, and divisiveness in our 
country. Donald tRUMP$ needs to be kept off of Facebook forever.

Brenda CA

Lies, division, violence and confusion at levels we have never seen before.  Trump was key 
is sowing many of these problems and our society is worse off from it. Let us heal and keep 
Trump at bay. 

Peter CA
Trump is guilty of insurrection and treason. His constant lies created the situation. He Must 
Not be allowed to continue subverting Democracy!

Regina CA

trumps mob attacked our capitol on Jan. 6, 2021, if you allow him back on FB he will incite 
more mob attacks in DC & other state capitols! Free Speech does not allow anyone to 
incite violence! trump is just a POOR LOSER!!!!!!!!

William CA Most of what Trump has to say are lies.  I don't approve of letting him back on Facebook.

Barbara CA

Trump has shown that he is incapable of change.  He was embolden when the Senate 
acquitted him.  He will spread more lies and violence if you lift your ban on his Facebook 
account.

Anna CA

Donald Trump is a stochastic terrorist and a danger to not only the United States but 
Democracy itself. Since he has been banned from social media, the spread of 
disinformation has dropped dramatically. He must be banned for life.
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Carol CA

This is a case of weighing two competing factors, the need for free speech vs. the need to 
follow policy which incites insurrection and/ or violence.  Please consider carefully the 
welfare of the nation.  You helped create and stimulate incendiary rhetoric.  You are now 
responsible for the consequences.

Jennifer Tomkins CA

To Whom it May Concern,

A decent, fair, sustainable,  people-centered economy and polity are incompatible with 
unfettered greed the sacrifices all principles on the altar of profit.  To allow, as FB is 
currently doing, toxic untruths to be spread on its platforms is simply indefensible and leads 
to the notion that capitalism and democracy are incompatible.  I don't believe that has to be 
so but it is so where people and whole societies are put at risk in the name of making 
money.  Hate speech has no place on the Internet and it is up to the companies who 
dominate this ecosystem to put an end to the toxic thought-environment they have allowed 
to develop.  

Marsha CA

Not Just No, But H**L NO!
He had plenty of chances to back off but He's a BULLY, and is deranged...
NO, No trump!

Janice CA We don't need more of Trump's hate-filled messages on Twitter. KEEP Trump banned.

Michaela CA

Donald Trump is a lightning rod for hate and violence and he actively spreads 
disinformation and hateful words. Actions such as his should not have a place on the 
Facebook platform.

Lauranne CA

Violence is inexcusable. Inciting violence is illegal. Can Facebook at least meet the most 
basic level of civilization by removing violent people from their business platform? We'll 
see.

Shirley CA

Trump has done nothing but lie for the last four years.  He has put our country in danger of 
no longer being a democratic society.  He is the worst person on earth and will do nothing 
but continually lie.  He needs to be in jail.

Rita CA No hatemongers on FB! BAN TRUMP PERMANENTLY.

Caitlin CA
Donald Trump is a powerful voice in advancing hate, lies, and violent behavior. He must be 
silenced for the safety of all.

Jeannette CA
Permanently suspending Donald Trump's account is Facebook's opportunity to contribute 
to the development of a peaceful, stable society.  

Ronit CA You are such a huge influencer you need to do your part to protect us against lies!
Thomas CA Trump will never change. He will continue to only lie, spread fear, and hatred. 
Jane CA Falsehoods, conspiracy theories, racist, divisive 

Linda CA

While I do not think social media should be liable for the comments of users, I definitely 
think anyone that supports the spread of false information should be held accountable and 
liable for damages.

Charles CA

Donald Trump has proven himself not only hateful but dangerous. Now that he is no longer 
president, there is absolutely zero justification for someone promoting hate and violence, 
with concrete effects, to have a place on your company's platform.

marlene CA
If you allow trump to use  Facebook for his spread of anti democratic and constitutional 
rhetoric then Facebook is complicit in his traitorous behavior.

Michael CA We need to adhere to the truth and Not allow Hate monger's to sow hate and discontent

Leo CA

We need to stop the hate movement he has started in this country that has been festering. 
5 people died because of his words encouraging violence, how many more have to if you 
won’t take serious action to stop this?

Nancy CA
If D.tRump were capable of being truthful, FB might consider LIFTING THR CURRENT 
BAN, but alas, he has proven himself incapable.

Sheryl CA
Too many lies, racist comments, spreading of ridiculous theories, incitements to violence.  
It's been wonderful not having to read about him everyday.

Daria CA -
Betty CA We've had enough negativity.  Please keep Trump off Facebook.

Sharon CA
trump lies; and we have so much proof.  trump and trumpism is anti-government and anti-
democracy.  trump should be kept off FB because he can't help but lie!
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Nora CA
This man almost destroyed our nation.  His cronies that are left are still trying to.  Do not 
give him a voice on this platform

Ivan CA

Trump is a dangerous demagogue who has no sense of responsibility to the truth, and will 
do anything to further his own desire for power and attention.  He has already 
demonstrated both his ability and willingness to undermine the very principles of our 
democracy.  Please maintain his ban from Facebook in perpetuity.  

Thank you.
Russell CA SAVE YOURSELVES FROM HEAVY REGULATIONS, DUMP TRUMP NOW!! 
Olivia CA Stop Trump’s social media lies

Rebecca CA

We have seen first-hand how Trump's spreading of disinformation manifests in violence 
and senseless loss of life. Giving him a platform to amplify his voice is dangerous and 
irresponsible.

Jeanette CA He spreads lies which can and have lead to violence.

Jeff CA

Trump commented of violent insurrectionist coup attempt via social media! He is violent and 
has promoted violence for years. He has no place on any social media platform, and he 
violates the rules of every social media organization. If Facebook reinstates him, I will 
delete my Facebook account and actively Lobby everyone I know to do the same!

Valerie CA

Dear Facebook, 
Please ban Donald Trump from Facebook for years of misinformation and for 
recommending, encouraging, and inciting violence and hate. Make Facebook safer by 
removing Donald Trump and anyone else who behaves the same way. Make Facebook 
safer for the entire planet. 
Valerie

Reeta CA
Trump lies and incites violence from white supremacists and nazis. He must be 
permanently banned from Facebook as a national security threat.

Larry CA
Donold Trump had  his chance and he has proven to be a danger to democracy. He should 
not be allowed to continue abusing social media.

Mary CA

His words go out without any thought on his part.  He does not appear to care what is the 
truth, and his posts incite violence and anarchy in our democracy.  He is very, very 
dangerous to the safety of our country and its citizens. I fear the chaos and danger that his 
thoughtless verbage causes.

Margaret CA

How can you dare to consider giving that man a Trumpet??? The problem of white 
supremacy existed before he took the presidency without the vote, but giving him a public 
platform to continue his penchant for self-serving lies and money-making is 
unconscionable! Do NOT, please, NOT, allow him back on Facebook. He has not 
demonstrated an ability to use this freedom with respect, honor, and in ways to satisfy the 
Facebook mission.
M. Glancy

David CA Guess I'll just have to pause my business Facebook page until this thing gets resolved!

Timothy CA

At this point, nothing Donald J. Trump would say would be for the building up of the country 
or society.  His negative and demeaning rhetoric only inspires illegal and harmful actions.  
He has other platforms  to use for inciting his followers, he does not belong on Facebook!

E CA

He has never acknowledged he lost the election.  
He continues to spread hateful lies and disinformation.
His toxic lies incite violence.

MaryAnn CA Ban Trump from Facebook.

A.R. CA

Because he spreads lies and dangerous conspiracy theories, Trump should never be 
allowed on any social media again. He incited insurrection and people died. What’s next? 
Facebook must keep Trump off of it’s platforms. 

Bev CA

Have you noticed how the national temperature has dialed down during the 2 1/2 weeks the 
Biden has been president and Trump has been offline? If you allow him back on the 
platform, you are aiding and abetting the continued division, hate, and incitement to 
insurrection. Stop putting money first and put the country first!

Nicholas CA Keep Facebook Factual,  Ban Dirty Donald.
Nicholas CA Facebook Facts require Dump Dumb Don !!!
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Edie CA Enough of his dirty work...!!!
Ken CA F*ck Donald Trump, what he can do to our US.  Ban him forever.

Robin CA
Donald Trump is the worst human being that was unable to be the president of the united 
states

Adella CA

The simple fact is, there is already enough hate in this world without adding to it by give 
one person a platform to spread more lies and hate. The x President isn't a nice man or an 
honorable one. He was voted out of office due to this fact. I'm 70 years of age and this was 
the first time in my life I felt that our Nation had started to crumble. United we can stand but 
his hatred was and is a threat to it's standing. Free speech is a standard and shouldn't be 
taken away from anyone, Unless the free speech yells fire in a crowded theater just to see 
what happens. His continued lies and hate shouldn't be tolerated or give a venue. So I'm 
asking that he doesn't get back on FB for the good of this Nation.
Thank You for listening
Adella Albiani 

Asano CA Keep Trump off Facebook.
Raewyn CA This man is toxic in every way. You should not allow him to spread his poison.

Cindy CA
Facebook must not provide a platform for destroying democracy, for fomenting insurrection 
and propagating propaganda.  Trump has proven his evil intentions - enforce your policies! 

Donna CA We only need to hear or read logic and kindness.

Jennifer CA

No one has done more damage to this country and incited more violence and hatred than 
him. What more do you need? People are not going to tolerate Facebook allowing hate to 
flourish.

Rita CA

Facebook Oversight Board,

Your decision to suspend Trump's account and so many others that used your platform to 
spread lies and incite violence was a great decsion.  Please stand by your decision and do 
not change it.   

It would great to see you expand your ban to all the anti-vaccine groups and individuals on 
your platform that are hurting the US and world efforts to stop the COVID 19 pandemic. 

Thank you in advance for doing the right thing. 

Rita Schueling 

Lucy CA
Donald Trump has spread too many lies on Social Media  He should never be allowed to 
peddle false narrative again.  Don't give him a platform

Shakayla CA Because of his election day frauds and lies he ever posted

Stephen CA
Trump has lied repeatedly and exhorted his followers to commit violent and seditious 
actions.

Jennifer CA
Allowing intentional misinformation to go unchecked because it drives traffic and increases 
profit is unacceptable.

Alex CA Its only fair for facebook to follow the Terms and conditions it bans other people for.
Kalpana CA It would be criminal to keep him on Facebook after the Jan 6 insurgency.

Lynne CA

Trump has not been held accountable for his words or his actions. He is a threat to our 
democracy. Your platform has given him and others the opportunity to spread lies, 
misinformation, and promoted violence. You can not in good conscience give him access to 
your platform & allow him to gaslight the American people, ignore the constitution, and 
disregard the rule of law. He's violated your policies. Hold him accountable and suspend 
him permanently from your platform. 

Deb CA

Please spare us any utterances or messages from DJT. Enough lies and dangerous crap 
from the twice impeached EX-potus. 
That man is way too dangerous to allow him to spout off more lies, or more incitement to 
violence. He is a traitor to our country.

Abraham CA
If what former president Donald Trump's recoming to facebook or social media will cause or 
promote hate, then he should not be allowed to come In.
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Chantal CA

Donald Trump us a threat to American democracy. He used his power and influence as 
president and used social-media platforms, including Facebook, to repeatedly spread lies 
and incite his extremist supporters to take action based on lies. And then when the 
insurrection at the Capitol occurred, he used social media to praise his followers and called 
them "Patriots" when they were traitors who took treasonous actions to attempt to stop 
democracy from taking place. Donald Trump still after he is no longer president continues 
to spread lies. He may not have started Q Anon, but he has made comments supporting 
their beliefs in conspiracy theories and his ties to them. We need to ensure that Donald 
Trump can no longer use social media to influence his supporters because we have been 
shown how easily our country can be destroyed from the inside. Our country needs to heal 
and unify, and Donald Trump only seeks to further divide us. Our country needs to unify 
because there are other external threats to this nation, and we need to be unified to have a 
chance at being able to withstand those threats. That is why I believe Donald Trump should 
be permanently banned from Facebook.

Patricia CA Trump’s opinions are toxic and encourage violence. Keep him off your platform.
Jill CA .

Eva CA

It is not a question of enforcing its own policies..This has to do with understanding what we 
have been dealing with...As many are afraid to say this, we are confronting Mental Illness 
with many people today.  What makes all of this intolerable is the fact that these people are 
Religious Zeolots...Fundamental Christians that believe Trump was sent by Jesus.   Such 
people are dangerous in the world..there is a history of it.   We need to talk more about this 
very sick element in our society!

Millicent CA

The U.S. is trying to correct systemic racism. Four years of him spewing sexist, 
homophobic and racist comments was too much.
Please keep him off FaceBook.

RITA CA
Do not provide a platform to Trump or those who spread lies and hate, and undermine 
Democracy. NEVER!

Joyce CA
His rhetoric is incendiary and reckless. He aims to incite people to do things for his benefit 
alone.

Du CA
If Facebook allows Trump to use it as a medium to incite violence, then Facebook should 
be held liable for the damages resulting from said violence.

Janet CA
Haven’t you done enough damage? Please DO NOT ALLOW TRUMP ON FACEBOOK 
EVER AGAIN! Have some class!

Emma CA

Trump has sowed too much chaos and violence through social media to be trusted with 
using it. As any parent of a teenager would say-- social media is a privilege, not a right. 
Donald Trump has no right to social media, and doesn't deserve it as a privilege

Ragna CA
Donald Trump is a menace and a danger. Don't let him back on Facebook to keep 
spreading lies and dangerous right wing propaganda. Make the ban permanent.

Reevyn CA
You did the right thing for once. Now stick with it and keep his propaganda and dangerous 
rhetoric off the internet.

Anne CA
He will just go right back to his pattern of inciting violence with lies - make sure he never 
can again!

Sally CA

Trump has proven over and over to be bent on disseminating dangerous lies that incite 
violence, hate and the destruction of democratic principles. He is as dangerous as Hitler 
was and should not be provided with a podium to put lives and democracy in grave danger. 

Barbara CA

Please BAN Donald Trump PERMANENTLY.  His remarks are dangerous, divisive & as 
we've seen, lead to VIOLENCE and DEATH!  Almost everything he says is a LIE & 
radicalizes his followers who BELIEVE the lies.  He must NOT be allowed to continue 
spreading his dangerous lies & hatred.

Lu CA FB said he was permanently banned. Look up definition of “permanent “.

Pat CA

Our country is finally settling down.  Hate isn’t as rampant and stupidity no longer rules.  If 
Trump is reinstated on FB I will have to leave. My nervous system can’t handle another 
round of outrageous and dangerous statements from a mentally ill man and I don’t want to 
get caught up in hate and lies ever again.  There is no reason to give this man back his 
venting powers. The world deserves better.

David CA Because he is a habitual liar
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Ryan CA
Trump has violated norms and the Facebook terms of service over and over and over 
again. There is no acceptable option to allow Trump back on your platform.

Frank CO Keep insurrectionists off facebook

Audrey CO
Please keep trump off Facebook. We need to stop spreading delusion and lies and 
craziness . We need to stop giving anyone a platform to start violence and hate attacks .

Dale CO
It is in the best interests of the country to not provide a forum for this sedicious person.  I 
will join in a boycott of Facebook if this occurs.

Willard CO We cannot allow Trump back on to spew his lies and hateful rhetoric.
Elvi CO I'm getting off Facebook and Twitter if they let Donald Trump back on!!!

Mary CO

ALL he does (former President Donald J. Trump) is spread lies and light gas fires under 
people on these social apps. Let him start his own social app if he wants, but I NOT 
approve of letting him back on any of these platforms already in existence due to his 
sickening tried and true actions, over and over again. Had he been banned years ago, 
maybe he would have done his job as President of the United STates instead of tweeting 
and FBing all the time. This is LONG overdue. Thank you for doing the right thing to 
permanently ban Donald Trump for the future and good of our country. 

Herb and Cheryl CO Donnie and his ilk are guilty of treason, sedition and insurrection 

Rachel CO

It is estimated that Trump has told 30,000+ lies since campaigning for president.  His recent 
lies sparked a violent insurrection in which people were KILLED.  He is not going to 
change.  As a former president, he has a bully pulpit; he must not be allowed to continue 
his destructive (to America) lies on a public forum!

Peter CO

For communication to be effective socially it has to be based in reality, otherwise it is not 
social but instead story telling in an alternate universe. An effective leader cannot be fully 
effective socially unless their communication encompasses transparency, consistency, 
responsibility, vision, decency, honor, and compassion. Any communication environment 
that has become disordered with elements that lack reality must be appropriately regulated 
to avoid exploitation of its members.671 Media companies that rely on business models 
that use algorithms that simply amplify messaging to feed their members ever narrower 
versions of whatever ideology or thought that appeals to them, need to be both legally 
regulated and algorithmic monitored. Governments overseeing such media companies 
need task forces with experts including sociologists, psychologists, cyber-technologists, 
marketing design experts, and legal scholars to create suggestions for optimal media fixes 
to be undertaking by congressional legislatures. Such fixes must permit freedom of 
expression without allowing exploitation of evolutionarily weaknesses of the human brain 
especially in areas that concern tribalism and addiction. Such task forces also need to be 
grounded in social science by continued funding of research. Such research must define 
the effects of online behavioral manipulation and modification. Leaders and their 
governments who use media and online information to intentionally modify their citizenry 
will eventually be doomed by inadvertent and unrecognized effects on that citizenry.

Ron CO
This brain-challenged person has done so much damage, at least partially through 
Facebook, he should NOT be granted reinstatement.

Jill CO
We don't need someone on this platform inciting violence. It doesn't matter if it's a former 
president or not. We need to be better than that.

Catherine CO
Donald Trump still has not acknowledged that he lost the election. Until he publicly accepts 
this truth, there is no place for him in public forums. 

Georgia CO
I think Trump should be permanently banned from Facebook in order to stop his ability to 
communicate lies and undermine the integrity of our nation.  Thank you.

Carolyn CO

Hate speech should not be allowed on FB by anyone. Trump will continue to spread his lie 
that the elections were rigged which undermines our democracy. He should stay banned 
from FB. He only spreads division.

Nancy CO

Donald Trump and his ilk spread false conspiracy theories, lies and hate which all incite 
violence and embolden racist White Supremacists to commit horrible acts. The insurrection 
which caused deaths at the Capitol on January 6th was just one example - one which 
gained the most coverage because of its  sheer size and horror. But don't be fooled into 
thinking that was the only act of violence is words have provoked. Facebook needs to be a 
steward of its site - and allowing disinformation to be spread is shirking that responsibility.

Allan CO No more Trump on Facebook: not now, not ever.  
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Constance CO Donald Trump is a font of poison, powerfully affecting the health of our body politic.

James CO
Trump's words and actions led to the attempted insurrection.  He has made it clear that he 
will continue to seize power by any means.  You should not give him a platform for that.

Michael CO

We don't need a defeatist or an unamerican person who just "terrorized" our country and 
democracy for his own filthy, selfish, cheatin, greedy, self! I hope facebook can recognize 
that and ban him for life and his family! We don't need any of these turncoats!

Claudia CO

Trump has repeatedly violated Facebook's rules and there is no reason to believe that he 
will now obey the rules. His spreading of lies has caused much harm. Facebook needs to 
step up and be a responsible corporate citizen.

Connie CO He is a liar.

Paulette CO
Please permanently ban Donald Trump from Facebook. He is toxic and creates violence 
and hatred.

Evelyn CO Please stop allowing the former President to spread hate and lies.

Gabrielle CO

Trump has consistently spread dangerous lies, misinformation, and hate. He has damaged 
response to the pandemic and encouraged violence. It would be the height of 
irresponsibility for Facebook to once again give him a platform.

Moshe CO ban incitement and lies of Trump

Dana CO
This man should never be afforded a public platform again! He is a traitor to our democracy 
and all it stands for. He deserves to spend the rest of his evil days in prison!!

Robert CO He is bad for business, your business!

Michelle CO

The amount of disinformation that has been eliminated since Trump was removed from 
social media platforms is staggering. He is a perpetual liar who has no business spreading 
his toxic lies to gullible people. Please do not allow his toxicity to return to our lives. Our 
democracy literally depends on it.

Joyce CO
Please, please, please continue to suspend Trump's account.  His lies encourage domestic 
terrorism, violence, & white supremacy.

Jerry CO

Former Pretendent Trump is divorced from the truth.  All he is using Facebook and other 
social media is to further his next campaign for the next Presidential election and to further 
his super propaganda biggest lie to claim he won in a landslide and the election was stolen 
from him, and there will be many, many more complete and outright lies.  Do not let this 
teller of falsehoods back on Facebook.

Sabrina CO
Someone with power should not be given a platform to spread lies, misinformation and 
cause a ugly divide in our country!! 

Jay CO
Donald Trump uses social media to spread lies and to promote violence.  He should not be 
allowed on Facebook.

G. CO His constant lies and calls for insurrection are a danger to all Americans.

Kayann CO

Ex-president Trump is a danger to our democracy. He fuels conspiracy theories that incite 
violence and he uses FB to motivate people in cultish behavior. He should certainly not be 
allowed back on FB if FB values the continuation of our democratic system. Banning hate 
speech and violence is consistent with our Constitution. Please keep dangerous people like 
Trump off your platform.

Michelle CO Free speech does not allow incitement of violence or insurrection.

Debbie CO
While I believe in free speech, I do not think hateful, racist comments meant to inflame the 
masses are helpful.  He needs to go away and never come back.

Andrea CO

Donald Trump lies constantly and has created a huge unrest movement in our country that 
continues to fester, all based on lies.  He should not have a platform to create unrest and 
violence

Carrol CO
Donald Trump is a lying, criminal who's sole intent is to con the American people into 
following his lies and funding his ongoing corruption.

Suzanne CO

Trump has done nothing but spread hate, lies, and violence.  This has nothing to do with 
free speech and everything to do with treason and sedition.  He should be banned 
permanently from ALL social media including Facebook, Twitter, and the Far Right sites.

Debra CO

Facebook must ban Donald Trump forever.  He spread lies over and over again and incited 
a riot attempting to overthrow our valid election and ruin our democracy.  Do not let him on 
again!  Ever!
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Lisa CO
Facebook please enforce your own polices and keep Donald Trump off your platform for 
good.

Deborah CO
NO!  He has proven that he will use all social media to foster his corrupt and violent goals.  
Ban him for life!

Margret CO

Facebook for far too longs enabled Trump and his far-right allies to mislead, lie, and incite 
violence and hatred towards American Democracy.  He has violated your policies, over and 
over, again, yet you keep giving him "chances."  Facebook elites know that you have 
contributed to friction and factions that are wrecking havoc on our society and you, too, are 
not above the law.  Allowing inaccurate and just plain false information about things like 
masks, covid, and the vitriol of Donald Trump have kept our economy in blight and 
lessened our status in the world as a country.   We know you love money, but it's not worth 
letting him have an account.  Please have some integrity. 

Sheila CO

Why would an influential cultural
Icon not go into battle to preserve TRUTH?? Facts are facts and falsehood is both a 
distraction and an encumbrance to our freedom.  Without a megaphone , Mr Trump’s lies, 
racism, hatred  and false narratives will lose their potency which in turn will help to bolster 
the primacy of truth.  

Leroy CO Leopards DO NOT change their spots.

Mary Ann CO

FB needs to apply rules across the board to all members and step up its fact checking 
ability. Any member - individual, corporate, group- posting comments that are false, violent, 
threatening should lose access. FB review needs to include non-FB staff from the legal 
sector. Religious posts should be only personal testimony, not proselytizing or judgmental. 
Political posts should only opinion based 

Rachael CO

Yes, The US Constitution affords US citizens the freedom to say what they want, however 
those same citizens are not free from the consequences of their actions. 
Inciting violence, spreading lies that lead to violence against others, and instigating violent 
and hateful actions by others are all ban-able actions, according to Facebook's own terms 
of service. As former President Trump HAS perpetrated said actions, time and time again, 
he should be permanently banned from Facebook, and all of its subsidiaries and entities.  

Jaye CO

The continual lies and urging of violence that are continually pouring from the mouth of 
Donald Trump should not be allowed on Facebook or anywhere else that he could try to 
encourage others to do illegal things such as he did when he spoke in public on January 6 
and instructed his followers to storm the capitol. He as well as many others are responsible 
for the deaths that arose because of that violence. How can you support someone like this? 
If you allow him back on Facebook you become just as guilty as he is!

Kathleen CO
ANYONE who uses social media to encourage riots and violence needs to be banned. 
Trumps actions are treasonous.

Richard CO

He's already done an incredible amount of damage to our country by his outrageous racist 
and extremely negative and disrespectful comments towards women and his attempt to 
have an fascist insurrection against our country, our Constitution, and our lawful 
government which resulted in at least 5 deaths.  This can NOT be tolerated! 

Sam CO
Tump incited seditious insurrection and promoted lies that are an attack on our Republic 
and will continue to do if he is allowed to.

Teresa CO

Trump does not change or learn from his mistakes.  He has made our country more violent 
and we almost lost our democracy because of him.  His weapon of choice is social media.  
Please make his ban permanent.  He is a dangerous man.

Kate CO
Come on Facebook- if you can ban ordinary users from your platform, you CAN and should 
ban Donald Trump for life! He incited an insurrection and endangered our democracy. 

Christopher CO

It's time for you to enforce your own policies. Keep trump off social media. If I ever led an 
insurrection, I'm sure you would have zero quandary of banning me for life. It time to ban 
people who were responsible for creating and insurrection against our own country. 

Steve CO

Is Facebook a platform for hate?  the spreading of lies, conspiracies, and half-truths?  for 
inciting violence and spreading mistrust?  For the sake of our nation's well-being, the 
survival of our democracy and simple, common decency, set a high standard Facebook 
and keep it!  Trump should have no place on Facebook!  We cannot allow him or anyone 
else continue such deceitful, hateful and destructive practices on social media!
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Adele CO

PERMANENTLY BAN DONALD TRUMP FROM FACEBOOK!  The man is NOT to be 
trusted and will use YOUR platform to incite more violence - WHY CAN YOU NOT SEE 
THE TRUTH OF THIS?!  
TAKE SOME RESPONSIBILITY FOR YOUR TOOL.  DO NOT GIVE TRUMP A WAY TO 
REACH THOSE WHO WOULD DENY THE DEMOCRATIC PROCESS!

Cara CO
He has done nothing but spread lies that have Don incalculable damage and led to loss of 
human life.  He should be permanently banned!

Redlion CO

Policies are only effective if they are consistently applied in a non-biased manner. Donald 
Trump has demonstrated disregard for following your policies multiple times. Thus the only 
solution is to ban him for life.

Eva CO He is a domestic terrorist and dangerous!
Fernie CO Keep Trump off Facebook!!!

Carl CO
Trump not only fomented sedition on Facebook but consistently lied about everything 
through out his presidency.

Charles CO

I think it is an extremely bad idea to allow our former president, Donald Trunk to have his 
Facebook account reinstated.  If I was spew the same divisive comments that divides the 
country like his comments, I would be permanently suspended from my Facebook account.  
Please enforce your policies and continue to ban Mr. Trump from Facebook.

Sam CO you cant give a platform to a known liar

Vincent CO
This man deserves to never have a voice on any social network! He has proven how 
dangerous he can be. If January 6th wasn’t enough to get him banned for life, what is?

Don CO trump needs to be banned from everything!

Liana CO
Please don't let Trump be on social Media's and spread his lies!! We need truth and peace 
in this Land not hate and lies!

Janice CO

It is time for the country to punish those deserving punishment and then start healing. 45 
must never be heard from again. He is dangerous and so are those who consider him 
gospel. Teach him a lesson, keep him from stirring up more terrorism. 

COLIN CO He Willingly, Knowingly and Obviously tried to overtake our Democracy!  And will again.

dan CO
trump and any groups, people subversive to democracy, reality need to be banned till they 
accept reality.  they also must also be ethical, moral, legal.  

Deborah CO
Please do not allow hate, lies, and incitement to violence on Facebook.  It is an anathema 
to the values we hold dear as a democracy.  Do not give voice to autocratic fascism. 

Amy CO

It is extremely unfortunate that our nation has suffered at the hands of a now gone, 
irresponsible and destructive legislator. We must put him out of the picture to rebuild our 
nation with the help of this new technology or more people will be hurt.

Kayla CO
Trump has incited and initiated violence throughout our country through the use of 
Facebook platforms. You cannot continue to be complicit in harm.

Barbara CO

Why would you allow a man who deliberately incited violent and riotous behavior, a 
platform to spread his malicious agenda? All people need to feel safe.  The constitution 
does not allow for endangering the lives of people to be subservient to the right of free 
speech.   

Maryanne CO
Noooooo!!! He’s a sick person who dies not need his psycho opinions spread world wide !!! 
Please !!

Robert CO please continue to ban Prez David Duke from Facebook!

Kirk CO

People who insight violence and spout outright lies that attach our Democracy need to be 
brand from Facebook and other social media for life unless the recant their past 
transgressions!!!!

Martin CO

Great harm has been done all across our nation by the former president's Facebook 
activity, in particular the vast spreading of lies and disinformation that people latch onto and 
amplify and spur into misanthropic, anti-government and often violent actions. It IS possible 
to lessen and mitigate the growing Trump-provoked divide and domestic violence in 
America by continuing the man's silence on Facebook.

Mar CO Keep d trump off Facebook for ever!!!!!!$$$

Lori CO
This man is spreading hate, calling for violence and trying to overthrow democracy. He 
should absolutely not be given a platform to do so!
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Jeanne CO

Enough is enough. Trump's endless lies have ended up seriously harming all of us.. His 
misinformation is lethal. I will leave Facebook and urge everyone I know to leave unless 
you stand up to his bullying, his lying, and his egging on of white supremacists. Grow a 
spine and keep him off. Or we're all leaving instead.

Kay CO
Trump is a hate monger he cares about no one except himself. He has done nothing but 
spread lies his whole life. Don’t give him a platform!!!!

Tom CO

Donald Trump has proved time and again to be a serial and pathological liar. Allowing him 
to use Facebook to spread disinformation will damage our republic and put all citizens in 
danger.

Mary CO The only words that EVER come out of Trump’s mouth are always LIES.

Tonya CO
Trumpet is a danger to our democracy. Outright and purposeful manipulation of truth that 
puts others in harm’s way is unacceptable!

Anthony CO

How can you even consider letting that lying, racist trump back on your platform?  He has 
violated every rule you already have in place concerning lying, together with promoting 
racism, insurrection and treason.  If you do this, you will choose the side of this traitor over 
the United States and our laws.  You won't be missed.

Carole CO His lies damage our country and our people.  He is a menace to society
Elizabeth CO Obvious lies have no place on social media.

Donna CO

Do the world - - & especially the United States - - and leave DJT off Facebook.  He only 
wants to incite trouble & riots, not fix anything, e.g., he had a chance with the pandemic but 
chose not to do anything for months... and how many people are dead now???

Jody CO Trump should not have access to initiate domestic terrorism ever again.

Laurie CO
Trump’s inciteful rhetoric will always be dangerous. Ban him forever for the good and safety 
of our country!

Lori CO Do not give Trump a platform to foment hate and insurrection.

Doug & Mary CO

Anything and everything DJT posted was either lying about his own supposed 
achievements or attacking anyone who wasn't supportive 100% of the time. It's such a relief 
to not have to see his face, listen to his voice, or read his ill-informed words.

Susan CO

His ex-wife's attorney related the story that Donald Trump studied Hitler's speeches, that he 
had a copy he read every night before bed. Back then, we thought it was gossip. Now we 
can see that, yes, this man wants to use his voice to bend others to an evil cause. If you 
really run a social network, then ban him and all hate speech permanently from Facebook. 
He is truly anti-social.

Lori CO
Until Trump stops shouting "Fire" in a crowded theater, he cannot be allowed to spread his 
lies, slanders, and disinformation.

Philip CO

If you allow Donald Trump back on Facebook he will use it to continue spreading lies, 
inciting violence, and undermining democracy. Enforce your own policies and ban him 
permanently.

Flowers CO Keep Trump off Facebook!
Ron CO He is disastrous for the U.S.

Lynn CO
Do not let him back on! He incited a riot where people were killed, among all the many 
other horrible things he’s said for 4 years!

Regina CO
Trumps lies are racist and are scary for myself and this country. There is no place that 
inciting violence should be permitted.

Leslie CO

The general public is not above the law or the rules of Facebook and we get banned from 
Facebook ALL THE TIME over far smaller offenses than what Donald Trump has put out 
into the world. Facebook needs to enforce its community standards and show that now one 
is above the law and/or very simple Facebook rules.

Patsy CO He only knows how to lie !

Paul CO

Modern technology has made communication and dissemination of information much 
easier than it was a generation ago, and with it, the opportunity to disseminate false 
information. It would be an overwhelming task to try to identify and block all false 
information, but when a high profile person such as one occupying the most powerful office 
in the world posts verbal garbage that has been proven false, it needs to be stopped.
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Diane CO

Donald Trump organized and encouraged an insurrection on our capitol and created 
dissension and used hate speech as President.  He should not have a public platform 
through Facebook.

John CO The truth matters.

Marcy CO
tRump is toxic and should not have the spot light. He is still an embarrassment - don't give 
him your platform for lies.

Brendan CO

Facebook should enforce its own policies and permanently ban Donald Trump because 
unfortunately, he still has a massive platform and several supporters around the world. And 
when someone in his position spreads lies, incites violence, and fosters hatred, it must be 
dealt with accordingly.

JOHN CO
He's delusional! You block me for 3 days because of my less than offensive speech. You 
are going to let a DELUSIONAL FANATIC on your platform!

Misty CO

Donald Trump is a dangerous man who still wields an incredible amount of power. He 
needs to be stopped in every way possible, which includes denying him access to platforms 
that give him the opportunity to continue spreading lies & inciting violence. Please be 
responsible and follow your own policies to permanently ban Donald Trump from Facebook. 

Joan CO
Because Trump lies and he lies and he lies.  Lets face it--he is a compulsive liar and why 
do you want that crap on your web site????

TOM CO Let's not forget that Trump is a pathological liar and dangerous sociopath....
Andi CO Please permanently ban trump.

Deborah CO

Watch the fascistic propaganda video Trump showed at his rally on January 6, 2021 to rile 
up his racist base with lies and fear-mongering. He should NEVER be allowed a platform to 
incite violence against government officials or anyone ever again! People died then and 
others took their own lives as a direct result of his actions that day, and his failure to make 
an effort to quell the riotous crowd in a timely manner! 

Nancy CO
He spreads messages of hate and disinformation that is tearing this country apart. He tried 
to cause our democracy to collapse. He needs to be banned FOREVER!

Dawn CO
The nation needs to heal and resolve our differences and unify into one voice for change.
We can not unite with all the disruption.

Frances CO
Because Donald Trump is a pathological liar, a supporter of violent White Nationalists,  an 
egotistical maniac, a putative and uneducated coward.

Deone CO

Adhere to your policy. 45 is a monster for our Republic. Any sane person knows his 
untethered access to Facebook or any other internet platform is promoting the destruction 
of our Democracy. I think you made enough money off of lies, conspiracy theories and 
intentional misinformation campaigns . Take the moral ethical  position by keeping him off 
your platform. If you care about the country you made your fortunes in ...care for it, don’t 
destroy it.

Justice CO
He repeatedly violated the Terms of Service. It shouldn't matter that he was president. He 
should be banned forever.

Sarah CO
Keep people like trump who only want to spread lies and spread fear and violence off 
facebook. So refreshing to actually see friends instead of hatred!0

Ka CO
Facebook not suspending the former president's account because he is popular and an 
influencer is specious and disingenuous. A mere mortal would be removed in a heartbeat.

John CO
Trumps voice is still too powerful to be allowed to speak unless and until he acknowledges 
his own lies and lack of any real knowledge, (of anything other than theft).

Samuel C. CO He cannot tell the truth! Over 30 K documented lies. Enough is enough!

Charles CO

Mr. Trump has been an unparalleled firebrand and inciter of violence. 
We need stability in this country ... if we're going to have a country, and if you're going to 
have a space where you can operate a multi-billion-dollar business. If our government is 
taken down, consider how much else goes down with it. Thank you.

Margaret CO

Donald Trump spent months, if not years, using Facebook and other Social Media outlets to 
insight hatred, He spread lies and racist comments and is responsible for bringing 
dangerous militants together to dismantle our democracy. Please don't contribute to 
spreading his dangerous rhetoric and ban him from Facebook indefinitely.  
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Matt CO

Rules without consequences are like jaws without teeth, useless.  And, if Trump is allowed 
to spread his lies and hate, we could see more insurrections like the one on January 6th, 
and there may be more bloodshed and anarchy in the wake.

Jeff CO Why would you allow a Fascist enemy of America on your platform?
Alan CO He's a LYING PIECE OF GARBAGE

Ann CO

Mr. Trump has quite a large following of people that are filled with hate.   He also has a 
large following of people with a variety of guns that may be quick to act without thinking.  

After what happened at the US Congreve, I feel that for him to be able to contact them 
easily, is a very poor idea. 

Please do not allow Mr.  Trump to  have his voice heard on Twitter or Facebook. 
THANK YOU.  

Jessica CO

Trump has proven that he cannot be trusted to tell the truth. However, he still has serious 
influence with the a conservative base. The last thing we need while our country tries to 
heal is Trump telling more lies to incite hate and sow discord online, picking and choosing 
who his followers believe or disbelieve. Please make Trump's ban permanent, for the safety 
of our nation and democracy. 

Debra CO
This man has caused more harm and division by spreading his lies than any other 
president in history. He doesn't deserve to be heard any longer. Stick by your decision.

Joy CO
D Trump lies and others believe those lies. He is a danger to the world, He should never 
again have a bully pulpit to spout lies and hate.

Julie CO Sedition & insurrection

Michael CO

Facebook suspended Trump's account, removing his access to a platform for spreading 
lies and inciting violence. Since Trump's removal from social media sites, disinformation 
about the election plummeted 73%. 

Anne CO

Donald Trump incited an insurrection in our nation's Capitol. After years of allowing his hate 
filled rhetoric on Facebook, Facebook is responsible for not fact checking the lies and 
distortions of truth and allowing this hatred to fester. People are not allowed to falsely shout 
out "Fire" in a theater or stadium. Quit allowing Trump to spew falsehoods which incite 
violence. Enforce your own rules and permanently ban Donald Trump from Facebook.

Susan CO

The spread of hate-speech and false information is a major part of what is going wrong with 
our country.  Stopping a prominent source is only a first step, but it is a step.  The on-line 
social platforms are where that first step must happen.

Sharon CO Trump is a hater, he does not need to be on Facebook.

Donna CO

Trump used social media to spread lies and conspiracy theories which led to the riot at the 
White House and people killed and injured. He has never admitted he was wrong. I think he 
will continue to do what he did before. Does a leopard change its spots?

Ingrid CO

People have been permanently banned from FB for less.  The liar in chief has no place on 
your platform to continue to spread his hate and lies.  Allowing him back on your platform 
makes you complicit.

Kenneth CO murderous traitor scum

Diana CO
Please do not provide a platform for Trump's lies and propaganda. He needs to be 
censored along with all of his supporters.

Suzi CO
Please ban Trump permanently. He is a danger to our country. He will continue w baseless 
lies.

Kathryn CO No one should be able to use any social media platform to foment violence and spread lies.

Herman CO
Something needs to change, these social media companies have more power than the 
President of the U. S.

Keri CO
You have been part of the problem with giving a dangerous platform for conspiracy’s and 
home grown terrorists. STOP BEING PART OF THE PROBLEM!

Richard CO

Policies must be enforced uniformly.
If turn a blind eye to Trump then how can Facebook take action against anyone else who 
violates the policies.

Linda CO
Until he can admit he lost and he lied throughout his whole presidency, he absolutely 
should NOT be given a voice on ANY public forum. 
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Juli CO He is dangerous and creates havoc

Todd CO

No More Trump!
Aren't you enjoying the silence?
Enjoying less lies?
Enjoying less conspiracies?
No 3am rage tweets?
No More Trump!

Louise CO Trump should never again be allowed to spread his toxic and delusional lies on Facebook.
Mary-Ellen CO I need to never hear another word from him.

Leila Mohseni CO
What he has to say is DANGEROUS, and can has already incited violence. He cannot be 
allowed to have ANY social media platforms whatsoever!

Barbara CO He us a danger to democracy and riles up supporters with lies

Michael CT

The traitor deliberately sent a mob to hurt and kill members of Congress and the Vice 
President, and irreparably destroy our democracy. Do not let the fascist dictator-wannabee 
back onto FB!

Carl CT Constant Incitement is sick.

Lynda CT
He propagates lies and incites violence and does not deserve cooperation from a platform 
like facebook.

Irma CT Because he is dangerous to the country and our democracy!!!!!

Elizabeth CT
Trump's lies that were posted on Facebook have incited acts of terrible violence. It is the 
obligation of Facebook to bring a halt to this dangerous disinformation NOW!!!!

William CT
Not only is our country better off without Trump as president, we are better off without him 
using Facebook to spread documented lies and hate.  Please.  Enough.

Don CT

Look it up: trump has the mental illness called "Malignant Narcisim" and all of it's 
symptoms. 
We have some chance to heal our country.
Emboldening trump again will only fan the fires of hatred and discontent. This would be 
"yelling fire in a movie theater", absolutely not protecting 1st Amendment rights.

R CT because Trump incites violence

Susan CT

Trump is toxic to the health of this country.  Please don't let Facebook be an ongoing 
platform for his poisonous propaganda.  
Thank you!

Doreen CT
Too many people are not well informed and 
they believe the lies Trump tells

Judy CT
He has used your platform to spread lies that have cost too many lives. He must be stoped 
from costing more.

Marilyn CT

We don't need any more violence!!!!!
Enough is enough!!!!
The untruths are NOT welcome.....????

Deborah CT
Donald Trump is a traitor and insurrections and should not be allowed to use Facebook to 
foment his fascist coup

Sharon CT
Trump does nothing but spread lies, spew hate, instigate violence and seek to destroy 
democracy. Why wouldn’t you permanently ban him????

Robert CT

This guy has been impeached twice, he is responsible for more than 425,000 lives and his 
policies have ruined many industries but certainly have damaged our status in the world. 
The fact that Trump is a pathological liar and a sexual predator should be sufficient enough 
to never permit him to reopen his FB account. 

Joseph CT

Donald Trump led an attempt to overthrow our democratic institutions through out-right lies 
and misleading information that inflamed his followers to initiate an insurrection. A seditious 
and and traitorous individual should not be allowed to use your media site to further insight 
violence against our country.

Elizabeth CT DonaldTrump doesn’t know how to tell the truth.
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Richard CT

The last thing America needs at this moment is to hear for lies and fabrications of a wannbe 
dictator.  Please do not allow this Fascist to spread any more of his lies so that he can 
incite more terrorist acts from his white supremacist supporters!  America needs healing; 
not more incitement to violence!

Elizabeth CT This idiot only spreads lies to promote his own evil beliefs!

Keith CT

Isn't an attempted coup reason enough to ban him forever? Spreading lies constantly to 
people who believe everything he says. Lies and nothing but lies and throwing gasoline on 
a fire he started that incited Insurrection IS NOT OK.

Elizabeth CT
Spreading lies and inciting violence is what is dividing our country!!!  Keep the idiot off 
Facebook!

Linda CT
You were right to suspend his account.  He blatantly and repeatedly violated your policies 
by spreading dangerous disinformation.  He has not changed.  Don't reinstate his account!

Anthony CT

His prior use has consisted of virtually nothing other than abuses of the platform for 
spreading "toxic" claims, falsehoods and provocations to any willing to listen. It's obvious in 
this case that nothing but the same kinds of abuses would ensue in any future 
communications. 

Colleen CT
Because he NEVER tells the truth, spreads vicious lies that incite violence & is a threat to 
our country!!! 

Jerry CT

Donald Trump has shown himself habitually unable to restrain from posting incendiary 
comments to social media. These comments include personal attacks, racist and 
misogynistic rants and exhortations to violent action. An anonymous citizen would be 
indefinitely banned from Facebook’s platform for publishing such content. A permanent ban 
is far more necessary in this case, when a former President of the United States has, and 
will continue to, attempt to use social media in order to negatively incite millions of citizens. 

Please make the ban permanent. Thank you.

Beverly CT

As Facebook's policy states: "We remove content, disable accounts, and work with law 
enforcement when we believe there is a genuine risk of physical harm or direct threats to 
public safety. We also try to consider the language and context in order to distinguish 
casual statements from content that constitutes a credible threat to public or personal 
safety." Donald Trump uses social media platforms to try to incite violence and mayhem, to 
harm people he feels don't support him. He should permanently banned from Facebook, 
after the violence he has incited.

David CT
This man told over 35,000 lies while occupying the White House.  He should not be allowed 
on ANY public platform.

Mary CT
No more HATE & LIES ever!  Trump incited violence and deserved to be kicked off 
facebook, do not reinstate his platform for spreading lies.

Barbara CT

Allowing Trump freedom to begin spreading his lies and uprooting any good the new 
President is doing is throwing open the doors to the insane asylum and allowing the sick to 
roam free!  Trump is dangerous and one January 6th is sufficient to prove the point he 
wants to sit on a throne with a crown on his head.  Do not anoint his madness by allowing 
him to speak on Facebook.

Tim CT
Don't compound the errors you've made over the last several years by allowing Trump to 
spew his lies freely over your platform!

Diana CT

I’m not even on Facebook but strongly believe a liar and a cheat like DT should never have 
a voice on your platform, or any other for that matter. Twitter should ban him permanently 
as well. A known liar and inciter of violence and bigotry shouldn’t be anywhere near 
Facebook. I repeat because I’m passionate about this. 

Wendolyn CT Donald Trump's lies cause serious damage to our democracy. And many still believe him.
winn CT Because you're not supposed to be anti-social media.
Melissa CT He posts nothing bu very thinly-veiled hate speech.

Melissa CT

Donald Trump is relentlessly hateful and the depth of his cruelty coupled with the 
magnitude of his influence make his uniquely dangerous. Facebook must permanently stop  
granting him a platform to embolden hate groups. He deserves no exceptions to policies 
that all others are help to.
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Manira CT

FaceBook can no longer ignore it’s culpability in spreading false, racist, xenophobic and 
seditious posts by members. I will strongly petition Congress to pass  libel and conspiracy 
laws to make social media formats accountable just as other news media outlets are for 
malicious and neglectful  content. More Americans now get most of what they consider 
news from social media. Newspapers are responsible fir what is published on its oped 
pages.   Freedom of speech does nit apply to hate speech or sedition. Everyone has the 
tight to voice an opinion. But not to exploit a proven  false and inflammatory hate speech. 
Please take responsible action to protect American democracy. Ban Trump for life. 
Thank you.  

Mary CT

I'm asking you to please make the Trump ban permanent.  He is still insisting the election 
was rigged against him and many people still believe this disinformation.  I , for one, do not 
believe a civil war would be good for business or for the U.S. as a whole.  Please consider 
what he is capable of, no good will come of letting him back.  Thank you.

Jeri CT
BECAUSE HE HAS BEEN SUCH A DETRIMENT TO OUR DEMOCRACY.  DON'T LET 
THAT ANIMAL BE ABLE TO PUBLISH HIS TRAITOROUS COMMENTS EVER AGAIN.

Stephanie CT NEVER let this gaslighter, liar, bully, and information twister back onto Facebook.

Gehr CT

The content of Trump's postings make it clear that he should be banned for life.  He is 
never going to change.  Don't allow him to return and use Facebook to spread lies and 
incite violence.

Margaret CT He lies!

Daniel CT

I remain amazed and appalled that this thought is even being considered. Donald Trump is 
a perpetually raging egomaniac, a lunatic hopelessly addicted to the adulation of millions of 
brainless, rabid racists. He's proven himself to be enemy of the State and a threat to 
American democracy. And, with all that said, FB is nonetheless entertaining the thought of 
restoring his access to the most far-reaching social media platform on Earth ? Analogous to 
that:  Your alcoholic teenaged son gets his 3rd DUI in 4 years driving his 20-year-old rusty 
brown Kia; so you give him the keys to brand new BMW, on the premise that he'll drive 
more cautiously and soberly because he's piloting a new car. Surely, he’ll be cognizant that 
his circumstances have changed, and that his behavior should change accordingly. Which, 
in summary, leaves me with one final question: ARE YOU ALL COLLECTIVELY INSANE 
??? 

Ashwin CT

Trump has violated your rules and policies often and without regret or remorse. He has 
incited violence and spread lies consistently. Even as president, he should have been held 
accountable, but you didn't do that. Now that he's no longer president, there is no excuse 
not to hold him accountable for his actions. Do NOT let him back on your system, as he will 
just continue to spread lies and violence. There is no excuse to let him back on.

Frankly, NO ONE is above these rules, president or not. EVERYONE needs to be held 
accountable to the rules and policies.

I demand you permanently ban Trump. He deserves nothing less, based on your own 
policies!

Maria CT

Donald Trump does not deserve any more chances to sow division and hatred.  His actions 
have stirred the flames of anger and violence.  His speach is hate speach.  Do not give him 
any more opportunities to continue his vitriolic rhetoric.  BAN HIM FOR EVER!

Kristine CT
trump never learns and why be a part of more violence and lost lives?
I left Facebook because they pander to the conspiracies. Who needs it? 

Fredette CT Because trump is a fascist
Rich CT because he always lies

Jeffrey CT

Not only did Trump lead an insurrection against the U.S. government, but he constantly 
violates Facebooks Terms of Use. It's a no-brainer. He is a dangerous criminal and must 
not be allowed back on Facebook to spew his racist filth. By the way, if he is allowed back 
on I am going to terminate my account and ask all of my friends and associates to do the 
same.
Jeffrey Stewart

Robert CT Too many lies.
Victor CT Because he has encouraged terrorism



First name State Comment

Traver CT
donald trump is a clear and present danger to the world even without the megaphone on 
steroids of Facebook

David CT Donald Trump supports white supremacist terrorists, which is dangerous for all of us.

Elizabeth CT
One of the most damaging action mrtrump did was Not to follow government policies. You 
must follow your own policies and Ban Donald Trump PERMANENTLY.

Marguerite CT
Trump committed treason.  He cannot be allowed to bring back his rage, hate and violence 
on facebook.  He is a real.threat to our docracy!

Nicola CT

PLEASE don’t let Trump back on Facebook!  He is a serial liar who us guilty if inciting a 
national insurrection - in part using the Facebook platform.  He has regularly propagated 
lies on Facebook about the coronavirus that no doubt resulted in deaths.  HE is a danger to 
the country.

David CT
We don't need YET another retarded Nazi like Trump using social media to spread even 
more hate speech, like he's been doing for the last four years

Enid CT

Donald Trump is a racist, misogynist, and a liar. He shouldn't be able to continue spreading 
lies about his loss in the presidential election in the public arena, such as on social media. 
He incited a mob to invade the Capitol building. This invasion caused the death of five 
people, including a police officer. This is the act of a traitor. Why should he be given a 
public forum, such as a page on Facebook, to continue?    

Michelle CT Because he a vile creator who incites hate and violence.  He is not fit for society.

Daniel CT

Donald Trump's behavior on social media is in obvious and extreme violation of Facebook's 
Community Standards: he has repeatedly lied about basic facts, shared false information 
and hate speech from other sources, repeatedly threatened and intimidated numerous 
individuals, directly incited violence including the attack on Congress, and shown total lack 
of respect for the rights and dignity of anyone who disagrees with him. Permitting Donald 
Trump to use Facebook again would prove definitively that the Community Standard do not 
"apply to everyone," as Facebook claims. Donald Trump must be permanently banned from 
using Facebook.

Martha CT

The man is immoral and incapable of telling the truth.  He would willingly set fire to this 
whole country in order to stay in power.  He has no qualms about inciting violence, and 
refusing to intervene to stop it. 

Drew CT Because politicians who encourage violence shouldn't have a platform on Facebook.

Randi CT

Giving someone with little to no empathy a social media platform to spread more 
disinformation, propaganda, and lies is morally reprehensible and disgusting.  Expert 
psychologists and psychiatrists have warned the public that Trump’s behavior would 
continue to get more emboldened if enabled. Those in positions of power MUST stop giving 
a sociopath access to millions of households. He is mentally ill and completely unstable. He 
incites violence, spreads conspiracy theories, and has passively killed people through 
misinformation (Capitol riots, COVID misinformation) for personal political and wealth. Take 
responsibility for the mess you played in our political life, Facebook!

Sheela CT Ban Trump permanently!

Christina CT

Donald Trump is dangerous in that he has many followers who blindly believe everything he 
says, which causes discord and unnecessary violence among the American public. It brings 
no good, only destruction, and he will never stop. So, he has to be stopped by external 
forces to prevent him from spewing more hate and lies that can lead to the destruction of 
our democracy. That's where it's integral that forums like Facebook need to step in.

Pamela CT Keep Trump & other violent white supremacists off social media

Diane-michele CT

He’s a raving madman who inspires division, gives a voice to the demented citizens of this 
earth, and gives delusional people coveted positions so he can watch them destroy the 
planet. He should have no platform or arena for this. 

J CT Keep Trump ban!

Sheldon CT

If those at Facebook, who decide such things, have to think twice about permanently 
banning Donald Trump from Facebook, they're beyond hope, and will accelerate the 
downward spiral of our society.

A CT His comments have incited violence....

Gerard CT
FaceBook should enforce its own policy, and permanently remove Trump from its platform, 
because he is actively trying to turn over the Democratic Process in the USA. 



First name State Comment
Jerald CT Donald Trump should never have a platform to spread his lies ever again!

William CT
Donald Trump has dived our nation since day 1 of  his inauguration. He will continue to 
divide. I will soon be leaving face book if he is allowed to continue to divide us!

Richard CT because he has shown by his actions that he will continue to lie and incite violence.

Claudia CT

Donald Trump has over and over again violated Facebook’s own terms of service by 
posting hate speech, bullying individuals on the platform and intentionally spreading 
harmful misinformation. On January 6 he directly incited violence that led to the death of 
five people and injuries to hundreds more. He used social media platforms to encourage 
and celebrate these actions and in Facebook’s own words, “incite violent insurrection 
against a democratically elected government.”
To allow Donald Trump to return to their platform would only allow him to continue to use it 
in direct contradiction to the company’s standards and values. Trump has promoted racist, 
sexist, xenophobic, and dangerous views and there is absolutely no evidence that he will 
stop doing so. Facebook is a worldwide platform with a responsibility to prevent individuals 
like Donald Trump, and others like him around the world, from using it to harm people and 
undermine truth and justice. Facebook must speak truth to power. They must not allow 
Donald Trump back on their service.

Mary Ann CT

An overview throw of the government is bad for your business. Who knows what the rules 
will be?  What the taxes will be, etc?  Permanently take away Trump's bully pulpit and leet 
America heal.   

Besides which Trump is insane.  

Carole CT
He is an ongoing threat to our democracy and should not be allowed to continue to voice 
lies, conspiracies and violence.

Maya CT

he’s already done enough damage throughout his political career by treating social media 
as a stomping ground and asserting his voice at every opportunity possible. this is one way 
we can keep america safer.

Susann CT
Facebook are you crazy. Trump is still Trump. Please Do Not let him on FB. You know he 
will fuel hate.

Natasha CT I do not support the spreadin/g of misinformation or the incitement of violence.

Mary DC
Former President Trump is not a truthful person.  He caused an insurrection against the 
United States Capitol and government.  He should not be allowed on Facebook

Richard DC Keep him off, PLEASE!
Therese DC Because he’s a treasonous traitor and a threat to our Republic

Joseph DC

Since Trump's removal from social media sites, disinformation about the election 
plummeted 73%. Trump being allowed back on the platform to spread more lies, would be  
in clear violation of Facebook's own policies.

Monica DC

Trump's lies are dangerous as we saw on January 6 when he encouraged his supporters to 
storm the Capitol. And he will not stop. So he has to be banned permanently from 
facebook!!!

Joe DC

Dear Facebook, Please enforce your own policies and permanently ban Donald Trump 
from your platform to preclude him from spewing any further hate speech, pathological lying 
or incitement to violence. Sadly, Trump is  a sick man, the very personification of greed, 
hatred and delusion, and we should not give him back his public megaphone for renewed 
toxicity. 

Eileen DC

Donald Trump has not only promoted innumerable lies for over 4 years while occupying the 
White House. He has also overtly attempted to overturn democratic election results and 
incited a revolt against our Congress carrying out its business. He is a danger to our society 
and to our democracy. He should not be allowed to utilize Facebook again.

billie DC

Donald Trump has used Facebook to spread lies that endanger our democracy and should 
NEVER be allowed on a platform like FB again. He will never stop lying and saying he won 
the election, and this can't be tolerated.

Anne DC

Donald Trump is a dangerous liar.  I live 10 blocks from where the insurrection took place, 
and I don't want those disturbed people to come back and kill more victims.  Keep Trump 
off of Facebook forever.



First name State Comment

Patricia DC
Please ban Donald Trump and all other sources promoting and supporting terrorist group 
propaganda

Abigail DC

We have seen what happens when Donald Trump is allowed to enflame his followers. As a 
Hill staffer, January 6 terrified me, and knowing our president was complicit made it all the 
more unbearable. Please do not allow this man to knowingly or unknowingly incite more 
violence and feed the flames of misinformation. The nation needs to move on, and allowing 
his back on Facebook would not enable this.

Karen DC

Public officials and former public officials have a professional and social responsibility not to 
incite hate and not to spread falsehoods.  Why?  Because people listen to these 
mouthpieces.  Be responsible!

D DC keep trump's suspension, not doing so is sheer hypocrisy.

Elizabeth DC
Trump has shown us over and over that he is willing to use his position to incite violence. 
He has forfeited his right to use Facebook and should be banned permanently.

Judy DE The former president incites violence and tells numerous lies.

Deborah DE

If it is the policy of Facebook to ban hate speech and speech that incites or promotes 
violence, it needs to keep Donald Trump banned.  Again and again, he has espoused 
dangerous conspiracy theories and lies, lies which  inspired others to more hate speech, 
threats, and ultimately violence in the horrific attack on our Capitol.  In their own words, 
many of those who attacked the Capitol said they felt called to do so by the hate speech 
and lies of Donald Trump.  Facebook must never again provide him a platform for such 
hate and violence.

Joan DE

He will continue to post toxic lies because he doesn't know how to tell the truth.  It's time to 
keep facts in sight and get away from alternative facts, there is no such thing.  Facebook 
should have banned him years ago.

Mary DE
Because he spreads lies and hate!!??
Do your job keep him off of Facebook permanently!!! You will lose a lot of customers ??

Martha DE We need to stem the violence!

Kathleen DE
Trump will only continue to spread lies and harm our democracy.  He will do anything to 
reain the power he had during his term.  He should be blocked from Facrbook for life.

Harry DE

Former President Trump’s lying and inciting of violence deserves permanent removal from 
all FaceBook application content. If this happens I will reinstate my FB and Instagram 
accounts that I suspended due to your inadequate action

Frances DE

Donald Trump has not changed his language and messaging one bit. Actually, the big lie 
about the election getting stolen from him is getting worse. Therefore, there is NO reason 
for your organization to consider letting DJT back on Facebook. 
Keeping boards requiring honest messaging can only enhance Facebook’s value & 
integrity. 
Frances Pyle (from Delaware) 

Paul DE Donald Trump is a perpetual deliberate LIAR and liars should not be allowed on Facebook.

Micah DE
Never let the orange mob boss back on his a danger to the public and allows right wing 
nazis to riot

Joyce DE Show your li

Joyce DE

Show your loyalty to America, protect and defend her from harm.  Everybody knows that 
dump is an enemy of the people and will use any platform like FB to steal, spew lies until 
the day he dies.

Linda DE

Donald Trump has consistently violated Facebook's policy of Dignity: On multiple 
occasions, he has failed to respect the dignity of others; he has a history of harassing 
and/or degrading others. He  fails to exemplify the qualities of a caring, kind, and thoughtful 
human being. I do not want my children exposed to such an angry, abusive individual. 
Please continue to sustain Trump's ban from your Facebook platform.

Carol DE BAN trump FOREVER
Maggie DE Donald Trump with his lies and hate which incite violence needs to be kept off Facebook.

ellen DE

The country is in terrible trouble due to trumps lies, and Facebook help spread those lies. 
He is a liar, and evil man. He should not be allowed to continue to lie and disrupt the 
country further.

Bruce DE Just  keep him the hell off there.



First name State Comment
Dennis DE Keep the lying, orange turd off Facebook. 

Ellen DE

Donald Trump did nothing but lie, delight in inflammatory rhetoric, incite violence, including 
the January 6 insurrection upon the Capital, and give power to hate groups, all through his 
online activities on social media. He should not be allowed access to Facebook or any 
other social platform again. He has proven time and again that he will simply flout the rules 
and guidelines. He has been given enough rein, much more than many people who have 
done less damage than he. ENOUGH already! Muzzle him permanently!

Sara Emilia Romagna He only aims at destroying people and civil values

Roger England
He's already impeached twice by Congress. Other legal actions will follow. The man is a 
disgrace. Keep the ban.

Issie England
Donald Trump's disgusting views are a danger to all of us- he incites violence and hatred 
with his speech. He doesn't deserve a public platform.

Carla England
His misogynist and racist views are not helping and are merely stirring up more and more 
hatred.

Dee England you know he is a dangerous mad man, why would you not enforce your policies.

Keith England
During his term in office donald trump told over 20,000 lies. How can you agree to allow 
him back on Facebook when he is spreading so much disinformation.

Steve England

since Donald Trump has been banned from Facebook, disinformation about the US election 
has dropped by more than 70%, that together with the constant stream of lies and Half 
Truths that he propagates are surely reason enough ti make this ban permanent.

Emlyn England
If he could be seen to be repentant for telling lies, perhaps; but without an admission of 
lying first, I see no reason to readmit him.

Edna England
Facebook is intended to be a friendly, safe space for friends around the globe to share their 
lives; Trump’s vitriol and hate has no place on such a platform.

Timothy England

Facebook's Terms and Conditions are clear in their banning of anything that can be 
construed as discriminatory, hateful, encouraging violence; Mr Trump's posts have 
repeatedly breached all of those, and despite your warnings he has persisted. Enough. 
Many people are leaving Facebook because it no longer feels a safe and enjoyable 
experience, keep the Trump ban and help return Facebook to its founding principles.

James England
We have had enough of Donald Trump,he’s now out of office,and we want no more of  his 
lies and stupidity 

Jenifer England
By allowing Donald Trump's incendiary messages on your platform, you will ensure that 
regulation will follow - the public demand truthfulness is encouraged, lies dissuaded.

Steve England
This man is a pariah. He should not be allowed access to social media to send his lies and 
hate.

D England Shouldn't need to be told to enforce your own policies. Just do it!
Alex England For the benefit of us all

Jonathan England

There are limits to 'free speech' especially when they seek to promote lies, spread 
nationalism and hate along with the inevitable violence that ensues.
Of course allow comment on what Donald Trump might say on other platforms with suitable 
explanation to refute the lies and propaganda but please don't promote him directly which 
would be through endorsement to put him back on Facebook.

Adrianne England

Donald Trump is the figurehead for a movement that has shown its willingness to terrorise 
our nation. Donald Trump is willing lynchings to continue. Donald Trump needs the oxygen 
of publicity and by having him on your platform, Facebook, Mark Zuckerberg and Sheryl 
Sanders are complicit in the actions he incites. It’s really simple: this isn’t 1945, it’s 1933–
the present rise of fascism can either be harshly checked or millions more can be killed 
before we take this threat seriously. 

Janice FL Facebook has failed to correct Trump’s lies, so keep him off Facebook.

Claudia FL
We do not need a racist former president to have access to recruiting more lost souls.  Stop 
the madness.

Fran FL
We're totally aware of the danger Donald Trump presents!!! Keep him off this platform so 
we do not see additional danger!!!!!

Lj FL

DO NOT LET THIS TRAITOR AND MURDERER BACK ON-IF YOU DO YOU ARE ALL 
GUILTY OF THE CRIMES THIS CRAZY BASTRD DID-TIME TO CLEAN UP YOUR ACT 
AND SHOW YOU HAVE MORALS



First name State Comment

Brandon FL
Trump insights a violent insurrection at the Capitol.  He doesn't deserve to use your 
platform to insight such behavior.

Rebecca FL Ban Trump

Richard FL
Trump is a liar and a traitor to America. He lies just to lie and confuse people. He is not 
worthy of being allowed to use Facebook.

Norden FL He incited a deadly assault with his tweets
Stephen FL 30 000 lies are enough !

Esther FL
He should never have access to the public forum as long as he is spewing hatred. His 
hatred can be contagious for many people.

Phyllis FL
Absolutely - Facebook contributed to the insurrection by giving Trump a platform .. He 
MUST be permanently barred from the platform

Diane FL

Mr. Trump has a lifelong history of making incendiary remarks, counting on the 
governmental right of free speech, and neglecting the obvious lack of a right to cry "Fire" in 
a crowded theater.  Since this right does NOT extend to private companies, I strongly urge 
you not to give him yoour megaphone again, since you KNOW he is dangerous!. 

Jack FL Trump's constant lies & incitement to riot should be silenced forever!

Lenore Beck FL
Because he spreads lies & urges dramatic actions that are against everything the USA 
believes to be fair & equal. They are all criminals & should be treated accordingly.

Seth FL

He create a coup to attack our own government and never apologized or took responsibility 
for it.  He will try something like this again soon since he thrives on inciting violence and 
intimidaton!

Vicki FL We don't need his brand of lies and deliberate misinformation.  Ban him for life.

Robert FL

Facebook should have some governance over content as to when that content threatens 
the safety of all citizens (pandemic misinformation) and our Democracy (Jan 6 Insurrection 
and misinformation related to the Elections)

Steve FL

This is a no-brainer. He is a liar and a fascist, and he is using your platform to further his 
agenda. By doing so, you will have blood on your hands if you allow him to continue to 
spread lies, hate, and foment attacks and deaths.  DO THE RIGHT THING!

Debra FL
that man has caused enough trouble and helped divide this nation and he does NOT need 
this platform to continue to spread his lies...

Doris FL

Why should a policy be unenforceable just because one bears the title "former president", 
or even president? This man has encouraged bigotry, violence at his rallies, false 
equivalence, outright lies and slander against whole groups of people, against immigrants, 
against blacks and has said that all sides are equally fine. Please get your priorities 
straight--is it your income or the Constitution or Democracy that you support the most????

Mario J. FL

You cannot allow seditious comments and outright lies on your platform by this ex 
president.  If you allow this individual to return to your platform then your review board will 
be proven an outright sham.

Sun FL

Lies and hate speech cost lives. Trump has more of a platform than any of us will ever 
have. I was placed in facebook jail for one comment that was obviously sarcastic. Trump 
has enabled the explosive growth of hate groups that could result in thousands of deaths.

Donna FL

This man lies the way other people breathe.  He will only spout more of his BS and 
conspiracy theories, further riling up the people who have been duped by him.  He needs to 
be permanently banned.

Marian FL
Trump has proven himself to be a pathological liar and a danger to national security.  He 
has used social media to incite insurrection and embolden domestic terrorists.

Rosemary FL

I am not on Facebook, but I know that many Americans are.  It is distressing to know that 
so many Americans are exposed to Trump's lies and violence without understanding how 
evil the source is.  Trump should not be allowed to use Facebook to spread his words.

Toni FL

Mad dogs are muzzled permanently or put down.  Putin knew what he was doing with 
Trump, he has destroyed the "United" States from the inside. His lies & actions must be 
stopped...

Michael FL
Are we that stupid to think that Trump will change? He only wants to incite violence and 
support white supremacy.
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Sandy FL

Trump and his minions are still touting the false information about a rigged and stolen 
election.  He's gone so far as to include this disinformation in the response to and defense 
of the Impeachment charges.  Please keep that Genie in the bottle!  Provides fewer 
opportunities to spread his venom that will influence others to join him.

Jennifer FL

Donald Trump's lies endanger people's lives. Ask Governor Gretchen Whitmer. Ask 
elections supervisors in GA, PA, AZ and elsewhere. Follow your own policies and don't let 
him continue spreading hatred and lies, and radicalizing elements in our country. 

Harry FL

Trump is the larger cancer to our society along with the bitch Greene and her QAnon 
criminals that some  Americans voted into office. 
They will not stop until they destroy this country. Yrumo is the leader of those ass....les

Jean FL
Trump has done immeasurable damage through Public Media.  He does not deserve to use 
this platform anymore.

Ilia FL

Have some integrity. Making money off white supremacy and terrorism is 
UNACCEPTABLE. This man is dangerous, and giving him a megaphone has 
consequences. People died. People will die again at the hands of his angry mobs if he is 
allowed to spew hate speech. Keep him OFF. 

Eric FL
Keep Donald Trump with his misinformation and incitement of insurrection of of this 
platform.  Enforce your own rules1

Theresa FL

Trump should be banned because people that don't know him better believe the lies he 
spews on a daily basis. This is not a new thing for him. He has always, his whole life done 
this. He's just raised it to a new level and has the ability for spreading his manipulations 
farther and wider. He only cares about himself and the power he want to wield. He has hurt 
so many people and done so much damage to the USA and beyond. We can not let this 
disease keep spreading. 

Callahan FL

EVERYTHING contained within this rectangle is MY OWN opinion.  I believe it is wrong to 
hurt another human. I also believe Trump is a danger to humanity. Block him from 
facebook: block him from the PLANET.

Anna FL

Trump incites violence. 
Trump calls white supremacists good people.
Trump is a criminal.

FRED FL
If you believe in "TRUTH, BEAUTY and GOODNESS", then bar him from the use of your 
accounts, FOREVER!

Janelle FL

It's already against Facebook's rules to share inaccurate voting information, spread election 
disinformation, or incite violence at the polls--all things that Trump and his allies repeatedly 
got away with during the election. Enforce your own policies and sustain Trump's ban to 
avoid the additional spread of lies, misinformation, and the resulting spread of violence.

nancy FL

Donald Trump is a menace to Democracy. He learns nothing from his mistakes. Letting him 
back on your platform will result in the same behavior as what caused you to remove him in 
the 1st place.  He will continue to spread lies & incite violence. Are you willing to take 
responsibility for any deaths caused by his actions on your platform. If not, he needs to be 
banned for life.

EMILY FL
Trump's misinformation and conspiracy theories do nothing but embolden and anger his 
base and incite violence.  PLEASE don't let him return to spread his hate and lies!

Barbara FL
Why have policies and procedures  if you don't  follow them? Trump has not changed, will 
not change, so keep him and his family off of facebook. 

Ramsay FL You should censor input that only spreads hate and lies.

Susan FL
Donald Trump is a disgrace, he is a bigot, a liar and conspiracy theorist. DO NOT let him 
back on FaceBook.

peter FL
In my opinion giving a bull horn to a person who is known to be a pathological liar is 
extremely dangerous. If FB allow Trump back on it becomes complicit of Trumps lies.

Daniel FL
why do you want to put Donald Trump back on i  will not Donald trump l Would not put him 
back on

Patricia FL He is a liar and a narcissistic person. He cares only about himself.

Jeffrey FL

Facebook suspended Trump's account, removing his access to a platform for spreading 
lies and inciting violence.
What has changed that you even consider restoring access.
Do not be stupid.
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Allie FL

We've had four years of Trump's lies and his obstruction of justice.  He incited a riot Jan 
6th, so I say enough is enough.  He should not have a platform to continue whipping up his 
supporters into some kind of frenzy on his behalf.  He needs to be banned forever to keep 
this country from engaging in a civil war.

Mark FL
Donald Trump is a loser.  Enforce your policies against hate speech and incitement of 
violence and keep him off facebook for good.

Ex-GOP FL To maintain at least a shred of credibility!

Elissa FL

Donald Trump should be permanently banned from Facebook because of his Hate Speech, 
Inciting Riots and Lies.  Funny I have been censored on using the term "White Trash"?  
While Trump said much worse.  He should be Banned Permanently!!

Kathryn FL
Donald Trump should be permanently banned from Facebook! He incited an armed 
insurrection!

Robin FL

Donald Trump is a demonstrated threat to our democracy and to our citizens.  He has 
violated Facebook policies by inciting violence on Jan. 6.    You must permanently ban him 
from your platform.

William FL

The facts have been 'laid at your doorstep'. I, myself, still have MANY concerns and doubts 
about the meeting between the 'boy wonder' and rump. What actually transpired? What 
deals were cut? What promises made? By permanently 'banning' rump, you could possibly 
end some of those doubts.  But in general, to allow rump back on FB is insanity personified.

Maxine FL

Donald Trumps words have a tremendous impact on a large group of people.  His big lie 
about the election being stolen from him is what led to the Capitol Insurrection.  Until he 
publicly concedes the election and admits that Biden won in a fair election, it would be a 
danger to our democracy to give him the platform on which to continue to spread his big lie.

Sandra FL

tRUMP puropsly presents untrueths as accurate provable facts. Facts are proveable! It can 
be replicated. An opinion is simply that- something that cannot be replicated or proven. His 
strong opinions have turned this Country upside down . Don’t allow his ideas to subvert our 
Democracy!

Gabrielle FL

This guy is like a cult leader and he’s gotten millions to drink the Koolaid of lies that have 
led to so much violence in this country. We know he will spread more misinformation and 
we know many people will believe him. Don’t give him that opportunity! The first 
amendment does not allow people to yell “fire!” in a crowded theater, and that’s what he 
has been doing for at least 5 years. More if you count his Obama birther conspiracy theory. 
You have to be brave enough to stand up for the country and prevent more chaos. 

Lawrence FL To protect our democracy

Lawrence FL

Trump needs to be banned for life 5 people died in the insurection that Donald Trump 
incited 
If not him then who

Mark FL He incites violence!

peter FL
Giving a bullhorn to a pathological liar is extremely dangerous. By giving Trump access FB 
becomes complicit to his lies and the damage they will cause.

Marlene FL

This is absolutely ridiculous. @FB is a cesspool of lies, trolls, and conspiracist now. 
Allowing trump back on any social media will end in disaster! FB hasn't done anything 
substantive in improving/cleaning up the content.

Jane FL

Hate speech is not ok, whether by Joe Civilian, or (perhaps especially) a former president.  
Trump's speech led to an attack on our nation's Capital, putting our lawmakers in danger.  
He would happily do it again.  Put AmeriDon't let him. 

Jane FL

Hate speech is not ok, whether by Joe Civilian, or (perhaps especially) a former president.  
Trump's speech led to an attack on our nation's Capital, putting our lawmakers in danger.  
He would happily do it again.  Put AmeriDon't let him. 

RONALD FL

This man is extremely dangerous and he has already caused a lot of problems with his bs,
people have died because of his bs. Why would you even consider giving him a platform to 
spew his lies, you banned him for a reason. He has not charged, and he never will. 

Judith FL

Donald Trump must not have a platform on which to do any more harm to our country and 
our people.  You KNOW what he will do; you KNOW the divisiveness he will sow.  Do what 
you know in your mind and heart is the right thing to do.  He's a dirty player; that is not what 
Facebook stands for, right?!
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R FL

Mr. Trump should never have had a bully platform to begin with.  He was and still is an 
agent of hate and dangerous vitriol.  Facebook should have the temerity to administer a 
lifetime ban on Mr. Trump.

Darlene FL

He is the root of all this undemocratic behavior and you are to blame to allow baseless 
falsehoods on your site. Do not let this upheaval get started again! Ban him forever and 
anyone else who models his behavior!

Doug FL We Need to Heal After four Years of His Division!!
Susan FL He is dangerous!

Diane FL

Trump is a danger to American democracy, he must not be given a platform like Facebook 
to spread his lies, hate and more damage than he has already done during his time in 
office.

Linda FL

Genesis 4:1-13). Cain was so angry and jealous of his brother Abel that he killed him. 
Afterward, when God asked "Where is Abel?" Cain said he didn't know. That's when Cain 
asked, "Am I my brother's keeper?" But he was really saying, "My brother is not my 
problem." Trump is the problem and he needs your intervention to stop his vitriol!  "All it 
takes for evil to prosper is for good men to do nothing." Will you do nothing?

Ronald FL
If you let Trump back on Facebook you should be jailed for promoting Treason period.

Claudia FL

hosting a spreader of misinformation & lies has not only caused an erosion of trust in our 
political system but has encouraged violance & and attempt to overthrow our demotratic 
republic something I would never have thought I would see in the shining city on the hill that 
Reagan touted. Irresponsible to allow Trumpism to spread like Cancer unchecked. It is like 
allowing someone to scream fire in a theater or someone to threaten with a bomb

Elsy FL
Because he incited violence, he’s anti democracy and he will never accept the truth that he 
lost the 2020 election. He’s a dictator wannabe and a danger to democracy. 

Kenneth FL Any deranged psychotic habitual lier should not have a platform to poison the world

BJ FL

Donald Trump is the single most reason why the country faces over racism, white 
supremacism and social harmony to an extent unseen like never before.  He has to be 
banned and disqualified from public view, period.

Charles FL
Because he is a traitor to this country and is a Fascist and will stir up hate and division. He 
should be in jail.

Gregory FL he's an insurrectionist who's actions led to multiple deaths.

Carolynne FL
If we were him, we would have been banned years ago. 
He has spread lies and incited violence.

Scott FL
Trump has become just another conspiracy theorist, peddling disinformation to as many 
people as he can hoodwink. Don't let him abuse your platform for hate and lies.

Nancy FL Enough lives have been lost with his lies.
Dawn FL trump is a dangerous mentally damaged  sick pathelogical lying bigot narcissist

Russell FL

Donald Trump must be permanently banned from Facebook for all his Criminal Acts.  
Trump failed with his Capitol Insurrection Plan to stay in power.  Six people were killed as a 
result of what he asked his racist white supremacist domestic terrorists to do.  All was 
based on LIES.  There was no widespread election fraud.  Trump lost the election because 
he failed so badly on so many critical issues over four years.

Lynn FL
He deliberately lies, cheats and encourages racism and acts of violence. HE IS NOT SAFE 
and should not have a big forum at all.

Lynn FL
He is a criminal who incites riots and encourages violence against women and people of 
color. I think he is NUTS and extremely dangerous. KEEP HIM OFF

Cheryl FL
Please keep him off! He lies soooo much & still has sooo many people who believe 
everything he tells them. For the safety of our country he does not need this megaphone!

Peter FL

Trump's use of his 1st amendment rights have regularly exceeded all boundaries of 
acceptable behavior.  Everything that comes out of his mouth or from his keypad is the 
equivalent of screaming Fire in a crowded theater when there is no fire.  He is a sociopath 
and a congenital liar.  ENOUGH.
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Jocelyn FL

trump will continue to shout out conspiracy threats ,under mind the Biden administration , 
further riling up his deluded mob base ,dividing the country and creating violence ,he is a 
prime cause of extreme views and ensuing violence ,crime and weakening democracy.If 
facebook allows him to get back on ,they are complicit in hurting our country and 
democracy,

Susan FL

This man led domestic terrorists to storm the US Capitol, which resulted in the deaths of 
several people! He should not be allowed a platform to seek further actions which are a 
threat to our democracy. Do the right thing and keep him silenced!

Robert FL

Donald Trump should be permanently banned from Facebook because he is a constant 
danger to our country’s democracy with all the lies and conspiracies he spreads.  If his lips 
are moving, he is lying. 

Karen FL He's shown that he can't be trusted to play by the rules.

Robert FL
By allowing these kinds of uncivilized people on your site, you are undermining democracy 
and hanging yourself by being an enabler.

Adam FL Because he’s a dangerous man

Barbara FL

Treason against the government and the American people.  Endangering lives and 
responsible for deaths of 5 people.  Deliberately causing insurrection  for his own benefit.  
Preplanned to overtake the government.  Has recognized and encouraged the radical 
factions for his own benefit.  Has caused an uprising of white supremecy, and anti-
semitism.  FB will only encourage his further actions to divide the country and interfere with 
the new administration.  He should not be allowed to ever run for office again.  FB should 
not suspend his platform for spreading lies and inciting violence.

Ellie FL
This man has caused violence and death in our country.  He is a dangerous human being 
and I beg you to ban him forever from Facebook.

Shirley FL
Don't be hypocritical - Trump is, was, and will be a danger to US; keep him OFF Facebook, 
PLEASE!

Sandra FL He lies all the time. He is dangerous for democracy

Dominique FL

It is harmful to allow Donald Trump, someone who continually has encouraged inaccurate 
and violently charged information, back onto your platform. Organizations, officials, and 
ordinary citizens have raised concerns over nonregulated information distribution online for 
years; it is past time to listen. It is vital for such an influential and accessible company such 
as Facebook to say enough is enough finally. People are harming others, mainly targeting 
marginalized groups, with encouragement from him and others. They have always existed 
and been here, but now they have a louder platform to say it on. Donald Trump needs to be 
permanently banned.  

Christine FL
Anyone who allows Trump access to public speech for his traitorous behavior will be held 
equally responsible for the resulting behavior of his misguided followers.

Patricia FL
Donald Trump will continue to incite and cause deaths.  If that isn't enough to permanently 
ban him from Facebook...what will it take???

Dylvia FL

Without Trump's constant, mean spirited incendiary barrage through Facebook and twitter 
the very atmosphere is lighter.  A weight is lifted off the soul of the world. And personally, I 
feel like I have literally lost weight. Trump's vindictive hatred I'd too much of a burden 
humanity.  Please do not restore his platform. A vulnerable (gullible?) public may be 
redeemable, but not if Trump is allowed to stir the cauldron. He has totally missed his 
power.  I implore facebook and other social media platforms to end nd his pitiable, satanic 
outreach.   Now. And keep it down. The hatred he spewed is anything but social. 

Julia FL

If you want to be held accountable for the rise of Fascism, Go Ahead... Give Trump 
unlimited access to the world. YOU and TRUMP MUST be held accountable for sedition, 
insurrection and the spread of Fascism.

Dan FL Trump is a lying despot who should be incarcerated
Dorothy FL Donald Trump’s social media outputs cause his followers to physically injure other people.
olive FL it's the right thing to do!

Carole FL

Trump is a CANCER on the American People!!! WE are  BETTER OFF WITH HIM 
BANNED FROM ALL MEDIA !!! You have seen the DAMAGE he has done! Keep him OFF 
your format !!@

Emery FL He promotes, violence, racism, division, and the dismantling of our democracy
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Norman FL Because he is a compulsive liar!

Alana FL

Please permanently ban DJ trump from Facebook. 
4 plus years of nasty posts, comments, bullying rhetoric, Pathalogical Lying, promoting 
white supremacy and fascism, conspiracy theories, sedition, inciting violence and 
insurrection is ENOUGH.

William FL Ban him 4 good

Gloria FL

 I'm for free speech but the spreading of totally unsupportable lies and deliberately 
misleading (mis)information is nothing short of, in my mind, criminal.  Such actions are in 
and of themselves generated by people who are either ill or wish to control and undermine 
civil rights and democracy.  Common sense dictates that inflammatory, often deadly, 
insurrectionist views never be allowed on such a highly public, social media platform as 
Facebook and  I ask that you ban Donald Trump permanently.

Paul FL Why would anyone ever consider letting this unrepentant liar on any social media?
S FL Keep the traitor off PERMANENTLY!!!!

Jim FL
We've had five years of continual lies by Trump that have harmed and nearly destroyed our 
country. Do not allow this clown another chance to harm us.

Jillian FL

Facebook needs to enforce its policies and permanently ban Donald Trump because, if 
they fail to do so, he is likely to incite yet another insurrection on our country that could very 
well have an even worse outcome than that of January 6, 2021. We are all in danger of 
becoming victims of domestic terrorism, should Donald Trump not be permanently banned 
from Facebook and other platforms.  

Paula FL

To permit Trump a stage for more lies, division, and his usually pomp and circumstance 
would be a horrid idea. He is guilty of climate destruction and Covid deaths. Please don't do 
this!

Frank FL
If your management has any ethics you will not allow Trump to return to Facebook.  There 
are plenty of other sites that will allow him to spread his lies.

Mary FL

This is absurd. Why are we even debating letting someone use your platform to spread 
violence and hate and conspiracy theories? It's obvious the effect Trump has on people. He 
has to be stopped.

Diana FL
Donald Trump remains dishonest and dangerous.  Please permanently ban him from 
Facebook.

Judy FL
Donald Trump is a menace to this country and cares not what he causes others with his 
bad behavior.

William FL Do not give Donald Trump a platform to spew hatred and misinformation!

I FL
Ignorance and evil.  Nobody needs to hear or be incited by his garbage.  We’re better than 
this, I hope.

Norma FL He is evil and dishonest! NO WAY should he be allowed back

Ralph FL
Trump is a proven supplier of false information designed to splinter the United States. You 
must realize that this will not change.

Elizabeth FL

You must permanently ban Donald Trump from Facebook. He has committed crimes of 
high treason by inciting violent uprising in an attempt at a coup of our government. 
Vandalism of the Capitol, damage to property and theft occurred. Five people were killed 
and many more injured. They were attempting to stop the counting of the electoral vote, 
and there were plans made to kill various politicians, including Vice President Pence. 
Trump should not be allowed to hold office again, and he should be banned from 
Facebook, Twitter, and all social media. He is a Traitor to our country. 

Amanda FL

All D. Trump and his followers do is spread fear, LIES, hatred, racism, violence, conspiracy 
theories, etc through social media such as Facebook. Please, I have kids and Trump is 
encouraging killing all Democrats..it’s scary 

Kathleen FL Trump will not change he will spread more lies and evil destruction.

Esther FL

Trump is DANGEROUS and so are his FOLLOWERS! Don’t give them a platform on Face 
Book! They don’t deserve it and he can communicate his DESPICABLE ideas to too many 
people!

Paula FL he incited insurrection
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Maureen FL

Did January 6th not teach you enough as to how seditious and dangerous Trump is???  To 
allow him back on Facebook is to seriously damage this democracy - further than you have 
over the 4 yrs. of his atrocities.  Are you not wealthy enough already?  How much is 
enough?  When do you start acting like Americans again??

Cynthia FL
why is a seditous, treasonous POS being given another platform to spew hate and 
disinformation.  wake up

Margaret FL
Donald Trump is unwanted on ANY social media. His words are anti-democratic and should 
be banned forever.

Larry FL

Facebook has become a political vehicle promoting the end of democracy and the 
promotion of divisive speech.  I personally have quit using Facebook as it is a major source 
of lies being spreed by people I thought were my friend.  When it started it was a way for 
families to gather across the miles.  Now it is a major source of family divisions because 
they let crap pass as truth.

Robert FL Leave the lying SOB out
Donald FL Hell YES, along with any persons who violate facebook policies.

RONALD FL
Donald Trump has been a lying bigoted, racist for as long as I remember being over 45 
years. Stop spreading his hate and lies. 

Mary FL

Trump is subversive and devisive promoting bigotry and hate among the population who 
adhere to his rhetoric of hate. Allowing him a platform to continue to instigate his followers 
and herd them into following his agenda of encouraging his followers to continue with his 
subversive and treasonous actions puts Facebook in a precarious position. I have closed 
my Facebook account due to your consideration of allowing him a platform to continue his 
treasonous activities and will counsel my family and friends to do the same!  As a 
grassroots activity, enough people can be reached to do the same and you stand to lose 
many Facebook users should you pursue this action.

Patrice FL
LET'S KEEP THE DISINFORMATION PUSHERS OFF FACEBOOK, PLEASE.  THANK 
YOU.

Glynis FL HThe

Don FL
Follow journalistic laws and norms or be regulated by Congress. You are fueling hatred and 
violence in the pursuit of profit. I don’t know how you sleep at night.

Melanie FL He incited violence and must be held accountable

Kathleen M FL
Facebook SHARED in the incitement at the Capital by continuing to ALLOW Trump to 
make UNTRUE Statements and convinced readers The Election was STOLEN & RIGGED

Rosalind FL
Trump has been the source of racist and divisive information all over the internet. We do 
NOT need him spewing his horrible thoughts anywhere on the internet. Ban him forever!

Jimmy FL Trump belongs in prison, not on Facebook!
Steven FL He incited mob violence against American Democracy.

Kathleen FL
Donald Trump's lies led to an insurrectionist mob uprising, and people were killed. Don't 
allow his lies to poison our country.

Raymond FL Führer means leader, duce means leader, Trump wants to be Leader. Cut his mic.

Deborah FL
We have all seen how dangerous Trump is in spreading lies and misinformation. Please do 
not allow him to have this platform to do the same again.

Lois FL
I don't think anything Don J trump says at this point on is relative to making America safe or 
uplifting.   It is evident trump would ever change his negative ideas in any way ever.

Yvonne FL

trump is a dangerous man....perhaps even Hitler reincarnated (Hitler committed suicide 
April 45, trump born to German family June of 46) and he can do more harm to this country, 
and to people he considers vipers....when the himself is one.  Do not give him free rein to 
tell more lies and incite more violence.

Martha FL

Trump has spouted false information since before he was even the Republican’s 
presidential candidate.  His hate speech has increased acts of violence and caused much 
harm to our country. He should be banned permanently.
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Yma FL

Donald Trump has made America go back in time to when racism was the norm, the 
Confederate flag was first raised, there were insurrectionists at the Capitol and the nation 
was on the brink of a civil war. All because Facebook and other social media companies 
gave him an open platform to spew his hatred and rage to the masses. Facebook is as 
responsible for the violence of these white supremacist terrorists as Trump if they allow him 
on their site again. 

Francis FL
Because he devided  our Country and caused constant chaos and lied every day . He 
promoted false information and disrupted our daily lives.

Sandra FL

He incited a coup on our country. This will destabilize USA and make it difficult for 
corporations like Facebook to survive and thrive. He clearly still holds sway over the same 
deluded millions of people. You must remove his platform of lies and hate for the good of 
the nation.

Janet FL

Chaos, divisiveness, hatred and lies are Trump's tactics for destroying  democracy and 
establishing  himself as savior and king. His disinformation is radicalizing his followers and 
the result is death. Facebook does not need to showcase a dangerous man.

John FL
He has spent his entire life lying and spreading misinformation. Do not give him another 
platform to spread hatred.

Helene FL

I would hope Facebook check all posts & if any are found to be untruths, PLEASE delete 
immediately.  Although some social media is enjoyable, we should not have to wade 
through untruths. 

Helene FL

I would hope Facebook check all posts & if any are found to be untruths, PLEASE delete 
immediately.  Although some social media is enjoyable, we should not have to wade 
through untruths. 

Miriam FL

Facebook should not take Trump back as he deserves to be in jail! He has done a lot of 
damage to our country and he should never be allowed to be on Facebook or Twitter or 
anything else as he belongs in prison!

Arthur FL He is a traitor....

Irene FL
Please afford Mr. Trump the opportunity to use a portion of his wealth to start his own 
media company.    Trump Trumpets

Eric FL

We don't need yet another liar, and Donald Trump is a liar, on Facebook.  In addition to his 
lies, he throws out unsubstantiated statements, mis- and disinformation.  There's already 
enough of that on FB, we certainly don't need more of it!

Margaret FL

Please don’t back down on the Trump ban. If he’s banned, he’s banned. Letting him back 
on the platform would be like letting the two-year-old get a positive response from a 
tantrum.

K. FL

Trump should be permanently banned because his lies and self-enrichment tactics will 
continue to get people hurt and killed. His online presence is the equivalent of letting 
someone repeatedly yell "Fire!" in a movie theater. 

Jonathan FL
tRump is responsible for at least 6 deaths. do you want Facebook to be an accessory to 
any future murders? Assuming that liability - you could get sued.

Thomas FL the world is better off--with him shut out--keep hi locked out

Melissa FL

Why have policies if you won’t enforce them? Do you really think now that trump is out of 
office he will change? Do you really believe that he will stop the lies and dangerous 
sociopathic noise? How about doing this damaged nation a solid, follow your policies and 
show some stinking leadership!!!

Elsa FL
This country has had enough damage done by Trump spreading his lies as truth. I don't 
want anymore.

Roberta FL

Do not allow Donald Trump access to Facebook so that he can again spread his lies, 
conspiracy theories, and his incitement of violence.  He's a white nationalist, misogenist, 
anti-semite, racist.

He must be banned from Facebook forever! 
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Frank FL

Donald J. Trump is a serial liar who has damaged this country severely by being elected to 
office by a minority of voters who believed his constant and continual falsehoods.  Social 
media platforms like Facebook must control their cyberspace 
 to prevent people like Trump who camouflage their criminality by webs of lies  from 
inflicting further damage on unsuspecting victims in our country and throughout the world.  
Freedom of speech, like any freedom, is never absolute, and its criminal use must be 
policed.     

Harriet FL No, no, no
Suzanna FL Yes, keep him off Facebook. 

terri FL
Trump is the most hateful person on earth.  He has caused more deaths with his lies than 
the world wars.  Do NOT let this evil man back to distroy more lives.

Diann FL
For the safety of our country and our elected leaders do not allow lies and hate to be 
posted by Trump.

Myles FL
Rules are meant to prevent abuse, Trump has abused the FB platform. Please follow your 
rules and keep Trump out. Thank you. 

Gina FL

You were a big part of the last 5 year nightmare and you want to be a part of it again.  
People are leaving FB BECAUSE OF THE DISINFORMATION. Keep it up and you wont 
have anyone on it

William FL Enforce your own policies (which you should have been doing since at least 2016)

DIANE FL

The man is a liar, incites violence and is hurting ALL Americans. He is no longer president 
thank God but we  can no longer emotionally take his deliberate destructive rhetoric. We 
are sick and we need to heal.
Diane Thorp

Maria FL

TRUMP INCITES TERRORISM AGAINST OUR COUNTRY GOVERNMENT, I BELIEVE 
TRUMP IS A DICTATOR AND TRAITOR TO OUR COUNTRY USA 
HIS ACTIONS SHOW HE WANTS TO DESTROY OUR COUNTRY, WE NEED 
FACEBOOK TO BAN TRUMP PERMANENTLY FROM FACEBOOK, OTHERWISE I 
CONSIDER FACEBOOK IS SUPPORTING TRUMP TO DESTROY OUR COUNTRY 
USA...

Steven FL Donald Trump is a terrorist, inciting violence against the government of the United States.

Don FL

He committed an insurrection against our democracy to overturn an election that lost badly. 
He committed TREASON! No way he should be able to be banned from any office in any 
government.

Ed FL
If you follow through with this, you will be a permanent stain on what remains of this 
country. 

Elizabeth FL
A dangerous criminal enterprise spreading lies division and treason. That’s Trump. Sent 
him this platform please.

Wendy FL

I think your policies are clear enough. It's already against Facebook's rules to share 
inaccurate voting information, spread election disinformation, or incite violence at the polls--
all things that Trump and his allies repeatedly got away with during the election. He lies 
constantly and incites violence. I think he should not be allowed on Facebook.

Kelly FL

Trump is a detriment to American democracy and should be PERMANENTLY banned so 
he can spread his poison no longer.

Ever.

Jo FL
Facebook should know better then let him back on, they say you can not fix stupid are they 
stupid?

loretta FL

He has nothing positive to say on Facebook or any other internet service.  Keep him off 
permanently.

Martha FL

Donald J. Trump repeatedly used Facebook and social media to foment hate and distrust 
and to spread dangerous lies. The result was an attack on our government resulting in 6 
people dead. People still believe the lies and conspiracy theories that this man spreads. If 
he is allowed access to Facebook, he will continue to spread lies and misinformation and to 
encourage his followers to attack our govt. Please do your part to save our democracy and 
our country. D.Trump is far to dangerous to be allowed a public platform on facebook.
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W FL

He is a fear monger, a pathological liar, an inciter of violence, treasonous to our country 
and our democracy, one of the greatest threats to our national security and corrupt morally, 
ethically and legally. Need any more reasons?

Laura FL
Mr. Trump has been shown to incite some -  He has NOT reformed.  He cannot go back on 
Face Book for the safety of ALL of us

Andrea FL

His words and texts incite violence and rage in our communities! This type of sharing of 
information is dangerous and inspires hate . Our world is a better place with peace, science 
and reason behind it . Please do not allow this type of behavior a platform!!  

Lisa FL
Nothing good comes of letting trump spew his bs. He is out of office and should be in jail for 
what he’s done to this country.

Donna FL
Trump's tweets are VERY harmful,  He should never have boon allowed to conduct his 
White House this way.

Paul FL
He cannot tell the truth and his lies fuel violence. He is a narcissistic antisocial who has no 
respect for the constitution or rule of law.

Kyndal FL
He has completely divided the country.  

Georgina FL

He is a phychopath; just look at the definition, i have lived in fear for 4 years because of 
trump and his right wing views,  he incited the riot on Capital Hill and he is even more 
dangerous than before. What about my right to live in peace and without fear of right wing 
extremists? Do you really need thr money??

Mitchell FL

Donald Trump has shown himself incapable of adhering to ethical, normative, evidence 
based thinking and communicating.  Just because he is no longer in office, there is no good 
reason to expect him to use FB for anything other than gas lighting!

Michael FL Not only yes, but HELL YES. 

Georgina FL

I have lived in fear for 4 years because of trump and his right-wing extremists. He is a 
psychopath. He incited the anarchy at the Capitol and he is even more dangerous now. 
Don't I and the people like me have a right to live here without fear and in peace? Why do 
none of you have the orchids to stand against  him?? It can't  be the money can it?

Jonathan FL His comments are divisive and false, thus harmful to this country.

Diana FL

Donald Trump has not changed and he is unlikely to do so. He still thinks he won the 
election and encourages his cult followers to believe that. He has always been a dangerous 
person and his election in 2016 unleashed all of his egotistical and megalomaniacal ideas. 
He incited insurrection from 11/4/2020 and continues to do so. Please do not give him a 
platform that encourages him and his followers.

Teri FL he's a menace to society and he tried to overthrow the US government

Ben FL
Please keep incitation to hate and violence out of Facebook.  Life is so much better with DT 
daily lies and calls to arms.

Charles FL YES

N FL

Donald Trump repeatedly abused his wide reach on social media to spread baseless -- and 
as we saw on January 6th, dangerous -- lies about our election. He flagrantly violated 
Facebook’s civic integrity rules and exploited the platform’s inconsistent enforcement of its 
policies to jeopardize our entire democracy.

Now, he must be held accountable. Facebook has “indefinitely suspended” Trump’s 
account -- but we demand that the former president is permanently banned from the 
platform.

Debra FL
Because lies are cancer that eat away and destroy a democracy! Wake up... insane suicide 
to let Trump spread more cancer!

Nancy FL
Donald Trump yells fire in the theater. He cannot be trusted on Facebook. He is 
undermining democracy. Sedition is not the same as free speech.

Elizabeth FL Donald Trump is a dangerous liar.

Joanne FL
Keep his vile, hateful, false comments out of the atmosphere.  Life has been so much more 
calm and pleasant without his thoughts.

Marylynn FL
Trump spread disinformation about the 2020 election many times and incited insurrection.  
These are grounds for keeping him off FACEBOOK for the foreseeable future.
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Pam FL

After Trump's removal from social media sites, misinformation about the election 
plummeted 73%. He also was putting false info about Covid on social media that was very 
dangerous. He needs to be permanently banned. 

Dean FL
Please suspend Donald Trump's account permanently. We've had enough of his hatred 
deception, and lies!

Mary FL Don't allow Trump's bully pulpit back on Facebook and social media.

Michael FL
Trump is the single biggest source of lies and hate there is. If you let him on then you 
should let everyone and anyone spew their filth too.

Christine FL

Honestly, in October 2020, I unleashed myself from FB due to the prolific lies I read on the 
site from Trump and his supporters.  Please do not allow him back on the site to continue 
his lies.  We can all breathe safely again when he is denied this platform.  Thank you.

Colleen FL
Because ex-president is a liar and an insurrectionist. We don't need to hear what he has to 
say anymore.

Kathy FL

Donald Trump has the character of a 3 year old.  It is all about him and his ego.  Make the 
suspension of his account a permanent condition rather than a temporary break from his 
presence.

Renee FL

Donald trump is a pathological liar and foments hate and violence with every self-absorbed, 
racist, xenophobic word he utters. He should NOT be given a platform to spew this venom! 
Keep DT off social media!

PETER FL Protect domestic peace and civility!

Jessica FL

Donald Trump spreads lies and fans the flames of violence all in an attempt to protect his 
fragile ego! He is the biggest narcissist I have ever heard of, and he should not be allowed 
to delude the American people ever again!

Croitiene FL Please keep Donald Trump and his seditious violence off of Facebook!

Kimberly FL
Please, please, please KEEP HIM OFF PERMANENTLY!!! We don't need things stirred up 
again and more violence!!

Linda FL Easy...enforce your own policies....not rocket science.

Gale FL

Donald Trump has demonstrated that he will not only spread lies and disinformation, but 
that he will also use social media to incite acts of violence and insurrection.  He must 
permanently lose access to your platform in the interest of the safety and well being of the 
American people and American democracy.  Access to your platform is not a right, it is a 
privilege which he has abused.  Facebook should act responsibly and permanently ban 
Trump from your platform.  Trump is dangerous and if you allow him access again you may 
be held responsible for the consequences.

Nancy FL

My family and I appreciate that Facebook suspended Donald Trump's account. He should 
not be allowed again on Facebook to spew lies and make ugly, nasty statements which hurt 
so many. 

john FL

Donald Trump is a clear and present and persistent danger to this nation.  He should NOT 
be given a venue by Facebook ... EVER!!  He led an insurrection to the United States.  
Keep him off - forever.

Ivan FL Banning him is the right and sane thing to do after he orchestrated the Capitol insurrection!

Josephine FL
Trump incites violence.  Do we want another incident as occurred on Jan 6?  Trump is a 
leader of terrorists.  Ban him.  He should not have a platform

Linda FL

Mr. Trump is a mortal danger to our country and our democracy. He incites extremists with 
his lies and racist "nods". DO NOT ALOW HIM YOUR PLATFORM TO SPEW HIS 
HATRED AND DIVISIVENESS!

Helen FL
Mr. Trump tells many lies whenever he speaks or posts. He does not deserve any platform 
until he promises never to lie when using it.

george FL HE IS DANGEROUS AND HE STARTS TROUBLE
Jim FL Dump trump forever

Sheets FL

It is clear that Donald Trump will not stop spreading lies and inciting violence. He has not 
stopped the lies since he left office, and if you thought that his lies and support of violence 
was enough to suspend his account in the first place, you should realize that Trump will 
continue this behavior if you reinstate his account. 

Larry FL Never again allow DT to spread his constant lies and hate on Facebook!!!!
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Cheryl FL Because he will spread disinformation, lie, and is a danger to our Democracy!!!!

Veronica FL

Because he is a major threat to the safety and well-being of our world. He stirs up hatred 
and violence, and uses social media to further his agenda. Please keep this man away from 
Facebook. 

Jane FL

99% of what comes out of that man's mouth or his little typing fingers is a lie. Do you really 
want to put a disclaimer on all of that? He incited an insurrection that led to people DYING 
and STILL REFUSES to admit he lost the election. Please do not let him back on Twitter! 
There must be accountability!!

Heather FL

No, no and no. Just look at the content and tone of the letter he wrote today to quit the SAG 
Union. He is no different. 

The groups who feel he is there leader are still out there, and still angry and dangerous. He 
will just attack and hate those he disagrees with, and stoke hatred, bigotry, shaming of 
those who disagree with him, and occasionally he will advocate violence ... and all it takes 
is occasional references to violence and those see him as their infallible leader will take it 
seriously as a call to action/a call to be violent. Please, please don’t give him a platform. 

Elizabeth FL

He is reckless and uncaring.  He is in the past, and we are moving in a positive direction.  
We are interested in REAL happenings and genuinely care about people and the world.  He 
creates horror, pure and simple.  Please keep him away.  My new Granddaughter's photo is 
on there, as well as many of my friend's grandchildren.  Please keep it that way.  He just 
takes over with so much crazy, creepy drama, which people believe, and it's over.  I'm 
begging you to keep him off Facebook.  Thank you.  

Ulma FL We don’t need him spreading lies and racist rot

John the LemanskiFL
i don't miss all the lies and insults. let's keep it that way.

Patrick FL Hate speech kills. Our job is to thwart it, not support it.

Felicia FL

Lies, deception, misinformation , insults, name calling and hate speech are not supposed to 
be tolerated by Face Books own Policy 
Why lower those standards for any one ? 
That is a reasonable community standard for any corporation. 
Changing that standard for one or a few is hypocritical  Fame or celebrity is not a 
justification for thousand of lies And especially not when THE BIG LIE perpetuated by DJT 
led to violence, death and an infamous assault on our democracy. 

M FL
Trump cannot be allowed a platform to spread his lies and his hatred.  It would be 
irresponsible to allow it.  He is the proverbial shouting fire in a crowded theater.

Marine FL
Keep Trump off Facebook permanently! The last thing America and the world need is the 
spread of white supremacy’s hate, misinformation and violence. Thank you!

Lindsey FL

Letting Donald Trump back on Facebook is dangerous. We've seen how powerful words 
can be - his were powerful enough to incite violence on the very democracy he was sworn 
to protect. We can't let his lies and hatred continue to give power to the white supremacists 
in this country. 5 lives were lost on January 6th because of Trump's words and giving him a 
platform will only result in more. How many more lives must be lost because of this man? 
Please, do not let him back on your platform. I'm afraid our democracy will not survive.

John FL Donald Trump's lies have divided America and must be banned permanently.

Nel FL

I am sick to death of Trump's hate mongering and his need for ego stroking.  All at the 
expense of the American people.  Keep him off social media.  He doesn't deserve a 
platform for his narcissistic hate.

Parmelee FL

Trump has spread enough mis-information, cares nothing for our constitutional democracy, 
is a supreme racist bully, and a sociopathic narcissist.
He does not deserve a voice on Facebook.

Barbara FL
Facebook must keep trump off their site. Remember why he was expelled? He writes vile 
response’s and no one wants to read them.

Will FL
Permanently ban Donald Trump.  He & white supremacists have other choices to spread 
their propaganda.
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Pat FL

Donald Trump consistently and deliberately used his Facebook platform(s) to spread lies 
and misinformation, to make sexist, misogynist, xenophobic, and racially-tainted comments 
especially about members of government and leaders of legitimate and respected 
organizations. A lot of what he posted clearly went against Facebook's existing Code of 
Conduct and policies -- and yet, was allowed to stand. This is unconscionable. Facebook 
SHOULD be "better" than that!

Holly FL
He is a fascist and an extremely dangerous man. His time on the world stage has come to 
an end.

Deborah FL

Trump keeps our country divided with lies and people believes these lies its time only the 
truth
should be heard. We need to keep him off of of twitter and facebook. He is the Devil 
himself!

Sonia FL
Ban Donald Trump for life from Facebook and social media.  He is a danger to our 
democracy and its people.

Don FL
His violations were egregious and I see no reason for you to make an exception to your 
policies.

Ben FL
Because Trump is mentally unbalanced and giving him a platform to spread his craziness is 
furthering civil unrest and potential violence!

john FL

donald trump has a history of constanly lying,spreading disinformation,promoting bigotry 
and insiting violence.his baseless lies about the last election claims of fraud have 
contributed to violence and a disregard for our democracy.his clear violation of facebook's 
own policies and he should continue to be banned from facebook.

Carol FL

I am writing to request that you follow your own policies and continue to sustain your ban of 
Donald Trump from Facebook.  His behavior of spreading lies for an extended period of 
time demonstrate that he is not going to change this behavior, so why would you even 
consider allowing him to continue spreading disinformation?

Joel FL

Please do not allow Donald Trump on Facebook. He has repeatedly encouraged violence, 
insurrection, and irresponsible behavior, epsecially about covid. reversing your ban would 
violate your policies as well as common decency. it would cause me to seriously consider 
leaving FACEBOOK.

Dennis FL
The fascist tried to incite a lynch mob to overthrow the government when he lost the 
election.

Ben and Cynthia FL
Because he has thousands of racist followers that have already demonstrated their efforts 
to disrupt our government, he doesn't a platform to continue to raise the rabble.

Stan FL Keep Donald Trump off Facebook.
Kathleen FL He's dangerous.
MaryEllen FL For the sake of America and its citizens please ban Trump the liar forever.  Thank you ...
MaryEllen FL For the sake of America and its citizens please ban Trump the liar forever.  Thank you ...

Nancy FL
You cannot let him destroy our democracy by repeating the same lies again and again and 
again.

Leo FL Keep that "WHACK-JOB" off Facebook and Messenger and anything else - permanently !!

Gerard FL

Donald J. Trump should be permanently banned from Facebook because he is a 
dangerous, loud-mouthed seditionist with a following of ignorant and dangerous people who 
are anti-American in every sense for which America stands.

Mark FL
If you do you will regret it, and may even have some of your customers suing you for letting 
his dangerous rhetoric continue. 

Debbie FL

As a President of the free world his power was paramount. He rallied for 4 yrs paying 
people to go to rallies to hear his hate inciting conspiracy about democrats . Then his 
followers stormed the capital. He bullied on Twitter daily multiple times creating havoc with 
vengeance against anyone who would dare disagree with him. If you open the can of 
worms again our country will be in a civil war. He is like a domestic terrorist.

Maureen FL

Trump was the absolute worst president ever in the US and during his term, lied constantly. 
He was the most destructive person in government and does not deserve to be allowed 
back on FB. This country has suffered enough from this vile, inept and horrid man!
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Debra FL

If you want to see a repeat of the events that took place on January 6th at our nation's 
capitol, then allow Trump to resume his racist, treasonous rhetoric to his minions.  Do not 
give him access to create another insurrection!  

Cassandra FL

This man incited treasonous insurrection at our nation's Capitol and should never be 
allowed to spew his infectious lies and false information again.  Facebook should enforce 
its own policies and not allow a bully to invade their platform.

Diane FL

Social media platforms have a responsibility to monitor their users and the impact from 
those who hide behind "free speech" to spread their venom and lies.  I realize there may be 
a thin line between censorship and intelligence, but with this man and his minions, you can 
rest assured he will abuse any opportunity he has to influence negatively and for his own 
gain.

Toni FL
Trump is a criminal and a pathological liar who incites white supremacist insurrection. Do 
not allow him a platform--make him find another way to disseminate his hatred for America.

Gay FL Because he is a traitor and tried to overthrow the government.

Susan FL

He will continue to act inappropriately in all the ways that led you to ban him initially. He has 
not and will not see 'the error of his ways.' He will not do better.  He will continue to harm 
America in pursuit of his own selfish advancement.

Steve FL

Be Patriotic and JUST SAY NO to Don "The Con" Trump, his crimes, and his lies. Trump 
has nothing to say to America and we are a better nation for not hearing from him ever 
again!

Norma FL

Because he's a danger to our Democracy--& to the American people--& the world over!

--Norma J. Young

Roberta FL

Lies, lies, lies. Trump's Insurrection may work next time and that will be the end of 
democracy, 

Elizabeth FL
Trump should not be able to use this platform to spread disinformation and white 
supremacy. Please make sure he doesn't.

Deborah FL

His dangerous lies and manipulation are a danger to us all.  For an example, just look to 
what has happened since he has been banned from Facebook.  Do the right thing and 
enforce your own policies and permanently remove him from Facebook.

Charles FL he causes trouble

Terrie FL

he lies, admits he lies, delights in destroying anyone who does not follow exactly what he 
wants.  Anyone knowing this and continuing to go along with him by allowing him to 
continue to mislead is a conspirator after the fact.  He should be banned for life

Jeffrey GA

He is a traitor and a continuing danger to our country. He cannot be allowed back onto a 
mainstream public social network such as FB. Relegate his lies and hate/fear mongering to 
the likes of parler

Gisela GA

TRUMP USED FACEBOOK as a platform for spreading lies and inciting violence. That is 
NOT
acceptable.

Latresha GA

He is a danger to America. He incites violence and hate. He lies repeatedly. There is 
nothing that he states will be true and he will continue the lie that the election was a fraud. 
This is dangerous to democracy and our American institutions.

Ray GA

A significant number of Americans have been brainwashed by far right-wing propaganda, 
consisting of over 30,000 lies by Trump before he was cutoff, and by Fox News which is not 
real news, of course.  Do not give him his soapbox back to continue the brain rot. 

LK GA

Trump is a nasty, unbalanced peace of work who lies incessantly and operates like a mafia 
boss. But far worse yet he incited violence, insurrection, sedition--American on American--
while president!!!!! The sentence for the above used to be: hanging, so being blocked 
forever on social media sites while contained in a jail cell for life seems reasonable.

Mary GA

I encourage you to consider allowing your media to be used for positive rather than 
negative talk, sharing truth rather than untruths. I support the continued suspension of 
posts that are not in that vein.
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Emily GA

He incites violence consistently and almost everything he posts is disinformation, meaning 
it’s a fabrication that can’t be corrected with actual news and facts because the lies have no 
counter. Social media only has moderation correcting misinformation, which is lies based in 
existing overall true events. You can’t moderate disinformation.

Michelle GA

Facebook should enforce its own policies and ban Donald Trump permanently because he 
has shown you who he is. He has no respect for rules, and has shown he is willing to incite 
violence. He has also shown that he is consistent about who he is: He will not change.

Arthur GA Trump is a racist and a big liar and a biy trouble maker.

Enid GA
Trump is a cancer to society and should be permanetly banned.  He had caused deaths 
and will continue to do so!

Robin GA
He incited a riot where 5 people were killed--a cop was bludgeoned to death. Two others 
committed suicide. Keep him off-line for the rest of his unnatural life.

Brenda GA
Trump will continue to spread his lies and conspiracy theories. He can never be let back on 
to any social media.

David GA
Donald Trump has a long history of incitement of violence and of racist invective. In short, 
he is a public menace and has no place on Facebook.

Jean GA Facebook, do the right thing, PLEASE!  Don't give that hate monger a platform!!

Caro GA

He defiantly promotes hatred, racism,  conspiracy theories despite being advised not too. 
For such unabashed ugly behavior stemming from a grown man is shameful.  Do not allow 
him to spread more lies and hate

Chantal GA

Please do not let this hate filled person back on Facebook.  He spreads lies and pits people 
against one another based on false information.  He tears our beloved country down with 
false conspiracy theories, false news, racist rhetoric, etc.  He is responsible for leading so 
many people down the wrong path of hatred and disrespect for others, lives being lost on 
January 6.  He is the leader of a national cult that spews hatred and disinformation and 
violence.  Please,please do no let this man back on Facebook.  Thank you.
Chantal Andersen

C. GA
Trump has disregarded the rules and spread lies and hate on Facebook for years. Follow 
your rules and ban him permanently!

C GA
He encouraged the attack on the institution that is the symbol of our democracy. No true 
American patriot would support him in spreading that type of anti-democracy lies.

Larry GA

Mr. Trump has repeatedly demonstrated his desire to divide our country through social 
media and any other outlet available to him. We must continue to deny him access to 
platforms like Facebook, Twitter, etc.

Mark GA

As an ardent supporter of freedom of speech, I also recognize that this does not mean all 
speech is protected, such as shouting "FIRE" in a crowded theater.  Trump called the mob 
to DC, exhorted them through outright lies to overturn a democratic election, pointed to 
where the mob should go (Congress) and insisted they take strong "action," then refused to 
rein them in when they stormed the building, "hunting" for our representatives.  This is 
extremely dangerous, unprotected "speech."

Amelia GA
Hate speech and lies should not be allowed on Facebook.  Since this person has 
consistently flooded the atmosphere with both, he should be permanently banned.

jason GA He incites violence and lies about elections.  He shouldn’t be allowed on your platform.

Colin GA

Donald Trump has consistently used social media like Facebook and Twitter to attack the 
foundations of American democratic institutions.  He is a destructive psychopath who has 
no place in our civic discource.

Jawara GA
Double standards and lax accountability IS NOT JUSTICE. Either be for justice or not be for 
justice.
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Traci GA

Trump is the next Hitler.  Ever wonder how Hitler came into power? Look at Trump and how 
he recruits people to deploy his rhetoric and promote his agenda.  Look at his base 
growing.  And there's your answer as to how Hitler came into power.  Do, not, give, Trump, 
a, platform, to,  spread, LIES!!! He is the architect of anti-democracy, self-interest, 
misogynistic, autocratic and narcissistic news.  Please, do not enable his platform. 
Facebook will be on the wrong side of history to enabling all what Trump is capable of.  
Muzzle him!!! 

Ella GA I’d really like to avoid a civil war, please. 
Lisa GA He is dangerous

Heather GA
spreading lies and inciting violence is a good enough reason to ban users from the 
platform.

Sheree GA Facebook will empower a criminal if they allow Donald Trump back on Facebook.

Michael GA

Disgraced ex-President Trump should not have a Facebook platform to spread 
disinformation and division.  He has in no way recanted or repented his oft-pronounced 
view that the 2020 election was illegitimate and his vitriol led to the deaths of 6 individuals 
on January 6 of this year. Please do not lift the ban on his use of Facebook.

LISA GA

Trump is a wealthy (his claim) and famous (infamous) person, who can hire his own Public 
Relations team to communicate with the world. He shows every evidence of wanting to 
form a government-in-exile to further plague our society with his unending lies and hateful 
words. He has proven he is incapable of being a trusted participant in Facebook who will 
not break the Terms of Service. We have heard too much from him already. If it were up to 
me, we should physically exile him, like they did to Napoleon who was sent to remote 
islands for the rest of his life. Keep him off of Facebook, never let him back.

Carolyn GA
Because it is so dangerous and it will just fuel the fire for something bad to happen again 
just like at the Capitol

Zareth GA Because Trump is a Racist, Sexist, & The WORST U.S. President EVER!
Barbara GA NO MORE TRUMP IN OUR LIVES! EVER!
Darcel GA BAN him forever and a month!!!! ? He's NOT good for himself or US!!!!! ?

Janet GA

He has done nothing but lie to the people.He wants to keep up these lies.And he should be 
held Accountable!

Judy GA
Because trump has put vile hate, racist and lies on Facebook for over four years with no 
repercussions.  Keep him off and the chaos down!

Charlotte GA
NO!  He's a danger to the world.  Don't support sexist, racist, greedy mobster.  He's broken 
so many laws and has admitted to sexually assaulting women!  That's criminal!

Ralph GA
You and I both know there are limits to free speech--like shouting FIRE! in a crowded movie 
theater. Donald Trump is as sick as was Adolph Hitler. So are his supporters.

Bryan GA

Trump is an incessant source of misinformation and lies and should be banned indefinitely 
or least under the stipulation that if Trump is allowed on the platform again, he will be 
banned indefinitely at the first instance on his part of intentional mendacity. 

Linden GA

The former occupant of the White House has told numerous lies in the past four years.  He 
capped it off by encouraging a seditious invasion of the US Capitol due to the most 
slanderous lie of all that he had won an election in a landslide, a statement that was proven 
wrong numerous times in the period between the election of November 3 and the moment 
when he finally, and mercifully, left the White House for good on January 20,  2021.  He 
must never be allowed to create such damage again and keeping him off all social media 
would go a long way to keep him from doing so once again.  Keep the ban permanent!

William GA

The man can't help but fuel more insurrection, divisiveness, and spread more lies, so keep 
him off Facebook.  If you allow him back on, Facebook will also be responsible for any 
future problems he causes!
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Drs. GA

I value freedom of speech.  If Trump were stainding on a corner preaching, I would not 
want any interference with his right to say whatever he wants.  However, and most of all 
Twitter are  vstly diff than speech in person on a viillage green.   This is obvious.  

Perhaps FB could come up with some algorithm --- some way of weighting  this or that 
speaker's impact + his ability to back up his statements with references to objective 
evidence.  

I really do not know. And it is a problem. 
Perhaps the best thing is for Trump backers to form their own FB wherein they can preach 
to the choir of the trump faitihful, 
I realize that FB is not a news periodical. 
I also realize it's dangerous when we'v had a demeagogue type president ru9le by Tweet 
....it just shows us that someone like that call pull that off!!! using mass electronic media. 

I would like him kicked off FB for misuse of media to foment anger and rebellion against  
=---- for iinstance --- science of climate warming and science of the pandemic. 

perhaps FB should have wpmething like an ieditorial board that would toss out borad 
statements in coonflict with science. That's it -- get a science editor for FB -- maybe also an 
ediitor about expenditures and gov't budget etc.  --- 

That way you could let him on, monitor what he says, and yank him offf as soon as a lie 
aboutt the state of thiings is posted. 
Freedom is something we keep by 'policing' our own selves!!! we watch our language, owe 
don't lie ito the whole public, we keep generally accepted courtesies decencies in place.  
Trump insists on operating - wpeaking -- outside those bounds  outside the zone of reality 
as well including sneering at the findings of thorough scientific analyses. 

M
Art GA For the good of the Country

Carolyn GA

Donald Trump SHOULD NOT be allowed on Facebook.  Never in my 84 years did I dream 
that one person could destroy our country the way Trump has done, primarily through his 
posts.  

Chris GA

No Trump on social media.
 He has called for an insurrection and other attacks on our democracy and has called for 
my vote in Georgia to be disregarded. He is a dangerous traitor to this country.
You have a duty.

Thank you, Chris Abery

Veronica GA
Donald Trump should not be allowed to use this platform to spread false information and 
inciting the riot on the Capitol.

Jacque GA

Unless and until you choose to promote lies and liars, when truth-based opinions become 
important keep Tronald Dump off the air.
Only myopinion.

Lisa GA

This man's lies led directly to the storming of our Capitol building and the deaths of 6 
people. His own history has  shown that he is incapable of regret or learning a lesson. Keep 
him off Facebook.

Abbiegail GA
We can’t have someone so willing to spread misinformation and incite violence for his own 
gain back onto a public platform.

Felice and Mark GA

He incites violence, killing,, hate and every disgusting thing you could think of!!!  We want 
our Democracy to stay in tact and people who incite sickening thoughts and actions need to 
be stoppef!!! 

Ester GA Because Donald is toxic to the core!!!
Charles GA Trump can go back on facebook provided he is imprisoned for life.

Marguerite GA

Hasn’t Donald Trump done enough direct harm to the people of this country, to public 
health, education, the air, water, wildlife, public discourse, government? Good God 
Almighty!
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Patricia GA
It is totally wrong to allow someone back on your platform who constantly lies and pushes 
the racist platform of white separatists and violence.

Stephanie GA
Donald Trump intentionally spreads lies and inflammatory content and should not have a 
platform where children as young as 13 might see it.

Jean GA The injustice, corruption, racism will continue if Trump stays on any social media.

Janet GA

Trump is a dangerous person for our country. He has already done way to much damage. 
We do not need anymore of his dangerous lies and danger to our country. Ban him for 
good!

Patricia GA Permanent Ban!
Frances GA He will NEVER change! Never let Donald Trump back on Facebook!!!!
Joan GA Trump is destroying our democracy

T GA

Facebook I as evil corrupt inhumane and greedy
as Domestic Terrorist Trump ...
How dare Facebook promote hate and fear mongering ...

Sidney GA

Because tRump is a lying, hate-mongering demagogue who is intent on turning the United 
States into his personal dictatorship, one that approves of white supremacist racism, 
divisiveness, and rule by money.

Peggy GA
Why enable a sociopathic narcissist? Do not allow him to peddle hate, lies, propaganda 
and domestic terrorism. If you enable him you are also a domestic terrorist and a traitor.

Wayne GA

As a member of the media, you have a responsibility for content.  Donald J. Trump has 
incited violence.  Do not allow him or others similar back on this media platform. You 
created the policies; please enforce them.

Kurt GA

From the sheer, overwhelming volume of demonstrable falsehood that emanates from him, 
it is obvious that either Donald Trump is a pathological liar, or else he is insane, incapable 
of distinguishing truth from falsehood.  Either way, Facebook should not give such a person 
any kind of a mouthpiece, any more than anyone should give a child access to a loaded 
gun, or it is itself completely culpable of the damage that inevitably will ensue.  Keep your 
platform Donald-proofed, for his own safety--and that of everyone else.

Herbert GA
Please uphold your policy. Do not let Trump back on the site. He will keep up the delusion 
of the election was stolen, Then incite more hate.

Clark HI OF COARSE NOT!  NO, NO ,NO!

Bo HI
Really?????  You have to ask?  He's a liar. That's all you need to know.  He doesn't even 
have a concept of truth.

Lucia HI

Though I believe in freedom of speech as one of the founding principles of our country, I 
believe we lose certain platforms, when we use them to incite violence. Donald Trump has 
done this repeatedly. He should not continue to have this platform available to him

Duane HI
Trump has proven his incompetence as a leader! Why would Facebook want to reinstate 
the kind of leadership which has led to thousands of lives in the U.S. being lost!??

J HI

Donald Trump's comments are divisive and have sparked violence in our country. Do not 
let him back on Facebook or your company will be further linked to his past and future 
damage.

Mary HI

I will never understand Facebook.  They banned me for a week because I caused someone 
a poor loser.  This person was spreading fake news about the election and they let his post 
remain.  Facebook is really screwing America by allowing blatant lying.  GET YOUR 
PRIORITIES STRAIGHT!!!

Donna Sue HI
YOU FOLKS HAVE ALREADY HELPED HIM DO TOO MUCH DAMAGE. STOP THE 
HATE AND INSANITY!!!

Tom HI

D Trumps balatant incitement of violence would have gotten anyone else tossed. It is 
unconscionable that you would allow his hateful rhetoric continue on your platform for the 
sake of money.

Michael HI Trump is still a danger  to democracy.

Darlene HI
Absolutely atrocious what he has done to truth and democracy and you have been 
complicit!
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Denise HI We do not need more lies and seditious talk confusing the minds of the American people.

Barbara HI
Why won't you act.  Does he have to list how he's going to take out the people who voted 
him out.  You're not as bright as I thought.

Kevin HI Trump is toxic.  Ban Trump.

Susanne HI
We as a Country should seriously learn the *DAMAGE& & *DESTRUCTION* that comes 
from *LIES*!

Wesley HI Lies and misinformation should not be given a forum.

Chuck HI
Facebook would let Donald Trump back on the site only if they have decided that they wish 
to be a forum to be disinformation, since that is what Trump largely traffics in.

Dalton HI

Dear Facebook, you’ve more than seen over the past 4-5 years that Donald Trump and his 
technology-assisted demagoguery are not only a threat to institutional security, but to 
people’s actual lives as well. Giving this man a platform to further sink up to a third of the 
United States into a conspiracy-laden madness that will inevitably get more people killed or 
hurt. There’s a big difference between just limiting speech and preventing terroristic rhetoric 
to spread on your platform, and worse things will undoubtedly come from Trump’s followers 
if you allow this to continue. Give him the boot.

Raymond HI Truth counts

Jane HI
You cannot allow a person who incites HATE and RACISM to have a platform to influence 
other Americans. We need to rise above this. Ban Trump from TWITTER and Facebook!

B.A. HI
No one is above the rules, especially when it comes to hate speech. Ban all the Trumps 
permanently! 

Anne HI Our democracy may not survive more of his inflammatory lies.

Patricia Machele HI
We don’t need him coming back and making posts about the “stolen” election, and inciting 
violence! And you already know that is what he will do, because he proved it over and over!

Carol HI

Please, please do not let Trump back on Facebook.  This man has done so much harm
during the last 4 years and he will continue to hurt our country if he is allowed to spread
his hate speech and wild crazy accusations.
He caused the riot at the capitol and will continue to spread hatred and insurrection
if he is allowed back onto Facebook.  Please do the right thing and stop Trump.

Dave HI If facebook can't enforce its own policies, then it should shrivel up and die.

Frances HI

Facebook must enforce its own policies & permanently ban Trump.  We should not be 
subjected again to any additional abuse & trauma.  The racist, misogynistic, xenophobic 
invective he continuously spewed over the last 4 years resulted in physical & mental harm 
to many Americans, but especially to communities of color.  He should not be allowed 
access to a forum as large as Facebook to repeatedly spread his lies & hate.

Michael HI

Trump is a LYING POS and must be HANGED for the TREASON.  DO NOT give his LIES 
a platform.
You do not want to PISS OFF the hugest mob-the SMART DEMS!  

Terry HI His "sickness" is NOT wanted on Facebook.

Kent HI

Donald Trump issued 30,573 false or misleading statements during his first term as U.S. 
president.  Facebook should not allow him to resume using its media platform to continue 
doing the same.  The ban on his use of Facebook should be PERMANENT!

molly IA
Facebook -  are you kidding me?
Don't  - just don't 

Fred IA
Continuous lies and disinformation should always be banned, no matter who is the 
perpetrator is.  Enough is enough.

Dave IA Protect people from his incessant lying.

Virginia IA
Lies and incitement of violence must not be allowed by Facebook--from Donald Trump or 
anyone!  They are not "freedom of speech"!

Stuart IA Keep Trump's ban from Facebook.

Leah IA

Trump incited an insurrection using social media platforms like Facebook. He committed 
sedition and has continued to spout his lies when given the chance. He should not be 
rewarded be getting back on Facebook rather he should be in prison!
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Dean IA

Trump has proven to be the worst pathological liar in our nation’s history, and has proven 
himself to be a traitor to our country on several fronts. He can’t be allowed to spread more 
hatred and chaos. Fools act on his lies. 

David IA

You know the evil, mad conman trump will use any  social media platform that allows him 
access to incite further violence and probably and insurrection! He has already proven he’ll 
do   anything to attempt to regain power!

Philip IA
Trump is discredited for inciting to a domestic terror campaign.  He is a threat to our 
democracy.

Louise IA
Trump tried to overthrow our democracy. He lies and incites his followers to violence. He 
must be banned from Facebook for life!

Jacob IA

It's become abundantly clear that people like Donald Trump who casually lie and spread 
misinformation can fundamentally endanger our lives and our democracy, as we saw on 
Jan 6th. He has refused to apologize and refuses to change his ways, so he must remain 
banned from your platform. Don't just forgive and forget. Or we will experience something 
like this again. 

Charlene IA
Ban Donald Trump from Facebook forever.  He is an abusive person who should not be 
allowed a platform

Cindy IA

Donald Trump has been a devastatingly inept president.   He's a habitual liar, and changes  
facts to his favor, and is extremely incompetent.  He filled much of his office with inept 
cronies and shed a dark light about America to the rest of the world.   Leave him in silence.  
Please!

Roberta IA

He uses Facebook to pass his lies and sedation it rhetoric against our countries 
democracy. Facebook should not allow the site for such actions. Stick with what is right do 
not allow him to use Facebook!

Susan IA

He lies and his lies will harm, as they already have, and will continue to do through people 
who buy into them. 
Free speech should do no harm. 

Mary IA He is a narcissistic racist sexist liar

Peggy IA
More lies and conspiracy theories to insight his base to violence and misinformation.  Ban 
him for life.

Hazel IA

You know Donald Trump will never stop lying and seeking to mislead those who are gullible 
and/or willing to follow because they benefit some way.  Now, because he has emboldened 
the White Supremecists and Fascist element, he is extremely dangerous!  Do NOT give 
him a platform to spread his hate!

Elsie IA
The man is a pathological liar; because so much of what he says is a threat to our domestic 
and international safety, he must not be permitted to use Facebook. 

Dolores IA Donald Trump is not a good example of honest citizenship for the citizens of the U.S.
Jack IA He is a pathological liar, and a danger to the society, America, and the world.

Rhonda IA

I’ve NEVER joined Facebook because I believe it has contributed so much to All the unrest 
in our country.  I honestly consider Mark Zuckerberg & the Facebook platform 
UNAMERICAN!!!!  ALL IN THE NAME OF GREED!!!!   I’ve NEVER HAD AN OUNCE OF 
RESPECT FOR ZUCKERBERG!!! I consider him as my Dad used to say “A snot-nosed kid 
who’s not even dry behind the ears”He actually disgusts me!!!  It’s all bad enough as is, 
BUT IF YOU ALLOW DONALD TRUMP BACK ON FACEBOOK IT WILL SHOW JUST 
HOW CORRUPT & INSIDIOUS YOU TRULY ARE!!!
This is definitely NOT HYPERBOLE; I have been in a constant state of anxiety since trump 
was elected in 2016.  And I don’t think I am alone. 
I really believe he is an evil person.  Facebook can stand for what’s RIGHT for once or 
continue to give voice to evil for their own GREED!!
DO WHAT IS RIGHT FOR A CHANGE-BAN TRUMP PERMANENTLY-GIVE AMERICANS 
SOME PEACE OF MIND!!!  BE PROUD OF YOURSELVES ONCE!!!

C.Jean IA We don't want Trump on Facebook!!
Robert IA He has to be held accountable for his actions
Ray IA People should realize that Almost every time He opens his mouth he's going to lie!
Sue IA am sick of his lies



First name State Comment

Kari IA

Because trump is a narcissist who believes in ranting untruths and conspiracy theories so 
he can encourage his deplorable followers to succumb to fascism and cause chaos in our 
democracy.

roger and GeorgiaIA BECAUSE TROMP IS A BIG FAT LIAR!
Wendy IA don't do it

Lynn IA
Donald Trump used social media to incite violence against the United States Government.  
He should never be allowed access to a social media platform to spread lies and violence.

Lorna IA

People need to stop believing in all the lies that were spread by Trump and his 
allies/supporters. People need to understand and believe in TRUTH AND FACTS 
expressed on social media and elsewhere. Permanently banning Trump from Facebook will 
send a clear message that LIES can NO LONGER BE ACCEPTED AND TOLERATED.

bill IA
Donald Trump should be tried for inciting a riot, Facebook should not let him speak to the 
nation through them.  He is still spreading lies and disinformation, this must stop.

Carol ID
Stick with the good decision that you’ve Already made to keep his smarmy lies off 
Facebook and his aggregious manipulation towards hysterics and violence

Barb ID

Trump needs to be silenced from Facebook. That is where he can recruit the idiots, white 
supremacists & terrorists like the ones who stormed the Capital & caused 5 deaths, trying 
to overthrow the government.

Carol ID

Stick with the good decision that you’ve Already made to keep his smarmy lies off 
Facebook!  His demonstrated interest in manipulation towards hysterics and violence is 
Dangerous; so very bad for our country. And if you do not stand firm, you might as well 
publicly proclaim yourself his enabler since there is absolutely mystery about his track 
record and present intentions.         
Don’t allow him to foment chaos and fatal violence again!             

Jean ID

Facebook has its rules for every other user.  Trump uses it as a platform to spread his own 
misinformation and incite those who know no better.   He is now a private citizen.  NO ONE 
IS ABOVE THE LAW!!!!

David ID
Donald has one idea: Be dictator and destroy America. He is infinitely too dangerous to our 
survival and efficacious function to be allowed a media voice, ever again.

Rahael ID

Because he is inciting and encouraging violence and separation and he should be held to 
the same standards as the rest of us on Facebook no matter how much money he has 
given.

Daniel ID allowing lies is unacceptable, inciting violence is worse, facebook has failed tp police itself
Betty ID If trump is not permanently banned, I will stop using Facebook.

Anna ID
Grow a set of balls and ban Trump and anyone else who spews lies!
Plain and simple!

Lance ID

Using Facebook is a privilege not a right. When someone in high power like Donald Trump 
incites people to insurrection they should be banned permanently! If that's not enough to 
ban him what is?

Stu ID
I insist you bar Donald J. Trump from Facebook FOREVER!  There is NO PLACE in the 
world for LIES from this man. Regards,  Stu

Deb ID
I would not want our young people to read such garbage.   If cannot spell United correctly 
then he needs to go back to school.

Laurie ID

Free speech does not apply to wannabe dictators who incite a riot against a sacred national 
treasure, the Capitol. His lies are dangerous and could spell the end of our democracy and 
free speech for anyone if he were ever to garner support through platforms like Facebook 
again.

Vicki ID Please don’t let this lying, incendiary grifter to use this platform. Public safety and sanity . . . 
Judith ID Trump spreads hate, white supremacy, division, and violence.  Keep him off FB

Janae ID
So many of Trump's comments are untrue and inflammatory.  They are misleading to 
readers.

Val ID

Mental health professionals identify psychological symptoms in Mr. Trump.  His 30,000+ 
lies are termed delusions by those professionals.  Too many people believe those 
delusions, so keep him off Facebook.  

Charlotte ID Please Trump and his policies off Facebook
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Janet ID
You should  not be able to spew false derogatory information on public media without 
accepting  financial responsibility.

V ID

trump is mentally unstable to put it nicely.  Do not allow him to start rousing the 
organizations such as Proud Boys, Qanon etc. with his lies, lies lies.  He has proven he will 
go to any length by starting the deadly attack on the Capitol!!  Keep him off of FB!!!!

Julie ID

Trump is a danger to himself and others.  The simpleminded ignorant evangelical cult will 
literally follow him off a cliff, start a war, attack the government and seriously damage our 
country simply because they can’t see him as the rapist, conartist, grifter, mobster, killer, 
organized crime figure tha Trump has been all of his life.  Zuckerberg is guilty of aiding and 
abetting the criminal Trump and grossly profiting by protecting the QAnon conspiracy 
theorists and their lies.  I was attacked today by the wife, Savana Lee, of one of my oldest 
dear friends, Anthony Crawford, because Savana is convinced President Joe Biden is a 
pedophile.  Why?  Because Mark Zuckerberg protects conspiracy theories and lies and 
women like Savana are teaching their tiny children that Biden is dangerous and Trump is 
the 2nd coming of Jesus.  Mark Zuckerberg is 100% responsibile for the content he 
continues to allow on Facebook.  Why does Zuckerberg for it?  Because he sees himself as 
the arbiter  of LIES and not the “the arbiter of truth” a Zuckerberg direct quote.  

How much money is enough, Zuckerberg?
Maria IL Trump has done so much harm by spreading disinformation. Facebook must keep him off!
Elizabeth IL He shuns truth

William IL
trump should be permanently banned from any and all media of any kind: TV, radio, 
internet, newspapers, facebook, twitter, all of them. 

Elizabeth IL You know he lies

Meredith IL
He spreads disinformation and propaganda.  Trump will not change this behavior, therefore 
he should not have the FB platform.

Michael IL

Trump is a dangerous rapist and liar who has recklessly promoted inflammatory lies and 
conspiracy theories with zero basis in reality and he should not be allowed to continue to do 
that on social media.

Claire IL
He incites violence and white supremacy. He is not a leader and his voice should not be 
heard when he is spewing lies and racist, problematic, white supremacist propaganda. 

Mimi IL He doesn't need to harass the rest of us

Richard IL
You left him on the platform far too long.  He's damaged your brand; damage that will only 
grow if you let him come back.

James IL

Think of Trump as the abuser that he is; he does deserve a platform to spread his toxic 
views or to harass people he hates and does not care about. It does not matter he's a 
former president - he's not worthy of any respect or honor.

Phyllis IL
His remarks have already led to one attack on the U.S. Capitol. Why give him the chance to 
provoke another one? You have policies to prevent incitement of violence. Enforce them.

Sergio IL He’s a threat to minorities and the government

Linda IL

Donald Trump should be permanently banned from Facebook because he is a pathological 
liar.  The less social media platforms he is able to use to spread his lies and conspiracy 
theories, the better for all of us!

Jeanette IL 45 is a font of misinformation and FB should be better than to allow it.
Jane IL Trump has caused enough damage to the US with his lying message.  Ban Trump forever.
Maria IL PATHETIC WHITE RACIST LIAR.
Maureen IL keep Trump off public media we do not need anymore roits or false news
N IL Sedition should constitute a permanent ban for D Trump

Neil IL
We don't need more seditious lies circulating on Facebook; Trump should be banned for at 
least 4 years (to compensate for the lies he's been spreading the past 4 years.

Diane IL

Donald Trump practically destroyed this country with his lies.  He should not be given a 
platform to continue his efforts in this direction. The events of January 6 demonstrate how 
people can be led by blatant untruth if they are told it often enough.
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Michael IL

Everything Donald tRump does on social media, including Facebook, is intended and 
designed to spread misinformation and hate and violates all Facebook's "rules."  Enforce 
your rules and ban him permanently.

Karen IL Forever ban Trump.

Steven IL

Donald Trump will never acknowledge that Biden won the election fairly.  He will always 
claim the election was stolen from him.  Given the opportunity, he will spread this lie and 
urge his radicalized followers to commit more violence like they did on January 6.  
Facebook must not give him this opportunity.  The ban on Trump must remain in place.

Andrea IL We all need to remember this land is sacred we must all give back to Mother Earth. ??

Maureen IL

Donald Trump has been given such a huge platform on social media to lie so often, leading 
to an insurrection for which he is directly responsible. He will go down in history as the 
worst US president to date with hundreds of thousands of deaths because of his 
negligence, inciting white supremacist violence, and so much more. If he is to be let back 
on this platform, Facebook and its leadership will go down in history as people who 
supported and abetted his actions. He has lost the privilege of a voice on social media 
platforms, and should never be allowed back on in any way, shape, or form.

Hinda IL
Trump is a danger he lies and he incites violence and he is divisive. We don't need to hear 
from him

Peter IL
Facebook needs to do better about not allowing anyone to pass false information or put lies 
out on it's platform that has no credit or truth and hurts real free speech.

Clifton IL

Please Keep him off of facebook. This is one way the assault on the Capital began. There 
are many non-thinking people of the lie who believe
his non-sense

William IL
We don't need a habitual liar on Facebook.

Patricia IL
Trump has for years consistently spread lies and incited violence. Do not allow him to 
continue to poison our country with disinformation and hate.

Linda IL
please keep all lies off of your website, especially those that support hate, sedition, and 
insurrection.  All political adds that lie.

Matthew IL Facebook should not be spreading discord and hate.
Liana IL he spreads lies and hate that damaged our country. do the right thing and block him for life
Lisa IL He is a proven liar - keep him off!

Matthew IL

Trump attempted to incite a violent insurrection against the United States government. He 
has and will continue to incite his most violent, hardcore followers on your platform if he is 
allowed to return. This presents a clear and present danger to the public. 

Peter IL

This man incites violence and has created a divided country thru lies and manipulation. 
People like Trump have only their personal interests in mind, and cannot be trusted any 
more to use social media to spread more lives. The time has come for Facebook and other 
major social networks to police its content for violent and destructive rhetoric. Please 
silence people like dictator want-to-be's like Trump. He is a clear and present danger to our 
democracy.

Ryan IL

Because he has abused the media, he had access to while he was President, and I feel as 
well as a number of others do, that he should not have access to social media such as 
Facebook, where his crazy ideas, gain traction, and cause the horrors we saw at OUR 
capitol building in January. We need to shush these groups, who want to kill or cause harm 
to someone simply because they don’t agree with them, on a critical issue. We need to be 
better about regulating the types of comments we allow on sites like Facebook, or 
Instagram, etc... the only way I see in actually getting started along that path is by banning 
people like Trump who incite violence and protest against our own capitol. 

LaDonna IL Please keep Trump off your site.

Marcia IL

Donald Trump constantly lies and spreads disinformation, including violent comments and 
conspiracy theories. Since he has been banned from Facebook, disinformation dropped 
dramatically, Facebook CANNOT allow him back. He is dangerous in every way. Please do 
NOT allow him back.
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Maria IL

Did you really enjoyed what happened on January 6th 2021 at the Capitol? Because that 
was caused by EVERY SINGLE THING TRUMP SAID/TWEETED/FACEBOOKED. When 
he was banned from social media, disinformation went down by an incredible amount. For 
once, do the right thing and keep him out of your app. PERMANENTLY.

Hylene IL
Because he is a destructive force who led violence in DC and should be banned from public 
sites.

Julie IL Because he is an evil man that has destroyed so many things

julie IL
Trump has no regard for main stream Americans.  Trump must stay off of Facebook
to keep others safe.

A. IL
If Trump is put back on I will remove my Facebook page and encourage others to do the 
same.

Anthony IL Lies shouldn't be protected. Hints at violent solutions should not be tolerated.

Gerald IL
Not just trump but anybody talking riots insurrections or any act of destruction but trump is 
the start . Get him and others

Marilyn IL
He has literally sparked a civil war and done traitorous things....he deserves no attention at 
all!!!!

Shirley IL

He has abused the platform by refusing to tell the. He is responsible for the insurrection, as 
he called for and gleefully encouraged violence directed at Congress, as they lawfully 
certified the fairest election in our history. 

Michelle IL

Please Donald Trump has spread lies and falsehoods for the past 4 years as our President, 
which has led people to believe the lies.  It is irresponsible to let him back on Facebook to 
do more damage to our nation.

Shawn IL Because he'll just spread his lies, and false facts!!

Austin IL
Enforce your own policies -- Donald Trump is like anyone, but has an even wider reach, 
meaning he is capable of doing much more damage.

Cheryl IL BAN HIM. FOREVER. NOW!

Rolanda IL

Because he will continue doing exactly what he was doing (hurling insults, lies, inciting 
people and disinformation. Doing what children are being taught what not to do) which is 
why he was banned. Just the other day he was trying to get someone to tweet insults for 
him.

Steve IL
Donald Trump is a racist traitor.   He is a chronic liar.  He has no morals.   He has thrown 
away  the money he got from his father and lives on what he has scamed from others.

Marilea IL Do not give voice to chronic liars.

Chris IL
Trump is a compulsive liar and traitor to our country. His destructive lies deserve NO place 
on any social media platform. Keep his account suspended permanently!

Adrienne IL

Trump emboldened white supremacists and directly caused the attempted coup at the 
capitol. Banning him has already helped break the stride of the conservative march towards 
white supremacist facism, don't go back to where we were.

James IL He constantly incites violence.

Dennis IL
Because Trump is mentally ill and totally unhinged, toxic, and dangerous ! The less 
coverage he gets the better. Completely ignoring Trump would be the best practice.

Donald IL

He lives in an alternative world of lies and conspiracy theories some people believe what he 
says.  The USA is founded on TRUTH, not on lies created by someone who seems to want 
to overthrow the government so he can rule as an autocrat.

Judy IL
Do not let Trump on Facebook we do need to hear his lies. He is a liar a cheat n has hurt 
The United States of America 

Nita IL
Will you continuously monitor his continued lies so that they can be removed immediately 
and will you ban him again for inciting more violence and illegal activities?

Rheta IL
The president of this country caused an insurrection against this country.  That should ban 
him from any public platform for the rest of his life!

Chas. IL
Mr. Donald J. Trump is a danger to our Republic, he's a habitual liar. Please do not allow 
him to use your platform to spread dangerous lies.

K.e. IL Why does Facebook want more blood on their hands? Have you No Shame?
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Debra IL

He encourages people to do things that threaten to overturn our Democracy.  White 
privilege is unacceptable.  It's the 21st Century. When is this going to stop?  It's only been 
going on for hundreds of years.  We need to respect people from different backgrounds.

Jenny IL
Donald Trump spouts nothing but lies and conspiracy theories. Too many people believe 
the things he says. He should be permanently banned from social media platforms.

William IL

Donald Trump is a clear and present danger to the national security of the United States of 
America. He has shown through his actions and words that he is a traitor and encouraged 
an insurrection and terrorist attack on the United States Capitol that resulted in 6 people 
dying.

Gabriella IL
You don't seem to understand that Hate has no Home here. . .  Online and IRL against 
anyone and everyone. . . EVER!

Ira IL
First of all Trump is a lying scumbag. he is no longer Pres . why should be hearing his lies 
and hate . Enough is enough.

Sharon IL

We should never allow lies, untruths, bigotry, racism, misogyny and alternative opinions to 
the truth.  If any person or entity does not state truthful facts, their opinions should not be 
published.  PERIOD!

Claudia IL
Facebook must permanently ban Donald Trump because he foments hatred, violence, and 
domestic terrorism.

Christopher IL
Why would you hand a megaphone to a "man" who's incapable of telling the truth and 
directly incites hatred and violence? This is a no-brainer. 

Ricardo IL
Because Trump & people who support him spread lies, racism, sexism, & xenophobia 
faster than covid-19 all based on 0 facts! 

Sue IL

Because his words and hate-speak caused our Capital to be attacked. Because he is the 
leader of white supremacy groups which are domestic terrorist groups. Because any social 
media group must be responsible for actions that would be considered assaultive and lead 
to death as 45 has done on your platform.

Stephen IL We have had enough lies from the ex-president. BAN HIM FOREVER!
Amanda IL Donald Trump needs to be banned to preserve our future elections and safety as a country.

Garrett IL

We are trying to progress as a nation and dismantle the systems of white supremacy. 
Donald Trump is clearly a highly corrupt liar who champions white supremacy and incites 
violence and treason. He must not have access to your platform to continue his despicable 
actions.

Nancy IL

I am respectfully requesting you deny Donald Trump access to your social media platform.  
I understand this would be in keeping with your own policy.  For his sake, in the future, I 
hope he will find the help to get beyond his personality disorder.  If he's able to see truth 
beyond his own needs, I would hope he could be reconsidered for your platform.

Letitia IL

Donald Trump lacks the cognitive acuity to understand how his words influence all people. 
He, because of his insufficiencies, is not able to modulate his tone. He seeks to spread his 
most hobbled and irrational thoughts and desires to as many as possible. He is a stranger 
from the authentic. He is pleased with himself to a masturbatory glee when allowed to 
pontificate on topics of economics, his own accomplishments, human relations, global 
conflicts, dictators, executions, climate and life itself. He is wildly incendiary because of his 
unchecked desire to be followed and imitated. His fame as a reality television persona and 
New York silver spoon real estate mogul has given him some sort of credibility in the minds 
of many. Simply look at the harm he personally has caused the function of our nation and 
the maddening of citizens. We can have compassion for the man and his shortcomings, but 
he must be held accountable.

Sharon IL
He is OUT!!!

Isabel IL

Donald Trump is a dangerous, authoritarian narcissist who will use any platform given to 
advocate hate, violence, and treason that threaten 250 of democracy.  He cannot be 
allowed back on Facebook to encourage more violence. 

Anne IL Keep him off!
Nancy IL Donald Trump spreads lies on FB! Please don't let him back!
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Debra IL

He has continually spread misinformation and used the platform to divide the country along 
extreme partisan lines. His attempt to overturn the results of our free and fair election by 
fomenting a riotin the Capitol represents the fact that he is a clear and present danger to 
America.

Mark IL
Donald Trump is an irresponsible cancer on society.  There's no reason to give him any 
more time to spew his hate and lies.

James IL

If we have learned anything about trump, it is that his behavior will not change for the 
better.  The ban imposed on trump's Facebook account must remain in effect, 
PERMANENTLY!

Dori IL Why on earth is this even being considered?
Greg IL There will be nothing but lies and he will attempt to divide the country

Jim IL

Giving voice again to a divisive, failed former president who would only incite more racial 
hatred, impair access to contraceptives and abortion, oppose crucial environmental 
projects, promote misogyny, etc. sounds like a really bad idea, best regards, Jim Devoto, 
Ph.D.

M. IL
His disinformation are a threat to our democracy.  He is dangerous to our future as a 
nation.

Kenneth IL
Trump has a proven record of inciting hate and violence.  Keep him off this communication 
platform.

Jean IL
Since Trump seems to be incapable of telling the truth, he should not be able to share his 
lies with the public.  

Rachel IL

We've had 4 years of his lies & chaos.  We
don't need to allow him to continue his Racist
comments and stirring up his followers to incite
Violence & Hatred.  ENOUGH!!!!

Brendan IL

You've shown already how obtuse you are defending a single person for the sake of a 
hollow and cheap sense of free speech despite the harm you've sown. Ask yourselves what 
you have to gain by returning Trump to your platform and what you'll lose for that decision, 
too.

Bhaskar IL

Donald Trump has violated Facebook rules repeatedly. Any ordinary person would be 
banned for these kinds of violations. Please treat Trump in the same way and permanently 
ban him.

Larry IL
Drumf should not be on any social media page , he should be in jail.This man is a incessant 
liar ,racist, socialpath. There is free speech in this country but not for people like him.

Maria IL test
Myra IL Enforce Facebook's own policies and keep Donald Trump off the platform for good!

Barbara IL

It is important to have truth and decency on Facebook. Trump is anything but truthful or 
decent. In fact, Trump stirs up trouble and unease in our country by posting and saying 
nasty untruths about our leaders and citizens. Keep Trump off Facebook!

Peterson IL NO - he does not deserve it!  He deserves to at least be locked up!!!

Lisa IL

Trump is dangerous and LITERALLY everything he says/writes is a lie.  Why would you 
want to give that a platform?  To what end and for what good?  He has already caused SO 
MUCH DAMAGE.  Don't be responsible for giving him the ability to cause more.  Please.

Brian IL Eliminate Citizens United and restore representation.

Charles IL

Banning former President Trump from Facebook will help insure that he can't use the 
platform to whip up his followers to commit additional acts of violence against our 
government or citizens.

R. IL

Donald Trump is a narcissistic pathological liar. We don’t need him back on social media 
stirring the pot with ignorant people such as those who stormed the capital Jan. 6th. It’s 
been obvious that all he uses any social media for is to spread lies, support extremism and 
to profit for himself. 
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Christina IL

Donald Trump has repeatedly spouted toxic, dangerous, and hate-filled speech on 
Facebook. This platform has allowed him to escalate and incite his followers to violent 
actions like the attack on our Capitol that left 5 people dead. If reinstated he will use the 
opportunity to continue spreading lies and rallying his followers to further break the law. 
Facebook cannot allow itself to be used for this purpose. 

Amy IL
Trump has done nothing but lie, spread misinformation, and stir up extremist groups who 
assaulted our national Capitol in a terrorist attack that cost multiple lives.

Jackie IL Former Prez is the opposite of Former Prez George Washington.....he cannot tell the truth.

Lawrence IL
Facebook should be a free and open medium to share opinions but NOT as a source of 
dangerous misinformation.

A IL

As the former President of the United States, and still a largely influential figure in the 
political landscape, Donald Trump has consistently perpetuated lies and disinformation to 
the public which have stoked mass social unrest, culminating in the insurrection at the U.S. 
Capitol on Jan. 6 which resulted in five deaths and placed elected lawmakers lives in 
jeopardy. Relentless and reckless in his stoking of civil unrest via his mendacious rhetoric, 
Donald Trump has demonstrated that he cannot be trusted to be responsible to NOT prod 
his loyal followers to further violent, terroristic acts against the American public and our 
institutions of democracy. He remains a danger to democracy itself and therefore must be 
permanently de-platformed from all social media outlets under the auspices of the 
Facebook company. In order to prevent more mass incitements of violence, it is incumbent 
upon your company to take social responsibility and mitigate the threat that Donald Trump 
poses by his weaponization of your social media platform. Donald Trump should be treated 
just like any other user that consistently violates Facebook's terms and conditions.

Diane IL

Facebook should not be used to incite violence and insurrection against our government.  
Trump does both every chance he gets.  Facebook will be a willing participant in the 
conspiracies and lies that he invents or repeats to the mobs if you allow him to use this 
platform.

Jill IL

Banning Trump has limited the spread of racist and hateful speech. He promotes violence 
that led to a riot at the Capital. His lies have discounted science and led to the death of 
400,000 + people. Promoting his views open you up to liability 

Kathleen IL

He is spreading lies which his followers believe
and causes great divisions and threatens our
Democracy big time 

Karen IL

Since Trump has used Facebook to spread lies that have led to violence and there isn’t any 
reason to believe he is contrite or will change, I think Facebook should ban him 
permanently. Thank you.

A IL
Donald Trump is against everything America stands for, I do not support Fascism and he 
represents Fascism. 

Roseann IL

The man is an obvious and proven threat, any objective thinking person can see that.  He 
has given voice to the nazis among us and must be silenced.  It's not what my great 
grandfather and grandfather died for!  How dare he be given a platform!!!

Mary IL
He gas shown himself to be dangerous and completely unsuited for constructive 
leadership.

Esther IL

Trump is a liar and he emboldens people who would otherwise be law abiding citizens do 
horrendous things. Did you already forget the Capital riots? People died because of his 
rhetoric. How about Kyle Rittenhouse? He should be picking out his college choices but no, 
he heard trump’s call then left his home with a weapon that shouldn’t even be legal to own. 
Now, because of trump’s call that 17 year old boy killed two people and injured a third. I’m 
sick of the videos. The evidence is clear. Why give trump a platform? Trump should be in 
prison in a normal world but here we are, choose wisely. I hope you’re able to sleep at night 
by making the RIGHT decision. It’s so easy. A 3rd grader could make the right decision. 

Debra IL

Donald Trump has a blatant disregard for any person that does not serve him.  He has lied 
repeatedly, unsighted insurrection. Blatantly insulted physically disabled people. I have too 
many reasons why he should be permanently banned from all social media to share.  

Alexandra IL Absolutely
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Laura IL

Donald Trump used Facebook as a platform for his lies and incitements to violence, to the 
destruction of our democracy. But after you suspended his account, disinformation about 
the election went down 73%.  You should  keep the Liar off Facebook for the good of our 
country and  to make possible reconciliation between American citizens.  

Tom C. IL

The country is still polarized from trumps racism and lies. To allow Trump back on 
Facebook is to allow him to stir up violence and division when this is a time for healing and 
reconciliation.

Jessica IL Unfair

L IL

Donald Trump has only ever used his public platforms to cause deliberate chaos, to spread 
his misogyny and racism, and to stir up enough outrage online that it eventually becomes 
violence in the real world. His bigoted, calculated, chaotic evil resulted in the deaths of at 
least 5 human beings on January 6. Over the last 5+ years, he has shown the world who he 
is and the damage his words can do when he has unrestricted access to social media 
platforms. Monsters like Trump, who have the blood of countless lives on their hands, do 
not deserve even the slightest consideration of being allowed onto a public platform like 
Facebook.

If Trump's responsibility for the 5 deaths on Jan. 6 is not considered reason enough to 
permanently ban him, his unapologetic slaughter--by deliberate disinformation through 
Facebook and other social media--of 400,000+ Americans during the coronavirus pandemic 
certainly seems like it ought to warrant a lifetime ban.

Angela IL
This man is not a good role model for young children.  He has demonstrated that he does 
not believe in or respect democracy or democratic ideals.

D.h. IL
Accessory to the fact could be your charge to allow tRump back on FB.  The law abiding 
sensible people say No.

V IL

Trump is a seditious anti democratic liar & crook who lives in an alternate reality which 
should never be given any credibility just for greedy Facebook seeking more eyeballs-
shame!

Kim IL The president LIED & Americans DIED!  No more truth decay!

Kevin IL
Donald Trump is an unabashed, unrelenting racist and hate-monger who does NOT belong 
on Facebook or any other social media platform, EVER AGAIN!

Christine IL Or we will!
Maryann IL He's dangerous!

Kathy IL

Donald Trump is the 2000's version of the 1900's Adolph Hitler.  Many of us see the 
similarities.  If allowed back on ANY platform, he will carry on his agenda of destroying our 
democracy and putting himself in control.  He almost got that once, by using Twitter and 
other social media platforms to spread his lies and propaganda objective.  He's down now.  
Let's keep him down.  He's had his chance to destroy us.  Let's not give him more 
opportunities to get innocent people killed.

Clara IL He incites violence.

Dennis IL

Donald Trump used Facebook and Twitter for 4 years to spread lies and disinformation.  He 
spent the entire 2 months after the election spreading the lie that the election was 
fraudulent and used that lie to incite a  group of armed insurrectionists to overthrow our 
government to keep himself in power.  It caused 6 lives to be lost, 140 serious injuries to 
Capitol Police officers and  huge amounts of destruction to the Capitol building.  I am 
extremely upset that you allowed his vicious lies to be spread for so long with no 
intervention.  Donald Trump is a delusional egomaniac and a pathological liar that is a 
serious danger to our country and our democracy.  He needs to be permanently banned for 
life from both Facebook and Twitter.  If he is allowed back on either platform, he will 
continue to spread more lies, and more devisiveness that will cause even worse destruction 
and loss of life.  I fear he will incite another civil war.  What will occur will make make 
January 6th look like child's play.  I have two friends that have already disabled their 
Facebook accounts and left the platform.  If you decide to allow Donald Trump back on 
either platform, my wife and I will abandon the platform as well a large number of my 
friends. I hope you give serius consideration to hoew dagerous Donald Trump and his lies 
are.

Carlton IL because no one is above the law
Joyce IL Because he spreads lies and incites people to violence
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Rebecca IL

Trump is a dangerous, unstable liar bent on stirring up hatred and insurrection by spreading 
unfounded conspiracy theories.  He will stop at nothing if he thinks there is personal gain in 
it for him.  He must not be given a platform to spread his lies.  Please, Facebook due your 
duty in protecting our country from such domestic terrorism by denying him a platform.
Rebecca Kolar

Faith IL

Donald Trump boldly lied during his presidency every day.  He has proven himself a danger 
to democracy and world safety.  He must never be given back a platform to spread 
misinformation and hate and to stir up violence.  Please silence him.

Susan IL
He has destroyed our country and he must not be given a platform to continue to spread his 
lies, his racist views and his poison.

Sharon IL
THIS MAN IS DANGEROUS AND SHOULD NOT BE ALLOWED A PLATFORM TO 
SPREAD LIES AND DISRUPT OUR DEMOCRACY.

Holly IL
His followers stormed the capital. He has not repented. They will storm the the capital again 
if he is back and it won't be pretty

Eileen IL He spreads lies. Ban him

S IL

Why would you want to enable a demented, power hungry traitor who spreads lies, hate 
and incites violence?  You must have already forgotten what happened on January 6.  
People died!  Or perhaps you forgot this is this world leader who declared covid19 a hoax?  
Forgot about Trump telling the Proud Boys to stand back and stand by?  Or insisting the 
election was stolen?  Or Hillary Clinton, Hunter Biden should be investigated?  Clinton 
locked up?  The list is endless. Why would you give him a platform?  

Irene IL

I chose not to join Twitter because Donald Trump polluted it. Don't force me to drop 
facebook like a rock. The fundraisers for Awakenings Project have been so helpful for our 
small non-profit.

Diane IL
I am shocked that Facebook is caving to Trumpian pressure not to ban him permanently.  
Cowards: you know he and his cohorts are dangerous spreaders of lies and negativity.

Jane IL

Trump is one of the most, likely THE most,  dangerous enemies of our democracy in the 
history of our nation. So many are ignoring this blatantly obvious fact, including Facebook. 
Besides ignoring his crimes against the U.S., when he's supposed to be our biggest 
promoter, Facebook has enabled him for years, and thereby is complacent to all of his 
crimes. Facebook, you have a huge PR problem and permanently banning Trump is a 
necessary first step to redeeming yourselves. SHAME! I personally refuse to EVER have a 
Facebook account, for this and so many other reasons related to people abusing the site to 
create personal controversies and strife.

Mark IL
Trump disrespects the media, spreads misinformation, and his right-wing racist rhetoric is 
extremely dangerous.

Rick IL

Everything that Donald Trump says is lies and misdirections. This is harmful, not useful, in 
an exchange of ideas. His "contributions" constantly violate Facebook's stated policies, 
have severely damaged American democracy, and led directly to the deaths of several 
citizens during the Capitol insurrection, and indirectly to hundreds of thousands of deaths 
by redirecting discussions about the current pandemic.

Maynard IL

Donald Trump seems unable to use ANY social media platform responsibly.  He has 
continually lied & spread conspiracy theories on social media.  Because of his political 
presence, too many people actually believe his madness and unfortunately, act on these 
beliefs.  Please don't allow him back on your platform to spew his destructive lies.

Sharon IL The man spews lies and incites violence!

Ira IL

Knowing what we know now and how close we were to having a dictator I would ask 
Facebook ifwould consider  giving platform to Hitler. Because that's what Donald Trump is.  
He is a wannabe dictator who tried to overthrow democracy by perpetrating misinformation, 
by inciting violence and by throwing democracy out the window..

joann IL We don't need that moronic instigator on FB!!

Pat IL
Trump spews lies and incites violence! Keep him off your platform!!! Stay true to what’s 
right!

Daphne IL
Because it would signal that it is serious and sincere about enforcing it's policies. Until then,
I will remain skeptical of it's motives.
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Donna IL

Donald Trump FORMER President in-sighted a riot on capital Hill 1/6/21 and he did it 
through Facebook and Twitter. Do you, Facebook, want to be responsible for more of that  
domestic terrorism. KEEP HIM OFF OF ANY SOCIAL MEDIA FOR THE SAKE OF OUR 
COUNTRY!

Lynne IL
Unlike most Facebook users, Trump can use threats and lies to cause great harm.  Please 
continue to protect us from him!

Mike IL
Absolutely not.  Trump incites riot and takes no responsibility.  He must not be allowed to 
have a forum for hate and lies.

T IL
Donald Trump incited the terroristic white supremacist insurrection directly through 
facebook.

Marva IL Do not let trump back on facebook!!!!!
Eric IL Because he's a liar.

Jan IL

Presidents and politicians don’t get to invent their own reality with lies that as we know now 
can have mortal consequences for the constituents whom they work for and protect, just to 
warp their own political gains.

Barbara IL

Trump is a danger to our nation. Like Qanon, he posts many lies to incite his followers. He 
will not post anything that will make the world a better place but will just whine about 
election fraud and his victim hood. He will put targets on the backs of everyone who he 
believes crossed him. He emboldens white supremacists and xenophobic followers. He 
doesn't believe in our democracy and wants to be a dictator. He is a traitor to our 
constitution. If his name was Hitler, would you give him a voice?

Beverly Ann IL Trump has shown that his postings are dangerous. Please don’t give him a platform!!

Alexandra IL
Even though former President Trump held the highest office in the land, he should be held 
to the same Facebook standards as everyone else.

Lacey IL

Please do not let let Trump back onto the Facebook platform. January 6th 2021 event he 
spoke at and the proceeding Capitol Insurrection that failed, should have been enough 
proof as to his agenda. Allowing him back to continue where he left off, would be as if you 
had only given him a time out like a toddler. The last five years preceding the January 6th 
2021 event did a lot of its base work on the Facebook platform. Words have power. Social 
Media has proven this. Do not let Trump back on the Facebook platform to continue to 
brainwash people into hating their neighbors over team divisions, lies, for power, 
manipulation, and greed. Trump does not care about the anyone else but, himself and 
maybe not even himself. Stop feeding his malignant narcissism. Thank you.

Katharine IL I don't want anyone to have a platform where they can stir up hate using lies.
Suzanne IL He will damage our country even more if he is allowed back on Facebook
Patricia IL He is vile, reprehensible,  vulgar, and noxious.

Lucy IL

Allowing Trump's lies and hate speech on Facebook has made it toxic, and the main 
reason I deactivated my account. If Trump is allowed back on, and everyone can keep 
reposting his evil lies, I will not  be reactivating my account.

Greg IL
The world has already been so much kinder for the last 2 weeks. dont be a platform for 
hate. Trump=Hate

Jerome IL It’s the Democratic thing to do against the lying white nationalism propaganda mouth piece

Karen IL

Trump consistently lies every time he opens his mouth.  This has caused continued 
corruption,
violence, and death.

Caitlin IL Haven’t you done ENOUGH, Facebook??? Stop it. 

William IL

Trump instigated an overthrow attempt on our government. This is NOT an exercise of free 
speech. It IS an intrinsic consequence of his hate speech and deceits. The is NO socially 
beneficial reason to let him have a huge platform for more hate speech and treasonous lies. 
DO NOT LET HIM BACK! Profit from his "clicks" is EVIL.

Christopher IL
He's proven time and time again to ignore your policies.  Please explain why you think he's 
changed now.

Gwenna IL Insurrection requires more than a slap on the wrist.
Garrick IL Donald Trump is toxic and dangerous to our democracy and country.
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Bonnie IL

In the last 4 years he was allowed to lie, bully and behave like a thug. He tried to have a 
coup on our Capital. He must not be allowed to continue to spread violence on your 
platform, you know it and I know it plus most Americans know it !

Annette IL

Mr. Trump is a dangerous man.  While in office, he failed to defend the Constitution of the 
United States against enemies both foreign and domestic.  While President, he rallied 
dangerous, unstable people who regrettably believed his lies and conspiracies. Moreover, 
he will continue to do so should a platform allow him access!  Please, for the Love of GOD 
and our Country, DO NOT grant him access again!  Thank you for your consideration.  

Glen IL
Because Trump's policies are similar to former Governor George Wallace.  Both of these 
men divided people.

CAROLINE Ile-de-France
Trump is a fascist who provoked many deaths and violent insurrections, the last of which 
was the Capitol attack.

Jeffrey IN
He doesn't reflect Religious Principles. and spreads lies that encourage White Supremacy  
in addition to being a threat to U.S./ Global Democracy.

Bruce IN
So, are you too stupid to see the damage Trump has already done and could do again?  Or 
are you just that greedy that you don't care as long as you get paid?

David IN
The Donald has proven he is incapable of truth, spoken or written. Don’t waste the 
electronic space on the overlord of disinformation!

Linda IN
Donald Trump lies - over 30,000 lies documented during his campaign and pregnancy! Ban 
him for life.

Sally IN

Quite simply, Facebook should not allow lies on it's website, period. Donald Trump is a 
serial liar and should be permanently banned from Facebook. It's time Facebook did a 
better job of policing posts on it's website!

Deborah and DavidIN

BECAUSE HE IS DANGEROUS, PSYCHOPATHIC AND LACKS ANY MORALS.  TRUMP 
IS HEAVILY IN DEBT AND DELIGHTS IN INCITING QANON, RACIST AND DOMESTIC 
TERRORISTS.  TRUMP SIDED WITH PUTIN, INSTEAD OF U.S. INTELLIGENCE.  
TRUMP IS VENGEFUL.  TRUMP THRIVES ON ANGER, GREED, PLAYING THE VICTIM 
AND DESTROYING LIVES.  

Suzanne IN
I totally disagree with letting this person who almost destroyed our country to be able to 
spread more lies and disinformation.  Please do the right thing, just say NO to Trump

Jeanne IN
IF YOU CAN'T ENFORCE YOUR OWN POLICIES AGAINST TRUMP WHY SHOULD THE 
REST OF US WORRY ABOUT YOUR POLICIES?

Josephine IN

Donald Trump should be permanently banned from Facebook for repeatedly violating their 
policies on disinformation and inciting violence. If this is not done in such a high profile case 
with such high stakes and proven consequences, when will it be done? Their policies have 
no teeth.

Debrah IN People who incite violence should never be allowed on FB no matter who they are!

Steven IN
Trump is no different than anyone else enforce your policies

Valerie IN

Would they allow Hitler to broadcast his agenda and false rhetoric on facebook?  I would 
hope not.  The similarities between Hitler and Trump are far too many to ignore, and there 
are too many innocent, good people who will fall for it.

Boyd IN

Facebook delisted me several years ago and I never posted so much as one lie and was 
never given a reason for this "slight." Now a pathological liar who was documented with 
30,573 lies while in office wants back in your good graces. If Trump had any integrity at all 
he grateful for this distinction. Just do not reveal we have something in common without 
clarification that it was for being kicked of Facebook.

Debra IN

We are about to bring this country, as we know it, to an end. Please don’t speed this 
process up by allowing him back on. We have to find a way to bring sanity and peace back 
and he certainly would do everything he could to stop it. 

Lisa IN Trump spreads nothing but lies and hate. He should be permanently banned.

Bernard IN

Keep trump off the internet.  He is a nacissistic poison that spoils all that he touches 
including this country. His rhetoric has done more to exacerbate negativity in the US of A 
than anyone else short of the KKK from the 1870s to present day.  KEEP HIM OFF!!!
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Shannon IN

The ban against Donald Trump should be enforced, because Facebook shouldn't be a 
platform for spreading lies and hatred. Also the decision shouldn't be based on monetary 
concerns.

Charles IN He has proven to be an instigator.
Diane IN Why have rules if you don't enforce them!

Marian IN
Trump has shown us how much wrong info and damage he can do from Facebook.  Don't 
let him do it again.

Virginia IN
The man does not speak truth and is a danger to democracy.  His lies caused an 
insurrection.  Help put a stop to his lies.

Jessica IN Just do it!

Jeanne IN

I approve of trmps's ban from FaceBook. He used the platform to spread lies and 
conspiracy theories to encourage a mob to riot! 5 people were killed. Who know how many 
more would be killed the next time.

Larry IN He lies every time he speaks and causes division in our country

Susan IN

I join others demanding that Facebook enforce its own policies around disinformation is an 
important step on the path to re-imagining social media platforms that allow people to 
connect with each other free from the threat of misogynistic and white supremacist hate 
and violence.

Michael IN

They're not gonna get away with this! Facebook shouldn't put Trump back on their platform. 
After what happened at the nation's Capitol building, this is gonna put more disinformation 
and lies that could lead to more violence. Removing Trump temporarily is not enough. 
Facebook must ban Trump permanently and never let him back on their platform again. 
This is extremely important and serious.

Juanita Hudson IN

Donald Trump was the main person that created,  the insurrection against our Democracy.  
The lies coming from the president of the United States, hold power and he used that 
power to insight anger, which led to the mob and insurrection against our Capitol.  Lives 
were taken and threatened. 

Kathleen IN

Donald Trump has used social media to spread lies, hatred and conspiracy theories that 
have harmed the lives of hundreds of U.S. citizens. He has had his share of the bully pulpit. 
It's time to leave him silenced and in permanent social media limbo from Facebook and all 
other social media sites.

Noemi IN

Donald Trump has made it clear that he does not care about being truthful, no matter the 
consequences of his words.  He has already caused and then supported an attack on our 
government, as well as lied about the election so often and loudly that many people believe 
him.  This is dangerous speech, especially the words that caused violence.  We need to 
keep him off Facebook and any other legitimate social media.

Mark IN His postings have been lies and incited violence. Please do not let this happen any longer.

Margaret IN
Trump is not truthful . Give him a platform and he will lie from it . He’s misused hos privilege 
of having a voice on Facebook . You’ve removed patrons who have done less , 

Carol IN
Donald Trump record speaks for itself in the lies he perpetrated. His voice has no place on 
Facebook. Ban his account permanently for the sake of truth.

Bryan IN
Facebook should enforce its own policies and permanently ban Donald Trump because he 
is a Fascist and a threat to democracy and will incite violence again and again and again.

Mary IN

Donald Trump told tens of thousands of lies, including ones that have license to sedition 
and insurrection. He has no right under Facebook’s own rules to have this platform for 
violence as a private citizen. I WANT HIM OFF HERE, permanently!

Tom IN

It's the right thing to do, for all Americans and the health of our country.  Considering the 
huge amount of damage he has already done, he has lost the right to spread his hatred and 
lies via Facebook. Thank you.

Connie IN

It’s simple. Donald Trump can’t be trusted. He lies, he creates his own reality to suit his 
need of making himself king of everything. He is afraid of the truth because the truth hurts 
him.

Diana IN

Trump used Facebook to lie to the American public, to encourage racists, and to incite the 
riot on the Capitol.  He should NEVER, NEVER be allowed to use Facebook or any other 
social media EVER again.
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Warren IN

DO NOT LET THIS MAN BACK ON!  He is responsible for the deaths of 5, and the 
permanent injuries of several others due to his lies.  It is NOT in your best interest.  Kindly 
reconsider.

Micaela IN Because he cannot be trusted to use his platform in a way that is best for the country.
Dean IN He's done enuf damage for two lifetimes! Make it a permanent eviction.

Karen and Will IN

Trump is a liar ,cheater ,thief ,abuser , grifter and traitor . He is a bigoted sexist ,racist ,
homophobic and xenophobic ,incompetent ,dangerous fascist .WE NEVER WANT TO Hear 
FROM TRUMP Again !

Becky IN

He is a bully and a fascist,  and his efforts to continue spreading lies are NOT in the best 
interest of democracy. Facebook is so much nicer without as much BS political stuff from 
right-wing extremists.

Jared IN
Trump has incited hate and violence for long enough. He no longer can hide behind the 
protection of the Presidency.

Paul KS Donald Trump violated Facebook policies and should be fanned permanently,
Stephen KS We need to get back to the truth and no Conspiracy  Theories with no truth.

Stephanie KS

We need to keep Donald Trump as quiet as possible so the Republican Party can regroup, 
put this man behind us and move forward. We can't allow him to gain momentum and 
divide the Party, we don't want him anymore, you Dems can have him. ;-)

Alfred KS
Yes. Donald trump will go back to lying, false statements and incite insurrection and 
conspiracy theories 

Karen KS Permanently ban Donald Trump from Facebook. He tells lies and incites violence.

Mike KS

In the wake of the white supremacist insurrection in Washington, D.C, on January 6, we 
saw a sea change in how social media platforms were dealing with people spreading lies 
about the election, Donald Trump being chief among them.1 After years of organizing by 
civil rights groups, who were warning about just such a real-world attack, social media 
platforms finally took action. Facebook suspended Trump's account, removing his access 
to a platform for spreading lies and inciting violence.2 

The impact of these actions was immediate: Since Trump's removal from social media 
sites, disinformation about the election plummeted 73%.3 But now, the Facebook oversight 
board is taking up a review of the suspension, which may lead to Trump being allowed back 
on the platform to spread more lies, in clear violation of Facebook's own policies.4 

Robert KS

Donald Trump has proven he cannot resist the opportunity to convince people to trust him 
to tell the truth about anything.  Do not enable him to continue in this vein with your 
platform.

Frances KS

Trump has insisted a riot, an insurrection.  He has done harm to our democracy and two 
party system.  He is a threat in the future.  He makes threats, he bullies, he encourages 
violence and division.  Anyone else who acted as he has would be banned on all social 
media.  

Mary KS

because of the lies and conspiracy theories which are also lies to be continued.  Trump has 
damaged our Democracy which he is not good for our nation and or world with continuous 
lies.

Joan KS

It has been so refreshing and such a relief to not be bombarded with conspiracy theories at 
every turn since Trump left office.  His lies have only torn our country apart.  He should not 
have a platform to continue to do that.

Steve KS

Your rules say anyone who incites or promotes violence or hate gets banned from 
Facebook.  This rule should and must apply to everyone, even (maybe especially) people in 
positions of power and influence.  For example, ex-presidents.   Don't give Trump a 
platform for spreading lies and hate. 

Ronald KS
Trump is a criminal and a liar. Don't allow him to continue to use facebook as a platform for 
his lies

Helen KS He only lies!!!

Leigh KS
WERE YOU PAYING ATTENTION ON JANUARY 6th? Do you not understand the damage 
this man has done? Or are you only interested in supporting a wannabe dictator/con man?
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Lila KS
A permanent Trump Ban would be healthy for the world in general and the U.S. in 
particular!   He is a detriment to society and needs to be muffled!   Thank you.

John KS

Politicians who use freedom of speech as a means to tell lies, should not have a platform to 
incite others. Society is based on honesty and we must strive to keep everyone 
accountable. Donald Trump told over 30,000 lies during his term as fake President, he 
should never be allowed to speak on any Public forum.

Letitia KS To reduce Hate Crimes.

Pat KS

Trump does not have any morals and truth is a stranger to him.  He and his lies have 
caused misery and death not only here but around the world.  Why would you want to give 
him a platform to do more harm?  Trump is a clear and present danger to us all.  Do not 
give him the platform back.

Randy KS
Traitor trump was elected with the help of Facebook, the violence and hatred lie at your 
door. In order to try to stop some of the problems FB must ban traitor trump.

Ingrid KS
No one who lies to constituents outright should have access to Facebook or any other 
public platform.

Jan KS
This is important to prevent any more riots caused by the spread of misinformation, and to 
deny the ex-president a platform for spreading lies and fear.

Kaera KS
For the past 4 years we have seen Donald Trump spread lies and misinformation and incite 
violence and hate. He cannot be allowed to have a platform to continue this behavior.

DOLORES KS

Ban the fRump from Facebook, he has broken the rules.  Facebook should enforce its own 
policies and permanently ban the FOOL.  He is a
mean racist, lying bigot person.  

Ian KS

Facebook needs to follow it's own rules and leave trump off the platform permanently. 
Facebook knows that it shares responsibility for the damage from it's complicity with trump 
and fellow travellers  which resulted in the attack on January 6th.

Stephen KS The American people have heard enough from that mental midget!

Sarah KS

Facebook needs to help repair the immeasurable damage to information literacy that they 
have helped to create. There must be consequences for telling lies so big that they tear 
apart the fabric of our society. I implore Facebook to permanently ban Donald Trump.

Nancy KS

Keep Donald Trump off Facebook permanently because he will just continue to push lies 
and incite violence. Too many people still believe his lies and I fear he will incite them to 
violence again. Next time it may be worse than January 6th; it was horrific. I was terrified for 
everyone but the terrorists.

Elizabeth KS
He has no place on Social Media.  Now and in the future.  We'll never be able to trust him 
again.

Mark KS
Donald Trump has proven his inability to NOT lie and spread hateful speech. By allowing 
him back on Facebook platforms, you would be condoning his actions and words.

David KS

In 2016, a much larger block of citizens than we thought possible, voted for Trump for 
president. 
Please don’t give him a second chance to abuse his First Amendment rights.  
Thanks,
David Massy

Sharon KS If you let him back on, you are complicit in this crisis

Mike KS
T**** is a lying  sociopath and has no concern for the values that make America the nation 
it stands for.

Kristin KS Lies should not be amplified. Platform should not support comments that harm others

Cecelia KY
I've been warned several times, and my articles were not as inflammatory as Trump's 
were~~~

Tim KY Lies and conspiracy "theories" only breed hate and causes trouble

Michele KY
Facebook needs to apologize for the damage it has already done, and make amends to the 
American people.

Ryan KY

Facebook and Twitter are the communications networks of Trump and his cohorts (Nazis, 
Klan, Proud Boys, Qanon) messaging. You must be very proud of the Jan. 6th coup. Do 
something to correct your mes. 
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Jody KY

What makes you think he's going to change? He's still spouting the same vile incitement 
that finally led FaceBook to suspending his account. Should he get a pass because he 
used to be President? No! In fact, that makes it even more of a reason to continue to hold 
him accountable, because of his influence on others. Please don't allow him to spread 
hatred, sow discord and incite insurrection AGAIN!

Mary KY

You wrote them, they should be applied equally to all. If toxic lies are part of your criteria, I 
doubt there is anyone with more individual strikes then him.

He tried to divide this country and it if breaks apart he will be responsible for that disaster. 

Give him two tin cans and some string. Keep him off Facebook and all other social 
platforms.

Emily KY

Your enforcement action has provided much needed dampening effect for this short 
important period in our national reboot.  We need an extended period to solidify any hope of 
regaining equilibrium for dialogue.  Please consider this national need above individual right 
to spew vitriol.

Patricia KY If he is allowed, he will go right back to spreading lies

Libby E KY
Drumpf is a danger to society.  He is fully capable of inciting more insurrection,if he is 
allowed back on social media.

Kevin KY So that he doesn't use his influence to cause more attacks in the future.

Morgan KY
The people do not want to hear any more hate filled political lies from "KILLER" tRump, 
enough is enough, no more lies please.

Sandra KY

Donald trump has proven that he doesn’t care about American citizens repeatedly.  He has 
championed lies and caused deaths of citizens by not acting to protect Americans and 
causing riots and more deaths, by verbally telling crowds at the White House to riot and to 
storm the White House.  Thru his lies he has turned the Republican Party into a party of 
hate and lies.  Anyone who tells untruths to create a culture of hate and violence should not 
be on any public media.  trump has proven his disloyal views and is a dangerous man.

Gloria KY because lies are not a first amendment right.
Stevie KY He is too dangerous to be on Social Media.

W. KY

The lies that have been prolific on FB have forced me to unfollow "friends" some of whom 
are family.  Using FB to spread lies and conspiracy theories has been a terrible force for 
destroying our fragile democracy.  Stop allowing lies that can be factually disproved.

EE KY

Please, do not allow Mr. Trump on facebook again. He is a master at using your media as a 
vehicle  for his lies and social discord.  Please, we do not need more of the same rumors, 
ugliness and down right prevarications.

Patricia KY
Facebook, haven't we all had enough lies and inciting from the former president? Please 
enforce your own policy and permanently ban Donald Trump.

Mary KY
Donald Trump is a danger to our democracy, and he constantly has spread lies and 
disinformation.  Please do let him back on Facebook!

Gregory KY Truth trumps Trump
John KY No fascist traitors on Facebook

Mary KY
Trump’s use of Facebook during his term was detrimental to democracy. DO NOT allow 
him to return and continue that damage.

NopervertinresidenceKY
Yelling "Attack"is the same as yelling "Fire!"  The crowd either Mob's the door to Exit the 
building or Storms the doors 

NopervertinresidenceKY
Urging a Mob by yelling "Fire" or "Attack the Capitol" gets the same results - People 
storming the doors.  In this case it was the "Door of Democracy!" 

Sue KY
I'm strongly for Freedom of Speech but I'm NOT for people who spread lies, hate, and 
support white nationalism!! Please never allow trump on Facebook again!!

Carol KY He is a dangerous person who lies and is a threat to our democracy ‼ 

Pamela KY
Traitor trump, insurrectionist. Never should have a facebook account ever again. Ban 
Forever
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Mary KY

Donald Trump's posts generally consists of lies and hateful messages that stir up violence 
and undermine our democratic values.  He constantly encourages racist and fascist acts. 
So he should be banned permanently from Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram.

Emily KY It is time to STOP MARKETING FALSEHOODS!
Anne KY Donald Trump tried to take down our democracy.  He is a traitor!

Linda KY
Trump TRIS to overtake our government, he should NOT be allowed to spew his lies on 
FB.

Judith LA

Facebook and Twitter created this monster and allowed others to spread dangerous 
conspiracy theories that have damaged our democracy, nearly beyond repair.  You must 
take responsibility and stop now!

Yvonne LA

D.T. doesn't know how not to lie -  I cannot stand seeing his name because another lie will 
be on his lips - he does nothing but create havoc and I'm sick of it!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Ab LA tRumpism is a cancer on the United States.  Help stop white supremacy and Russia!

Ryan LA

Donald Trump has continually flaunted the rules as he spread misinformation, hatred, and 
violence. Now, he must face the consequences of his disconnection from reality. He must 
remain banned from all social media. He is a danger to this country and continued violence. 

Lynn LA Integrity.
Leah LA Trump intentionally spreads misinformation and hate and should be banned from FB.

Alan LA
Criminal dictators should not be allowed to make false statements on any social media,
EVER!

Spencer LA

trump is a Russian asset tasked with destabilizing America. Stop giving him power to 
spread more Russian disinformation and misinformation. Facebook is also a Russian tool 
now. Facebook is allowing foreign adversaries to corrupt and destroy America. End trump, 
end Facebook.

Kathy LA

Facebook must enforce its own policies around disinformation. Donald Trump is a threat to 
our democracy because of the lies he spreads and the violence of those who have been 
radicalized by his lies.  Those of us who use Facebook to connect with relatives and friends 
must be kept free from the threat of misogynistic and white supremacist hate and violence. 
To that end, Donald Trump must be permanently banned from Facebook. He is a threat to 
our democracy.

Keyon LA
Donald Trump incited an insurrection against the United States government. He must never 
be allowed back on any social media platform.

Kristin LA
Seriously, trolls like Trump are why i stopped using Facebook in the first place.  Enforce 
your ban and make the world a better place.

Steve LA tRUMP lies will get people killed

Brian LA
Trump must stay off Facebook permanently because of his behavior. Letting him back on is 
not only counterproductive, but also dangerous.

James LA Does this really require an answer??
Shawn LA this liar must be stopped!

Robert LA

tRump is nothing but a troublemaker and likes to stir up hatred and violence and then claim 
to disavow what he himself has started he belongs PERMANENTLY banned from 
Facebook.

George LA

Trump does not know how to tell the truth.  He has based his life on creating divisions 
between people.  The last 4 years he constantly violated your rules and it was not until after 
the insurrection he created that you clamped down.  There is no way he can or will change.

Beverly LA

FB has allowed Mr. Trump to spread numerous lies over the past 4 years without 
consequence.  Much damage has been done and only after the extreme storming of the 
seat of our Gov. did you take action.  To relent so quickly is foolish and without justice.  Mr. 
Trump does not deserve the prestige of knowing he can get away  with such criminal 
behavior and get back his platform for lies and disinfomation.

Randall LA
I can hardly wait for Congress to break you up and pass overdue regulation of you and your 
industry.

Mari LA
A traitor to the country has no business being on social media to further spread 
disinformation.
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Sandy LA
If Trump is allow on Facebook, he will continue to spread his lies and incite more violent 
riots.  I am afraid that his lies will start a civil war.

Carolyn LA Not a good idea at all.No No No.

Will LA
No one is above the law - 
not even the Emperor With any clothes

Cynthia LA

Facebook is used by an enormous number of Americans, from all backgrounds.  I think it 
should NOT allow Trump back on the site.  He seriously tried to overthrow our country for 
his own purposes.  Do NOT allow him on Fb.

Tristin LA

If you make rules of conduct and force some to adhere to them then everyone needs to 
adhere to them. It is wrong to allow certain people because of status to get away with 
breaking the rules and policies.

F LA Donald Trump needs to understand there are permanent repercussions for his actions.
Kate MA Because of what happened on January 6th.
Pamela MA He spreads lies that endanger our democracy.
Mary MA No one should be allowed to spread lies and spout racist propaganda on any social media.

Bekki MA

It is such a relief NOT to have 45's hatefulness and mistruths amplified through our media 
sources.  I dread the idea of his megaphone with its mean and distorted and accusatory 
messaging return.  For the sake of our sanities and the health of our culture, please, follow 
twitter's example and do not renew access to your platform.  If he wants to spew ugliness, 
there are sites he can go to; you need not be an enabler! 

Barbara MA
Your own policies require honesty and clarity and no harm, as I recall. Do not allow Trump 
to pollute the airwaves and help destroy our democratic institutions.

Marguerite MA
Lies are undermining our Democracy, A high percentage of people in our country believe 
the messages of Quanon. 

Jeffrey MA Shame on you facebook for even considering it.
Charles MA Media should prevent gross lies...and Trump was and is gross

Heather MA

In order to preserve our democracy, it is imperative that Donald Trump be permanently 
banned from Facebook. A "leader" who incites the overthrow of our government is an 
aspiring autocrat, not the legitimate head of a democracy.

Janet MA

Why should you inforce your own policies?   Seems like a dumb question.  You thought 
they were necessary.  Now enforce them.   Trump's language to incite is there in the public 
record.  Read it.  Why should Trump's incitement to anyone wishing to do harm to others be 
allowed to circulate in your media?  Keep Trump's account suspended for the sake of 
public safety.

Nancy MA He is a dangerous liar, who incites hate and violence, and he destroys our democracy. 
Donald MA Insanity is immune to reason...

Diana MA

Please do not allow Trump to use his account with you to spread lies and incite violence as 
he has done in the past. If he is denied a platform      he can cause no trouble.

Diana MA

Please do not allow Trump to use his account with you to spread lies and incite violence as 
he has done in the past. If he is denied a platform      he can cause no trouble.

Diana MA

Please do not allow Trump to use his account with you to spread lies and incite violence as 
he has done in the past. If he is denied a platform      he can cause no trouble.

Diana MA

Please do not allow Trump to use his account with you to spread lies and incite violence as 
he has done in the past. If he is denied a platform      he can cause no trouble.

eileen MA

Although freedom of speech should be honored , the freedom to spread lies, deceit & 
suggestions of violence should NOT be honored for ANYONE including TRUMP or his 
associates.
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Teresia MA

What does he brin us but a hightened risk of another mob attack?  Free speech does not 
mean you can lie, free speech does not mean you can encourage people to hurt others.  
Free speech does mean you can let him back on but YOU need to pay someone 24 hours 
a day to immediately remove a post that endangers our democracy or incites violence to 
people who have been radicalized.  IF you want to make billions you need to solve how you 
do this AND keep this country safe and intact.  Thank you.

Sarah MA

It’s dangerous to have a recognizable public figure like Donald Trump with a large number  
followers spread lies and conspiracy theories on any media, but Facebook is particularly 
dangerous as many people get their news and information from this media and it is easily 
shareable, creating an alarming false consensus of “truth”. I feel so much less safe now 
that it is widely understood the Internet and social media’s role in spreading dangerous 
misinformation with masses of people coming together in misguided belief and organizing 
to act on these beliefs and suggested actions, resulting in harm upwards towards death and 
terrorism. There is a pattern, please intervene to stop it. The Internet and social media’s 
role in this is still new, please intervene redirect its course before more harm is done. 
Please help.

Katherine MA Because Trump is a liar

Donald MA
Trump has again and again proven that he is an unAmerican liar and will never change; if 
he is allowed back on Facebook he will almost immediately go back to was doing before .

Anne MA

Letting Mr Trump spread his poisonous lies and hatred would make Facebook share 
responsibility for all the damage and even deaths these lies will continue to cause.  But 
even more important than avoiding guilt, bad publicity, and the contempt of history, is that 
enforcing your own policies of basic decency is simply the Right Thing to do.  Surely you 
want to do what's right?

Stephen MA

FACEBOOK has seen how Former President Donald misused its platform repeatedly to 
spread lies that eventually helped to insight the Insurrection at the US Capitol on Jan. 6. 
Public safety, US democracy and FACEBOOK's integrity depend on Former President 
Trump being permanently banned from your platform.

Richard MA
He fomented an insurrection against a legitimately elected president and the US 
government.

Ron MA The guy is a criminal pathological liar and has caused an enormous amount of damage

Gail MA
Stick to your policies!  Keep Donald Trump off of Facebook permanently:  spreading hate & 
violence should not ever be allowed.

Deidre MA

Please do not allow Donald Trump back on Facebook. He will only use the platform 
irresponsibility to continue to spread hate and mistruths. He has incited so much hate and 
violence during his presidency. He has deeply divided our country. He is a self-serving 
narcissist. Please do not give him an opportunity to continue with his hateful, racist rhetoric. 

Margot MA

Violent behavior by large groups of people has gone down since Trump has been muzzled. 
The country has also become more calm. If he is allowed to continue spouting lies, 
especially about the election, it will be extremely difficult to right the ship of State. 

Christine MA Donald Trump is a compulsive liar and white supremacist fascist and must be stopped.

Barbara MA

Donald Trump won't change and if you let him back on Facebook, he'll be back to  his 
inability to stay civil.  Having to constantly check on him will be a full-time job for one 
person.

Virginia. MA Donald Trump is a danger to our democracy. His lies should not be allowed.

Katie MA

Donald Trump is a threat to our democracy and his ability to roust supporters and incite 
violence has been linked to social media platforms like Facebook.  Please do the socially 
responsible thing and permanently ban Donald Trump from Facebook.  Thanks.

Susan MA

Trump has told thousands of lies to keep people frightened, angry and malleable,  His lies 
generated the attack on the capital, the violence in Charlotte and more. He is a danger to 
our country,  Why would you want to give him a platform? 
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Marjorie MA

His delusional lies have created a base of  Americans who believe him and distrust our 
government and our democracy...and are responsible for the death of 5 people...
His lies about Covid 19 created the dismal situation the United States is faced with...over 
400,000 dead and people who still believe it is a hoax and will not follow CDC guidelines...
As the Earth hurtles toward the point of no return due to climate changes he is still peddling 
the lie that climate change does not exist...
We can't enable him to spread these harmful lies across our country...all he does is divide 
more and more with every tweet...
Please keep him off Facebook!!!

Fanny MA Hate and lies are not to be supported or allowed

Linda MA

His constant incendiary lies about the election and violent rhetoric  resulted in a mob attack 
on our capitol and the loss of 6 lives. He should never be allowed back on any social media 
platform. EVER!

Ron MA Trump incites people!His hateful messages should NOT be broadcast!

Jim MA
Trump has demonstrated an inability to speak the truth on Facebook for over four years.  
What more evidence is needed to keep his lies off social ,media?

Inge MA

Donald Trump has repeatedly endorsed groups known for violent behavior, and personally 
incited an attack on our Capitol.  Facebook, walk the talk and ban him for violating your own 
standards.

Heinz MA The comments of Trump are a danger to our democracy.

Phyllis MA

Trump tried to be another Hitler.  Why would you think he'd change?
Don't give him a platform to continue to spew his racist calls to act by domestic terrorists 
like he did on Jan. 6th.
This leopard will never change his spots.  He will always be the con man his father brought 
him up to be.
Shame on Facebook if you allow him back

Betsy MA

The former president has incited insurrection with his seditious pronouncements.  He 
deserves to be impeached and imprisoned, not given a chance to continue his treasonous 
activity.

Ginger MA

Donald Trump tell lies and spreads disinformation all the time.  He has done it for over 4 
years.  He should have been banned from Facebook years ago.  Now that you have done 
the right thing and banned him, you must keep the ban in place.  He has already shown us 
he will just continue to spread lies.

Gabriela MA
Donald Trump told almost 30,000 lies during his presidency.  Many of them inspired 
violence against our democratic system.  He is a continuing danger to society.

Jennifer MA
Donald Trump spews lies and hate.  He is a danger to our democracy and lives.  Do the 
right thing.

Beth MA

His comments are racist and inflammatory, and 
should NOT be allowed into the public. The First
Amendment does NOT apply to shouting "Fire!" 
in a crowded theatre.

Dana MA
Donald Tump should not be given a platform to spread his dangerous lies promoting 
racism, misogyny and hate. He has proven himself to be a credible threat to our country.

Dorothy MA He lies and is dangerous

Roberta MA

He's a pathological liar.  8f you let him back he'll continue right where he left off. There is 
zero chance that he will change.  Please don't put us through this again!!!
Thank you 

Tobi MA

We have already seen Donald Trump misuse Facebook and other media; we do not need 
more of this damage to truth, or more fanning the flames of misguided followers of those 
lies.
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Barbara MA

We know Facebook is a medium through which lies are spread.  It is probably the most 
effective medium in spreading lies.  Although yu have systems in place for identifying and 
labeling lies, you also know that by the time that happens the lies have already spread fast 
and furious.  Allowing one of the most prolific sources of lies in recorded history back on to 
Facebook will exacerbate the raging pandemic of "alternative facts" ravaging the US and 
the world and make our divisions deeper.  Please consider your obligations to humanity 
and not just profits.

Susan MA TTTTTT

Priscilla MA

Donald Trump's comments on and off Facebook have been hateful, have incited violence, 
and other violated common decency and the stated policies of Facebook. There is no 
indication of remorse or any sign that he will refrain from such comments and provocations 
in the future. Banning him permanently is the stated penalty for such actions. Failure to do 
so will send the wrong message to him, to his followers, and to all the people who use 
Facebook within the parameters of Facebook policy.

Steve MA his words inspire/incite violence

Ben MA
Hasn't he done enough damage with his lies and vitriol? There is a consequence to 
promoting hate speech and lies.

Jeanne MA

Ban him! His inciteful speech is not covered by the first amendment; the conspiracy that he 
fomented is turning out to be even bigger than we thought. Do you want this to happen 
again, with someone smarter and more prepared?

John MA

When Donald Strumpet was president, he lied more than 10 times a day.  But many 
Americans  believed his lies and still do. We cannot have him lying over and over again and 
putting our democracy at risk.  We need to shut him down and shut him up.

Julianna MA

Donald Trump has incited -- and no doubt will continue to incite -- violence against 
Americans. He spreads falsehoods and misinformation. Please keep him off of FB for the 
safety of our country.

Valerie MA

Donald Trump spreads dangerous misinformation and incites his all-too rabid fans (I use 
that word purposely regarding his cult of personality and celebrity) to real-world violence. 
Letting him return to Facebook is short-sighted, irresponsible, and a tacit sanctioning of his 
violent, treasonous calls to action.

Sheila MA

Enforce your own policies! Citizen Donald Trump has a track record of hateful, racist, 
misogynistic, and inciting to violence language and dog whistles and should not be 
permitted to return and continue to poison the atmosphere of Facebook!

Jean MA
Trump is an Imminent threat to our society and country.  Please do not give him a platform 
from which to spread his lies and misinformation.  Thank you.

Susan MA he's dangerous

Margaret MA

Trump should be permanently banned because he spreads disinformation, conspiracy 
theories and other false information that sows public discord that results in physical 
violence. 

Lincoln MA
Facebook must permanently ban Trump to prevent the spread of disinformation and white 
supremacist violence.

Dan MA

Remove white supremacy and racism from all aspects of government especially police on 
up to the presidency, racism in not a political stance or "a difference of opinion" it has 
always been terrorism.

Grace MA
He’s dividing the country with his lies. He needs psychiatric help not a place to spread his 
sick lies. He’s white supremacy and would love to be another Hitler or Putin.

Diane MA

This person incited a riot, and 5 people were killed!  He has to be stopped, right now!  If not 
now, when?  And, if we don't do the right thing, how many more may be killed?  Thank you 
for reading my answer!

Bridget MA
Enforce your own rules. Free speech is not devoid of consequences, unless you choose to 
make it so. 

Julian MA Trump has already caused violent deaths through social media.   Do not let him resume.

Susan MA
If Trump is let back on Facebook there is nothing stopping him from spreading lies and 
instigating further sedition. There should be consequences for this behavior. Keep him off!
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Stuart MA

Facebook suspended Donald Trump for spreading lies and inciting violence. Since he has 
not acknowledged doing anything wrong, and has continued to spread multiple lies about 
the election, he should be permanently banned from the platform. Facebook needs to  
take some responsibility for what is posted, especially by people as high-profile as Trump.

Philip MA

No one should be allowed to continuously promote lies and distortions of the facts as 
Donald Trump has.  He should not be allowed to disseminate has unique and distorted 
version of reality through Facebook.

Julianne MA

This man is a cancer on our democracy.  The only thing coming out of his mouth are lies 
and he has bilked innocent people for millions of dollars using social media.  Please step up 
and end this for good!

Louise MA

Donald Trump outright lied to the American people in order to try to overturn the best 
election we've ever done.  He did it repeatedly.  He incited the riot that damaged our 
Capitol and endangered its workers.  He should be put in jail, but at the very least, after 
using social media to try to overthrow our democracy, he should NEVER be allowed to use 
social media again

Stefano MA

"The sad thing about disinformation is that once the truth comes out, the damage has 
already been done. People have already been misled, radicalized & believe lies to a point 
where their hatred has brewed to violence" (Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez).
Please keep the ban to Mr. Donald Trump – and to all the liers, the haters, and the scum of 
our society.

Sarah MA
You promised to end hate speech and the spread of lies on your website. KEEP THAT 
PROMISE!!

matt MA
Giving a platform to nazis encourages them. It makes them think it's okay to be a nazi and 
they should be accepted.. but neither of those are true.

Ardis MA

Wouldn't facebook ban an ordinary citizen who successfully urged a mob to try to stop the 
inaugeration of our president? Of course they would, or should. Trump is  now an ordinary, 
though flawed, citizen. 

Ailsa MA Trump incited the attacks on January 6. Ban him permanently!

Dan MA

Since he won't have much computer access in prison, make his ban permanent. Shouldn't 
traitors be permanently banned?!

Theresa MA
There is NO PLACE in the United States for a racist, sexist, white supremacist, inciting, 
election stealing, chaotic, MORON on Facebook or in American politics!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Sarah MA
Don't support people who have promoted violence and spread lies. It has real 
consequences! You can be better than just looking at your profits!

Kate MA
Trump has repeatedly made remarks that promote disinformation and incite violence. Live 
up to your own policies and ban him for good!

Ryan MA
Allowing Trump to continue to incite hate and violence runs counter to your own policies 
and the health of our democracy. Do not give him a platform.

Nancy MA
I am conflicted.  He has the right to say what he wants, but I don't feel he or anybody 
should have a platform to spread lies and worse!  

John MA

Facebook Oversight Board - please take some responsibility for enforcing your own 
policies, and keep Donald Trump off Facebook for good, so he can't spread more lies and 
incite more violence from your platform.

Sherry MA He is a danger to our democracy and able to continue stirring up extremist groups

William MA

Donald Trump will be tried next week by the Senate for inciting insurrection against the U.S. 
Government. Social media provided the platform for him to bring the mob to a focused 
frenzy resulting in 5 deaths. Please, the first amendment does not give a citizen the right to 
incite violence. I ask you to deny him another opportunity to disrupt our government, no re-
entry to Facebook.
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Jeff MA

It’s quite simple.  If Facebook continues to knowingly allow its application to be used for 
nefarious purposes - spreading misinformation, organizing and recruitment by white 
supremacist, Q’anon and other groups of similar ilk, ultimately the government will take 
action by creating oversight/laws or forcing the the company to be broken up.  Therefore, 
the choice is between Facebook taking serious and true action to address its issues to 
minimize or avoid what will otherwise be much more severe restrictions and actions 
imposed upon it by the government.

Emma MA

Trump wants to be an Authoritarian leader. He will do anything to regain and keep power. 
He will stir up his base and continue to endanger our Democracy. He needs to be kept off 
all social media platforms even if he makes you money by attracting viewers.

Mary MA

The previous president deliberately acted to divide the citizens of our country and the world 
most often for his personal profit. He shows no signs of changing and always avoids 
admitting, rectifying, or changing his multitude
Of hurtful errors

Claire MA

Inciting violence and spreading lies is unacceptable and is against your own policies. You 
let Trump get away with it for years because you profited from it. Enforce your policies and 
ban Trump from Facebook and Instagram permanently or you will have more blood on your 
hands.

Diane MA
Facebook has been complicit in Trump's lies for 4 years.  The idea of letting him back is 
ridiculous and just highlights Facebook's lust for greed above all else.  Break it up!

Carole MA He's poison.
Mike MA He spreads lies and incites sedition
Barbara MA Zuckerberg is, and always has been a tRumpster.

Steve MA

If you want to remain neutral in responsibility to what is said on your platform, then you 
need a code of conduct that is fair and applies to EVERYONE equally. Having a position of 
power does not excuse one from breaking the rules, otherwise the rules are meaningless. If 
anything, those in authority have a stronger responsibility to obey the rules simply because 
of the influence they have. It's really that simple. 

Sandra MA

Facebook took the right and honest approach to prevent Trump from continuing his 
dishonest attack and spewing hateful comments toward anyone who did not agree with 
him. 
His rants and promotion of conspiracy theories were an embarrassment to America. 
He destroyed America’s history as a leader of truth and justice. He stooped to the lowest 
level to satisfy his depraved soul and narcissistic ego. It is imperative he not be given 
another chance to repeat his misbehavior.
Please do NOT give him a second chance. Hold true to your policies and permanently ban 
Donald Trump from Facebook. 
All of society - national and international - will be forever grateful!
Thank you

Peter MA As the motorcyclist said in the Midas muffler ad, he is a “menace to society!!!”

Jean MA
Donald Trump committed TREASON against the United States and should forever be 
banned from using Facebook.

Liana MA
Donald's Trumps words are dangerous. They helped to instigate an insurrection. Such a 
person should not be given such a public platform.

Kathy MA
Trump incites violence and repeatedly lies.  Trump should be banned for life, along with 
right wing extremist groups that are a menace to our society 

Amy MA

Donald Trump committed sedition--he called for his supporters to sack the Capitol. This 
resulted in 5 deaths and 2 suicides. I think trying to overthrow the U.S. government and end 
our democracy is a sufficient reason to keep Trump off Facebook.

D. MA spreading lies and inciting violence.
Julien MA Trump should be in jail, not on social media.

Debra MA
Because Trump is a hateful liar who is intent in overthrowing our democracy. He is a real 
and serious threat to our National Secutity. Facebook must show that it
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Peter MA

Please do not let Donald Trump back on Facebook, where he could spread more lies and 
incite more violence.

Thank you.

Sibyl MA

D. Trump is a danger to our democracy! He has a known history of spreading lies to 
influence our democratically held elections, and has incited violence against our elected 
officials, and anyone who has beliefs contrary to his. This ban must continue for the future 
of our country.

Laurie MA Don't let him endanger our country.  People's lives are at stake.

alice MA
Trump must not be allowed back on Facebook. He almost caused our democracy to fail 
and Facebook was used to help organize the attack on the capital.

Pan MA

You are earning money off white supremacist violence, fascism, rabble rousing and 
conspiracy theories. It is disgusting. You are allowing the destruction of democracy on your 
platform as a money making venture - and Donald Trump had been a huge part of that 
wave of poison. Letting him back on your platform should not even be under discussion. he 
abused his office, his people, and your platform. He does not deserve to possess a forum, 
provided by you, with a built in audience of millions of people. He should not be handed that 
reach. This is Hitler stuff. Cut it out facebook. 

Michael MA

The man has proven he cannot be trusted. He has yelled "fire" so many times it is 
irresponsible to allow he another megaphone. The world is a better place without him 
abusing the rest of us.

Debra MA

Because Trump is a hateful liar who is intent in overthrowing our democracy. He is a real 
and serious threat to our National Security. Facebook must show and set precedent, 
because if not, there will be thousands more right behind him, planning the next coup on 
our nation

deborah MA
We are only now just beginning to experience a return to civility and truth in government. 
Letting Trump back on Facebook would only set the American people back 4 more years.

Robert MA

Please enforce the ban on Donald Trump and not allow him back on Facebook.  Trump's 
racist and political disinformation being allowed back on the platform to spread more lies, in 
clear violation of Facebook's own policies

Christopher MA

Please consider the negative effects and impact that allowing Donald Trump to use your 
platform to continue to spread his divisive  message of hate and to threaten our democracy!  
Be a force for good, for us and our children!  Thank you

Dean MA Too many lies come out of him that are dangerous.

Elaine MA
He incited a coup. He financed a coup. He spreads dangerous lies every time he opens his 
mouth. Our democracy is hanging by a thread.

Vicky MA

I very much hope that Facebook extends the ban on Donald Trump in perpetuity. His posts 
were incendiary and we all witnessed their impact on January 6th. I have seen no evidence 
that he regrets These divisive, destructive words, nor that he has any intent of reformimg. 
Please do not allow his return. 

Vicky Steinitz

Cheryl MA
Donald Trump has proven himself an anti-democracy advocate, misusing the power of his 
former office to spread lies that lead to real violence. He has shown no inclination to stop. 

Susie MA
Donald Trump is a dangerous and disturbed man who has told countless lies. He should 
NEVER be allowed on Facebook!!

Marsha MA His comments are dangerous for the country.
Bonnie MA No Donald Trump on Facebook, please!

Mark MA

He had his followers attack the US Capital! Helped Covid kill hundreds of thousands of 
Americans by lying about had bad it was, giving dangerous misinformation & abdicating his 
responsibility & leaving it up to the states! What do you have to do to be permanently 
banned from Facebook???

Michael MA

Donald Trump's inflammatory presence on social media fomented, aided, and incited the 
attempted undermining of a free and fair election, and a seditious deadly riot that invaded 
the U.S. Capitol.  He has given encouragement and shelter to white supremacists, 
misogynists, Christian Nationalists, hate groups, and Fascists in the United States and the 
World.  He should not be given a platform to continue to incite mobs to do his bidding.
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Margaret MA

We all know that Donald Trump is incapable of dealing with reality or of telling the truth.  He 
will never stop promoting conspiracy theories, of spreading false statements about others, 
of spewing racist and white supremacist comments and beliefs and encouraging actions 
against black and brown people.

What would ever make you think it's acceptable to allow Trump back on Facebook?  Why 
would you give such a known and dangerous individual a FB platform?

Amelia MA

Facebook should enforce its own policies and permanently ban Donald Trump because 
after five years of promoting his inflammatory rhetoric, lies and calls to violence Facebook 
only temporarily banned him after there was an insurrection on the Capitol. An insurrection 
planned in plain sight on Facebook! Facebook has even more blood on its hands as Capitol 
Police officers die by suicide. 
Now there is no defense to NOT ban Trump; he's no longer in office and is under multiple 
criminal investigations. 
After allowing QAnon to flourish on their watch, seeing thousands fall into conspiracy 
theories then "Alt-Right" ideology until they become white supremacists, Facebook needs 
to be held accountable. However, until that happens, Facebook needs to ban Trump. It's 
the literal least they can do. 
Sincerely, 
Amelia Quimby. 

Donald MA
I'm trying to save the republic, & the planet.  Idiot Boy Dump adds no value to any adult 
conversation.

Amy MA
Trump has proven to spread lies via whatever social media allows him to. Please don't be 
one of those.

Dana MA
Facebook should ban Donald Trump because He has originated and spread misinformation 
using facebook to stimulate violent behavior in other facebook users.

Dennis MA

THIS MILITARY VETERAN SAYS NO! He incited something I saw while stationed in a third 
world country, -THAT I THOUGHT NEVER I WOULD EVER SEE IN MY OWN COUNTRY!
  

Judy MA Trump words are like throwing fire on gasoline
Lisa MA Disgusting. He should be banned forever for inciting violence and treason.

Anne S MA
We need to try to get the country into reality and Trump constantly spreads lies and 
distabalization. Don't give him a platform Please.

Maureen MA
Trump has no regard for civility or rules of discourse. He won’t change. He’s been 
unfettered for too long already. He can’t be trusted to rein it in.

Allen MA trump is a dangerous liar.

Haley MA

Facebook should ban Donald Trump because he is a pig-headed bigot with no soul or 
sanity. Donald Trump is what brought America to its knees. We must lift it back up, and 
Trump never was, is not, and never will be a part of that. 

Joseph MA Dump Trump.

Lenny MA

(1) Donald Trump has made over 30,000 false or misleading claims during his four years in 
office. Source: https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2021/01/24/trumps-false-or-
misleading-claims-total-30573-over-four-years/
(2) Trump was impeached a second time for inciting a mob to damage the Capitol Building.
(3) Trump has convinced over 50 million people that the election was "stolen."
Bottom line: he is a professional liar and should not be given another forum on which to 
spread hatred. He will also use Facebook to bring shame and disrepute to the USA. Thank 
you for your consideration. 

Joan MA Keep Donald Trump off Facebook.

John MA

Trump criminally almost overthrew our government and facebook is one of the tools he 
used to do it.  Facebook must stop enabling terrorists like Trump, Putin, and their terrorist 
legions lurking in the US waiting to  destroy democracy.  I have only started viewing 
facebook again now that you have curbed at least some of this terrorist activity.

Alexandra MA He is dangerous to our democracy.



First name State Comment

Judy MA

It is high time to try and let all Americans come together and work towards an united nation 
which supports all its citizens, regardless of colour, religion. Let the present President and 
team work towards a cleaner, safer, more unified nation, without hindrance of the ex-
President.
Trump has had more than his fair share of world attention - time for him to retire peacefully.
Do not give him a platform in the form of Facebook to continue his previous campaign of 
division, etc.
Thank you.

Santi MA

Donald Trump repeatedly spread lies and disinformation, and ultimately incited violence, via 
your platform.  The repercussions of his actions have resulted in a coup attempt on January 
6th, 2021, numerous deaths and injuries, and a significant minority percentage of the US 
population that STILL believes the election was "stolen" (the only attempt to steal the 
election was by Donald Trump and his supporters).  In a socio-politically divided country 
which is facing so many incredibly pressing and daunting challenges, enforcing your own 
policies will help to reduce additional, avoidable challenges resulting from lies, 
disinformation, and inciting violence.

Mary Kate MA
The spreading of his hate speech has led to insurrection. He should not be allowed a 
platform to continue to cause harm.

Linda MA

Facebook should enforce its own policies and permanently ban Trump to access a platform 
for spreading lies and inciting violence. Facebook is otherwise an ACCESSORY to 
lawlessness and inciting violence.

Rose MA Trump should never be able to spread his lies and hate on Facebook again

Judy MA
Incitement of violence has no place in society, including social media. Anyone who 
continually calls for violence should be banned, including former elected officials. 

Tamar MA It should not be the fascist propaganda arm for Trump.
James MA Fboversight board ban trump
Don MA it has been just delightful not hearing from the insurrectionist

Ellen MA
He lies ALL the time, and his energy is TOXIC.  We should not give him a platform on 
which to spread his vitriol.

Karyn MA
Donald Trump is a clear and present danger to the United States and the world. He should 
not be given a platform to spread his lies and divisive rhetoric.

Scout MA

This man is responsible for distributing falsehoods that led to and attempted Coop and loss 
of life at the capital. We need elected leader of any country to tell the truth and when they 
betray the public trust in this way they no longer are entitled to free dissemination of lies.

Susie MA
He is a pathological liar who constantly incites violence and stochastic terrorism against 
entire groups of people.

John MA Trump is a cancer on society.He has been removed,we don’t want it to come back !

danielle MA

His followers are still there. They'll listen to any and all lies out of his mouth. If he returns, 
misinformation will run rampant again and the chances of domestic terrorism by his 
followers will increase.

Carole MA

The attack. on the US Capitol should be reason enough to limit or keep former President 
Trump  from the platform.  He has shown absolutely no remorse for the lives taken on that 
day and he will continue to spew hate and lies to I flame his base.

Joyce MA

Facebook gave Trump just what he needed and craved throughout his presidency--a 
platform of adoring followers to spread his hatred and lies. He has uncovered an underbelly 
of prejudice that was always there, and gave his followers permission to demonstrate their 
hatred for non-white citizens, and to take things many steps farther than they otherwise 
would have. He should be banned permanently from Facebook for the safety of our 
country.

Kathy MA We have heard enough trash from Trump.  We don't need to hear more.



First name State Comment

Maria MA

I am a Facebook user and Donald Trump's hate speech against Latinos, immigrants, and 
African-Americans has made me feel threatened since President Obama took office, and 
his online behavior only escalated over time.  For Obama's entire 2nd term, I actually 
changed my Facebook avatar and wallpaper to my birth certificate in protest of his racist 
"birtherism".  Now that Trump's term in the White house has ended with his incitement of 
violent right-wing vigilantes to break into the Capitol Building during the certification of the 
electoral college results, I feel even more strongly that allowing him a platform to continue 
inciting hate crimes and endangering the lives of elected officials would be a dangerous 
mistake on Facebook's part.

J MA Keep comradetrump off of your site. he has already done enough damage.

Jacquie MA
He incited a riot and spreads falsehoods
All for his own gain. Don’t let him continue

Ann MA Trump is a purveyor of lies that threaten our democracy.  Keep him off Facebook.
Christopher MA Because Donald Trump is an insurrectionist!

Jodie MA

Donald Trump has repeatedly spread misinformation and hate speech which has led to 
increasing hate crimes and other terrorist threats in the nation, culminating in the 
insurrection on our capitol on January 6. Please enforce your own policies and ban him 
from your platform. There is nothing to gain from continuing to allow him to spread lies. 
Thank you.

Martin MA Facebook should be a dickhead - free zone !!

Katie MA
Ban Trump so HATE isn't continued to be spread through your platform! Stand up 
Facebook!

Les Manitoba Keep dumbo of facebook

LG Massachusetts

Fecesbook(sic) has been actively complicit (for self-interested financial gains & self-serving 
political favor) since the phony Cambridge Analytica debacle/scandal. It’s been used as a 
tool to promulgate & disseminate lies & to foment sedition& treason at the tiny hands of a 
violent racist delusional would be king.
You must keep this dangerously unbalanced anti social power hungry serial liar from the 
privilege of being part of your community & social networking tool

Daryl MD just because it should

Sherry MD

Trump is creating a climate of hate, racism, and turning his supporters into terrorists. He 
must not be allowed and social media platform where he can share his lies and lack of 
knowledge about everything.

Darius MD

Trump has incorrigibly and consistently been lying on social media since he his birther 
claims about Obama.  He has had plenty of chances to change his behavior and has not 
done so.  Ban should be permanent.

Barbara MD

The world has enough ugliness right now.
Thank you for shutting down the trumpet.
He throws gasoline on sparks and they blow up.

Abigail MD Donald Trump should be banned from spewing hate, lies and disinformation.

Noel MD
Have you no sense of decency?  We just had an armed insurrection at the Capitol Building, 
resulting in five deaths.  And you want to incite more of the same???

Kathleen MD

He has never shared anything truthful or complimentary.  It has been such a pleasure to be 
free of his extremely negative communication.  Please don't let him have Facebook as a 
platform for his lies and abuse.  Thank you.

Tony MD
Why allow someone that you know willfully lies and incites violence back on your platform? 
PERMANENT BAN!!!

Carolyn MD

Facebook needs to enforce the policies it already has. It's already against Facebook's rules 
to share inaccurate voting information, spread election disinformation, or incite violence at 
the polls--all things that Trump and his allies repeatedly got away with during the election.  
Don't be hypocrites, don't support sedition.  Do Good. 



First name State Comment

EM MD

Enforce your own policies! No exceptions! 

Don't allow anyone to use Facebook to promote violence, to upset democracy, to urge 
others to unlawful acts. 

Following suspension of former President Trump’s social media accounts, misinformation 
about the 2020 election fell 73%, according to Zignal Labs.

Democracy is in danger, and this (former) user is perpetrator #1. You may be considering 
putting him back in because of his former position. I say NO, that's exactly why NOT to put 
him back in. He'll use you to make things worse. He always does.

Paul MD
His ability to feed traffic does NOT justify the damage he does to civility and functionality in 
our country. Do NOT brush off his damage.

Helene MD

They announced a "permanent" ban, but it turns out to mean, a brief measure to cut 
financial losses, hoping it will go away, and hey, he sure brings the traffic, who cares who 
gets hurt by it.

Alicia MD
Letting Donald Trump on Facebook is the equivalent of giving Adolph Hitler a world-wide 
platform for his fascism.

Susan MD
He will continue to distill white supremacy, hatred of other religions, lbgtq persons and 
violence in our country.  We need peace and healing not division and tension in this country 

Matthew MD

He is incapable of changing or learning, he is an inveterate liar who has only contempt for 
the facts and objective truth, he will always be a threat to democracy and the rule of law, he 
is deeply corrupt and still has a large cult-like following of authoritarian worshippers who will 
respond to his calls for violent insurrection. A "time-out" followed by reinstatement of his 
privileges--not rights-- will only encourage him once more to yell "fire" in a crowded theater 
and incite more domestic terrorism and sedition.The ex-president must not be given a 
national platform to lie with impunity and foment more violence.

Kelly MD You have policies for a reason other than staying in business.  Follow them.
Eugene MD Greed and racism.

Patti MD

Accountability. Unless Trump himself owns his reckless disregard for Democracy and 
human life the LEAST FB can do is hold him accountable. Sustained accountability. Please 
resist the urge to treat this like a trend.  Faithfully, Patti G

Ferold MD Simple! he view just Danger es to society..
Ted MD He used you to start a coups

Karen MD

Dear Facebook Oversight Board and Mark Zuckerburg,

Quite frankly, I am shocked that I have to even write this message to you.  Facebook has 
rules that prohibit sharing inaccurate voting information, spreading election disinformation 
or inciting violence at the polls.  Why would you even consider allowing former president 
Donald Trump back on Facebook?  There is no indication that he has changed his thinking 
or behavior related to your rules (i.e., disinformation) and/or that he would not incite 
violence in the future.  The attack on the Capitol, murder of a police officer, suicides of 2 
police officers, deaths of private citizens and the potential killing of the Vice President and 
members of Congress should be enough for you to permanently suspend Donald Trump 
from Facebook (as did twitter).  I am having difficulty understanding why you would even 
consider this. This is NOT a free speech issue.  Your organization just like any other in the 
United States holds accountability for your actions/inactions.  The former president incited a 
mob that forced their way into the Capitol, caused death and destruction and attempted a 
coup.  Truth matters.  Be brave enough to prevent disinformation that harms individuals and 
our democracy.  Enforce your own rules!!  Karen Murphy-Keddell 

Elaine MD
He’s had for years to spread his lies. No one should assume he will change and should 
have to waste time monitoring what he says.

Dorothy MD

Trump's pathological lying, together with his ability to incite the vulnerable and uninformed, 
resulted in a day of infamy that could have done irreparable damage to our nation and its 
leaders.  Why give him a platform to do more of the same?

MJ MD
There is no evidence that Trump will change his relationship with the truth and will continue 
to incite his followers to violence

Jean-Pierre MD He is a cult. His voice and missteps enable white terrorism and violence



First name State Comment

Diane MD

Please, I beg you, do NOT allow Trump to pour his venom and lies into our country's life 
again.  Trump has done far, far more damage to our country, and to the world, than any 
one human should be allowed to do.  PLEASE!   Keep him OFF all social media!  As a 
former president, he can give a press release whenever he wants...he doesn't need social 
media to speak.

Curt MD

No Treasonous Insurrectionist should have a platform for such activity on Facebook or any 
other social media.  When it’s considered that this man was once the President of the 
United States, it becomes obvious that the threat he poses to our democracy's health is 
much to great to allow him any platform such as Facebook.  

Alexander MD

trump is dangerous to all that our nation holds dear.  There is no good reason to give him a 
platform.  Already having done that has destroyed much of whatever good will Facebook 
had.

Carol MD
When someone shows that they can't be trusted and the end result is always tragic, then 
you make the bad permanent.

Christine MD
Please, take Trump off of facebook permanently for the sake of the United States and our 
democracy.  His continued lies will only further damage our democracy.  

Kit MD

You need to keep Donald Trump off Facebook because he lies and incites violence against 
the government. If you allow him back you are showing you approve of lies and sedition -- 
and you would deserve all the condemnation and legal action that occurs for those who 
agree with sedition.

Richard MD He's a criminal traitor to our country.
Barbara MD Enforce your own policies otherwise how can we the public trust you? I will leave

Joan MD

It is my opinion that Donald Trump is a psychologically ill personage.  Until he addresses 
this illness, he must not be permitted to participate in any aspect of social media lest he 
seriously contaminate others!  He has already produced acute problems which this Country 
must attempt to eliminate going forward. 

Jonathan MD

If Facebook lets this megalomaniacal psychopath, who, not only inspireed the insurrection 
at the Capitol on January 6th, but is still conspiring to bring down our government, then 
Facebook has told the American people they're fine with Fascist lies, and the destruction of 
our government. If that happens, I believe Facebook needs to be targeted for their part in 
trying to take down our government, as well as supporting murder and assassination!

Karen MD Do the right thing, for goodness sake...protect our citizens from white supremacist Trump.
L. MD Please ban Trump from Facebook; he incites violence in people.

Daniel MD

It should be a no brainer in allowing him access to FaceBook.  He is unamerican and a 
traitor to all who have served.  It's a disgrace to even mention his name for anything other 
than indictment and a prison sentence.

Virginia MD

Trump should be banned because of his history of spreading lies & misinformation that 
results in violence. He and his 'followers/cult' do not seem to want our country to heal and 
grow. It is for our country's health that he be banned.

Adelheid MD

Trump should not be allowed to spread lies and incite violence. And Facebook should 
enforce its own rules! Facebook is as guilty in supporting white supremacy as the people 
charging the Capitol. Shame on Facebook!

Susan MD He is a menace to the community.
Samuel MD He’s an threat to the country
Heidi MD His lies should not be supported.
Barbara R MD We have heard all he has to say in  vulgarity .

Carol MD
Don't enable hate and violence.  Keep Trump off Facebook for good.  It's not a free speech 
issue.

Christel MD

Facebook suspended Trump's account, removing his access to the platform for spreading 
lies and inciting violence. We all know he will continue to do the same thing if given access 
to the platform again. Please, please save our democracy and keep him off of Facebook for 
the good of our country.

Anne MD Absolutely



First name State Comment

Susan MD

It is imperative that you follow your own guidelines. As you have recently done the right 
thing with regards to Holocaust denial you should do the right thing now and bam Trump 
forever for consistently violating social media policy and I citing violence. Please, lives are 
at stake. 

Maj-Britt MD
Facebook must not normalize calls for destroying the democratic system, killing people, or 
providing misinformation!

Jane MD

Social media platforms can NOT become communication platforms for terrorists and 
seditionists. Otherwise they are colluding with these organizations and should also be 
legally liable for damages of subsequently invoked violence.

M. MD

There is a clear and obvious pattern of insulting, demeaning, threatening, and violent 
speech that will not change.  This, of course, is in addition to the lies and encouragement of 
white supremacists.  It is obvious that this type of speech will only continue.  The account 
should have been closed well before January 2021 with the violent threats alone.  There 
should be no thought to reinstating a platform to continue spreading this type of lying, 
manipulation, threatening, violence, racism, misogyny, and vulgarity.

Mary MD

I sincerely hope that Facebook will exercise wisdom for the sake of its users. I appreciate 
what it has done to try to contain the spread of false information and hope that it will further 
not let dangerous and irresponsible behavior stand. Thank you.

Shellie MD
He is hateful, malicious & lies. He incited violence on the US Capital which resulted in 
several deaths! Isn’t that enough reason?

John MD Trump is a selfish man who cares little for people. He should be kept off Facebook.

Carolyn MD
Hate and bitterness have no place
On Facebook. 

Darrell MD What took you so long to remove the Trump account?
Janice MD Please permanently ban Donald Trump. He is a liar and a trouble maker.

Judith MD

Although I'm a strong supporter of an individual's first amendment rights, there is a fine line 
between free speech and rhetoric intended to incite anger and violence.  Throughout his 
campaigns and presidency, Donald Trump used that kind of rhetoric on Twitter and 
Facebook to enrage his followers against the media, members of Congress, governors, 
immigrants, and even members of his own administration.  He spewed lies about the 
election being stolen.  He called out Mike Pence specifically in front of thousands of angry 
supporters.  As they marched to the Capital, he sent a tweet that Mike Pence failed to block 
the electoral count, knowing full well it would ignite his followers anger and passions.  They 
erected a gallows and went in search of the Vice President. His speech was not innocent, it 
was calculated and deliberate.  It cost lives. 

Donald Trump's speech and lies have cost lives and caused individuals to live in fear for 
themselves and their families. It's time for social media to refuse to be a party to it.  Words 
have consequences, and if Trump can't take responsibility for his words, then it's long past 
time for social media platforms to do it for him.

LaJuan MD He’s a lying horrible menace , he stands for hatred.
Mary MD His spread of lies cased the uprising on  our government.
Shaunna MD Our democracy and our lives are on the line.

Elizabeth MD

Everyone should follow the same rules.  When Facebook let Donald Trump evade the 
rules, we ended up with lies that led to the violence at the Capitol.  We can't let this 
continue.  Please permanently ban Donald Trump for the safety of all.

Edith MD

I am so proud I'm not part of Facebook because the only reason Facebook exists is to 
make money.  It absolutely does nothing good for anyone anywhere.  Facebook should be 
absolutely ashamed of how they allow hate speech.  Although I'll never know, it would be 
interesting to know if Facebook has the guts to print my negative thoughts about them.  
Facebook needs to be gone; period.

Kristal MD

Facebook can’t control the lies Trump and those like him spew—don’t give them a platform 
to do it in the first place. Control what you can, which is keeping him off. Seems pretty 
obvious and if Facebook doesn’t have the good sense to do what’s right, they’ll continue to 
lose folks like me and many others to other platforms that are willing to take the right 
stance.
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Lucinda MD
Donald Trump should be permanently barred from Facebook as he foments racism and 
hate.

Martha MD

Donald Trump has used social media as a platform for spreading vicious lies and 
encouraging white supremacist violence. Follow your own policies and ban him 
permanently.

Alan MD
Trump is a dangerous, compulsive liar and must not be allowed to return to Facebook to 
spread his disinformation and propaganda!

Michael MD
 Facebook suspended Trump's account, removing his access to a platform for spreading 
lies and inciting violence. Enforce your own policies!

Susan MD Continues to spread lies and incite violent terrorist groups, I.e. Proud Boys.
Jeffrey MD Because Trump mishandling the COVID situation cost him the election.
Kim MD Nothing's changed since he was removed.  He's even doubling down.

William MD
Trump fulled this attack on our nation's capital. Why do you want to reward him with a 
temporary ban?

Linda MD
It is important that the disinformation that Trump lived on to try to destroy our democracy 
does not start swirling again.

Mary Beth MD

He is still lying about the election results. He can't be trusted and his lies incited the 
violence at the Capitol, which resulted in the deaths of Capitol police officers. He needs to 
be permanently banned. 

Sandra MD He is a dangerous, evil bastard who disseminates hatred incessantly!

Marguerite MD

Oh, hell no! He will continue the be subversive &  mobilize his “supporters” in order to 
undermine any accomplishments by anyone other than himself! What exactly would make 
you think he has changed ...for the positive? If you don’t learn the first time, you’re doomed 
to relive it!!!

Sandra MD He’s a dangerous, evil, seditious bastard who is a cancer on our democracy ‼ 

Evan MD
We know that his behavior isn't going to change from what got him banned originally. Won't 
Facebook have the proverbial "egg on your face" if he has to be banned again?

Francesca MD Because he is a dangerous cult leader.
Diana MD He tried to ruin our democracy!

Merry MD

Donald Trump - if given the opportunity - will continue to lie, spread disinformation and work 
to undermine the Biden Administration, Congress, the Supreme Court and - most 
importantly - our Constitution, the supreme law of the land. Donald Trump is simply 
incapable of controlling himself. Please do not give him a very very significant platform to 
effect very very significant harm to our society.

Jane MD People such as Trump who incite insurrection must remain banned.

Margaret MD

He has weakened democracy in our country with his deleterious communications on 
Twitter. As such, he is a clear and present danger to our American institutions and 
democratic institutions.

Beverly MD

Trump is trying to undermine our democracy. He spreads lies and conspiracy theories that 
threaten the stability of our nation. He wants to be a dictator and is using propaganda to 
play on people’s fears, prejudices, and ignorance. He is a sociopath who has created a cult 
that poses an extreme threat to our democracy. For the sake of our nation and for people’s 
safety, he must be banned from Facebook permanently.

Nancy and Bill MD
Trump insights hate when he is on Facebook.  We need love and understanding not hate.  
Keep Trump off Facebook permanently.

Diane MD

Please remove that poisonous, troublemaker Trump from your site. He is a lier, murderer, 
riot inciter, and all around bad guy. It will back fire on you if you allow him back on. It will be 
your fault if he causes more death and destruction. You would be an enabler. As a 
business, you might think this will generate benefits to your bottom line. Real Americans put 
their love of the United States above personal gain. Listen to your mother and follow the 
golden rule. Thank you for your consideration.

Tracey MD

It is not hyperbole to say that Donald Trump has divided this country to the point that we 
are on the verge of civil war. If not war, there will surely be more violence and hateful 
rhetoric. Please enforce your policies in order to help our country heal, and keep us all safe 
from violence and hate crimes.
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Stephanie MD
He is a danger not just to the US but the entire world. There exists not one single good 
reason to allow him to continue to have any kind of public platform.

Ellen MD

Facebook must continue to sustain Trump's ban to keep him from further spreading lies 
and inciting MORE violence by using its platform. It is critical that Facebook take action 
against disinformation!

Bonnie MD

Trump has consistently shown himself as someone who promotes violence and racism. 
Facebook has no obligation to give him a platform; to the contrary, it has a duty to protect 
its users from those who would exploit it. 

Madeline MD

Donald Trump incited a violent white supremacist coup that led to the deaths of five people. 
He encouraged his followers to plan to kidnap and execute members of Congress in an 
attempt to bypass the democratic process guaranteed in our Constitution. Giving Trump an 
online platform to spread more hate and lies is a threat to our democracy, national unity, 
and safety.

Elizabeth MD No exceotions!

Brenda MD
Evil!  Evil! Please do not let this being back on! He needs to be off Facebook permanently!!! 
No truth in his remarks.  Just hate!  No do not put him back on Facebook!

Marsha MD
The former president incitement of a riot against Americsn is enough reason. His words 
have slandered many. Please keep him away.

Sarah ME Trump is full of hatred and false information. Facebook must ban this dangerous man!

Penelope ME
Trump, like Hitler, has a track record of using inciteful rhetoric to provoke malicious 
behavior in support of Trump's personal objectives.

Michael ME

Trump is a toxic spewer of lies and insults; a man of no morality or scruples, aiming at 
increasing dissent, fear, and animosity in every entry he uses Facebook to promulgate. 
This must not be tolerated.

Rick ME

No compulsive liar who has no idea what the truth is, should be on Facebook. I've read the 
text of his 30 page January 6th speech. Clearly he is 100% responsible for the attack and 
the 5 deaths. Please, no more of that.

Laura ME

Facebook must ban trump on their platform. He is a danger to our country and must be held 
accountable!
He is nothing but a bully and baby. He obviously never learned the basics when he went to 
kindergarten.

Kathryn ME

He is dangerous and incites violence and hate speech! He promotes lies and conspiracy 
theories and this can not be allowed to be broadcast it is not free speech. You can not 
falsely call fire in a crowed movie theater and when people die say it is not your fault! Ban 
him forever!

Hannahlore ME
He is a dangerous liar and an ongoing threat to our country and democracy; his words and 
actions have caused great suffering and death.

Susan ME

With the nation in such a polarized a position, allowing Trump back into the mix would 
seem to guarantee further violence and fatal outcomes. Please don't let him back. Thank 
you. 

Patricia ME

Donald Trump has incited a coup against our Congressional leaders and the least of the 
consequences should his removal from social media.   Facebook's policies direct that he be 
permanently banned,

Elizabeth ME

Trump should be banned permanently from Facebook.  He has a long standing pattern of 
false statements that inflame his followers and cause violence, both verbal and physical.  
Trump should not be afforded the megaphone of Facebook.

Bruce ME

Facebook can begin to restore faith in reality as we know it by pemanently banning the 
primary source of disinformation, Trump.  His family's accounts should also be reviewed 
and monitored for compliance.  Facebook's future may hinge on a return to sanity if our 
lawmakers see the connection between it's role in our near miss of democratic rule.

Alexander ME
Inciting to riot against our Congress disqualifies Trump from Facebook, Twitter, ande from 
holding public office!  Please?

Tom ME

Anyone who uses the Facebook platform to spread blatant disinformation and  encourage 
violent behavior should be permanently barred from using the platform.  Unconditionally.  
And former President Trump is the worst example of this behavior.
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Doris ME

trump is a narcissistic bully who is only interested in furthering his own personal interests.  
He does not care that his comments are inciting hate and violence.  He should not have a 
platform on Facebook.

P ME
Trump spewed 30,000 lies during his term of misrule, leading to criminally disastrous 
assaults on democracy and the rule of law. Muzzle him.

Jack ME
Trump has used Facebook to disseminate racial hate and also thousands of lies, harmful to 
our society.  He must be banned from the site.

Marcey ME

Trump's propaganda has emboldened white supremacists and extremists.  He was allowed 
for too long to spout off inflammatory nonsense.  Please don't give him back his platform to 
further divide our country.

Gary ME
Trump is dangerous to our country and the world. Need I say more? Do not give him the 
opportunity to spread his lies.

John ME
Hate Speech, lies, sedition, should not be allowed on any media!
I and My friens=ds will not use Facebook for anything.

Tyler ME

He doesn’t deserve special treatment (for years) compared to regular users, and he’s 
actually dangerous. We’re in this mess largely because of the influence of runaway 
algorithms like Facebook’s radicalizing regular Americans with false conspiracy theories 
and misinformation, and Trump amplifies that problem. Fundamentally, he has done 
nothing to earn a free pass on Facebooks policy violations, and absolutely should not be 
allowed to use the platform to spread his influence more. Don’t buckle under the pressure 
of loud, wrong, dangerous voices.

Jeff ME Ban Trump forever- most of his words are lies and can spur violence.
Kay ME incitement of violence is not free speech

Connie ME

The spreading of lies and conspiracy theories has no place on Facebook or anywhere else.  
Add to that Trump’s hate speech and racism and sexism and he brings nothing but 
negativity to the world.

Sofia ME

He deliberately and recklessly misleads his followers for personal gain, with no regard to 
safety or the rule of law, and with no accountability. His words are dangerous and he 
doesn’t care who gets hurt by them.

Lenore ME He is a lying sociopath

Adair ME

Where is your spine?  Trump has caused enormous harm to our democracy, and tried to 
overthrow our government.  He is a private citizen now, and should be subject to your rules 
as much as any other citizen.

Joanne ME
Donald Trump has fomented violence and divisiveness and puts our democracy in peril.  
He ought not to have a free platform anywhere.

Jane ME

Why should Facebook enforce its own policies?
No person, including a former President, should be allowed a platform to spread lies and 
incite violence. Donald Trump must be permanently banned from Facebook!

Grace ME

why would Facebook allow more hate crimes to be commited by Trump on their platform? 
Hasnt Facebook learned the lesson that hateful, racist words and lies lead to hateful, racist 
actions such as the insurrection at the Capitol?how many lives must continue to be 
threatenf and die before Facebook realizes that Trump will NEVER change and thrives off 
hate, revenge, and chaos.!?

Alan ME Trump is a dangerous criminal and must be stopped.
Cherie MI To stop the lies

Jayne MI
Because of his high crimes and misdemeanors against subscribers, this person should Not 
be On Facebook.

Licia MI

He is a danger to Democracy and spread lies that will take years to recover from using this 
platform and other social media as well as his office.  It is time for him to be treated as the 
criminal he is and not allowed to put our Country and people around the world at risk.

Sheila MI Trump spreads lies and foments insurrection.
David MI The Bastard's a liar.
Anita MI Trump has irreparably damaged our democracy. Isn't that enough?
kurt MI He will incite more violence
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Jason MI Trump is responsible for the insurrection at the Capitol on January 6.

NM MI

Since Trump's removal from social media sites, disinformation about the election 
plummeted 73%.   Allowing him back on the platform to spread more lies is in clear violation 
of Facebook's own policies.

June MI
anyone who spreads hatred and inciteful rhetoric with calls to violence and spreading og 
lies should not be given support to destroy the country. Any country.

Nancy MI

Donnie has done nothing to enhance the lives of people in America.  He has spewed his 
lies and hate and he in no way should be allowed on facebook or any other media source 
that cares about the USA.

Katharine J. MI

FACEBOOK:  PLEASE, you banned Mr. Trump for criminal, immoral, undemocratic 
behavior etc. behavior and you know very well he has not changed.... i.e. the Zebra never 
changes its stripes..... Maintain your ban....

Philip MI Trump will not change. Do not let him start more insurrections on Facebook

Anne MI
Trump's ability to lie "bigly" & be believed by millions of his minions should be sufficient for 
FACEBOOK to keep him off.  Or would Civil War 11 be a better option . . .

Ryan MI

Private forums/gathering places have the right and the responsibility to keep their premises 
safe and respectful for all their patrons. Alcohol servers, gun sellers, dangerous machinery 
manufacturers, and medical clinics are even held responsible for the safety of those who 
use their products after they leave. Please, do your utmost to minimize the damage 
unscrupulous users can inflict on the public.

Jan MI Stop trump spreading lies

Paula MI

Many of us are sleeping much better now that there is not a mad hatter spreading hatred 
and violence and the world looks hopeful for a change.  And then there the death toll that 
you helped along.  Don't let him have access to the public ever again!!!

Stephen MI
Hey Zuckerberger. Stop your relentless quest to Destroy our Democracy to benefit your 
Financial Bottom Line! Keep Fascist Trump off Facebook!!

Robbi MI We don’t need any more of his lies

Patricia MI
Unless you plan to watch his posts closely, he should be banned indefinitely.  His only goal 
is to sow discontent and divisiveness, hate and prejudice in our country.  

Ian MI
Ban Trump from Facebook for this country needs to put a stop to fascism, hate, and greed! 
For the sake of mankind and the world do the right thing and that’s Ban him please.

Merv and MarilynMI
We should never again give that man a platform to spread his hate and division. His silence 
is much appreciated!

Scott MI

RACIST MISOGYNIST RAPIST TAX-CHEAT CROOK!  HE INCITED VIOLENCE THAT 
KILLED 6 PEOPLE AND INJURED DOZENS MORE.  THE MOB WOULD HAVE KILLED 
SPEAKER PELOSI IF THEY HAD GOTTEN HER

Suzanne MI

Donald Trump has shown that he cannot be trusted to tell the truth and to coopeerate with 
efforts to care for the vulnerable in our country.    It would be better if his words and ideas 
were not available on Facebook.  The nation will heal from his abuses more quickly if he is 
not present on that site.  Thank you.

Jo MI
Because he is a domestic terrorist and continues to threaten our democracy. He has not 
and will not change. Follow your own rules.

John MI
He has lost any privilege that he enjoyed as President.  It is time that he no longer be 
allowed to violate that basic rules of Facebook.

Kim MI Because he incited an insurrection on the Capitol.

Deborah MI

Keep the Patriot of Chaos and Division  off Facebook!! Things have been decent since 
Twitter and Facebook banned trump from social media, I tired of him and his worshippers 
spreading such foolery and false lies to small minded people that believed them

Ruth MI Please enforce your policy of responsibility for

Edmund MI

PLEASE KEEP OUR CURRENT BENEDICT ARNOLD OFF AND MAINTAIN THE 
HAPPINESS FACEBOOK CAN PROVIDE TO PEOPLE SHARING GOOD HEARTED 
COMMUNICATION. THANK YOU
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Kimberly MI

Trump has repeatedly articulated and acted upon hate speech which is intended to divide 
America, destroy democracy, and threaten the lives of his perceived enemies. Trump 
continues to incite violence through his unending lies. For the sake of the nation and the 
lives of Americans, Trump must be banned indefinitely.

marion MI
Trump has done enough to damage our country & I think  it is in the best interests as a 
country that you NOT give him an opportunity to speak on Facebook!!!

Denise MI

Donald Trump has used social media, including Facebook, to spread lies and 
disinformation about the election starting months before the November 3rd Election.  He 
has also used the platform to incite violence, which culminated in the riot on the US Capitol 
on January 6.  Please permanently ban Donald Trump from Facebook so that he will not be 
able to continue to spread lies and disinformation that in direct violation of Facebook's own 
policies.  Thank you for your time and consideration of this important matter.

Linda MI
Trump is bent on destroying America. His weapon is words. Not of truth but of lies. Don’t 
allow him to feed his cult and make our democracy unstable. Ban him forever!

Virginia MI
This nation needs to heal from Trump's caused violence- we do not need him to throw more 
gasoline on fires with his false accusations.

Terry MI
Trump is a traitor and incided a riot at the US Capital in an attemted coup. Not only should 
he be banned by Face Book he should be banned from the entire United States.

Andrew MI
Facebook was one of Trump's biggest tools in promoting hate. He must not be allowed to 
use it again.

Arica MI

Hasn’t this terrible man done enough to distort reality and harm our country?  I’m really 
surprised that you would allow his incitement to terrorize the nation based upon lies to 
continue. If you give him a platform, you are responsible for all the harm that is done. 

Robert MI
Because he is traitor, supporter of insurrection against our country, and uses that medium 
to actively call for violence!

Dianne MI He is a danger to democracy & lives

Brian MI

He caused a white supremacist insurrection in Washington D.C by spreading lies about the 
election. He should not be allowed to do that again. Keep Trump and his lies of of 
Facebook, and all other social media platforms!

Jennetta MI

Trump is a a person who does not tell the truth. He should not be able to spread untruths 
using Facebook. Help keep our democracy free from spreading his lying and hatred. BAN 
HIM FROM USING FACEBOOK!

Ruth MI label all  his posts as "probable falsehood"
Carmel MI He’s done enough damage already

Sandra MI

You blocked me from fb sever@al times now, and I never spoke violently or lied or 
promoted active insurrection against our country....! You CANNOT  allow trump on here 
ever again for all  he has said and done for 4 years! Fears, threats, prejudice, cruelty and 
bullying.....given t you blocking me....fircway NOT even close to what trump did!

Anna MI
Facebook should take their own policies very seriously. Trump is a threat and should never 
be allowed a platform to express his views.

Cecelia MI
Trump's false, misleading disinformation does not belong on Facebook. Please enforce 
your policy and ban him forever on Facebook. Thank you.

Helen MI
Trump must be banned from Facebook for ever.
His lies have done enough damage to our democracy.

Maureen MI
Trump has demonstrated his voracious -- and too successful -- capacity for promoting lies 
and inciting division, hatred and violence. Giving him a platform is a crime. 

Pamela MI

With his lies and racist posts Donald Trump urged a lot of people to do the unthinkable 
attack the U.S. Capitol. He only cares about himself and he must be stopped permanently! 
My 19 year old grandson wasted to go to Washington D.C. for the protest. He believed the 
lies of fraud posted on Facebook. I am extremely grateful the Navy had him fly out on 
December 31 for his post in Japan otherwise he might have been hurt or arrested for 
believing those lies!

Nicole MI
Letting Trump have a public platform is dangerous to our country's democracy. If Facebook 
truly cares about democracy, they'll permenantly ban him from their platform. 
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Richard MI
Wastebook and Instascam themselves are as big a threat to democracy and world stability 
as is Trump.

Paul MI
Donald Trump used Facevbook for a bully pulpit.  He said meny libelous and disgusting 
comments to people.  He deserves to not be on FB again!!!

Roger MI For the good of all the people and animals on the entire planet and also the entire universe.

Roger MI
For the good of all the people and animals on the entire planet and also the entire universe, 
please ban the former 45th president from your platform.

Tim MI

Clearly Donald Trump's goal is to overthrow Democracy by violent means. His primary 
mode of communication is social media including Facebook and Twitter. He must be 
banned for life from both.

Edward MI
Make the right choice between more violence and banning or restricting Trump, or any of 
his sycophants, on Facebook.

Katherine MI

Donald Trump has spent many months since summer 2020 spreading lies about potential/  
mail-in voting fraud and, in November-December-January, lies about his winning the 2020 
presidential election -- lies that have undermined our democracy and ultimately and 
resulted in sedition and insurrection on 1/6/21. Moreover, because of his use of threats 
against Republican officeholders to sponsor people to run against them if the current 
officeholders didn't support him, he has undermined the stability of our 2-party government. 
Facebook must be responsible NOT to allow your platform to spread lies or incite violence 
and insurrection -- and you should be financially liable if you do so.

Kristine MI

Trump has shown himself to be unstable, narcissistic, and a danger to our country and to 
other nations. He has no respect for science nor truth, yet commands the loyalty of 
multitudes. Keep him off. Freedom of speech must go hand-in-hand with responsibility and 
attention to the greater good.

Mary MI

Just as Germany had to prohibit Nazi propaganda after the Holocaust, we have to prohibit 
Trump propaganda and lies before it is able to take over our country and have a repeat of 
Nazi Germany.

Don MI

Donald Trump must never, EVER, be allowed back on Facebook.  His constant lying and 
misinformation was totally responsible for an attack on our nation's Capitol and was so 
reprehensible that it is beyond the pale.  Our country must be protected from his ilk.

Mary MI
Too much misinformation and inciting white supremacists to continue tearing apart 
democracy and discriminating against black and brown people

Mark MI Sedition, Lies and stoking division are only a few reasons to permanently ban tRump. 

Sharon MI

Trump put our democracy on the lies with conspiracy theories and hate mongering. He is a 
menace to all and threat to all the the United States of America stands for. He must NEVER 
be allowed access to any social media platform.

Brooks MI This man is incredibly dangerous. He lies and will do anything to hurt other people.
Donald MI He's done it once, Who will keep him from doing it again?
Richard MI because he's an anti-democracy asshole, who is a pathological LIAR.

R MI
It's better for EVERYOE'S mental health - - -and shows a better example for students to 
follow.

Joel MI I have never been on Facebook and see no reason to

Gail MI

I am truly tired of being stressed every night because of Trump. He does nothing but start 
trouble everywhere he turns. I had enough of him with four years stressing everybody out 
but I know. Why would we want someone on the platform that insights insurrection and 
wants people to be killed. Get a life and get rid of Trump off of platforms.

Richard MI
Anything he has to say is only feeding the flames of his hateful base...cult. He's credibility is 
zero...

Elizabeth MI

Disinformation is a serious problem to be faced up to by real Americans.  Lies and 
incitement to violence are a threat to public safety and democracy.  Trump has shown 
himself to be incapable of reform; ban him for life.

Marianne MI Spreading lies and insurrection.

Yvonne MI

trump is dangerous to our country.  He endorses qanon members while they are trying to 
destroy this contry.
trump will only spew more lies and resurrect more violence!
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Allan MI

He is guilty of inciting the riot in Washington, DC a couple of weeks ago, has contributed to 
the ignorance of voters as to the results of the 2020 presidential election and has in 
general, divided our country with his pandering to extremist right wing hate organizations.

Jeanne MI

Banning trump and his racist insurrectionists from FB is the least you can do. If we were 
living two centuries ago the punishments for these seditious acts would be much more 
severe.

Marian MI
Habitual liars and spreaders of dangerous false information, let alone people who advocate 
violence and criminal acts should have no place on Facebook.  

K. MI Please Please Please Please!
Andrew MI Stop Trump from spreading his propaganda of hate and misinformation

J MI

Trump intentionally foments both threats of violence, and as of January 6, 2021, fomented 
actual violence against American officials and police.  There is no doubt Trump was the key 
leader in these actions of his, all of which were based on absolute falsehoods which he and 
his minions perpetrated against the public in extended efforts to retain his Presidential 
power, to which he clearly knew he was no longer legally entitled.  All social media 
companies must permanently ban him for these behaviors, as is set forth in these 
companies' terms of service.

Marion MI

Facebook should only permit statements that are true and do not encourage violence.  
Since Trump didn't tell the truth but did encourage violence, he should NOT be allowed to 
use Facebook.

Steve MI

The President has shown no contrition in his lies that the election was stolen from him or 
the angry mob that he incited to storm the Capital. If reinstated to Facebook, he will 
continue to spread falsehoods and inspire violence among his followers. He has no place in 
any honest social media conduit.

David MI
TRump has repeatedly broken your rules, quit being soft on his inflammatory language and 
actions, and clean up your yard of White Supremacists & Racism.

Lynda MI Please, we have had enough of "the Donald!"

Linda MI

There was a dramatic drop in misinformation on social media platforms after Trump was 
banned.  To help prevent further actions of domestic terrorism such as the Jan. 6 attack on 
the U.S. Capitol, please do not ever allow him and his inflammatory words onto Facebook 
again, for the safety of our nation.

Sharon MI

Facebook has been devastatingly lax in policing hate speech, false information, conspiracy 
lies, etc. The irresponsible stance on profits before people got us here; haven’t enough 
hundreds of thousands of people died? You don’t even have the self-awareness to be 
embarrassed, much less ashamed. How tawdry.

Dorothy MI
Anyone persistently spreading wrong information and inciting violence should be banned 
from using your service.

Kaaren MI

We do not need any more disinformation confusing people, so please continue the ban on 
Trump posting on Facebook.  Since his removal from social media sites, disinformation 
about the election has fallen 73%, 

Daniel MI
He is a liar and a traitor, inciting others to violence. Keep him off Facebook. He does not 
need a pulpit to preach from.

J MI
No amount of revenue for your company is worth the lives of those murdered at the Capitol 
on Jan6 th. Never give tRump another chance  to incite violence.

Ruthe MI This HORRIBLE person wants to be DICTATOR and encourages INSURRECTION!
Madison MI Trump incited violence. That should be enough.

David MI
Too dangerous to be allowed to use a bully pulpit.  Terrorists should not have access to 
social media.

Mark MI A twice-impeached menace to society.

Sandra MI

It was shown that at least 70% of disinformation went down after he was banned. He will 
only continue to foment untruths as he’s a habitual liar. He CANNOT be trusted to tell the 
truth.

Eugene MI
HELL NO!

Eugene MI
HELL NO!
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Rebecca MI

If Trump regains access to easy publicity, he will incite violence again. He will lie about the 
election, he will lie about individuals, and more people will be killed because of his speech. 
He is a stochasitic terrorist, and should be banned forever.

patricia MI

Every one should be treated equally and when someone uses your platform to spread lies 
and misinformation, insights violence etc.  it is your ethical and moral responsibility to 
remove or not post it on your sight regardless of who they are.  

Charles MI
the policy on bullying should also apply to users who dn't even have an account or take 
time to read it over w/o signing in.

Mary MI
Facebook is a main reason for the mainstreaming of Trump's lies and of white supremacy. 
If insurrectionists have to go elsewhere, they're less likely to convert ordinary people.

William MI So Trump can't destroy our Democracy

Susan MI
Trump is a traitor who should (hopefully will) spend the rest of his life behind bars.  So, no, 
HE'LL NO to giving him back his unfiltered microphone.

George MI He tried to over throw the Fing government and you need a reason!  WTF
Lorne MI Because Trump is a traitor to the U. S.

Shalom MI
Do not let Trump back on FB! He sows fear and spreads misinformation. He is detrimental 
to our society.

Daniel MI
He uses whatever platform he can get to incite insurrection and foment hate.  What more 
do you need?

Audrey MI

Donald Trump has done more than enough damage to our country and the world with his 
lies and his inflammatory rhetoric. He should be banned because he’s proven that he can’t 
be trusted to follow the rules. He should not have the privilege of having a forum to 
perpetuate his self-serving agenda.

nancy MI
Under no circumstance should he bealowed back on face book.  He abused it, and he will 
continue to do so if allowed back. 

Ellen the Dreyer MI
the former tyrant is dangerous and should have no more avenues for his voice. I am not 
involved with 'face book'.

Mariama MI
Because Donald Trump uses social media to bully people, to spew hatred and division, and 
to incite violence, prejudice, discrimination, and bigotry.

Marilyn MI

He is a liar.  He is immoral, unethical, does not support a democracy and he uses lies to 
support a large group of violent, anti-democratic bigoted, racist thugs.

M. Jane MI

Trump was banned from FaceBook for good reason.  He persists in the pernicious, sedition 
lie that the 2020 election was fraudulent.  He shows no sign of telling the truth, so his 
banning should be permanent.  His comments serve only to sow hatred and division and 
should not be permitted.

Christa MI

Really??????  After Facebook was used by Russia to elect this insano,  you are 
considering letting him have a platform for his racist, rapist thoughts??????  Really?  Have 
some dignity.  

Dave MI

Donald Trump has used Facebook as a platform for spreading lies and inciting violence, in 
clear violation of Facebook's own policies.

Allowing Trump back on Facebook's platform would enable him to spread more lies and 
hate, as he would continue to violate Facebook's policies.  Therefore, Facebook must 
permanently ban Donald Trump.

Dan MI
Trump is a bona fide SOCIOPATH!!  He knows NOTHING about how to tell the truth!!  AND 
he could very well stir up another crowd to have a repeat of January 6!!!!!

Julia MI

This man actively spread hundreds of lies to manipulate and agitate his cult-like followers 
and supporters. You let this happen publicly on your platform and your technology even 
helped these people find one another and spread these hate filled lies. You are partially 
complicit in the acts of terror these White Nationalist terrorists have committed. Do better. 
Keep an eye on these things and prevent things from happening again. Don't let hatred and 
falsehoods continue to run amuck on your website.
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Tom MI

almost EVERYTHING he post is a lie, and he has already incited a insurrection, and MUST 
NOT be allowed to do so again.

He has violated the "terms of service" for Facebook many times already over the past 6 yrs, 
and many people have been banned for posting much less.

Judi MN He's a racist and Bigot

Jill MN
Do you hate the USA? If you allow Trump back you will be contributing to the denigration of 
our democracy. Please stop the nonsense and block he and his cronies indefinitely.

Zack MN
Donald Trump has shown again and again that he has no interest in restraining his speech 
and will continue to incite hatred and violence.

Birdie MN
Because he is the leader in destroying our country. If you care about our country you won't 
help him so.

Franz MN
Un-American Activities. Sedition & Treason. & countless other high crimes & 
misdemeanors.

Joan MN Do NOT allow Trump to return to Facebook!!!!!

Dean MN
The world is chaotic enough with out providing a sociopath a platform to spread dangerous 
lies and incite violence!

Cindy MN
The man is dangerous and will never stop spreading lies and misinformation. It is not in his 
nature to change. He is a danger to democracy.

Daniel MN
Per Facebook policies hate speech is banned. Trump has violated these policies many 
times and should not be allowed to do it again.

Larry MN
Donald Trump's words and action caused the death of 5 Americans on January 5,  2021.  
One the victims of Trump's lies and words was a police officer.  Thanks

Frank MN

Donald Trump has NO place on any public electronic forum. In his four years imitiating a 
president he lied a total of 30,573 times, according a fact checking service.  He will never 
change.  If his lips are moving, he is lying.

L. MN His constant mendacity.

Florence MN
Trump is a dangerous  man who has no moral   boundaaries, and who can incite violence.. 
as we have witnessed. He needs to be banned to protect our country.

Aaron MN

The former president has proven time and time again that he is more than willing to use lies 
or calls to incite violence to push his agenda. There's no reason to believe that we won't 
see more of the same if his access is restored.

Ev MN

Does Trump have to shoot Mark Zuckerberg on 5th Avenue for you to realize the danger he 
presents to American democracy? More than 30,000 verified lies after four years is more 
than enough. 

Bill MN
To Stop the lies and misinformation that affects our democracy and the inability to police 
their own policies.

Tracy MN
He is a clear danger to our country and is unfit to run for anything. He spreads dangerous 
lies.

Alice MN This is exactly why.  He is not "privileged" just because he was Pres at one time. 

Lori MN

His lies and conspiracy theories and hateful and racist rhetoric have brainwashed people, 
raised a dangerous level of hate and violence all over our country. In my opinion Facebook 
has contributed towards all of this by allowing this hate filled speech and lies to contaminate 
peoples minds and encouraged violence that is now out of control in our country. Mr. Trump 
can't stop lying or saying inflamatory remarks. He is vindictive, vile, unapologetic and will 
say anything to to make people believe his lies, his conspiracy theories and push his vile 
agenda. If he is allowed back on facebook in any way, I will personally drop facebook and 
emplore people to do the same. There is no compromise on this topic!! All QAnon people 
should be off as well, which he also supports. Just like any other terrorist group, like proud 
Boys or Ghadists, they shouldn't be allowed on here either, as well as fake news, lying 
propaghanda profiles! 

Lori MN

Do the morally right thing - stop the lies and violence on your platform!  - for EVERYBODY 
willing to write then.  What kind of a country do you think we want to live in ?  Not in the one 
domestic terrorists have promoted on Facebook.  Shame on you for even considering it 
acceptable!

Geoffrey MN Enough lies and hate speech! Keep trump off FB!
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Marilyn MN

If this was anyone else there would be not question of banning this person.  He is a 
dangerous person who has the ability to mobilize thousands to commit dangerous acts.  
Thank you for considering my comment.

Kelsey MN

This man is a dangerous, narcissistic wannabe-dictator who stirs up & encourages 
misinformation, hate speech, white supremacy, and violence. He'll say anything to keep his 
followers applauding him & chanting his name. A public figure like that should not be 
allowed a platform or megaphone with which to reach his followers. Please permanently 
ban Trump from Facebook.

Barbara MN
Trump should be banned because he spreads lies that inflame civil unrest and domestic 
terrorism.

M Katharyn MN

There is a man Laying in State at the Capitol now because of Donald Trump. He bragged 
he could murder someone on 5th Ave. and get away with it. Don't let him get away with 
more mayhem. I unsubscribed from FaceBook because of all the lies being spread. If you 
hope to get me, and others like me back, please enforce your policies.

Peggy MN He's violated Twitter.  Get him off FB!

Emily MN
Trump can't be trusted and the ban should be life-long. He has never showed any remorse 
or concern for his actions and the list is long!

Fred MN

Misinformation is a weapon used by many leaders to make a lie the "truth"   It has 
happened in Russia, Germany, Spaain, Italy, and even the US to persuade the people to 
back war

Gloria MN

Trump has spent decades spreading his hate, anger, and lies.  He has contributed to the 
sorry state of our country with his uncensored, evil comments. Permanently ban him for our 
sake.

Alan MN

Blatant lies and misinformation erode the pillars of our democracy.  No president has 
abused his responsibility in this regard more than Donald Trump.  If you broadcast these 
lies indescrimenantly you bear some of the responsibility for their proliferation.

James MN

Trump lies consistently and his lies are egregious, designed to foment violence and bring 
down our democracy.  That is not tolerable.  "Free speech" does not include the right to 
incite violence and sedition.

Tim MN He is a lying asshole and a psychopath!!!
Ann MN Ban Donald Trump permanently from Facebook.

Marshall MN

Trump speech creates violence and hate. That is his goal. Hitler needed to be stopped, 
trump needs to be stopped before he does more damage. He doesn’t need the 
megaphones of social media to help him spread his vitriol. 

Alva MN
Trump must be permanently banned from. FB because his lies and incitement to violent 
extremists represent a grave danger to our democracy. and our existence as a nation.

Barbara MN

This country needs a respite from all the hate and violence that Trump spreads whenever 
he opens his mouth.  Hate speech has slowed down since facebook has removed trump 
and hate groups.

Kathy MN

Trump spreads lies that are damaging our democracy.  He is also encouraging others to 
commit violence for him.  This alternate reality he promotes online isn't good for anybody.  
It hurts the people he's duped (many of them are now in jail because of him) and it hurts the 
rest of us because we almost lost our democracy.  Loosing democracy for Trump's selfish 
desires is not okay.  Trump is a massive threat to democracy and Facebook should not 
allow him a platform.

Cassandra MN
Facebook should permanently ban Donald Trump because it will save lives. Thank you for 
your work in maintaining peace and social justice.

BOB MN he is evel
Kathy MN Do be ethical ??
Joanne MN Hate speech should never be allowed.
Sheila MN Because he does nothing but divide our country by spewing hate and lies!!!

Gregory MN

Trump, and those like him, are a cancer on our Democracy and our society.  They have 
been eating away the fabric of our nation from within.  YOU at Facebook were responsible 
for making what had been a rare mutation infectious.  You made YOURSELVES into a 
disease vector! Don't return to your former DEADLY ways!
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Karen MN

Perhaps people are sometimes entitled to spread lies to the world. But when people occupy 
a position in which their lies undermine the security and safety not only of people’s lives 
and reputations, and when those people’s lies imperil the democratic framework of the 
United States, which is exactly what Donald Trump has done and will continue to do in the 
future, then Facebook can no longer claim immunity from responsibility for that harm. 

David MN
Donald Trump worked hard too destroy this democracy, and it’s resources over four years. 
Do not give him a platform to continue doing it.

Anna MN

Nothing has changed about Trump that would keep him from doing exactly what he did in 
the past. He will continue to spread hate and lies if he’s given a platform again. Keep him 
off and keep him banned.

Stephen MN Donald Trump wants to spread falsehood and contempt for the U.S. Constitution.

Susan MN

Mr. Trump lied repeatedly, literally thousands of times, during his presidency, and his lies 
were dangerous on many fronts.  He called covid19 a hoax to the detriment of the entire 
country and it's efforts to get the pandemic  under control. Lives were lost because of this. 
He spewed conspiracy theories and retweeted hate speech and fostered violence and 
division. He fanned the flames of insurrection. We lost lives and we came close to losing 
our democracy because of him. Keep Him Off Facebook. 

nan MN YES, enforce YOU POLICIES...he is a madman and a traitor!

Judith MN
It's called integrity!  Donald Trump's malicious lies should no longer be amplified through 
Facebook.  He must be banned permanently!

Liz MN

Mr. Trump needs to be banned from Facebook because he spreads lies and divides our 
families and friends.  He also promotes violence and racial divisions.  He will be embolden 
to continue destroying the UNITED STATES if he gets a chance and a voice on Facebook!

Robert MN Because he is a Traitor!!!!

Mary MN
You should keep your commitment to your viewers that only the truth should be spoken and 
only in love, not hate.

Nicholas MN

Our former president, Donald Trump, incited violence against our lawmakers, their staff 
members, and civilians; the very people he was elected to lead and protect.  People died as 
a direct result of his words and posts on your site.  He has done nothing but use your 
platform to lie, slander, and hurt people.  If he was anyone else he would have been 
banned years ago.  Do what is right, ban him forever.

Patricia & Robert MN Because tRump doesn't play by anyone else's rules
Peggy MN He shouldn’t be able to spread all his lies and stir up his supporters.

Allen MN
This man demonstrates utterly no respect for other human beings and the truth. He is a 
danger to everything that he is in contact with, so he must be isolated and contained.

Ann MN

Trump’s lies, dishonesty, manipulation are a threat to Our Country, Our Democracy, Our 
Citizens. Trump is tearing our society and our very families and neighbors apart and 
destroying us. Trump and Qanon and people who spread lies, disinformation and incite 
hatred and violence must be stopped, they must be silenced. Please.

Frank MN
Donald Trump has no place on Facebook. All he will do is to propagate his lies and 
potentially incite more violence. We don't need more of this. Keep him off permanently.

Cherie MN

Do you really want to be the place where extremists and liars spread poison?  I suspect 
not.  Polite truthful political speech should always be welcome, but that which incites 
violence is neither.  You know that. 
 Please keep Trump and his likes off Facebook.  Thank you.

Paul MN Would you give a platform to Benedict Arnold?
Terry MN because trump is a traitor to America

Paula MN
Because he doesn't know how to tell the truth. He spreads hate and causes riots with 
destroying business and death !!!!!!

Ryan MN Trump on Facebook and Twitter meant nothing but trouble for the country and our people.

Carol MN
Trump is a danger and traitor to our country.  He must not be granted access to promote 
lies and hatred!

Karl MN Enough with his fascistic violence, racism and lies!

Gini MN
Because Facebook should be more interested in truth than falsehoods and just making 
money



First name State Comment

leela MN
have you not noticed how much less fear, chaos, and flat out rage is absent from our daily 
lives with the censure donald trump?

Edwin MN
This criminal has done far, far too much damage to our country, our culture, our lives.  He 
must never be given a megaphone to spew his lies and evil, never!

Lisa MN

Facebook's recent purge of Qanon accounts, Election disinformation accounts, and white 
supremacist accounts had a huge impact in reducing the amount of false and divisive 
rhetoric aimed at vulnerable citizens.  Thank you for that.  

Former President Trump's account was suspended within the same time frame.  He has 
proven incapable of controlling his impulsive re-postings, insults, and barely suppressed 
calls for violence on Facebook and other social media platforms.  Now that he is no longer 
President, he cannot be allowed to restore his calls to division and violence by abusing your 
platform and your customers and advertisers.  Please make sure you continue to ban 
Donald J. Trump's mis-use of Facebook. 

James MN
Chump stands for hate. Facebook had better be the enemy of hate or we need to turn our 
attention to FB.

Roxanne MN
Donald Trump should not be on Facebook because his comments in the past suggest that 
he is likely to use it to incite violence.

Kate MN
donald trump has shown himself to be a liar and instigator of violence - he should NOT be 
given any social platform to spread more lies  or violence

Nicole MN Trump’s brand of hate doesn’t need a platform on Facebook.
Debbie MN Truth matters, period.
Arthur MN He is a danger to democracy and does not deserve a platform
Robert MN Misinformation has no place on Facebook!

Joan MN
Trump should be banned permanently because of the lies he tells that spread hate, 
encourage violence, and incite others to destroy our democracy.

Paul MN
Please permanently ban Donald Trump from Facebook for spreading lies and inciting 
violence.

Kay MN

Donald Trump fomented an insurrection against the U.S. government because he lost the 
election.  He started saying that the election was stolen before the first vote was cast.  NOT 
ONE SHRED OF EVIDENCE OF THESE CLAIMS WAS SUBMITTED TO ANY COURT IN 
64 CASES AND ALL OF THEM WERE THROWN OUT OF COURT.  And yet he continues 
to lie about the election.  Trump is a menace who regularly lies, calls for violence against 
for his opponents and calls for violence anytime he feels he's been injured like in the case 
of the election.  Under the law violent speech is not protected speech.  Misinformation 
decreased dramatically after Trump was taken off of Facebook and Twitter.  Thus, proving 
that taking affirmative action has a positive effect. 
Further, he has been diagnosed as severely mentally ill and as such he has no right to a 
national forum for his views.  It is time to end Trump's free reign of lying, cheating and 
trying to get others killed. 

Gabriela MN Donald Trump incited a coup. He cannot be allowed to incite more violence.

Maija MN
Keep Donald Trump  away from Facebook.  We don't need more disinformation nor any 
more incitements to riot or promote white supremicism or Boogaloo Boyz.

Ben MN
If inciting a violent coup attempt to overturn a free and fair election doesn’t violate 
Facebook’s standards, what does?

Donald MN
Trump incited thugs to enter and sack the U.S. Capitol by spreading misinformation -- lots 
and lots of lies and misinformation.

Kenneth MN Donald Trump uses Facebook and other media to spread lies and misinformation.

Chris MN

We need to let out nation heal and that requires social media to stop the spread of lies, 
hate and division.  You have an obligation to stop lies at the root.  Do your job please, if not, 
then I hope we can get some regulations to encourage you to do so.

John AND Jean MN All he spreads is HATE!!!!

Stu MN
DO NOT let the Liar continue to spread his racism, hatred and propaganda.  Block him 
permanently from using the internet.

Eric P MN
If Trump wants to explain himself publicly, let him appear before the US Senate and speak 
at his trial.  He doesn't need FaceBook.



First name State Comment

Arlene MN
It's this inconvenient issue known as false information. Don't get back in the business of 
putting it all out there for general consumption by the otherwise uninformed.

Betsy MN

If you do not permanently ban him, you are allowing him another platform on which to 
spread misinformation, lies and encouragement to white supremacy and domestic 
terrorists. We endured 4 years of hell.  Enough!!!!

Aaron MN
Do not reverse the ban on Trump. He should be banned from facebook forever!! We don't 
need misinformation being spread all over. And he is a criminal!

Martha MN
Don't let anyone who spreads lies & demonstrates how racist & homophobic they are use 
your platform.

Mary MN
He is a traitor to our democracy, has no regard for the environment, is a pathological liar, 
practices nepotism and cronyism, and is totally unfit for office of the U.S. presidency.

Holly MN

Donald Trump has a well-documented history of making baseless claims that damage the 
trust in public discourse, and have incited violence.  He should not be allowed to use the 
FaceBook platform to continue harming our nation and democracy.

Russell MN Don't give him a platform from which to spread his lies!!!

Hugh MN
Ex-president Trump is a hateful, vengeful, self-centered person who will stop at nothing to 
keep his power. Don't let him use your platform for his own awful purposes.

Michelle MN
You created rules and an oversight board to keep your platform balanced and honest. 
UPHOLD your own rules BAN HIM FOR LIFE.

Nancy MN He is a insane danger to our country.  We have heard enough from him.

Hannah MN
Because Trump uses his platform to spew hate speech, which is not protected under the 
1st Amendment. If he is allowed back on he will continue to spark hate and division

DIA MN

He does not deserve the privilege, he did so little for the average American while in office. 
He only puts effort into areas that help him, his family and his personal business interests. 
He was a failure as a President. 

Joseph MN If he is allowed to speak, his words will get people killed.

Katie MN

Honestly if you let him back on Facebook after inciting a deadly insurrection after an 
accumulation of lies, hate speech, and propaganda he helped spread, I'm really not sure 
how you could justify banning anyone from your platform ever. He should not get a pass.

M MN

Donald Trump's words and activity on social media were a direct cause of the violent 
uprising at our nation's capital on January 6th, 2021. Allowing him to regain his platform on 
Facebook carries the strong potential for more violence and more threats to our democracy. 
Social media is a privilege, not a right, and Donald Trump has already shown us how 
recklessly he abuses that privilege. He does not deserve a second chance from Facebook.

Irene MN
We doo not need his type of communication to be spread all over the world. Keep his 
mouth taped shut and his fingers off the keys.

judith MN

Mr. Trump is a compulsive liar, not to mention, in my opinion, a traitor to our country, a 
security threat and a grifter.  The lying alone should disqualify him from having a bully pulpit 
on FB. Please adhere to your policies in keeping Mr. Trump off of FB.

Donna MN
He has created a cult of NAZI like followers.  Our republic will be torn apart from within, if 
the ORAGE ONE is allow to continue to spew his lies. 

Thomas MO Ban Trump Forever!!!

Jo MO
Trump is a racist who refuses to consent that he lost the election. He is using social media 
to incite insurrection among white supremacists by spreading this "big lie".

Richard MO
Donald Trump has used social media to spread lies and misinformation. I do not think he 
should be allowed on Facebook to spread his divisive lies.

Trudy MO

I've been banned for 30 days for my post picturing Hitler comparing Trump with Hitler's 
personality profile, he should be band for nearly destroying our democracy.

Jane MO
Trump is a dangerous, demented, racist, rapist.  Do not let him spout any more of his lies 
and insurrection propaganda.  

Bob MO
Trump is a danger to our country. He should’ve been banned 4 years ago. KEEP HIM 
BANNED AND MAKE IT PERMANENT!

Nancy MO
The ban on trump from using Facebook must continue!  His feelings have not changed. He 
is full of hate, bigotry! He must NOT have this platform to spread his lies!



First name State Comment

Christopher MO
please ban donald trump he is the biggest threat to america, america's most wanted terroist 
is donald trump 

Jan MO Because of the damage it and Donald Trump have wrought.

John MO
The truth matters, especially from those in leadership positions, with magnified influence . ."
It will be wild . ." didn't turn out so well for democracy, did it . . .

Tom MO

Donald Trump perpetrated the largest attack against democracy and the democratic 
process in the history of the American presidency. 

His continual subversion of the rule of law and telephone calls to GOP election officials 
nationwide (to attempt to throw the Nov. election) was unprecedented in American history.

This man is dangerous and a threat to American democracy.

Please do the right thing and ban him from all social networking websites.

Thank you for standing with American democracy and the rule of law under the U.S. 
Constitution. 

Della MO

Facebook has assisted many groups and Trump in the insurrection over years. Restoring 
Trump will only compound past damage. Try avoiding further mistakes by providing a 
platform to destroy our country.

Susan MO
Donald Trump has never spoken the truth. He is a danger to democracy and must be kept 
from social media.  Facebook must never let him back.

Don MO
Trump has a cult-like following. Anything that he says, they believe no matter how 
demonstrably false. He should not be given a platform to spew his lies, it is too dangerous.

Lisa MO

Donald Trump spread false information and incited violence during his entire 4 years in 
office. There is no reason to suspect he will change. As evidenced by the January 6 
attempted insurrection, he is a threat to lives and democracy and should be kept off 
Facebook, Twitter and other social media.

KE MO

This country does not need to hear from this person who has done nothing but cause 
destruction.  If placed back on FB, he and his ilk will continue to take the country down into 
the swampy depths.

Michael MO

Facebook has proved itself to be the world's largest conduit for the relentless assault of 
truth in this world. Letting the biggest, most-prolific liar of any public figure in history back 
on your platform would only serve to prove Facebooks spineless lack of ethics.

Dean MO
Just like advertisements need to post that they are an advertisement,  Conspiracy theories 
should have to post that their theory is just that, a theory and not based in evidence! 

Irene MO Ban trump from social media forever!

Johnny MO

Given Donald Trump's thousands of lies during the past 4 years alone, not banning him is 
the same as allowing insurrection-inciting lies.  It applies on Facebook as it does 
elsewhere.

Carol MO

Donald Trump is a self-proclaimed Nationalist/White Supremist.  He has done tremendous 
damage to our democracy, spreading falsehoods and inciting violence. As a business, 
FACEBOOK must be held accountable to our democracy and the common good. They 
were brought in front of Congress stating that they will not protect us from disinformation, 
As a larger issue, FACEBOOK needs to be broken up. In the meantime, Donald Trump 
should never be allowed to use their platform.

Robert MO

Simply, Donald Trump is NOT going to change his stripes and will be the liar he has always 
been.  The threat he poses to our democracy requires you MUST ensure he NEVER has 
the opportunity to use your platform as his bullhorn.

Melissa MO

Will you please permanent ban Donald Trump & others who consistently spread 
disinformation and misinformation. This is extremely harmful to all across the world. Please 
be the positive change we need. Thank you.

Lisa MO

Every single time you've let him back on Facebook, he's violated the TOS with lies and hate 
speech.  

Learn from the past and don't let him back on the platform.
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Tina MO

Arrogance erodes intelligence. Free speech doesn't mean you have to give a platform for 
hate groups and irrational, false conspiracies. Giving them a platform leads to destruction 
and death. You already have blood on your hands and it is long overdue that you do the 
right thing, no platoforms for hate!

Linda MO

The former disgraced insurrectionist in chief Donal Trump does not deserve to be heard by 
anyone. He must be kept off social media to protect our democracy. He should have been 
deplatformed 5 years ago when he started spreading lies and disinformation. I am 
personally not on facebook or twitter as I do not feel the need to share with the world what 
meal I prepared and have a social group that typically meets in person obviously not since 
the pandemic. Twitter and facebook are for weak people who need attention and are too 
cowardly to interact with someone inperson. Get a life!

Gail MO

Donald Trump is a white supremacist, a traitor to the Constitution and he has used 
Facebook repeatedly to incite violence against the governement, specifically members of 
Congress, He must be banned permanently from Facebook. The very fate of our 
democracy demands this!  

Amy MO

Donald Trump is an ABSOLUTE DANGER to this country and beyond.  He is a far right 
extremist, who uses lies, xenophobia, racism and anti-Semitism, to radicalize his 
supporters and directs them to commit violence against his perceived enemies, and to 
accrue power.  WE ALL deserve to live our lives without this dangerous person having his 
every criminal thought amplified by a Facebook and Twitter presence!  Donald Trump has 
proven that he can't tandle the responsibilities of holding office, or even possessing a social 
media account.  He is DEMENTED!

Jen MO He does not deserve a platform to spew hate and lies!

James MO
Donald Trump plans to continue to destroy America. Facebook can decide to assist in his 
effort or care about America.

Sharon MO Block trump- he’s hirrific‼ 

Dorothy MO

Donald Trump has consistently lied on Facebook and as part of those lies, encouraged his 
follower to dispute the legality of his loss of the election, as well as fomented rebellion, 
sedition and revolution.  He should be permanently barred from Facebook.

Judy MO Policies apply to ALL who use facebook...why should he get special privilege?

Cathryn MO

Facebook should permanently ban Donald Trump for the same reason his account was 
suspended.  There is no doubt that he would continue to use Facebook as a platform for 
spreading lies and inciting violence.

J MO Eliminate facebook NOW

David MO
He's already done too much damage with his lies and seems to feel no remorse for any of it 
-- don't allow him to do more!

Virginia MO
If you wish to be viewed as credible, Mr. Trump and others who spread lies and violent 
conspiracies need a permanent ban.

Dorothy MO

We know that Trump is a pathological liar that will never tell the truth and yet there are 
some in our country who will always believe him, as we saw on Jan. 6, 2021 when the 
Capitol was assaulted.  Do not give him another chance to whip up another murderous 
crowd to assail our representatives in Congress or any of our bodies of government.

Lois MO
Donald only knows how to lie and spread hate.  Keep him off of Facebook

Linda MO Trump is TVs selfish , e
Linda MO Trump is an egomaniac wh

Jackie MO
Everyone has a right to voice their opinion but when that person insights riots, increases 
prejudice, and out and out lies they need to be eliminated from facebook

Susan MO
If Facebook enables Trump's lies about the election and his continuing to incite violence 
against our Country and Constitution,  you are a participant in those acts.

Trevor MO
Permanently banning Trump from Facebook would be beneficial for keeping disinformation 
about anything away from the site.

Margo MO
He lies and instigates violence

Susan MO He incites misinformation and violence and cannot be trusted as a leader.
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Julie MO Do not lift the ban for Donald Trump.  He has not changed his opinions or his values.

Judith MO

Americans have had a great burden taken off their shoulders. We don’t have to be exposed 
to Donald Trump on Twitter or Facebook. Please do not allow him access again. It disturbs 
the entire population, even lots of Republicans are repulsed by him at this point.

Ashley MO
Donald has proved several times that he does not care about his rhetoric’s damaging 
consequences and accountability is sorely needed

Fran MO
Do NOT allow Donald Trump  another platform to spew his filthy lies and incitement to 
political violence.

Teresa (Terry) MO Absolutely do NOT let trump back on Facebook!  NO!  NO!   NO!
Natasha MO January 6, 2021.

Marjorie MO

Trump is a traitor to our constitution and foments insurrection and chaos in our country.  He 
is stupid and self-serving and spreads lies nonstop.  DO NOT GIVE THIS MAN A 
PLATFORM!

Carol MO

Facebook should permanently ban former President Trump from being able to spread 
disinformation and foment violence. Facebook has a responsibility to uphold it's own rules. 
Do the right thing.
Thank you,
Carol F. Koehler

Sheri MO

I feel such relief without the constant flood of contentious and inflammatory comments by 
Trump and his allies that culminated in an attack on our Capitol building.  With the apparent 
creation of new domestic terrorists and activating of those who had already been violent, 
this is not going away and will take time to heal.  PLEASE do not re-create this anti-
democratic negativity by allowing Donald Trump to have a larger platform once again. He 
should be permanently de-platformed. He has been given a new chance already and things 
finally deteriorated into mob violence.  Doesn't matter what he says--he has gone too far to 
a point of no return and Facebook should stand with Twitter

Lovedia MO
The world do not need anyone to post information that represents hatred and or hostility.

Jeanne MO
Trump is a seditionist and riles up people by spewing disinformation. Please keep his 
tirades and other remarks off Facebook!

Barbara MO
Our country, it's laws and values and citizens,does not deserve the disrespect and harm 
that Trump's angry, disloyal lies and rantings  will cause.  

Robin MO
Donald Trump only uses Facebook to spread lies and cause nothing but chaos. He is trying 
to tear our country apart.

Debora MO

Hate, bigotry, violence, racism and other discriminatory and hurtful speech from Trump 
disgusts me.  Yes we have freedom of speech but we must also understand there are 
consequences for harm done and giving Trump a "voice" is a slap in the face to truth 
lovers.  There is no place for insurrectionists and domestic terrorists to spew their hate and 
I am sick beyond belief at you even thinking to give Trump his voice on Facebook.  The lies 
and terror filled name and hate calling I receive from "users" is sickening.  It needs to stop 
please and thank you.
     A teacher in Missouri

Elizabeth MO
We would like to cancel Facebook itself as it disallows voices that speak of Palestinians’ 
suffering under Israeli occupation and USA support, our tax dollars, for illegal brutality.  

Dorothy MO
You must keep our ex-president off of your platform, where he would once again lie and call 
for insurrection.  Keep your standards up and keep him off!
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Mary MO
We don't need Trump back on Facebook  spreading lies  and promoting insurrections.  
Please take action  to make sure Facebook does NOT permit disinformation.

Ann MO trump is out of touch with reality and a danger to this country

Tori MO
Inciting an insurrection is literally treason! There should be no room for such violence on 
any social media platform!

Theresa MS
He would just do the same thing again. He’s still saying he won the election. Don’t let him 
back on.

Linda MS
This man is a racist, he evening hates his on race. And he's the biggest lair man has ever 
known and America doesn't need anymore of his hatred and lies.

Rosemary MS

Trump won’t learn. Glad I no longer have to be affected by his abhorrent and 
unmanageable vitriol. Allow him at your own mental health risk. I have not watched TV in 2 
years because of his vile nature.

Rochelle MT

FB is accountable to the people. Simply removing Trump from the platform isn't going to fix 
the systemic racism and sexism built into the very algorithms of Facebook, but demanding 
that Facebook enforce its own policies around disinformation is an important step on the 
path to re-imagining social media platforms that allow people to connect with each other 
free from the threat of misogynistic and white supremacist hate and violence.  

Francesca MT

Have we not learned that Trump is a compulsive liar. He tried to undermine a fair election 
and instigated a riot. There should be consequences for traitorous actions. He is not trust 
worthy. Do not allow Trump back on Facebook.

Maureen MT

The whole nation observed the result of Trumps chronic misinformation, the spewing of 
hateful and divisive vitriol, and his out right lies that fomented the historic insurrection on 
our nations capital. Both Twitter and Facebook were the conduits that allowed this to 
happen. If you reinstate trumps Facebook account, you will be knowingly complicit in all 
future outcomes for giving him back this privilege. Have some courage and integrity, and 
hold trump accountable to your own policies by
 permanently banning him from Facebook, the nations eyes are watching. 

Kerry MT
Donald Trump never tells the truth.  Keep his comments off Facebook.  We don't need 
more lies.

Carol MT
Facebook needs to ban Tump for life.  He is dangerous.  Facebook needs to ban any and 
all posters that promote violence.

Wayne MT
As a person of color my freedoms are negatively affected by his false information. We all 
have the right to freedom of speech but not when the safety of others is taken away.

Richard MT Yes, Ban the bastard!
Phyllis MT Please do not give Trump a platform to spew his hate, lies, and meanness.
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Brett MT

The power and influence of Social Media platforms has grown to the point that they have 
more viewership (followers) than television or print journalism. For many people, they only 
consider sources like Facebook to be valid news outlets.

The danger of allowing fringe, hate, and separatist groups to operate unchecked on Social 
Media platforms is that this gives them the same power of access that registered 
journalists, corporate leaders, and elected officials. This has, as pointed out over the last 30 
days, literally recruited a nationwide coalition for flat earthers and deniers of the 9/11 
attacks to attempt an overthrow of our national government.

With the power, influence, and monetary capital involved wielded by Facebook and other 
online services, they all share a collective responsibility to manage these communication 
channels. The simple fact is, if Facebook and other platforms continue to allow these 
deranged individuals to spawn social and political movements then Facebook and other 
platforms are offering enormous media and financial support to aid and abett terrorists and 
criminal enterprise across the board.

Whether or not the owners or Boards of Directors of Facebook and other services are 
fellow travelers with these anti-American groups is irrelevant; the continued existence as a 
valid and lawful enterprise requires that these services reject the abject lies and falsified 
conspiracy theories of Donald J. Trump and other cohorts who seek to undermine and 
reject our way of life.

Individuals who abuse their accounts on Facebook and other sites must be de-platformed, 
involving both a removal of all of their content from registered accounts and a ban on any 
further use of these services. This is the stated policy of Facebook, and consistent 
enforcement of these rules is an expectation of conduct for these organizations.

Toddy MT
Donald Trump is still pushing for the overthrow of the legitimately elected government.  He 
should not be allowed to send out calls for sedition as he had previously.

Donna MT

I hope you take the opportunity to prove that you represent a social platform that does not 
allow lies to be used to gather support of men like Donald Trump.   Please do not allow 
yourselves to be used by any person or group who will spread lies for their own gain.  
Please permanently ban Donald Trump from Facebook.

Virginia MT

He should be banned because his rhetoric has already incited people to commit violent 
acts.  He has lied and vulnerable people believe him.  He does not need a platform right 
now.

Bill MT because Donald Trump is a serious threat to life and property and sanity

Jerald MT
Donald Trump has proven himself to be a threat to national security. Facebook must not be 
complicit in tearing down democracy in favor of authoritarianism. Ban Trump permanently.

Susan MT

DO NOT ALLOW DONALD TRUMP BACK ON FACEBOOK. HE LIES. HE PERPETUATES 
VIOLENCE. PLEASE I AM BEGGING YOU. IFBYOU CARE ABOUT THE WELL-BEING 
OF OUR COUNTRY AND OUR PEOPLE PLEASE BAN HIM FOR LIFE.

Susan MT

DO NOT ALLOW DONALD TRUMP BACK ON FACEBOOK. HE LIES. HE PERPETUATES 
VIOLENCE. PLEASE I AM BEGGING YOU. IFBYOU CARE ABOUT THE WELL-BEING 
OF OUR COUNTRY AND OUR PEOPLE PLEASE BAN HIM FOR LIFE.

George MT Put a permanent end to Trumps Propaganda
Julie NC because yes

Betty NC

When somebody shows you who they are, believe them. Donald Trump is willing to do 
whatever it takes, lie, cheat and steal, to hold onto power and money. He’s even willing to 
destroy our democracy. Don’t help him hurt all of us. 

Patterson NC
till someone comes up with a verifiable truth sensor Facebook should continue to ban DJT. 
If there is a truth sensor it would probably do the function. 

Holly NC We have the2 amendment so he should speak but be controlled on what is put out there.
Ralph NC Traitors should not be on any open forum
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Kenneth NC

Why in gods name would you let a person with such lies, ugly rhetoric, and a possible voice 
to try and overthrow the government BACK on the pages of Facebook? This time YOU 
WILL BE COMPLICIT in the next attempted overthrow of our government.  The fact that 
you are even thinking about it again makes me wonder what is going thru the minds of FB. 
Do you really need someone of that ilk on your pages? You are already leaning towards 
Mein Kampf. Is this what you want to be know as?

Christine NC

Letting trump back on to Facebook would be the worst possible decision in light of the fact 
that he fomented such hatred across the country causing a great divide in our democratic 
system.  Please DO NOT EVEN CONSIDER IT.  If he’s allowed back on, we can kiss 
America, as we once knew it before his illegal rise to despotic power, goodbye.

D NC Ban for life!
D. NC He actively promotes dangerous conspiracy theories, hate, Nazism and violence.

Deborah NC
Like people who have abused animals, Trump should never again be allowed access to 
Facebook because of his past behavior. 

Deborah NC

Our shamed ex-president has proven repeatedly that the speaks hates and lies and is not 
going to change.  He has been inciting violence for 5 years, 4 of them as an elected official 
in our country.  He does not deserve another chance to spew hate.

Lawrence NC

We can't afford to go through another incident like the events that happened on January 
6th.  We cannot allow domestic terrorists to use social media platforms like Facebook to 
organize their activities.  Donald Trump has long been a  fascist and a white supremacist all 
his life and we cannot allow him to rally his troops online.  Twitter kicked him off 
permanently and Facebook should do the right thing and kick Trump as well as all white 
supremacist and fascist organizations off their platform

Edwin NC

The attack on the Capitol should be enough reason to permanently ban Donald Trump from 
Facebook. He has shown time and time again that he will say anything to incite his 
followers to do his bidding with dangerous consequences.

Tom NC Trump is a known liver. Facebook needs to rebuild is reputation or go away.
Scott A. Weir NC NO TRUMP until he is cleared of ALL of the many serious allegations against him.
Zola NC Because of the signal it sends to others that it is acceptable to abuse this privilege.

Elizabeth NC
No
nO

Cathy NC Because it's the right thing to do!

James NC

The words and clear intent of Donald Trump on and on multiple times before the riot on the 
US Capitol were clear and straight enciting the use of soure and any means to accomplish 
his duistorted

Caren NC

By allowing Trump on Facebook, you are aiding and abetting treason and sedition. You are 
giving voice to the most heinous bigotry. You are as guilty of incitement to riot as Trump 
was on January 6th. 

Mary NC

Among his many flaws, Donald Trump seems to have no vision for "the common good," or 
for the more compassionate version of the common good that highlights the so-called "least 
of these", i.e. those people who are struggling to survive.  So Trump has NO compelling or 
relevant VISION for this country.

Gail NC Because his hatefulness causes harm and even death to the American people.

Kenneth NC

I would suggest that Facebook implement a protocol whereby any post by Donald Trump 
be first vetted for accuracy before it is posted on line.  It is chosen to post it, I recommend 
that the vetting results be placed first before the Trump message is posted.

Dona NC Ban Trump from spreading lies and hate through facebook, Ban him for life.

Catherine NC

Why would you even consider letting Trump back onto Facebook?  We know that he 
constantly lies, spreads misinformation, and promotes violence!  That should be enough to 
ban him forever!!

Barbara NC
Please, if there is any love for our country, don't let that monster stir the fire's of hatred and 
furthur divide us! He will if allowed a national mouth piece. Please.......

Patricia NC
After seeing the mob that stormed the Capitol, there is no way that Donald Trump need any 
public platform especially Facebook.
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Michael NC

Facebook banned me permanently before this POS monster all because I was going after 
fascists and bigots that were allowed to do whatever they wanted on this platform. I was 
doing the work Facebook should be doing with humans instead of AI bots that do not 
enforce standards and do so with bias and without context. I am glad I got banned for it and 
now this is all backfiring on you. Well earned and deserved.

Babbs NC
Don't allow Trump a platform for spreading his paranoia, bigotry,  and outright lies in an 
attempt to keep his constituents and his power. 

Barry NC

Trump has not learned a thing about not spreading disinformation or violating the law. 
Since de-platforming him, election lies circulating have plummeted. Please do not allow him 
to return to his old bad habits of spreading hateful lies and violence which violate 
Facebook's own policies and should have been addressed much sooner. Thank you in 
advance for making the responsible choice now to keep all Americans safe. 

Chas NC integrity

Cama NC
Facebook should be neutral, it should not be a source of lies and extreme statements, not 
founded in fact, coming from the Republican former President

Christopher NC
Facebook MUST take a stand against the likes of dangerous hate-mongers like the 
disgraced, despicable, dumbass, dirty-diaper mouth Donnie tRump!

Marla NC Do not give trump a platform to spread hate

Jean Ann NC

Donald trump is not likely to stop lying any time soon, and his lies are dangerous and can 
create mayhem and damage to people. He has shown criminal tendencies with his lies. So, 
no I do not want to see him on FB again. 

Chad NC

Facebook has a responsibility to the public, a deadly seditious attack on the US capital was 
launched and Facebook, Twitter and other social media companies must protect the public 
from terrorist activity and from disinformation used to harm people. Facebook has a great 
deal of latitude as a private company, and they must use that discretion wisely. Chaos and 
death may drive clicks and ad revenue, but the cost is too high. 

James NC no don't let him back on

Jon NC

Former President Donald Trump has shown that he willfully spreads lies and misinformation 
as well as seditious statements. His activity led to the January 6, 2021, insurrection in 
Washington DC. As he will likely continue such efforts, it is in our democracy's best interest 
to ban the former president from social media platforms, including Facebook.

Claudia NC
With his words and actions trump has tried to destroy our democracy. He should 
permanently be banned from Facebook.

Janis NC

Donald Trump is a threat to the United States and to the Democracy of the United States, 
he is a trator  and  communist,  He does no good, he is a cult leader and a very mentally 
man.  He is a habitual lie monger.  He takes no responsibility for his words and actions.  He 
is a danger to us all.

Lynne NC

Donald J. Trump has shown that he lies several times daily.  Many of his lies and 
misrepresentations foment fear and hatred among different religious and ethnic people in 
America.  D.J.Trump should be pre-monitored if he is allowed onto social media at all 
again.

Marilyn NC
He must not be given the platform to do further damage to our country.  He never 
abandoned his lies, don't give him any more opportunities.

Lin NC
Toxic and poison, responsible for the deaths of how many due to malfeasance around 
covid, but sure let him back in. Smart move...

Janice NC

If a public official tells lies often enough people start to believe them. We saw that in Nazi 
Germany. If we don’t want to end up like them we need to check facts and hold people 
accountable. If you cannot do it our government must. Are you comfortable with the 
government intruding into your business? Do the right thing.

LAURA NC

Donald Trump is manipulating people into believing that our elections were not legitimate, 
and if he is allowed to freely manipulate the American public it will lead to a great deal of 
domestic terrorism. He should be denied any and all platforms to spread his lies.

Jan NC

Inciting violence should be reason enough to keep someone off social media. Some people 
still almost worship him; it’s like a cult! And cult leaders will do say or do anything to keep 
their followers in line.

Jo NC
Trump should never be allowed to spread his lies via Facebook again. He is incapable of 
telling the truth.
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Jessica NC
People like Donald Trump will continue to think it is ok unless we show them that it is not! 
We are tired of bullies being able to continue to be bullies - pull your heads out of the sand!

Nancy NC
No one needs to be subjected again to the lying garbage that Trump spews.  It’s so nice not 
having to hear any of his lies and hatred

Sandra NC
Facebook is culpable already, but you can avoid more blood on your hands by banning 
trump from Facebook for LIFE.

James NC
If you aren’t going to enforce a TOS violation of this magnitude, why do you have terms of 
service?

Jennifer NC
There has been such a peace in the country since Trump hasn't been able to incite the 
hatred. Please don't give him the megaphone to start again.

Paul NC

There is every reason to believe that he will continue to spread lies and conspiracies, and 
incite people to violence.  His privileged position does not outweigh Facebook's basic 
responsibility to not broadcast willfully dangerous material. 

Mark NC Why should we let him spread more lies

Chanda NC

Donald Trump should be held to the same standards as everyone else. Celebrity status, 
even Presidential status, shouldn't shield someone from consequences for violating 
Facebook's terms of service pertaining to misinformation, hate speech, or incitement to 
violence. It sends a very bad message and emboldens the radical antigovernment groups 
that we saw storm the Capital when Trump is allotted special allowances that everyday 
Facebook users are not. Facebook should not lift the ban and permit Donald Trump to have 
access to a platform he has already abused and used for political incitement and 
misinformation. 

Michael NC He is an enemy to our Republic & a constant liar
Kevin NC Please Ban Trump from your platform.
Nancy NC He is the center of home grown terroismium.

Charlotte NC

A oonfirmed chronic liar like Donald Trump should never be allowed to use a facebook 
account to begin with, so he needs to be permanently excluded from an account, since he 
will never change.

jacqueline NC
The crazies are still out there just waiting for him to send them on the next hunt.  How much 
blood do you want on your hands!?

Jimmy NC No fascist sedition encouragers
Linda NC Donald Trump spreads lies and untruths, is a crook, a thief, a man of low moral s, 
Diane NC He spews hate and lies. He should be banned for life.
Alice NC He should be permanently banned from Facebook!
Sonny NC He lies and will destroy our democracy

Michael NC
Do not provide a platform to enable Donald Trump to incite further violence. Do not become 
part of sedition and insurrection!!!

Cynthia NC

There is no benefit to siding with Trump now... for Facebook or for our country. Why would 
you allow him back? Senator Collins said she believed Trump "learned his lesson" after the 
first impeachment. WRONG!! The Facebook Oversight Board should consider that in their 
decision making process.

Bretton NC
He incites violence, peddles lies and conspiracies, disinformation, and divides people 
based on race, sexual orientation, religion, etc.

Leigh NC

He has shown by actions and words who he is. I hope that you will believe him and stand 
firm to your rules and permanently ban him.

Rita NC
Donald Trump needs to be permanently banned from Facebook, so he can not endorse his 
own policies and spread more lies to keep destroying our democracy.

Lynda NC

Those associated with QAnon, white extremists etc should not be a platform to 
communicate with the public. Trump used his position and voice to insight an insurrection 
against our democracy and our government and should not be allowed on Facebook or 
Twitter 

Julie NC

If that gasbag is allowed back on after all he’s done to this country, I’ll be done with FB.  
Can’t take any more negativity and lies.  He’s not sorry for his actions so he’ll just get even 
worse.
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James NC
Protect our democracy by continuing the ban on this lying, dangerous sociopath. He should 
never be allowed back on Facebook or any other social media platform.

Barbara NC He is to toxic to the country.

Keith NC

Because He's nothing but A Big Liar and A Criminal! Also, Facebook needs to Stop 
Throwing Ordinary Folks like Me Back into FB Jail for our Rights to Free Speech and 
Expression!

Olivia NC

Donald Trump must be permanently banned from Facebook.  Our lives are at stake....this is 
not an exaggeration.  Trump must face the consequences of his actions......he has lied 
repeatedly and it has led to catastrophic events.

Lisa NC You are giving him the biggest platform for lies and hate.  Stop it!

Carol and Bob NC
anyone who lies as much as Trump does shouldn't be a voice on any media!   And that 
goes for all the big liar leaders we have!

J NC
WE are ALL still PTSD w/ Trump exhaustion.  Do NOT give that Monster your MAGAphone 
ever again! You would be equally complicit for even more death, destruction, & diviseness.

Marilyn NC He lies and his lies are dangerous!

S NC

FOLLOW YOUR OWN RULES.  TRUMP'S WORDS ARE A DANGER TO OUR 
DEMOCRACY.  WE DO PUBLICIZE LIES AND LIES AND MORE LIES. LIES CAN 
UNDERMINE TRUTH.  KEEP FACBOOK TRUTHFULL.

Karen NC

The white supremacist insurrection in Washington, D.C, on January 6, was inflamed by 
Donald Trump's lies and aggression that were promoted on social media, including 
Facebook. He has violated the law and should not be permitted to use a powerful platform 
like Facebook because he is a danger to the US. 

Lori NC This was be a huge mistake and is dangerous for our country!

Ethel NC
We do not need this man inciting his followers to commit more violence against people. He 
does not need to be given a platform to do his racist rants.

Shoshana NC
Because Facebook should not allow a known liar to put anything on Facebook.  Enough 
lies already!!

L NC Trump promoted widespread violence. Period. Could easily do it again if he had a whim.

C NC
Once someone incites violence, they might do so in the future, and should be banned for 
life.

Tracy NC

Do not let those who would destroy our planet, our humanity, and our democracy (and who 
have proven over and over again to be dedicated to those nefarious ends) have a place on 
facebook.

Sharon NC No one with Trumps psychological condition should be allowed to post his thoughts on line.

Ann NC

With the trial for the impeachment coming up he shows absolutely no regret or 
understanding of the horror he's done to America.He refuses to even consider that he has 
lost the election.You have to seriously question his sanity. And he will go right back to the 
baiting and illusions that he has done for over 4 years now. He is responsible for the 
terrorist attack on the Capital building he is responsible for the deaths of 5 people and the 
injuries to well over 100. He took great joy and watching the attack on the Capital building 
and did not try to stop it and he will bait people again and again and cause more attacks. 
You must not let him on Facebook he will never change.

April NC

Facebook is already where my dad got brainwashed. If you give in, if you ignore your own 
policies to give Trump a platform again, you will become 100% an indoctrination tool of the 
alt-right.

Mary NC You MUST not let that evil criminal spew his venom.

Tim NC

Free speech. What does that mean? Should we be allowed to spread lies and hate? I don’t 
think that’s what the framers of our Constitution meant. Trump has demonstrated his lack of 
moral commitment and should therefore be banned from the site as well as all social media.

Darlene NC

Everyone talks about free speech, but years ago the US Supreme Court acknowledged 
limits to free speech when they said one cannot shout “Fire” in the middle of a crowded 
theater. Donald Trump has put a torch to our democracy by spreading lies, hate, and 
conspiracy theories with his tweets and FB posts. He has slandered people by promoting 
baseless Q-Anon claims. He is a power hungry, wannabe dictator, not a statesman or a 
public servant. If FB allows him a voice, I will be shutting down my account completely. 
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Nathaniel NC

Donald Trump continues to spread false claims that he legitimately won the November 
2020 Presidential election. Those claims have already resulted in white nationalist terrorists 
attacking the US Capitol and threatening the lives of members of Congress and the Vice 
President. Allowing Trump to once again access Facebook will give him a platform to 
continue amplifying those lies and inciting more violence from his white supremacist 
followers. This inflammation of racism and violence would not be tolerated from any other 
private citizen, so should not be tolerated from Private Citizen Trump.

Elisabeth NC

Freedom of speech does not give us the right to shout "fire" in a crowded theater, the 
Supreme Court ruled over a century ago. Donald Trump has shouted "fire" repeatedly in an 
attempt to influence Americans. He should be banned by Facebook from doing so again!!!

Carla NC

He is injuring our Democracy by postings lies and inciting people to commit violence and try 
to overturn a freely elected President insisting the "Election was Rigged" but anywhere a 
Republican won it wasn't rigged? He shouldn't be given your platform to lie to the people of 
US and the world. He is dangerous to Democracy.

Steve NC zukkie is trump's bitch. he will never do the right thing. he has been and is an evil thing.
Laura NC he incited violence, violated the constitution, and ruined our country

Peter NC
Trump and entire family have and is continuing causing loss of life because of their denial 
of the COVID problems and continue denial of he lost the election.

Linda NC

He is like a cancer.  Uneducated, egotist, mentally ill, incites unrest and division, lies 
constantly, faithful to no one, concerned only for himself.  Hopefully he will just fade away, 
forever!!!!!!!!

Rachel NC
WE do not need his lies and trying to undermine our Great Country. He is guilty of this 
insurrection and this Coup against our Great Country.

Emily NC
Donald Trump violates your own policies. If you do not permanently ban him, what is the 
point of having the policies in the first place? 

Leigh-Ann NC

if we can't trust Facebook to enforce / honor its own policies about permanently banning 
Trump, how can we be sure they are adhering to any other regulations?

Who's to say they're not going back on other commitments to the public, such as keeping 
our photos safe from child predators, etc!? :(

Elijah NC
People died as a result of Donald Trump's words and actions. Remove any figures that 
inflame violence and support supremacist actions.

Melanie MaclennanNC
Trump clearly is interested in this platform for his own ends which are unfortunately 
opposite to those of a constitutional democracy. Do not give him this possibility again.

Mike ND Go home we don’t did you at all please

Ron ND

Donald Trump attempted to overturn the results of an election. He did so by using social 
media to spread lies and misinformation. He will continue to foment unrest, and in all 
likelihood, instigate violence. He is a threat, and should not be given a platform to spread 
hate and lies.

David NE I don’t want to see Trump anywhere on Facebook.  It would offend me.

Patricia NE

Free speech does not mean the right to lie freely or incite violence. It is clear that lying and 
blaming others is a way of life for D.Trump and allowing him access to social media means 
you are an accomplice. Do the right thing. It is essential to have basic values of truth in 
order to have peace and justice.

Robert NE
Trump is a perpetual liar and should not be permitted to spread his warped version of 
reality to the public.

Nick NE
He’s a monster who should not be allowed to use Facebook to spread further lies and hate. 
It’s time for our country to heal.

Anne NE

Trump can absolutely not be allowed back in Facebook.  He lies constantly.  He sited an 
insurrection, and people were injured and died because of it.  He undermined our 
democracy and wants to be a dictator.  He has sewn division or at least fanned the flames 
of division into our country.  Many people have been gaslighted by his lies and conspiracy 
theories.  The man has been impeached not once, but twice.  He is a criminal.

DO NOT ALLOW TRUMP BACK ON FACEBOOK.  HE NEEDS TO BE BANNED FOR 
LIFE; FOR THE GOOD OF OUR COUNTRY.  
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Susan NE
I believe for our sanity,  please keep him off of Facebook and Instagram. Enough of his lies 
is enough

R.K. NE
Trump used social media to spread pernicious lies and incite an insurrection to destroy 
democracy in the United States!

Bonita NE

Donald Trump needs to be banned from Facebook permanently. He has done the worst 
thing any president in our history has ever done by inciting an insurrection that killed his 
own citizens. He has a serious, clinical personality disorder and will never be able to be 
honest. You are badly mistaken if 

Bonita NE

Donald Trump needs to be banned from Facebook permanently. He has done the worst 
thing any president in our history has ever done by inciting an insurrection that killed his 
own citizens. He has a serious, clinical personality disorder and will never be able to be 
honest. You are badly mistaken if 

Bonita NE

Donald Trump needs to be banned from Facebook permanently. No president in history 
has ever done what he has done by inciting an insurrection against his own citizens and 
killing them. He has a serious personality disorder where he is incapable of telling the truth. 
He will never change and should be banned forever. It's critical for our democracy.

Robert NE

Donald Trump should never again be given a platform on Facebook. After 5 years or more 
of hate and lies it is clear that he has no moral compass and Facebook should not be an 
enabler of such.

Anne NE The FB policy is clear. The lies and threats should not be allowed.

Jonathan NE
His power has the effect of hiding his hate speech while his hate speech powers those who 
should remain hidden.

JoAnn NE He is not human.

Jean NE

Donald Trump should not have platforms in which to spread his lies -- lies that kill 
democracy and indoctrinate ill-informed citizens.  Social media platforms have helped 
Trump to brainwash too many people about his false claims.  He should NEVER be allowed 
on Facebook or any of these sites again!

Judith NE Donald Trump will never change, so FB must continue to permanently ban him. 

Renae NE

No, just no; do not let D. Trump back on facebook. Our country has had enough of lies and 
conspiracy theories and people have died because of him. The United States cannot 
withstand any more Trump rhetoric.

Linda NE He incited an insurrection and will continue to broadcast lies to the detriment of our country.

John NE
When a person behaves badly and dangerously then the consequences must stick.  An 
example must be made for all to realize that their words, lies, truths, etc. matter.

James NE Trump lies, lies, lies. That's all there is to it.

Nancy L NE
The public doesn't need his lies he  is a threat to democracy.  Keep him OFF Facebook 
forever!

Brett NEW SOUTH WALESNo one needs to hear from Donald Trump

Nigel NEW SOUTH WALES
Trump is a dangerous liar with undue influence - he can't be allowed to continue spreading 
conspiracy theories, undermining American democracy and promoting insurrection.

Debra NEW SOUTH WALES

This man is malignant to society. He is a liar, a racist and a conspiracy peddler.  The man is 
an unsavoury, evil-spreading malaise on American society and the world. God only knows 
what he has been up to or what he is capable of. How could you possibly justify allowing 
him back on Facebook. I have been contemplating  giving Facebook the flick because of 
the perpetual loop of advertising and the money-grubbing attitude that fraudulently passes 
as allowing 'free speech'. Allowing him back on will be one mistake too much.  

Alice New South Wales
Had hoped Facebook at last showing some integrity as well as profit concern,  so 
confidence hopefully not dashed again.

Lynda NEW SOUTH WALES
Since Trump's removal from social media sites, disinformation about the election 
plummeted 73%!

will NH

This so called "leader", incited a riot in OUR capital. He spreads nothing except 
disinformation and outright lies every single time he opens his ugly trap. Do the right thing 
and refuse to give this idiot a voice on your platform.
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Bill NH

Do not allow this man to spread more lies and hate. Please enforce your own policies.

Bill Kingston
New Castle, NH

Sheilagh NH
He was allowed to be destructive enough for way too long. Our democracy can not survive 
his violent rhetoric and lies.

Barry NH

To knowingly allow someone to be on FaceBook to spread lies and hate is WRONG.   This 
has to stop. God  gave us the ability to know right from wrong !!!!  To allow Trump to keep 
lying about everything  is wrong !!Especially when you know he is lying !!!!
Start doing what is right and I feel Face Book actually should not be allowed to be in 
business  anymore if they cannot protect people for this type of action !!!!
B. Welker

A NH
They shouldn’t let him back on - look what happened last time  - he invited people to come 
to D.C. to have a hot time and they did....He will only incite people w/his reterick.

Marjorie NH

Redeem Facebook.  Never allow autocrats and their supporters to use Facebook as their 
megaphone.  You bear much responsibility of propelling The Big Lie, and only you and 
similar platforms can fix it.

Mary M. NH We can no longer tolerate his divisiveness.

Geoffrey NH

Donald Trump is a corrupt casino operator who lies repeatedly, most recently about the US 
election process and results.

He incited an insurrectionist mob to storm the US Capitol.

He should be banned from all social media forever.

Elise NH
He's proven time and again that rules don't apply to him. Don't give him another chance; 
Facebook posting is a privilege, not a right.

Robert NH Because he's a frickin' liar!

Moody NH

D Trump spreads lies that undermines our democracy. The attempted coup of congress 
and continued challenge to a legitimate election is all the evidence needed. At some point, 
supporting our fragile democracy has to be more important than profits. I will cancel my FB 
acct if FB it ever lets D Trump back on its platform. 

Gary NH
Prevent more misinformation that is dangerous to our society and in outright conflict with 
the principles of the American Constitution.

Catherine NH His message is one of division and hatred.  He must not be given a forum to spread lies.
N NH Never Again.

Bridget NH
He had proved himself a danger to our democracy with his hateful rhetoric fueling his 
Trumpets to do violence and terrorize.

Eva NH
It's just plain common sense to ban anyone who posts things that are false and harmful to 
others. Facebook should obey its own rules or go out of business.

Lynda NH

His hateful lying rhetoric has no place in civil discourse.  Truth is the truth and if we 
continue to flirt with post truth diatribes then fascism is our last step.  There is a place for 
opinion but facts should lay the groundwork for a healthy society.  By the way bring back 
the fairness doctrine.

Cynthia NH

Donald Trump seems to have an uncanny way of stirring people up and fomenting trouble. 
Unfortunately, most of what he posts on line is lies: lies about almost anything.I think it is 
dangerous to allow him to continue this practice, and I encourage facebook to continue with 
Trump's ban from the public platform. The results of the original ban have been a huge 
change in the amount of lies and disinformation: 73% less! 
Please sustain Trump's ban. Thank you.

Bruce NH Every phrase he expresses is a lie.

Ellen NH

The former president is a racist, uncaring and irresponsible individual.  He is willing to do or 
say anything, including inciting violence, to promote himself and his bank account. Do not 
let him have a voice on your platform.  It's too dangerous.  

Maureen NH

When Trump was removed from Facebook and Twitter, disinformation dropped over 70%!  
Until and unless there is a way to offset the kind of disinformation that fueled the January 
6th insurrection, the safety of our democracy and people’s lives should be protected. 
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Richard NH

Trump has long been a curse upon America, and is now officially a traitor after inciting a 
violent and deadly attack on our government. We do not need him spreading his lies and 
hatred on Facebook. Please ban him.

Janice NH Why have policies if you're not going to enforce them?

Pamela NH

We cannot condone lies to boost the ego of a person who clearly thinks the world belongs 
to him and a world that does not hold him accountable- which he should be. 

The “commoners”  of the world would surely be held accountable.

Money should not be allowed to speak.  My opinions matter too

Glenn NH
Are you even kidding? Hasn’t Trump done enough to divide our country and attack 
democracy?  No Never!!!!!!!

Tracy NH

Please do not let this dangerous man have a platform of hate, racism, revenge, destruction 
and bigotry. Banning him now will save you hundreds of fires to put out later! If you let him 
back on FB you risk being named a part of his dangerous and deadly agenda only to 
ultimately regret the decision a thousand times  over.  

Judy NH
What he has to say is very dangerous and it has to stop now before he can cause anymore 
harm than he has. There is no place for his lies or his hatred.

Judy NH
What he has to say is very dangerous and it has to stop now before he can cause anymore 
harm than he has. There is no place for his lies or his hatred.

kevin NH
Anyone who uses social media to spread lies and promote sedition should be benned from 
those platforms

Janet NH
Are you crazy?  Donald Trump doesn't learn his lesson.  He will be right back inciting the 
right-wingers and asserting he is still the president!

barbara NH Trump has done unthinkable damage to our world, and should be SHUNNED.
Eleanor NH Just say NO!
John NH He Lies Non-Stop

Robert NH

Because the risk of violence is still enormously high – and there's a direct correlation 
between Trump's accessibility to platforms like this and potential for additional violence to 
occur.

Lisa NJ
He is gathering people and compelling them to act violently and destructively.  That goes 
beyond freedom of speech

lila NJ
What a terrible mistake.  Having 5 people killed isn't enough?  How many more deaths 
would be Facebooks fault?

Susan NJ He is a danger and many will boycott your site or advertisers if you let him back on.

Marinus NJ

Trump is a persistent threat to society because of his incessant lies and implied cries for 
violence.  His voice should be silenced, now and forever.  The time for repentance is long 
past, and no more mr nice guy for him

Evelyn NJ
Trump has lied, caused a threat to our democracy. He must be banned from all social 
media cites for good.

Patricia NJ

Donald Trump is a lies and manipulated the truth to stoke an emotional response in the 
needy and disenfranchised. He pushed for a coup so that he could retain his Presidency. 
Over 400,000 US citizens died of Covid under his watch because he refused to 
acknowledge the Covid-19 pandemic. He is a textbook narcissist who has polarized this 
country and it’s democracy to such an extent that we may not be able to recover. Please 
permanently ban this unAmerican liar and his fascist hate speech.

Tina NJ

BAN him for life. There are no riches, no greed justifiable enough to allow FB or IG to 
contribute directly (or even indirectly) to this man’s commitment to destroying this country, 
Jeff Zuckerberg. None. 

Kate NJ His misinformation is a cancer.

Sharon NJ

Our country needs unity not lies to incite riots and murder please don’t let hatred and lies  
be one of the things you allow to spread 
If that happens I would have to leave Facebook forever

Liz NJ

Lies and hate are dangerous to the fabric of society and democracy.  Do not let your 
platform be used for such destructive and hateful purposes.  Your business will thrive if you 
do the right thing.
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Sharon NJ
Donald Trump traffics almost exclusively in lies, distortions, and dangerous incitements to 
violence that threaten our democracy itself.

Dennis NJ Trump is a clear danger to our Democracy  and should not have a voice on Facebook

Edward NJ
Those who want to give an insurrectionist a platform to encourage the overthrow of our 
government must be insurrectionist themselves.

Jessica NJ
Anyone who has incited a terrorist attack should no longer have a platform to continue 
incitement.

Morgane NJ Donald Trump should never be allowed back on Facebook. Period!

Linda NJ

Donald Trump is a threat to our democracy.
Facebook is being used as a tool by him to spread lies and propaganda and to develop a 
conspiracy to  overthrow the government.
You know this. If you reinstate him, you are saying you support this monster! 

Christine NJ
Trump cannot have this outlet to spread his lies and hate. He deliberately is trying to keep 
his influence strong and is a danger to democracy.

Raymond NJ

If Donald Trump is permitted to spread his hate and lies again on Facebook I expect that at 
some point he will succeeded in dividing this country to the point of destruction.  Further, I 
expect that Facebook will lose a vast number of users and unfortunately, the good ones.  I 
will be among them.

Jaszmene NJ
Donald Trump needs to be permanently banned from Facebook. His lies and betrayal has 
not only damage the country, but cause a rift between us and other countries.

marion NJ He is a liar and narcissist that can never change.   He's a sick and dangerous man.

Sheila NJ

Please do NOT let that horrible carnival barker back onto Facebook! He is adept at stirring 
up trouble, mayhem, controversy and total lies and since he has Svengalied himself into 
some sort of mythical god/king, the poor unsuspecting slobs believe anything he says. It's 
truly time to put this guy to bed, to sleep, and never let him out again. no more nightmares 
for the rest of the world. He is HORRENDOUS and a liar and a cheat. He can peddle his 
snake oil elsewhere. no one will fault you for continuing the truth blockade. thank you.

marion NJ He's a sick and dangerous person who can not be redeemed.
David NJ He is inflammatory and corrupt, and a liar to boot!

Michelle NJ

Facebook will literally be partially responsible for the end of our democracy if you allow 
Trump to use your platform to re-rally the white supremacist and conspiracy theorist 
seditionists hellbent on killing politicians and performing a coup. There is hardly any clearer 
risk of harm from someone using your platform than him. He is the leader of a very large 
band of violent seditionists waiting for his orders. If you allow him back on when no other 
platform will, yours will be the platform he gives the orders on. 

Rosalie NJ
Facebook political posts tend to be vicious and vacuous as it is, we do not need Trump 
stoking the fires of hate.

Elizabeth NJ law and order. If you don't enforce your own rules, who will?

Eric NJ

Trump has proven over and over again to incite violence and hatred. And he continues to 
lie and spread disinformation. He’s not trustworthy, he’s a racist bigot, and he will lie in 
order to pander to his audience. Facebook must be better than this.

Louise NJ

Donald Trump cares nothing about America, democracy or helping others. His only game is 
to get more recognition and "power" by any means possible (including violent,, lethal 
insurrection). He MUST NOT be allowed to  incite more violence - this is how Hitler got his 
start. And we are perilously close to that slippery slope.

Doris NJ
Facebook must enforce its own policies and not permit Trump to further spread lies, hate 
speech and disinformation.  He must be permanently banned.

David NJ Suspend Trump FOREVER. PLEASE.

Signe NJ

Trump should not be allowed to spread his lies, misinformation, disinformation, his 
defamation of TRUE patriots or his racist, misogynistic and hateful rhetoric on your 
platform. I can think of absolutely no good reason for you to allow this. Your standards 
MUST be higher than that.

Thomas NJ Trump promotes alt-right terrorism.
Tom NJ Trump will only keep lying
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Amanda NJ

Because he will continue to spread false information about the virus and hate to his cult 
followers.  We will never get through covid with his lies and we will never make any 
progress with his hate speech.

Stuart NJ

For too long, Donald Trump has been living with his own set of rules while the rest of 
America has to live by another. There is no public interest in giving a private citizen a 
platform to post in bad faith, spewing lies and threatening public servants. The First 
Amendment provides Mr. Trump with the right to stand outside on public property and say 
what he pleases — it does not guarantee him a digital platform with global reach. Follow 
your own rules and cut him off, once and for all, for the greater good. 

John NJ
DJT has a history of violating FB's policies and has been given multiple opportunities to 
clean up his act, to no avail. There is no reason to believe hw will change, so keep him off.

June NJ He only lies for his own agenda.

H NJ

To support fascism and evil Is to be fascist and evil. I am informing the people I know on 
Facebook that I will no longer be using it, which includes responding to messages from 
friends who do. They are good people, but ….. I can no longer pretend that Facebook isn’t 
a tool of evil.

Trevanne NJ Because his rhetoric is dangerous and he’s constantly emboldening white supremacists.

Sue NJ

TRUMP IS A NARCISSIST, WORST MENTAL ILLNESS & NONTREATABLE. YOU CAN 
NOT ALLOW HIM TO POST ON FACEBOOK LIES WHICH HE BELIEVES ARE TRUTHS!! 
BAN HIM FOREVER ALONG WITH TRUMPIANS LIKE HIM

Sabrina NJ

Donald is an abuser, a rapist, a pedophile, a sex trafficker, a sexual predator BEFORE he 
ever took office; never mind the last 4 years.  He must be in jail.  Facebook needs to own 
up to the fact that much more violence would have happened if the social media platforms 
hadn’t banned Donald from further terror attacks within the U. S.  If Facebook allows him 
back, they must pay the consequences in every regard. 

Stephen and JanetNJ

Donald Trump flagrantly violated your policies.
He did so knowingly.  Therefore he deserves the consequences that anyone would face in 
a similar situation.  He should be permanently banned from using your platform.

Brianna NJ How many insurrections need to occur before you share in the responsibility?

Louise NJ
We need a solid source for truthful information...not the "junk" of Trump for which the ban 
started and should remain.

Juan NJ

Trump  is not a true American ,proud of his country and people . He only cares about 
himself and his ego etc. I still can understand why people can't see thru his hypocrisy and 
lies . Further more he has been groomed by Russia since the 70's as an operative for them 
.Can we trust such a person for our children and their future and our country !

Arthur NJ

After several years of inciting division and
hatred, Mr. Trump finally even managed to 
 incite an insurrection resulting in death
and destruction.. Why  would he ever be 
permitted to return to Facebook?

Joanne NJ

4000,000 dead Americans and counting. Let me repeat that- 400.000+!!! The lies that this 
Pres. continued to spread on FB and other social media platforms contributed to that 
unthinkable number of dead. The encouragment of armed militia and other hate groups by 
Trump on FB is beyond despicable- it is criminal.  FB needs to decide that valuing human 
life is more important than their profits. BAN TRUMP!! 

John NJ His evil has no place on Facebook.

Jesse NJ

No: If Facebook allows Donald J. Trump back on its platform to spew more lies, 
conspiracies, and insurrection, then Facebook’s community standards are a pathetic joke 
and an insult to millions of Facebook’s users.  People have been suspended or banned for 
far more innocent transgressions, like posting nudes in classical art which was never 
supposed to be an issue yet resulted in numerous problems.  Trump is a threat to our 
democracy and democratic norms, to civility and normalcy, to fairness and racial justice. Do 
not allow his return.

Robert NJ

Trump is incapable of using social media in a civil and responsible manner. He will revert to 
rabble rousing and incitement if allowed back onto social media, to the detriment of our 
society and or democracy. 
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jon NJ

I believe from the evidence I have seen that Donald Trump was personally responsible for 
inciting riots and an insurrection against our government and, if given another chance to 
use Facebook, will use it as a vehicle to continue to do so

Daniel NJ

Why not take a responsible attitude towards the health of our Democracy. Freedom of 
speech has nothing to do with hate speech or incitement to violence and killing people, 
including Congress!  Keep this dangerous man, Donald J. Trump, off Facebook until he is 
tried and found NOT guilty! In the mean time stay the course!  

Raymond NJ
Donald Trump is worse than a liar. He is an irresponsible hatemonger who encourages 
people to riot and commit violent acts.

Karen NJ Stand up and do what’s right enforce your own policy stand up to bullies

Brian NJ

It has been such a welcome relief, and one that's been long overdue, not to hear trump's 
incessant lies on twitter. As we saw at the Capitol, trump is a danger with his lies, and 
should not have a platform in which to spread them. Permanent bans are the answer.

Pat NJ
 Facebook needs to step up and be responsible and to stop anyone or group from 
spreading lies, disinformation and encourage violence. Keep Trump off Facebook.

Thomas NJ

It is grievously irresponsible for Facebook to provide an extremely powerful platform to a 
deliberately cruel, narcissistic and deranged person, who, based on past experience, uses 
that platform to continuously incite his followers to violence, especially when that person 
has such a large following that is either easily swayed to violence, or predisposed to 
violence.  Allowing such a person to continue to use Facebook, makes Facebook fully 
complicit in the outcomes of that person’s use of Facebook.   If you are concerned that you 
could be censoring someone, solely for their political views, require that person to be 
analyzed for his fitness to have access to Facebook by a panel of the leading psychiatrists 
in the US.

Lorraine NJ

Donald Trump has become and is a domestic terrorist. His ignoring the covid-19 crisis 
amounts to genocide. 
He doesn't deserve to be on facebook - he's a threat to the world. 

Luis NJ To protect democracy

Kenneth NJ

Donald Trump has divided this country unlike any other president with his continuous lies 
and tweets.  Having him out of office is like a dream come true.  PLEASE do NOT allow him 
to have a Twitter account in order to spread more of his lies and sow more hate.

Ron NJ

Trump's radical, rabble-rousing rants have no place on Facebook or any other social 
media.
I think we've heard more than enough pf his lies.

Patricia NJ
Facebook needs to reaffirm its own policies in
this matter   ! Always speak and act   TRUTHFULly in  ALL  Matters  !

Patricia NJ
Facebook needs to reaffirm its own policies in
this matter   ! Always speak and act   TRUTHFULly in  ALL  Matters  !

Patricia NJ
Facebook needs to reaffirm its own policies in
this matter   ! Always speak and act   TRUTHFULly in  ALL  Matters  !

Patricia NJ
Facebook needs to reaffirm its own policies in
this matter   ! Always speak and act   TRUTHFULly in  ALL  Matters  !

Patricia NJ
Facebook needs to reaffirm its own policies in
this matter   ! Always speak and act   TRUTHFULly in  ALL  Matters  !

Patricia NJ
Facebook needs to reaffirm its own policies in
this matter   ! Always speak and act   TRUTHFULly in  ALL  Matters  !

Hannah NJ Don't help Trump do more damage to our country!
Edie NJ For spreading hate and lies. Many young people get radicalized on these sites

terry NJ
There are people that enjoy being lied to. One great place for that is listening to Donald 
Trump and another is listening to Fox Entertainment Channel.
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Arin NJ

I believe the risks of allowing Donald J. Trump to continue to use Facebook are simply too 
great,   His messages, specifically how they are being received and interpreted on and off 
Facebook, carry with them a risk of further incitement of violence similar to what occurred at 
the Capitol building on Jan. 6, 2021.  The former President glorifies violence against 
Democrats and supports known white supremacists, hence he has been impeached for a 
second time by the House of Representatives.  Twitter has already permanently banned 
him and his violent, racist, and xenophobic rhetoric, and Facebook must do the same.

Ralph NJ

If you put him back ,it means you believe in what he is saying! The man is delusional and 
represents every thing wrong with America. Do not allow him back on. It has nothing to do 
with free speech ❗ ??

jeff NJ
I left fb and won't be back because of how American terrorists use it with permission from 
fb. Sctew you.

Frances NJ

TRUMP THE TRAITOR-MURDERER OF 450,000AMERICANS-FRAUD-COWARD-
SOCIOPATH-PATHOLOGICAL LIAR-THIEF-BUM...WHY WOULD YOU ALLOW THIS 
WALKING ANTI AMERICAN TO SOIL YOUR NETWORK???????

Anthony NJ In order to recover from Covid the last thing the country needs is a fascist dictator.

Roberta NJ
There should be no shameful or hateful rhetoric.

Robin NJ
In my opinion, Trump damages anything he goes near. Why does Facebook wish to 
damage itself further? Time to 'Lean Out' Facebook. No more Trump.

Jim NJ Trump does nothing but lie. Don’t give him a platform.ii

Virginia NJ

A leopard doesn't change it's spots and Donald Trump is not capable of changing his 
hatred of freedom and America.  All he wants is complete power over people and money. 
Like Hitler, who continually lied to his countryman, Trump will keep up the same hate 
speech so now is the time to shut it off.  Please do not allow that to happen.

Ruth NJ Refusing to publish lies is NOT censorship.

Harriet NJ

Donald Trump has consistently lied, manufactured false information, and subtlety led his 
followers to believe everything he has said or tweeted until he now has a cult-like following. 
Allowing his access to ANY medium where he can continue to incite these people is 
beyond insane...unless Facebook is willing to take all responsibility for the further damage 
to our country's democracy. IT IS VITAL THAT FACEBOOK CONTINUE TO BAN THIS 
DANGEROUS MEGALOMANIAC FROM FACEBOOK UNTIL HE IS DEAD AND LONG 
GONE.  

Lisa NJ
Former President Donald Trump spreads lies and incites people to act violently. Please 
don't give him a platform for his dangerous actions.

Raheem NJ

Trump has not stop his assault on our democracy, police officer Sicknick would still be alive 
if trump would've accepted the results of our election. Trump lucky he's not in PRISON right 
now for soliciting electoral fraud... So the least (Facebook) you can do is keep him OFF y'all 
social media platform!

Annette NJ

In the wake of the white supremacist insurrection in Washington, D.C, on January 6, we 
saw a sea change in how social media platforms were dealing with people spreading lies 
about the election, Donald Trump being chief among them. After years of organizing by civil 
rights groups, who were warning about just such a real-world attack, social media platforms 
finally took action. Facebook suspended Trump's account, removing his access to a 
platform for spreading lies and inciting violence.
YOU FINALLY DID SOMETHING GOOD -- KEEP IT THAT WAY!!! HE NEEDS TO BE 
GONE FROM PUBLIC LIFE/VIEW FOREVER NOW!! 

Steven NJ
If he is allowed to keep spreading lies, the only thing that's going to happen is more pain 
and violence. Reversing the ban is a bad idea in many ways.

Erica NJ
Please continue the ban of Donald Trump.  He is a danger to this country.  He is 
responsible for the insurrection that almost took down our democracy.

Mary NJ
Because, if he returns, his actions will have the same result as they did here, again and 
again. 

Rita NJ trump is evil!
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Ginny NJ

You rightly banned his foul, ignorant mouth from speaking on FB for a good reason and that 
reason is still valid. To now rescind that ban would say “all’s forgiven” and encourage 
repeat action by this mentally incompetent person to pick it up all over again because that 
has shown itself to be his thrust.

Harlee NJ
Donald Trump should be permanently banned from Facebook.  He is a liar, crook and 
doesn't respect rules.

Kathy NJ He can't be trusted not to incite violence.

Linda NJ
He used Facebook to spread lies, misinformation, hatred, slander of his opponents and the 
press, and to incite his racist, white supremist mob!! He must be banned forever!!

Nancy NJ

I believe in Free Speech.   I also believe you can't shout fire in a theatre.  As long as Trump 
continues to shout "Fire,"  the ban on his participation should coninue as an indefinite 
suspension.
            Nancy Carringer

Linda NJ

Unfortunately , the "Donald's words are like Pavlov's 'whistle' for his followers . His followers 
have demonstrated , like his good doggies , that they will act , like the whistler asks them to 
act . America simply does not need 'that'. We have too many other problems to deal with , 
than to have mutant puppies answering to his calls.

David NJ Yes
Carl NJ Trump foments violence and must not be given a megaphone like Facebook.
Bob NJ He is a danger to all.

Frank NJ

The man is an unmitigated liar, who divided and continues to divide our country. He 
promotes conspiracy theories and may even be behind those. He may be an agent of 
Russia and even Russian news agencies have claimed so. He incited the attack / coup for 
a reason, he wanted to be put back in the presidency by force. He has mentioned Civil War 
several times and he wasn't talking about the 1860's. 

Frank NJ

The man is an unmitigated liar, who divided and continues to divide our country. He 
promotes conspiracy theories and may even be behind those. He may be an agent of 
Russia and even Russian news agencies have claimed so. He incited the attack / coup for 
a reason, he wanted to be put back in the presidency by force. He has mentioned Civil War 
several times and he wasn't talking about the 1860's. 

Elena NJ He incites violence and is a threat to democracy.

Carolyn NJ
Keep Donald Trump off Facebook permanently because he will spread lies and incite 
violence.

Michelle NJ

He is a true hazard to the already complex world of social media & will only create more 
problems with what we are already dealing with. I have drastically reduced my own time on 
Facebook and have disabled my account multiple times from the amount of conspiracy 
theories posted often by trump supporters.

Kathleen NJ You should not provide a platform for those with a record of spreading lies and hate.

Valerie NJ

Trump is a clear and present danger to our democracy. He has attempted a coup. He 
wants to start a civil war using proven lies. He must not be allowed on FaceBook or any 
other social media.

Betsy NJ
He has led the spread of misinformation and hate with his spewing of lies and must be 
accountable for what comes out of his mouth! Keep him off!

Louise NJ Ban Trump permanently.  His lies kill people.  He incites terrorists groups.
cathy NJ He has proven incapable of responsible communication.

Ginny NJ

Mr. Trump is an accident just waiting to happen....,however, the disgraceful, disrespectful 
engineering and promotion of insanity that he promoted/encouraged should be reason 
enough to not encourage any more of his diatribes and lunacy! PLEASE DO NOT INVITE 
HIM BACK, He has shown his love of country in foul and unacceptable ways~!!!! The USA 
should ban him from our beloved country forever,,,same for is recalcitrant progeny!

Marietta NJ We had enough.
Rikki NJ He's a narcopath and a bully. Also NOT a stable genius.
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C NJ

How many more lies, how much hatred and violence must we endure as a nation at the 
hands of Donald Trump and the followers of his cult???!!!  Enough!!!  If he had be banned 
from social media years ago we may have been spared from his reign of terror.  For the 
sake of our country, for our democracy, he MUST be PERMANENTLY BANNED from 
Facebook.

Maria NJ
Trump does not deserve a platform to spew his lies and insight his followers to perform 
unpatriotic acts on our Democracy.

Marjorie NM Please keep this menace out of our lives. He is trying to destroy our democracy.

Linda NM
Trump should be permanently banned from Facebook and all social platforms. He is very 
very dangerous

Kristina NM

This is not an issue of free speech.  This is an issue of consequences.  Donald Trump can 
choose to lie.  One of the consequences of his lies is that he no longer gets to have the 
kind of megaphone that Facebook provides.  Ban Donal Trump forever.

Penny NM Stop the weasel.

Julie NM

Facebook enforcing its own policies around disinformation is an important step on the path 
to re-imagining social media platforms that allow people to connect with each other free 
from the threat of misogynistic and white supremacist hate and violence.

Nathan NM He incites hatred and publishes lies.

Robert NM

trump is a lying, thieving, murdering, racist, anti-Semitic, election-stealing, democracy-
destroying, coup-attempting criminal fascist monster. He belongs in prison - NOT given a 
platform to spread his evil lies amongst his deluded and hateful legions of fellow fascists.

Isabel NM

Trump should be banned for life from FB because he is a liar, incites violence and just  the 
worst human being.  He has NO compassion and only thinks of how he and his family can  
profit out of any situation.  MAKE THE WORLD A BETTER PLACE AND BAN THE 
SUCKER.

Diana NM
We have had enough lies and disinformation. Donald Trump is incapable of telling the truth. 
Please ban him permanently from Facebook.

Walt NM
You better fix this if you want to continue being shielded from responsibility for any harmful 
effects of your platform.

Deirdre NM

Facebook has proven itself to be run by liars and crooks, who sell YOU to the highest 
bidder. It's no wonder they enjoy spreading lies... that's what liars do. STOP FACEBOOK'S 
ENDLESS LIES AND BRAINWASHING! If they allow Rump back on the platform, I URGE 
YOU TO BOYCOTT... yes, it's hard... it's addictive, another reason to STOP. Please. If FB 
won't do the right thing, I hope everyone else does, and boycotts FB immediately.

C. NM

Trump should be banned from all public platforms.  He is a danger to our democracy and 
our people.  He incited insurrection of our capital and caused numerous deaths with his 
lies.  He should not have a platform to spew disinformation and incite violence.

Mirene NM

Donald Trump has been the single most divisive force in the US in US history. His presence 
on FB will only embolden violent white supremacist groups and lead to more violence like 
what happened at the Capitol. Not only would FB allowing him back on the platform be a 
sign of FB's approval of his divisiveness and white supremacy, but would make FB 
complicit and in my book liable for any violence that ensues as a result of his online 
rhetoric. KEEP HIM BANNED FOR LIFE!!!!!!

Carolyn NM
You should stop promoting lies and liars.  Become an agent for truth.  
Do what you can to make a better world to live in, please.

Gordon NM Do not aid and abet cancer.
Walter NM T****'s lies and hate do not belong in a civil society.  Please do not give him a platform.

Susan NM
KEEP TRUMP OFF FACEBOOK.  He is a dangerous and selfish liar.  He's a threat to 
democracy!

Sotiris NM Lies destroy our society, resist the temptation to profit at our country's expense
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Bridget NM

The idea of allowing Trump to be able to use Facebook again is really hypocrictical as well 
as dangerous to the well being of our country.  By allowing him to use this social media 
platform, he will again spew out his racist hatred agenda, inciting more political unrest and 
upheaval. My Dad who escaped the Nazi holocaust said that Trump was a danger to this 
country and was another Hitler. He wasn't exaggerating.  By giving Trump a platform to 
send his racist and other extremist political views, you are guilty of spreading this rhetoric 
and possibly causing another coup against our democracy and government. His message 
of hatred leads to civil unrest and bloodshed. Somebody (your company) needs to stand up 
against him.

Kathleen NM

Trump is all about himself and in order to make himself bigger and more influential he 
spreads lies and appeals to the worst elements of society who will give him the adulation he 
is seeking.  He does not care that they will hurt other people or destroy our democracy as 
long as they stoke his ego.

Mike NM

Trump has proven he is a danger to the USA and to democracy and to individuals.  Drain 
the swamp?  Law-and-order?  Well, give Trump what he preaches for everyone else.  
We've heard enough of his dangerous rhetoric, lies, and threats.  He needs therapy, not 
FB.

Richard NM

I must say my stress level has gone down considerably sine you kicked Trump off 
Facebook.  He is a fascist and has the ability to rouse his base and innocent people get 
killed.   He is a lair who uses inflammatory language to rouse his base to attack innocent 
people either in a crowd or going about their own lives peacefully.  He should not be 
allowed any avenue to reach his base.

Robin NM Do not let Donald Trump back on facebook to spread lies and stir up hate.

Willa NM
Because unless he has a brain transplant, he will always be a liar and an advocate of 
violence!

Erik NM Facebook is toxic enough...
Katie NM FB will only give Trump a voice to encourage more insurrection. Don't give him that voice.

Sandy NM
He is a menace

John NM Allowing Trump to continue to lie will only encourage his followers

Paula NM
Let me count the ways!!  I'm most outraged at his spreading misinformation about COVID-
19, leading to hundreds of thousands of deaths that could have been avoided.

Kristin NM

It's against Facebook's existing rules to share inaccurate voting information, spread election 
disinformation, or incite violence at the polls--all things that Trump and his allies repeatedly 
got away with during the election. Do not give this platform back to these unrepentant liars. 
Thank you.

Douglas NM
Given Trump's influence, he is a major source for false information that is harmful to our 
people and our country.  Please don't give him a platform to continue hurting us.

Ellen NM

Lies, hatred, racism, sexism, conspiracy theories--you name it and that fascist wanna be 
dictator is spouting it. We don't need him inciting violence and undermining democracy any 
further.

Crawford NM Clearly false and inflammatory statements should not be published.

Judith NM

He has proven that he can't tell the truth.  Why should he have this platform to spew more 
lies?
The answer is that he shouldn't!

M NM Sexual predator, criminal, human traffic er, liar, cheater, insurrectionist
Kathleen NM Deplatforming works. Keep Trump off social media.
Rita NM Because he is a lunatic that attracts other lunatics

Amy NM
Donald Trump is a racist, misogynistic fascist.  The fact that he was President of the United 
States is a black eye on democracy.

Peggy NM

DO NOT allow Trump back on Facebook.  The damage he's done to our democracy is 
unforgivable.  He will NEVER change, and for Facebook to provide a platform for him to 
continue his lies is equally unforgivable,
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Susan NM

Donald Trump has been nothing but destructive to our democracy.  If you allow him back 
on Facebook, he will do all he can to spread lies and undermine Biden’s presidency.  He 
will also encourage violent extremists.  It is in our nation’s interest to permanently ban 
Donald Trump from Facebook.  

Halli NM

His power to spread disinformation, lies, and conspiracy theories is dangerous and 
undermines out ability to coexist in a diverse democracy. Trump has violated his right to 
"free" speech and instead is invective and lethal. You should absolutely continue to bar him 
from this platform.

JoAnn NM
No forum should be given to hate 
Keep the permanent ban

Valerie NM

Donald Trump is the single greatest threat to the safety health and welfare of all the world 
and its inhabitants. If we were tribal, he would be shunned. Banning him from Facebook for 
life is the closest we have to shunning. Ban him for the good of the collective, including 
from his supporters who don't realize he is a threat to them as well!

Ernest NM
Enough with his HATRED and DIVISION of AMERICA.  IT HAS BEEN EVER SO 
PEACEFUL SINCE HE WAS REMOVED FROM ALL PLATFORMS!  KEEP IT UP!

Penelope NM Ban trip for life. He’s toxic.
Chip NM Donald Trump's words and actions are a direct and dangerous assault on our democracy.

Ernest NM
We do not need to continue the art of deception, lies & racial hatred, vengeful hatred 
speech, Incompetent & Ignorance of Governance. 

Jill NM

Trump continues to spread the "big lie" about the election, even after he fueled the Capitol 
rampage. A huge percentage of Republicans still believe Biden is not the legitimate 
President because of Trump and his cronies in Congress. His behavior is traitorous and 
therefore, he should not be allowed back on Facebook.

Clay NM

Trump has incited rioting and destruction in the nation's capitol.  For the sake of not only 
common decency but also the nation's health, Facebook should never allow Traitor Trump 
on its forum again.

Mary NM
He has endangered our democracy with his selfishness and vanity. He lost period.  Do not 
let him return to incitement.

Stephanie NM Banning Trump should be a NO BRAINER!   Just DO IT!!!!!!
Leslie NM Keep Trump off Facebook permanently. He is an abuser of truth and that will not change.
Patricia NM Enough is enough.  Stop the spread of lies that lead to violence and death.

Carol NM
He’s not a decent human being. He’s sick.  He’s going to tear this country apart.  Don’t 
enable him any longer.  Get a brain and figure it out.

Janice NM

Trump escalated violence, perpetuating lies and propaganda via social networking, which 
led to the weakening our democracy and the death of five people. His abuse of power runs 
rampant and he should not be given a platform to spread more lies and escalate more 
violence and division.

Elaine NM
Trump has been constantly been spreading misinformation and outright lies and have 
started an insurrection and a riot. Permanently ban him from Facebook!

Linda NM He is a crook and nothing he says or does is for the benefit of anyone but himself

Karen NM
Trump has caused so much pain and chaos. FB should not provide him with a platform, 
now or forever.

Rhonda NM

Ban him forever. He speak with forked tongue, lieing tongue, bully tongue. He makes stuff 
up! He's an insecure, ego maniac! A cheat! A traitor! He does NOT deserve a platform to 
espouse his b.s.!

Deborah NM

If Trump has access to your platform on the world, he will only continue to foment 
destruction of our democracy and dissension in the Republican Party. Let him get reported 
on or interviewed when he does something newsworthy. Don't let him vomit his racist and 
violent talk all over FaceBook.

Chris NM
As we have seen before , this man is much too dangerous to return to this media.
He must be banned permanently!

Rochelle NM
dt incited insurrection and may have been involved in planning insurrection.  You should 
need nothing more to permanently ban him.
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Johnny NM

He should be permanently banned, why your own policies! Why have policies that you have 
no intention of enforcing? Some people get killed, a government gets over thrown, people 
hate people. What are your policies and what good are they when you don’t enforce them 
for everyone.

Martin NM Anti US government rhetoric and violence incitement should not be disseminated.

Rita NM
Trump HAS DAMAGED this country enough and you CANNOT ALLOW HIM TO SPREAD 
MORE LIES.  BAN HIM FOR LIFE !!

Tania NM

If the person making even a shade of the remarks the former occupant of the White House 
has made, you would have banned them long ago. I have seen people penalized for things 
that made no sense, and yet you want to continue allowing him to spread hate and inspire 
violence in our very halls of government.

Joan NM
Facebook should be investigated for it's role in aiding in the insurrection by not upholding 
their own rules.  They are just as guilty as Trump for the rioting.

Hannah NM
Trump is an asset of Putin and a traitor to this nation. He does nothing but his best to destry 
the fabric of this nation snd is a serious security risk on social media.

William NM Never let Trump back on Facebook. He is a criminal!
Ron NM He’s a compulsive liar!

Karen NM
Because inciting violence (i.e. Shouting 'Fire!' in a crowded theater) is not something that 
should be allowed. Free speech, yes. Incitement of violence, no.

Martin NM

Although free speech means we can think and say pretty much anything we please, the 
final bastion of the 1st Amendment is RESPONSIBILITY and accountability for that First 
Amendment Right!     In THIS democracy, the USA ??,  We criminalize ACTIONS that go 
against our common good in varying degrees from physical assault to rape to attempted 
murder to murder itself.  We should also hold accountable those ACTIONS of Words that 
incite other people to riot with violence.  Peaceful Protests are fine, but THE ACTIONS OF 
SPEAKING and writing to incite people to DO THE ACTIONS of Violence is what Hitler, 
Mussolini, Stalin, Lenin,  AND countless other small-minded dictators BOTH PAST and 
Present --  DID in their Actions of Speaking "just words!!"   Freedom of the First 
Amendment must include Responsibility!  What is Freedom without eternal vigilance and 
Responsibility??  

 I say this next sentence with satire:  "I didn't know the First Amendment gives us the right 
to say Words to incite violence against others, to demand the execution and murders of 
others, to egg others on to perform Seditious Acts against this very Democracy ??,  that 
gives them that right to speak freely WITH RESPONSIBILITY?!"   

In my understanding, the First Amendment does not give us the Right to "Yell 'Fire' in a 
crowded Public Place when there is No Fire!"   
Peaceful Protests are fine, but Violence Incitement!?!   Incitement to cause panic and 
Riots!?!   It is anathema to our Democracy to speak using words with this kind of flagrant 
disregard in Public Discourse for the Constitution of the U.S., including the First 
Amendment!

I recognize the difficulty of doing the intelligence of "holding in one's mind,  two or more 
seeming contradictory thoughts simultaneously."   I realize the difficulty of using the 
intelligence of "zooming out" to "see" the BIG Picture.  But, nevertheless, intelligence 
MUST be used and DONE in order to provide a more meaningful debate, discussions, 
intelligent thinking -- ALL IN ORDER TO CREATE " a more perfect Union in this struggling 
Democracy of the USA ??!

The Freedoms granted by the U.S. Constitution must be earned by a Knowledgeable 
citizenry -- not ignorant buffoons speaking whatever extreme emotions they feel at any 
given irrational whimsical turn of the minutes, hours, and days.   That is NOT 
KNOWLEDGE -- nor a Knowledgeable and an Informed citizenry!    Facebook should not 
contribute to allowing this nonsensical, ignorant free-for-all "NO- Responsibility approach in 
their BIG AND simultaneously WEAK EGO to "bastardize" their attempt to "protect the First 
amendment rights of others" without accountability AND Responsibility!!

Anne NM
Trump sends messages full of lies and hate.  There is no constitutional right to hate 
speech.  Lies are destructive and vile.  Do not allow him to use your platform as a weapon.



First name State Comment
I. NM Because of ALL the fascist malcontent and untrue misinformation tRUMP has spread.
Bryan NM Ban trump

Diana NM
Trump will never give up in his fight for power; he will just use Facebook for his own 
advantage.

William NM Trump incited an insurrection against the federal government.

Dianne NM

Donald Trump intentionally attacks and shames people he doesn't agree with, promotes 
violence, and expresses delusional and inaccurate information as fact.  He violates 
Facebook's own rules.  Any other person acting the same way would be removed 
permanently.  Please make his suspension permanent.

Blaine NM
Threats and organized hate are unacceptable, as stated in Facebook's policies. Users who 
post such content should be banned, regardless of public position. Ban Donald Trump.

Margo NM yes

Dawn NM

This is exactly what The Social Dilemma documentary warned us about....the two divided 
sides just get further and further apart, by design.  Donald Trump understands this and will 
do ANYTHING (including inciting another civil war) to be in power again.  Please deny him 
a platform from which to accomplish this - forever.  Thank you.

Cynthia NM

Donald Trump lied throughout his presidency. His misinformation and disinformation about 
the pandemic killed people. His encouragement of an attempted coup killed five more. This 
man has no business being on social media.

Margret NV

He is dangerous because he spreads awful lies and then posts it on all of his social media 
accounts. Everything he has stood for has led to the insurrection. He supports other people 
who supports his crazy beliefs.

Jason NV

Facebook is a private company.  Private companies are not required to allow hate speech.  
This is not a violation of the First Amendment.  I have two jobs.  One of those is for a 
nonprofit.  The other is for a private company.  If Trump came into either and started 
spouting of with his garbage, he would be ejected from both or either.  Fact is, if I saw his 
blood blister of a face in either place, I'd kick him out.  He doesn't have any rights amended 
to private business.  Keep him off all but the simply worst platforms.

Susan NV

Donald Trump must be permanently banned from Facebook.  This man incited an 
insurrection against our country. People were severely injured and killed.  He must be 
banned from all social media to keep this from happening again.

Perry NV
Our country needs to heal now.  What we don't need is more lies and deceit.  Ban Donald 
permanently!

Jane NV
We need to get our country back on track, not more derailment. Trump is a divider, not a 
unifier. He speaks in lies and hate. He doesn't deserve a platform. 

Christine NV
There is NO WAY I would allow my children to be on Facebook, since the site seems to be 
a nest of traitors!

Jean NV Because it is the right thing to do and it is enforcing your own policies!!

Sally NV
Let him find a crazy way to spread his lies and pure bs for those who can’t think for 
themselves.

Kathryn NV

The damage Trump is able to spread on Social Media is detrimental to Democracy.  His 
vindictiveness, no matter the consequences to anyone else have been in full view for over 4 
years. PLEASE, continue to block him as TWITTER has done for all our sakes. 
Signed a concerned AMERICAN 

Betty NV

Donald Trump constantly spread lies about the recent election among other atrocious 
things he said on Facebook.  For this alone, he should be permanently banned from the 
Facebook platform.

Emily NV
Social media has been a better, kinder place since Donald Trump was banned. Please 
permanently ban him.

Karen NV He's a lying sack o ? and will only incite more chaos, please keep him off!

Kristin NV

Facebook has already contributed to the distribution of cult-like lies that have undermined 
our democracy.  Allowing tRump to post again will only add to an already alarming and 
violent situation.  It is time that Facebook ban tRump permanently.

Clare NV Trump is dangerous and he incites hate and violence



First name State Comment

Richard NV

FOB, Donald TRUMP should not be allowed and banned from POSTING on FACEBOOK 
for the rest of his life. He is the utmost danger to our Democracy and definitely the cause of 
the January 6 riot and invasion of the Capitol. Unfortunately, he may beat Impeachment a 
second time. Thus he must be held accountable by being banned by the FOB.NO one , 
especially DT, is above the law and his behavior must have consequences.

Chris NV You know "why."
Sandra NV He is not a truthful person.  He is evil and dangerous.  Was not ever fit to be president!

Benjamin NV

Want to live in the past, move to Germany that’s this mans homeland ( hitler) he’s done 
nothing but let us see what he’s capable of , children in cages , releasing white supremacy 
hatred, no morals, ethics, compassion, along with GOP politicians, this once was a great 
country, the only good that’s come of is that NOW we truly see that without his rhetoric , 
threats demeaning ways to all, everything is somewhat better. Keep him on life suspension 
from Facebook.  

Janet NV
Spreading lies on public media is deadly to our Democracy. Recent events prove that. 
Trump needs to go away--period.

Nancy NV

Facebook should ban Trump for life. He incited insurrection. That insurrection resulted in 7 
deaths, over 140 police injured (1 lost 3 fingers & 1 may lose an eye). He will remain a clear 
& present danger as long as he has any kind of public platform. His Twitter & Facebook 
LIES were the equivalent of shouting "fire" in a crowded theater. DO NOT give him that 
platform. It would be the height of irresponsibility.

Nancy NV
Seditionists, White Nationalists, Anti-American liars, should have no place on Facebook to 
spew hate.

Michael NV
Lies cannot be presented as truth and expect people to figure out why these lies are being 
encouraged, allowed, without consequences.

Andria NV

His Lies, misinformation, and blatant manipulation of people is abusive.  Do you want to be 
complicit in Abuse? Keep him off this platform and strictly monitor and remove those who 
spread his lies. 

Faith NV

If Facebook wants to be considered a GOOD corporate citizen, not just a greedy 
corporation,
They should actively fact check statements to prevent lies, misrepresentations, falsehoods 
and any other mendacious innuendos that contribute to trying to destroy democracy 

Stephen NV
Trump cannot tell the truth, the American people have giving him too many chances and he 
still lies.

Pam NV

This man has spewed such vitriol and divisiveness - not to mention downright sedition - in 
our country that it's shocking to me that Facebook would even entertain the idea of allowing 
him to keep at it.  He should be barred from Facebook for life. He has proven that he will 
never change, recant, apologizer, or tell the truth. He is the last thing out country needs 
right now. Please do the right thing by continuing to suspend his account. 

JOHN+Shirley NV
Please, please make the ban on this dreadful man permanent.  It has been so much nicer 
since he has been relatively silent!

JOHN+Shirley NV
Please, please make the ban on this dreadful man permanent.  It has been so much nicer 
since he has been relatively silent!

Kathy NV

Don't you dare let Trump back on Facebook to spread his lies and hate.  Face up to your 
responsibilities as a widely used public forum, and keep it clean and healthy.  You have the 
power to do it, and I know you can.  

Mary NV

This man is toxic. Facebook and other media have allowed him to harm our country, and 
personally hurt its citizens. He did it through manipulation of facts[ lying ]and the trust 
people had because of his station. He is very similar to Charles Manson, and should be 
treated the same.

Diana NV He spreads lies and is divisive to the people.

Barbara NV

Do not give him the power to continue his lies.
He will continue to support hate groups and  inciting violence. Domestic terrorism is on the 
rise. Please do not give him a platform. Thank you.

Tina NV

trump is a disgusting, racist pig who is only concerned with what power & wealth he can 
acquire, by hook or by crook.  His lies should not be broadcasted to anyone who might be 
gullible to his BS.



First name State Comment

Dee NV
Trump continues to lie about winning the election and thus continues to inflame extremists 
to violence.

Patti NV

No one want to censure free speech,  However, Face Book MUST stand up for the Truth,  
You owe that much to your people.  Someone MUST be responsible to stopping to spread 
of lies and inciting violence.  Patti Abbott

Erin NV
Trump should be banned permanently because his vile verbally abusive lies and conspiracy 
theories are dangerous and incite violence!

Julie NV
You made the rules. Now you should follow them.
Our EX- president is not an exception- he is a DISGRACE.

Marija NV He incites violence!

Terrie NV

Although a person is allowed freedom of speech that does not mean that person can use a 
social media platform to incite violence and promote sedition. Please live up to your own 
rules where Trump is concerned. (And anyone else using your platform for those reasons.)

Maria NV
Donald Trump spreads hateful lies, and he’s more likely to do so now with an impeachment 
trial in the works and later to protect his reputation and attack others. Ban him permanently.

Randy NV The man is certifiable and should not be allowed on any media.

Rachel NV

Donald Trump's rhetoric has proven to be a danger to democracy, as well as the lives of 
ordinary citizens. Facebook routinely and repeatedly takes down content that is nowhere 
NEAR as violent, "false news," hateful, and spammy, and Donald Trump should not be 
allowed back on Facebook or Instagram. 

Sandra NV Trump is not above the law, period!
Stacy NY He's toxic

Nathan NY
trump is a threat to democracy and public safety. Allowing him and his terrorist followers to 
abuse social media puts all our freedom at risk.

Marvin NY All he'll do is put his garbage out again.
Ben NY trump spreads hatred and lies. Keep him off Facebook forever.
Carol NY Trump is dangerous and needs to be barred from using Facebook for good!
Robert NY He incites riots
Francisco NY His lies and misinformation led to domestic terrorism.
Don NY Trump is terrorist and traitor and must be stopped from spreading his lies!

Robert NY
He burned his bridges  and lost his right with all his lies.  Keep him off, he will just tell more 
lies.

PaulaCamhi NY Because Trump is a sick, sick person.
Maureen NY His lies perpetuate violence, hatred and division.
Laura NY He is a detriment to our Democracy

Irene NY
Are you kidding?  Former president Donald J. Trump should never be allowed on any 
platform ever again.

Mona NY
He spread lies and incited violence - anyone who does that should be banned for life, 
especially high profile figures.

John NY

Facebook should not further Trump's personal enrichment at the expense of poisoning the 
rhetoric - free speech akin to yelling 'Fire" in a crowded room. Trump has been trump 
forever, cast in stone.

Richard NY

Anyone that advocates sedition and violence, let alone an elected official that has sworn an 
oath to preserve, protect and defend the Constitution of the United States, should be 
banned from 
your platform.

Nancy NY
He encouraged a riot that ended up in death and destruction.  He encouraged VIOLENCE!  
Never allow him on Facebook again!

Erika NY

Trump needs to not be given any more free publicity. He spreads lies and hatred and I feel 
that has no place on Facebook. Facebook to me is a place for people to share about their 
own personal stories with friends and family that are not close or especially during covid not 
able to get together. Getting bombarded with hate and conspiracy theories should be 
banned no matter who it is.



First name State Comment

SueAndTom NY

You challenge hate, you take action, or you are no different. You ignore the problem, or you 
contribute to it. Look at Germany; people did not know what was happening in the camps. 
McCarthy doe son know what QANon is. No difference. Real Freedom is to protect it from 
hate and psychotic people who despise it.

Roxanne NY

Trump should be banned from Facebook for good !  He's a real danger, as he poisons the 
thoughts and actions of the most gullible people, as shown by the mobs he incited to 
commit violence and death on Jan. 6th, 2021.   

Sandra NY Ban murderer Trump now!!!

fran NY

if you give this demented lunatic a platform on Facebook you will be enabling him  to 
propagate more dangerous lies to those soft-headed followers anxious for another 
  insurrection.

Tonya NY

Donald Trump continues to spread lies and misinformation from Mar-a-Lago. Not only that, 
but he is guilty of inciting an insurrection on his behalf. He has shown no indication of 
repentance and no inclination to change what he's doing. Because of this, he should be 
permanently banned from Facebook.

Richard NY
trump is a nasty evil pr!ck!
keep the b@sr@rd off of Facebook!

Renee NY

NOOOOOOO

GET SOME INTEGRITY FACEBOOK 
⁉ ⁉ ⁉ ⁉ ⁉ ⁉ ⁉ ⁉ ⁉ ⁉ 

Clifford NY
The Mountain Meadows Massacre is part of our history!
  Is Trump PROUD of that??

Barbara NY To keep falsehoods off facebook keep Trump off Facebook

Patricia NY
Why would any responsible organization ever allow the vitriol spewed out by such as D. 
Trump on their media site?  Makes no sense.

George E NY It is the right thing to do.  He is not a fit person to have access to the Facebook audience.

Roberta NY
Be a taste arbiter - do not serve up garbage for fun and profit. Show some social 
responsibility, and if you can't feel it, fake it.

Rick NY Trump and his mafia have robbed and harmed us all. He is worse than a terrorist.

Ann NY

Facebook has done enough damage to the country already. Due to Trump's appeal to 
white nationalists we are now set up for violence. I saw this happening for four years. While 
Facebook allowed him to post lies and encourage insurrection for four years, I deleted my 
account. It's unlikely vulnerable people will do this. 

Kellie NY Trump is dangerous. He incites violence and encourages terrorism.

Nobuko NY

I was a regular Facebook user and enjoyed checking what my friends were up to.  But I 
stopped using it in protest to the Facebook stance of letting the harmful disinformation be 
there for a long time until the disaster occurred. If you lift your ban to Trump and his 
sycophants and go back to the disinformation,  I have to drop out again sticking to my 
principles.  So please do not take that away from me again.  Thank you.  

Mark NY

As a former president he has no need to be on your platform ever again.  You'll save 
yourself a lot of trouble by not having to monitor every evil, stupid, vicious, inane, insulting, 
conspiratorial thought that would emanate from his brain. 

Bette NY

You obeyed your own rules blocking lies and misinformation about the election and the 
inciting of hate and violence when you removed Trump from FB.  Anyone who has watched 
Trump over the years, knows he does NOT change.  So do not allow him to misuse your 
platform again by reinstating him on FB.  Have guts and take a stand.  Bette Glenn

Lee NY because he is crazy

Nancy NY
Donald Trump promotes fear, anger, lies, hatred, and racism. He must not be allowed to 
return to Facebook. 

Cheryl NY He isn't going to suddenly start saying nice things

Anne NY
He has clearly shown to incite irresponsible and dangerous behavior on social media 
platform. Keep him off for good!

Karl NY
He’s much too dangerous of an influence on his whacked out fans. One deadly insurrection 
has been one too many-keep this amoral slug off Facebook at all costs.



First name State Comment

R NY

Trump's legacy of lies which you enabled continues to exert a massive influence in the form 
of millions who still believe the election was fraudulent.  If you let him back on it will be 
absolutely impossible to begin to convince people that is was all a house of cards & the 
schism among the population will be irrevocable.  Don't give him a voice again.

Raymond NY Because Facebook is not good for him.

Rose Marie NY

Everyone knows this guy will only use this platform to spread lies and conspiracy theories, 
and to try to undermine our democracy and spread insurrection!!!  Do not permit Donald 
Trump to use Facebook, ever again!!!

Judith NY

If the previous president doesn't present a clear and present danger, what does? You want 
to give him a platform again to spread hatred and fan violence? What he did to America in 
the last five years isn't a Marvel Comics storyline. It's real,  and real people suffered and 
died because of his actions. Would you give Hitler or Pol Pot a platform just so you could 
make a buck? Of course you wouldn't. YOU HAVE A MORAL DUTY TO BAN THE 45TH 
PRESIDENT PERMANENTLY FROM ALL THE SOCIAL MEDIA SITES UNDER YOUR 
COMPANY CONTROL. 

Linda NY
Because of Trump’s words people have been injured and died. He does not deserve a 
platform.

Peter NY
Trump is at least narcissistic and maybe psychotic. PLEASE don't let him use FaceBook 
again.

Lynda NY

Donald Trump has been a disaster for the United States. He caused the attack on the 
capitol on January 6th. This is the first time something like that has happened in the United 
States. Do you really want to encourage such behavior. Keep him banned! Enforce your 
own policies. Lynda Caspe

Diane NY Trump is crazy and a pathological liar.

Rachel NY
After 4 years of his divisiveness, hate-filled speech, and complete lack of leadership, he 
needs to be silenced. He HATES being ignored... please don't let him back on FB. EVER.

Maureen NY His lies are dangerous, promote hatred, violence and divisions 
Gail NY Trump is evil and an instigator of violence. Please do not enable him again.
Herb NY He has already done enough terrible destructiveness to our country!
Peter NY Ban Trump, a lying fascist and a violent threat to truth and democracy.

Mark NY

You take and enjoy the great privilege of doing business in America,our Democratic 
Republic, but yet you entertain the idea of once again providing a public platform to a 
fascist pig who has no respect for the privilege you depend on.Your hypocrisy will not be 
tolerated and you should take positive actions to correct it lest you find you social media 
monopoly being dismantled

Neil NY If Facebook does not enforce its own policies then it has no policies

MaryAnn NY
The man is unstable !!! Keep him off for good !!!!

dolores NY his disastrous 4 yrs did enough damage.  his lies and distortions do not deserve a platform
Raymond NY Lies and hate should have no place on your site!

Carla NY

Donald Trump is divisive and spreads
lies, he’s a destructive force on Facebook,  I believe he’ll incite more violence if he’s 
allowed back,  he should be permanently banned from Facebook.

Daniel NY

Trump the hump is a corrupt, psychopath, sociopath, liar, arrogant AntiChrist person! He 
had lied and cheated his whole life! He is a draft dodger! Divorced 3 times! Bankrupt 
multiple times! Wasn’t going to have time to golf when he became president! Golfed over 
300 times costing the taxpayer over 150 million dollars! Was going to fix the trade 
imbalance with China! When he left office it was the highest it’s ever been! Was going to 
pay down our debt! When he left office it’s the highest it’s ever been! Why did he withhold 
the aid to Ukraine? For the only purpose of investigating his political opponent? No 
witnesses! No evidence! Who is going to pay for the wall? Who wound up paying for it? The 
taxpayer! He was going to drain the swamp. He is the swamp! The corona virus is a hoax! 
It’s just going to go away! It’s just going to disappear! Drink the bleach! Voter fraud to be 
presented by The profusely sweating Giuliano and Powell! Massive affidavits! Many 
signatures! Laughed out over court over 60 times with one win! What more do we need to 
impeach him and keep him out of office forever! 



First name State Comment

Joan NY
YES!!!  Trump should be PERMANENTLY banned.   He lies oftener than he tells the truth,
so why give him a podium?

Ed NY

If we've learned anything over the past four years, it's that Trump has no respect for truth 
and he's obsessed with winning. If he is allowed back on Facebook, Trump will continue to 
spread lies about the presidential election, which will only drive a wedge deeper into an 
already-divided country, and incite more violence. Trump is a dangerous man who should 
not be allowed access to social media, where he will continue to poison our democracy with 
his incessant lies.

Michelle NY

Mr. Trump is abusive to all women unless they are beautiful and on his side. He is a white 
supremacist and uses ethnic slurs too often. Unless you carefully scrutinize him, he is a 
danger to many people. 

Bailey NY

Donald Trump shouldn't receive special treatment solely because of his position in the 
world. He lies and he's verbally violent and abusive, and this behavior must not be 
normalized any longer. The figures showing massive decreases in misinformation speak for 
themselves: without Donald Trump on FB to fan the flames, misinformation massively 
decreases. Please do the right thing.

Arthur NY Trump is a chump liar murderer

Susan NY
If fb is aligned w/ safety & unity in this country, they will not allow Trump or any wht 
supremacist space on FB. It only spreads fear & hate & lies.

John NY
Donald Trump promotes violence and disinformation on social media platforms. He should 
not be allowed to have an account.

Roxanne NY

It's CRITICAL that Donald Trump be kept off the Facebook platform, as a poisonous, lying 
influence, and solely responsible for inciting the violence and death that occurred at our 
nation's Capitol on Jan. 6, 2021. 

Roz NY
Even entertaining the thought of allowing this evil being back on Facebook flies in the face 
of decency. He must be permanently banned.

Daniel NY

Trump repeatedly violated Facebook’s terms of service with hateful and divisive language, 
using the site to spread disinformation that poisoned public discourse, contributed to the 
insurrection and damaged our democracy.  As a private citizen he should forever be denied 
access to your platform. 

Paige NY

Trump is a corrupt evil dictator. He has no business being on social media spreading lies, 
conspiracy theories, and hate speech. Facebook, you have been hugely responsible in 
amplifying Trump's rhetoric and enabling the alt right to spread their problematic and 
destructive thoughts as well as false news and information.  You owe the American people 
greatly as you played a big role in making and keeping a Trump presidency alive for 4 
years. Hold Trump and his loyalists accountable for their evil actions. Keep him off your 
platform!

S NY
he's not become any less dangerous since you banned him, you need to cut off a man 
who's going to inflame conspiracies and an extremist base

Linda NY
High time for him to start playing by the rules; he can start by learning the true meaning of 
“no” and go from there - but always, I fear, with very close supervision....

Donna NY

Trump has lost the right to post on Facebook when he consistently wrote lies, untruths and 
did more harm to this country then good. He should be allowed to post on Facebook. Do 
the right thing and ban him permanently.

Simon NY
He is a violent and dishonest individual who has used public platforms to demean, deride, 
debase, dissimulate, distract, detract ando great harm to tens of millions of people.

Tara Moira NY enforce the same rules for everyone.  stop spreading misinformation and injustice.
David NY I believe Trump to be a traitor and a swindler an adulterer and a sexual predator.

Victoria NY

Clearly Donald Trump is harmful and hateful. Facebook needs to do the right thing and 
keep him from spreading his lies, misinformation, and bigotry. I can’t believe this is even up 
for debate. Wow.

Ann NY

Donald Trump spouts lies and repeatedly incites violence via FB. If he quelled the violence 
and told the truth that the election was entirely legitimate it would be ok to give him back 
FB, but he’s doing the opposite. He could have stopped the violence at the very beginning 
of his “reign”. He chose not to. He promotes debunked conspiracies and myths that get 
people killed. Never give him back FB, be responsible for your platform. 



First name State Comment

W THOMAS NY

Donald Trump's voice is at the nexus of lies and threats endangering our democracy. It is 
essential to permanently ban him from Facebook. The same must be done to address the 
very real (and real world) threat posed by white supremacists and the like who also violate 
Facebook's community standards in order to spread hate, extremism, and violence.

Maggie NY

I am urging you to permanently ban Donald Trump from Facebook. 
He has used social media to spread lies,misinformation and to lash out at those who 
disagree with him.
He is a dangerous and divisive person and should not be given a forum from which to 
cause further damage 

John NY

I believe in the First Amendment which gives free speech to everyone even idiots like 
Donald Trump.  I will NEVER agree with him but he still has a constitutional right to his 
idiotic speech

Jo NY

Are you out of your minds? Our democracy is in taters. He does not care. He does not 
know what truth is. And for reasons I do not understand, there are many who will believe 
him. We saw on January 6th where that can lead. And he enjoyed the show. Never, never 
amplify his voice.

Paul NY He’s a danger to society and you woukd be abetting him
David NY Lies and hate never should be given a platform!

Linda NY

Donald Trump uses social media to spread lies that are destructive to very fabric of 
democracy. Facebook, if Donald Trump is allowed back on, I will leave and will encourage 
all of my friends and relatives to do so as well.  

Brad NY Lies should have consequences, even those of politicians. 

Joanne NY
Facebook, why would you want to let trump back on your site when his voice is such a 
danger to this country?

Lisa NY
Facebook should enforce its own policies they are designed to prevent irresponsible and 
hateful views from being broadcast all over the country.

Steven NY
Spreading lies and hate is Un-American, and Facebook should not be Trump's co-
consiprator.

Susan NY

Do not violate your own policies by giving Donald Trump a platform for the spread of lies 
and the instigation of violence.Trump's temporary ban from FaceBook will have no effect on 
his future behavior should his privileges be reinstated. His rhetoric is dangerous, deceitful, 
and unAmerican. His posts are meant to sow unrest and feed outrage, with the ultimate 
goal being the enhancement of his power and fame among people on the fringes of our 
society, so that they will mobilize on his behalf. We have already seen the danger that 
brings to our country and to our citizens. Uphold your policies by continuing to ban Donald J 
Trump from using FaceBook. Hold him just as accountable as you hold the rest of the 
FaceBook community. 

Marc NY

Trump is incapable of telling the truth, ignorant people believe him and violence is incited. 
Nothing good will come from allowing this to happen. If you let him back on, Facebook is 
then responsible for any consequences. 

Eric NY
Don't allow spread of known untruths !
From Trump or anyone.  Media is Responsible to fact check.

Elaine NY He has consistently violated FB’s policies.
Wendy NY Don't be known as the go to platform for vicious, racist, misogynistic liars. 

Catherine NY

Donald Trump is a vicious malignant ,divisive stain on the pages of American history. You 
at Facebook cannot allow this man to continue spreading his venom. Keep him blocked 
forever!

Arlene NY

trump is not capable of telling the truth or living in reality.
He had no concern at all for the pandemic that claimed thousands & thousands of lives 
here.

Kristin NY

The best way to fight misinformation is to prevent it in the first place. Enforcing your own 
policies sooner would have saved a lot of grief. Make sure you do it now before any more 
consequences have to be faced.

Christina NY Disinformation
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Patricia NY

Words matter. Trump’s lies must be stopped. He  cannot be allowed to continue his rants of 
hate and violence. It is imperative that you enforce your own stated policies and 
permanently remove Trump from your platform.

betsy NY

It has been documented elsewhere that "Stop the Steal" was posted some 13,500,000 
times since the election. This acted to create the terrorist attack on the Capitol. Such lies 
and threats should not be permitted on social media.

Edward NY
Facebook banned me for three days for a comment I made and yet they are willing to let 
trump back in to spew his lies and hate.

Debra NY
As long as he continues to spout only lies and untruths, as long as he continues to 
encourage violence, he must be kept off all social media platforms

meg NY Stop the lies!  No more social media for Trump.  We need truth and facts.

Lar5ry NY

TRUMP IS A RACIST, LYING, FAKE-NEWS, SEXIST THIEF OUT TO DISTROY 
DEMOCRACY.
Trump will spread more lies, in clear violation of Facebook's own policies.
DO NOT ALLOW THIS TO HAPPEN AGAIN!!!

Jacques NY
Trump has demonstrated his ability thanks to your company, among others, to create and 
spread useless hate. Please prevent this person to continue.

Sara NY

Trump's 30,000 lies,  violence, manipulations and strategy are dangerous to our democracy 
as proven on 1/6/21 Violent Insurrection.  Please keep him off Facebook in order to insure 
DEMOCRACY in America and a peaceful transition of power.

Nicolas NY Keep him out!

Kathy NY

You finally took action against one of the worst perpetrators of violence and lies, and now 
you are going to back down? I don't think so. Facebook already has (dare I say it?) plenty 
of moolah. Now it's (way past) time to think about saving lives/saving the democracy. 

G Douglas NY
Mark Zuckerberg's sympathies with the agenda of Fascists, racists and xenophobes must 
be exposed.

Ashley NY

Trump is a racist, and a liar. He spreads faults information. He has used social media to 
spread hate and propaganda that led to the terrorist attack on the Capitol Building. He and 
his administration have backed white supremacists. He is a danger and deserves to be 
permanently banned from Facebook.

Rehana NY Ban Donald Trump because of his unrepentant penchant tto mobilize hate
Peggy NY Do not give that racist misogynist a platform to spread his hate and lies.  Never again.

Mary NY

Donald Trump is no ordinary person.  He is a dangerous autocrat, who wants to destroy 
everyone who does not agree with him.  Most people who have any ability to think do not 
want to read anything that he says any more.

Laurie NY

There is a key difference between Freedom of Speech and Hate Speech that drives 
violence, loss, and grief in its wake. You created this platform called FB and it is your 
responsibility to manage it. Do not fall into the false equivalency trap and know that this 
comment is aimed at all HATE speech.

Cindy NY
Why should Mr. Trump be able to violate policy and get away with his misdeeds.  Policies 
are moot, if they are not enforced equally.

Patricia NY
Hate talk has no place on social media. It is dangerous and lethal. Do not allow Trump 
back!

John NY People believe his terrible lies!

S NY

If allowed back on, Trump will do the same thing he's already done. He respects no 
boundaries, no proprieties. Why would Facebook decide to boost such a powerful voice of 
divisiveness right now? 

Alan NY

The best way to address the extreme right movements, I see, is minimize their voice. 

Trump would continue to fan the flames of our country’s disparities. 

Karen NY
NOBODY is above the law. You have a policy that you enforces for the small guy. Now 
enforce it with the big rich guys. DO YOUR JOB!

Silvia NY
If you have policies, they ought to apply to everybody equally. And the danger and 
obscenity of Trump should be kept out of any position of power.

Amanda NY Disinformation and violent uprisings against free and fair elections are not acceptable.
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Nancy NY

The world is a safer place with Donald Trump not having a forum to spread dangerous lies 
and conspiracy theories. First amendment rights do not allow us to scream “fire” in a 
crowded theater when there is no fire and people may die as a result of the lie. Enough 
people have died because of Donald Trump!

Naomi NY We don't need anyone stirring up more hate and divisiveness.

pamela NY

Not sure why you would consider offering a platform that you know perfectly well will 
conjure misinformation and incite violence in a country that just sold two million arms in one 
month since he left office. The power is in your hands to help stop this dangerous direction 
the country is toying with.

Elizabeth NY
KEEP TRUMP OFF FACEBOOK INDEFINITELY!! HE IS A MENACE TO OUR SOCIETY 
AND THE WORLD AT LARGE...

N NY Trump is still spreading lies and misinformation. Facebook must ban him permanently.

Eleanor NY
Trump has consistently proven he is not a Democrat and is interested in a dictatorship.  
Glaring he is constantly lying to the American people and seems to enjoy creating chains.

Ursula NY Yes Please

Chris NY
You have been responsible for fomenting insurrection in this country. You cannot continue 
to do this.

george NY
Trump is a constant deceiver who has constantly violated the company's policies and has 
shown no remorse.  Keep him banned!

Nancy NY Keep Trump off Facebook he is a horrible man and the worst president in US history

Su NY
Keep that hate-monger OFF...or your public image will be even more tarnished than it is 
already.

Jolynn NY

Don't allow lies to be printed, or hate to be printed.  Like my mom used to say, "if you don't 
have something nice to say, keep it to yourself" The world is angry enough, Facebook lies 
and hate are the constant drip that overfills and floods with devastating consequences.

Laura NY he spreads lies

Evelyn NY
to keep this stupid creature from spouting stupid  stuff that just riles his stupid followers to 
do stupid things.

Katharine NY His tweets and comments are incendiary and dangerous.
brian NY Trump and his supporters are too dangerous to be on social media.

Mary NY

Freedom of speech does not mean I have freedom to incite people to revolution by means 
of racist and hateful lies against people who don't look like me. Donald Trump abused this 
freedom and if Facebook permits him to return, you are complicit with the destruction he 
does to our nation.

Valerie NY Trump causes violence. Ban him permanently.

Susanna NY

Donald Trump has done untold damage to American democracy through his lies, 
belligerence, & support for alt-right terrorist groups. He was able to do this only because of 
the large media platforms that catered to sensationalism rather than truth and piece. This 
cannot be allowed to continue, for the sake of preserving our democracy. Voting him out of 
office was necessary, but not sufficient to correct the damage. He needs to be removed 
from mass media platforms.

Sean NY
I don't trust Mr. Trump because all he does is start trouble and he lies and causes nothing 
but trouble and I hope that they never let him back on social media again.

Rachel NY

Trump has repeatedly, with impunity, spread disinformation over social media platforms.  
There is little reason to believe he would cease if readmitted to the platform. Please 
maintain your ban on Trump using the platform. 

Karen NY
Donald Trump should be imprisoned for treason. If you don't ban him you are aiding and 
abetting him. Keep your decency and patriotism and permanently ban him.

Greg NY Open willful lies in public forums should not be tolerated.
joan NY Don't promote lies.

Denise NY

Do not retreat from the bold and responsible action that you took to suspend Donald J. 
Trump's account!  Make it permanent now, do not allow this liar back on Facebook.  Carpe 
diem!  

Hal NY Because his lies and authoritarian rhetoric are an existential threat to our democracy.
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Eric NY He is spreading lies, hate, and fear.

L. NY

Since Trump's removal from social media sites, disinformation about the election has 
plummeted 73%.
Please do Not all DJ Trump access to his Facebook account to continue spreading his hate 
filled lies and mis-information.

Helene NY

You did the right thing by banning Trump albeit , it was a little too little, a little too late.  
Please keep him permanently banned if you value truth and the future of the United States.  
His rabble rousing and lies did too much damage .  Please ban him as part of an effort to 
try to bring the U.S. back to being safe and a more civil country.  His statements are 
dangerous for democracy.  Thanks

Glenna NY
Haven't you had enough of Donald Trump?  His lies, spending funds where the money is 
missing.  He has always been a con man.  Get real

Margery NY
This man is a threat to ur democracy. This is not a free speech issue. Letting him back on 
would be like yelling fire in a crowded theater.

gregory NY

If Facebook has rules banning speech which is threatening, inciteful, inflammatory, or 
deliberately deceitful, they should be enforced. Donald Trump has been guilty of violating 
all of these, and should not be allowed back.

Elizabeth NY Trump's lies and hate speech resulted in MURDER! Remove him from FB permanently!
Carol NY Facebook has blood on its hands.
Victoria NY Please don't allow Trump's dangerous lies. Lies kill!
Alicia NY He consistently lies, outrageous claims that encourage violence, hatred and division.

Joe NY

Since Trump's removal from Facebook and Twitter, disinformation about the 2020 election 
plummeted 73 percent. Donald Trump is a threat to our democracy and utilized your 
platform in spreading misinformation that led to the Capitol attack on January 6. Do NOT 
restore access to this despot.

Douglas NY

He has proven himself to be dangerous. What does it take for people to see the insanity 
that is Trump? He is a dangerous criminal and instead of posting his hate on social media, 
should be locked inside a prison cell where he belongs. Do Not Give him back a FB 
account. Wake up and smell the coffee Facebook!

Tim and Ellen NY

As if it weren't enough that he was the worst president in American history and guilty of 
multitudes of high crimes and misdemeanors, Trump invited, enticed and encouraged his 
followers to storm the Capitol building in an insurrection designed to overthrow the safest 
and most secure election in our history.
He can not be allowed back on Facebook to spread more of his insidious lies and to incite 
even more violence. 

Linda NY

After the enormous damage, possibly permanent, that the Trump Administration has done 
to our democracy, it’s unbelievable that Facebook would consider allowing him back on to 
its platform. Actually I hold FB equally accountable for our problems as they were equal 
enablers. I am closing my Facebook account, telling my friends why, and closing my 
Instagram account as well.

Susan NY Because he is propagating lies in an effort to destroy democracy.

Peggy NY
Trump used Facebook to peddle falsehoods and fuel the insurrection. Don’t let him back on 
to fuel more violence.

Dennis NY

Donald Trump is widely know to be possibly the world's biggest disseminator of lies, 
bigotry, and promotion of violence and lawbreaking.  Not to mention he tried to overthrow 
the U.S. government last month.  WHY would anyone want to offer him a pulpit to continue 
these behaviors??

Sally NY
Donald Trump and his words are a danger to our country and our democracy.  He should 
not be allowed to post on Facebook and disseminate his lies and hate speech.

Richard NY
The traitor in chief spreads nothing but lies racism, and hatred. Permanently ban this POS 
from ever again having this platform!

Carl NY We've had enough of his  comments for 4 years, now let him  be silenced!!!

Roberta NY

NO WAY!  The vast majority of Americans do not want Trump back in the social eye again!  
He was a ever-present, miserable, sorrowful cloud hanging over us and draining our spirits 
for four years.  Keep him off Facebook!
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Susan NY

Because he incites hate and violence and has been doing so for five years culminating in 
the deaths of seven people and countless life changing injuries to Capitol police. He is re-
tweeting conspiracy theories that caused the insurrection and his lies and rhetoric for five 
years have destroyed our country. He is a stochastic terrorist. Is this what you want for your 
company and our country?

Audrey NY

The impact of Facebook's suspension of Trump's account was immediate, resulting in 73% 
less disinformation about the election. Facebook should not allow Trump back on the 
platform!

Sherry NY

He has used his continuous self-serving lies to undermine our nation, our democracy, our 
international support and even our individual lives.  NEVER give him a voice again or you 
are abietting his crimes, sedition and treason.

Barbara NY
Trump is a lying, hateful, white supremacist cheating murderous Fascist snd wannabe 
dictator.  To allow him back on Facebook is to give him crediance that he shouldn't have.  

Denis NY

All Trump ever did and hopes to continue doing is divide the nation and instill ill feelings 
among Americans.  We all know his story.  It's time to close the book.  He's a bore, a 
buffoon and a butthead.  Let him stew in his own hatred.  I've had enough of it.  Donald -- 
SHUT UP!!!

Elaine NY
Donald Trump will never stop spreading conspiratorial lies which aim to undermine 
democracy in the US. Hence,he must never be allowed to post on Facebook

Cynthia NY

I've been extremely dismayed at the role technology platforms like Facebook, YouTube and 
Twitter have played in creating public spaces where violence is fomented without 
regulation. The spread has not only gone unchecked for the most part, but even been 
promoted and created incredibly misinformed people that then react to emotionally and 
violent because they believe they won't be stopped. We've just lived through 4 years of 
Donald Trump fomenting this and regardless of what Joe Biden says, I'm not sure we'll 
recover as a society - certainly not to regain the previous level of civility we enjoyed for the 
most part in public discourse. 
I've severely limited my use or even completed deleted (or never opened) accounts on 
these platforms (including yours, Facebook) because I cannot trust what I read there (and it 
takes a lot of time to fact check and think critically about everything posted) and frankly, I'm 
disgusted and unnerved but what is allowed to be published on these sites. They put not 
only civil society in danger, but many individuals and we've now seem the effect they are 
having on our democracy as a whole.
I urge to permanently ban all Donald Trump and all other individuals and groups that are 
spreading lies and encouraging violence. I also urge you to stake further action to regulate 
the platform. Otherwise I am planning on voting for politicians that are willing to regulate 
your platforms since you have not done enough yourselves (or in a timely manner).

Paul NY
Donald Trump has proved repeatedly that he has no respect for the truth. He will lie and 
slander others endlessly in order to make himself appear to be a “winner”.

Joseph NY Do not let Trump spread his vicious and violent lies on Facebook!

Stewart NY

trump PSYCHOPATHIC LIAR   SOCIOPATH  CHRONIC LIAR   FEAR MONGERER, 
SLANDERER,  INCITES VIOLENCE, FRAUD, FAKE,  HATEFUL, RACIST ,TYRANT  
BULLY DICTATOR MONARCH AUTOCRAT  KING EMPEROR, MASS MURDERER,  
KILLS HIS OWN  REPUBLICANS,  SUPPRESSIVE EVIL SATAN,  HUMANOID... CLONE  
CARCASS  MUTANT  CRETAN,  THIEF,  MADE A FEW BILLION  WHILE  IN OUR W H,  
PUTIN'S PROPAGANDA PUPPET, ETC CRIMES LIES UNLTD   SOLD OUT TO 
FOREIGN LEADERS

Robin NY

Donald TRump has used FB as a means to spread lies and incite insurrection. He has 
endangered our democracy by creating false narratives that he won the election.  He is a 
threat to the electoral process.  Don’t let him use social media to rile up his clueless 
followers.

Terrence NY

BY no means should Facebook allow Donald Trump be reinstated back to his acct...He's a 
CON MAN & will say or do anything that will promote his own & quite Hazardous agenda. 
Being a Fellow Native New Yorker,Like Trump, I have known for many Years the Type of 
person he is. Racist, Bigoted & a downright Liar. He Is The True Enemy Of The American 
People.  

Joan NY
His messages of hate and his undermining of democratic principles are too dangerous to 
allow him renewed access.
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Laurie NY

Trump should be permanently banned 1. Because he previous incited insurrection 2. 
Because even when he doesn’t explicity invite violence his words are viewed as code 
implying he supports insurrection 3. his comments are too frequent snd too numerous for 
Facebook to monitor

Jordy NY

Facebook must totally and permanently ban Donald Trump. His use of the FB platform was 
seditious, spread extreme disinformation, and lead to civil strife, violence and death. If FB 
cannot properly moderate content, it will eventually have proper governmental controls 
placed on it. 

Laurie NY

Trump told over 30,000 lies as president. He doesn't need to be on facebook unless you 
want to fact check everything he says, and you will have to. The worst president ever. Over 
440,000 covid deaths as well.

NY
Donald Trump should not be allowed to poison this country any further.  He's a dangerous, 
malevolent person who wants to destroy our government.  Don't help him do that.  

Tim NY

Trump has incited violence, undermined fair elections and a free press, exacerbated 
differences among groups, and exploited his office for financial gain. He has plotted with 
and pardoned criminals, and tried to become a dictator.  He has used your platform to 
further these and other nefarious activities.  He has damaged our nation, and you have 
helped him.

Ronald NY

Our twice-impeached former President adds fuel to the fire of racism and disunity every 
time he opens his mouth or sends a tweet or posts anything on Facebook.  Free Speech 
does not give a person the right to cause a riot, which is what he did, utilizing all of the 
social media at his disposal.  He needs a permanent gag order.

Tina NY

Dumb question.... isn’t it obvious that they should “enforce their own policies”. They need to 
grow a spine, stop being greedy, and do what’s right.... what they would do automatically if 
it were anyone but Trump. He does not deserve special treatment!

Tara D NY

The former president has shown no inclination to adhere to the rules of social media 
platforms in the past. After the incitement of an insurrection on January 6th, there is little 
doubt that Donald J. Trump would turn Facebook into a recruitment tool for further anti-
democracy actors and actions.

Catherine NY Because he is a very dangerous and disturbed sub human.

Arthur NY

He perpetuates lies that are seditious and a threaten our nation. His words to large 
audiences promoted seditious violence and led to deaths. He will use that platform for more 
violence, sedition and death. 

vivienne NY

I am no longer on Facebook.   I put my account in limbo because I was horrified and 
shocked by how easy it was for a person with evil intent to hijack or coopt a real person's 
comments and share them with others, making it seem like those evil comments were 
coming from that real person.   It happened to a friend of mine.   I read her post, then read 
the comments and shares after and knew something was horribly wrong.    I notified my 
friend by phone immediately, and learned that hers and a couple of others connected to her 
FB page had the same problem.   I reported it.  And took down my page right then.   
Freedom of speech does not mean you can say anything you want with impunity.  And the 
ability of technical geniuses and mischief makers to manipulate media needs to be 
addressed and thoroughly regulated.  Corporations like yours need to forget the "anything 
goes for money" attitude and start thinking about the responsibility you have to the country 
and the global community.  To continue a practice of spreading one person's lies or 
disinformation should have no place in "business." 

Marcia NY He had thumbed his. Use at every law possible. Time for consequences.

Marilyn NY
Not having his hate-filled messages on a daily basis has been such a relief. Please let's 
keep it that way.

Deborah NY

I understand that, in the beginning,  you cared about, and no doubt believe in, free speech.  
But Mr. Trump cried "Fire" in a crowded theater ... and that's not free speech.  Please, I beg 
of you for the sake of this country, ban him forever.  
  Sincerely,    Deborah Zipf

Joanna NY
Donald Trump is a traitor to the United States of America and he incites his followers to 
violence against our elected representatives.

Joyce NY

Ban Trump permanently. His unending lies have already endangered our democracy. What 
will happen if you give him the platform: more violence, more lies and a continuing assault 
on our democracy. Please enforce your own policies!
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Lee NY

Trump has been inciting violence for years, it only took an insurection for you to act on it. 
Go back now and it will happen again. The next time the blood will be directly on your 
hands.

Guy NY

The ex-president recruited millions of insurrectionists to mount a second American Civil 
War with his malicious, divisive, abhorrent, and racist messaging since he first declared his 
candidacy in 2015, much of it on social media, including Facebook.
Therefore, Facebook must ban him from access forever if it doesn't want to be implicated 
further in the consequences of his vitriol, of which the events at the Capitol on January 6th 
may only have been the foretaste! 

Jenny NY

Donald Trump repeated flaunted truth, honesty and Facebook’s rules of conduct. He 
misuse of the platform to incite violence and undermine our nation will not stop as he feels 
he is the supreme ruler. Clinically, he has significant mental illness and cannot control his 
impulses of godliness. This makes him a danger to society- and he must not be given 
access to your platform 

SUSAn NY
Do not platform a platform to ANYONE who foments domestic terrorism, no matter who 
they are.

Sarah NY The man cannot be allowed to instigate more violence in our great democracy!!
Kevin NY Stop posting for the money and start posting for the truth.

Monica NY

If fomenting, inciting, supporting, a complete subversion of our democracy; an insurrection, 
is not the worst imaginable behavior, what on earth needs to happen for a disgusting 
human being to be taken off FB?   Maybe millions of regular users like me should just 
remove our accounts permanently. 

Carol NY

You have a responsibility to all people to not allow the spread of hate and blatant 
destructive lies emanating from Donald Trump's Facebook platform. We have seen the 
results of this and it is death and destruction. Keep Trump off Facebook!

Daniel NY

donald trump ORGANIZED A DOMESTIC TERRORIST ARMY TO OVERTHROWCOUR 
DEMOCRACY.

He deserves imprisonment, not the ability to do it again and murder MORE innocent 
Americans.

Michael NY No more years worth of lies and hate
Samantha NY He incited terorrism.

Carole NY

Facebook should permanently ban Trump because he has clearly demonstrated that he 
doesn't just have autocratic tendencies, he is vehemently anti-democracy. He and his army 
of acolytes must be disempowered.

Chris NY

Because Trump has legitimized racism, misogyny, hate and violence in his name, he 
should be permanently banned from Facebook. He will never change or show remorse. He 
has no love for our country. His lies inspired violence and insurrection. Don’t give him a 
megaphone.

Susanne NY Because he spreads poison. One of the most toxic people on the planet...

Daniel NY
He just spreads lies everywhere no matter where he is and he needs to never be put on 
Facebook or Twitter ever again he belongs in jail and he must be convicted of his crimes

Coleen NY

His lies and subversion of our democracy and his racist, hateful, violent speech almost 
caused a coup and destroyed what little democracy we have left. We will not survive 
another attempt. He is a clear and present danger and giving him a platform for all the 
sycophants who believe him would be criminal. Hopefully, you value some things over your 
profits.

Donna NY

It is not appropriate to return Donald Trump to Facebook.  There is no checking of facts or 
ability to sue for defamation of character as in the printed newspapers.  It allows 
misinformation to be taken as facts.

Suzanne NY It is time that Donald Trump was held liable for his lies!

Caren NY
Donald Trump should be permanently banned from Facebook because of his history of 
spreading lies and inciting violence on the platform.

Amanda NY For the safety of people
Emile NY Why would it want to pollute itself with more scum?
Molly NY YES.
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Janet NY Enough evil already!

Carolyn NY

Donald Trump has done nothing but caused division in our country, not to mention how he 
is a racist, liar, an embarrassment to America. Don’t give him a reason to insite the Group 
that stormed the capital.  People have died because of him. 

Edward NY
Donald Trump has consistently lied and spread dangerous misinformation. He must be kept 
off Facebook!

leigha NY Hate speech
Lynne NY YES. trump should be banned from spewing more lies and hate.

John NY
If Facebook lets Trump back on line it should be closed down or broken up, Facebook has 
blood on it and should be held accountable every day for its negligence of bad information.

Carol NY Facebook should ban Donald Trump.  He is nothing but a lying idiot.

Michele NY

NO, NO, NO!!! We cannot afford d to let Orange 45 back onto social media to spread his 
misinformation, hate and ignorance. It has been a much more peaceful place since he’s 
been banned. 

Ada NY

Joe Biden won the presidential election.  And it has been nice over the last couple of weeks 
to let this sink in.  If Trump is allowed back into Facebook we will have to deal with all his 
lies all over again.  Please let us keep celebrating the truth for a little while longer, it feels 
sooooo good!!!  And while the lies were unbearable they did, in fact, lead to violence and 
death at the Capitol on January 6th.  So let him go back on and spoil the moment.  I can't 
believe you are serious about doing this.

Daryl NY
Trump remains a very serious threat to lives and our fragile democracy. To allow him back 
on Facebook is a dangerous move which I urge you not to be complicit in lies and hatred.

Rosemarie NY

Donald Trump has proven himself to be a perpetrator of violence, fear, hatred, and lies. He 
should be permanently silenced. If you cannot call out "Fire" in a crowded theatre, you 
certainly should not allow anyone, including DT, to incite violence anywhere at any time.

Judith NY I fear censorship, but this man is walking incitement

Hb NY

His lies & misinformation have led to violence, deaths. He inflamed the worst in everyone 
and will never stop or do the responsible thing on his own. Every day you have allowed this 
on your platform, you share in the results. Don't backslide now.

Octavia NY Ban Trump from Facebook.  He abuses the regulations of usage.  He's not above the rules.

Andrew NY

He has been spewing LIES non-stop for many years, and will not refrain from disseminating
misinformation. Facebook is a large platform which influences so many.
Please permanently ban his account ‼ ‼ 

jamie NY

It should be difficult if not impossible for people to spread misinformation on your platform, 
and Donald Trump is a known spreader of not just misinformation, but misinformation of the 
kind that results in violence and domestic terrorism. Your advertising profits are not more 
important than the safety and security of actual human lives or the stability of our 
government.

Jeremy NY

Since Facebook banned former president Donald Trump from its platform, the quality of 
public discourse has risen. Mr. Trump has proven to be an abuser of the platform, 
spreading lies and conspiracy theories, cheering on and amplifying political extremists. 
Since the November 2020 elections, his attack on the sanctity of the election results directly 
led to the attack on our nation's Capitol building, threatening our democracy. 

I urge you to make his platform ban on Facebook permanent.

Sincerely, 

Jeremy Feldman

Rachel NY

It's not rocket science - hate speech, misinformation about elections and calls to violence 
should never be broadcast in the public square. Trump has been engaging in illegal hate 
speech since before he became president. It has killed people. Anyone who broadcasts his 
voice has blood on their hands. There are so many lives at risk if he is allowed to continue - 
people in the press, immigrants, politicians, people of colour, women. Stop this evil.

Marissa NY He spreads hateful rhetoric
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Gail NY

For 6 years, nothing was done about Donald Trump lying on Facebook. Because of this, 
our citizens are hopelessly divided. Donald Trump and others like him have to be banned 
permanently.

Jill NY
Trump uses social media to spread disinformation which has led to violence.  Facebook 
should not enable him.

Astrid NY It would be a tragedy if Facebook re-opened its space for Donald Trump to post his views.
Pat NY Dump Trump and all his lies!
Tracy NY He is a clear and present danger to our democracy. Please keep him banned!

Kathryn NY
Lies and inciting violence have no place on a supposedly "social" website.  You should 
have done this long ago.

Robin Fisher CisneNY
If Donald Trump is talking/writing, he's lying.  He is a pernicious, anti-democratic, narcissist, 
and degrades every public forum he's allowed in.  PLEASE DO NOT GIVE HIM ACCESS!

Joan NY
Trump abused his power as president, and there’s NO reason to expect him to change after 
his defeat!

Sarah NY He is a liar, a racist, and a danger to our country.

MaryAnn NY

Donald Trump is a severe threat to the democracy of the United States.  He is self-serving 
and power hungry.  He will stop at nothing to promote himself and prey on others.  His lies 
cannot continue to be promulgated by social media outlets who coddle him.  Nothing less 
than our Country is at stake.

Cathy NY

 Facebook suspended Trump's account, removing his access to a platform for spreading 
lies and inciting violence. That is all he knows how to do, and if you let him back on, that is 
what he will continue to do. He is a DANGER to America. He does not deserve another 
chance.

Elvira NY
Former IMPotus only lies and spreads disinformation and foments insurrection. 
PERMANENTLY BAN FROM FACEBOOK

Jim NY
Why would Facebook EVER want to go back to something that blew up in their collective 
face so very spectacularly!!

Paige NY Does the sentence January 6th Raid of The Capitol mean anything to you?
Ashley NY It’s been the most calm two weeks without his hateful and dangerous rhetoric!

Seth NY
Donald Trump regularly and flagrantly violates Facebook's policies, spews hate, lies, and 
incites violence.  He must be banned permanently from Facebook.

Denise NY He's a menace!
Marlene NY He lies about everything.

Carole Ann NY

Haven't you seen and heard enough of Trump fueled insurrection, deaths of police officers, 
and near assassination of Members of Congress? Keep Trump and his followers off 
Facebook for their lifetimes.

Lynn NY

trump has let HATE out.  It is time to put it back in the bottle or box. Work on the HATE.  
Leave trump, NO  FACEBOOK. He is very dangerous.  
trump still is going on about, he had the election stolen from him.   STOP the HATE!!!!!!

Susan NY

When you don't give Trump a platform to spread his lies and attention-seeking behavior, 
there shall be a greater peace and focus on what needs to be done in the U.S.  Trump 
doesn't care if the whole world burns down, so long as he is in the headlines.  It is not worth 
the aggravation and unnecessary agitation of the  ignorant, bigoted, sadistic followers of 
that menace, because they shall start an actual civil war 2.0 due to Trump's relentless rants 
on Facebook.  We all are enjoying a regaining of our sanity and positive outlook now that 
the Orange Baby is out of power.  If you give him the smallest of chances to publicize his 
twisted, self-promoting, self-serving, self-absorbed thoughts,  In less than a week, we shall 
all feel like he never left office.  PLEASE--DO NOT EVEN CONSIDER GIVING TRUMP AN 
ENTRANCE TO USE FACEBOOK.  IF YOU RENEG ON YOUR DECISION, YOUR NAME 
SHALL BE ANATHEMA!  It has taken you too long to act to ban him.  Do not commit the 
second worst transgression of admitting him once again!

Peter NY
This man spreads nothing but lies, hate and division. He does not deserve a platform to 
spew such venom.

John NY Trumps lies are very dangerous.
Jacqueline NY Capitalist Hypocrisy ~!!
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Derinda NY Nothing but LIES from Trump!!! We don't want to hear or read any more LIES!!!!!

Ellen NY

Trump is a vile, misogynist, white supremacist lying sociopath who does nothing but stoke 
evil impulses among his followers.  He should not have a public platform.  He does no 
good.

Gregory NY Feeding into delusion is dangerous. Do not promote it.

Rubin NY

He’s obviously not very nice, but ppl will follow him and believe whatever he says 
regardless and I don’t think it’s fair that big companies like fb can go and endorse such lies. 
This gotta stop

dawn NY

He is anti democratic
He is mean
He lies like an old worn rug

Mara NY
Integrity demands that Facebook not promote hate and divísion. Act with decency not 
greed.

Audrey NY

Trump has had four years in which to share his lies and ignorance.  He has not had any 
useful information and has spewed racist and anti-democratic hatred.  There is no reason 
to give him a platform.

Patricia NY
Hateful information should not be propagated. He has demonstrated a reinforcement of 
hate groups. This is unacceptable from a person who is supposed to led others.

Cecelia NY Keep DT off FB. He’s a cancerous stain to the soul of our democracy!

Ann NY
Take responsibility, enforce your policies, use your power for good.  Permanently ban 
Trump and all those who incite direct violence and spread lies and hate.

Stan NY

Lies and sedition have consequences.  People are dead and injured and our Capitol was 
invaded.  All of this was instigated weeks before by posts and words by Donald Trump.  
Donald Trump must answer to this damage and must be permanently banned.

Stephen NY

My racist, delusional, deranged, xenophobic, narcissistic, misogynistic sociopath brother-in-
law Henry Seamon started posting every day during Obama’s years death threats to him 
and each member of the family. He not only made these comments but incited all his 
“Friends” by urging them to carry out the murders. I along with at least a dozen other 
people who are family members and friends complained to FB. You replied by asking me to 
send some samples as if you couldn’t check his FB page yourselves. I complied and sent 
several posts from my large archives of hundreds of his horrific posts. Every one contained 
the ‘N’ word, ‘Commie’ and ‘Nazi’. The death threats were even aimed at his children.  His 
favorite phrase was “a bullet in the eye”. Another example; the day after Joe Biden’s son 
tragically passed away he posted that “all Nazis and Commies like Beau deserve to die” 
and that it was one of the happiest days of his life. He is in his ‘60s and is from what was 
one of the wealthiest families in Long Island. His father was a carbon copy of Fred Trump 
yet Henry is illiterate to the point that his spelling and grammar in these posts are on the 
level of a first grader and funny to read. 

FB took no action and to this day he continues to post these vicious and vulgar comments.

When I see Sheryl Sandberg boldly lie about how FB monitors hateful comments of this 
magnitude and censors 95% of them I don’t know whether to laugh or cry. Shame on you!

Janet NY

Please don’t give Donald Trump the opportunity to again spread disinformation, unfounded 
conspiracy theories and hatred and fear mongering . Enforce your own policies and 
permanently ban Mr Trump 

Philip NY

The previous occupant of the White House has shown that he is untrustworthy, and he 
shows antisocial behaviors. He incites violence. He whips up hysteria. For these reasons, 
his being kept off of Facebook is highly desirable.

Simonetta NY
He should not be allowed  to have a platform to spread lies and falseness, incite violence 
and spew hate. 

Sean NY Ban Donald Trump.Period

Adelaide NY
The lies spread by this madman nearly resulted in a civil war. He must NEVER have a 
public platform again!
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Debbie NY
Trump needs to be off facebook forever... !!!

Beverly NY
Donald is a traitor who encouraged his terrorist followers to attack the US Capitol, during 
which they murdered a policeman.

Daniel NY

The best thing you can do for our country is take away Trump's ability to stir up the worst 
people in this country to cause violence. DO NOT GIVE TRUMP ACCESS TO 
FACEBOOK!

Jean NY
Please don't let Donald Trump back on the site to spread more lies and hate. Please 
enforce your own policies and ban him from the site for good!

Naomi NY

The last thing we need on Facebook is the criminal who has openly encouraged violence - 
against member of Congress, against immigrants and asylum seekers and against women. 
Facebook should have reacted to his criminality long before did. The fact that he is no 
longer president does not change the modus operandi of this criminal. Facebook 
supposedly has policies that deny the use of Facebook for activities that call for violence 
and criminal behavior. That defines Trump and he should not be allowed to use Facebook 
to further his criminal behavior. IF TRUMP GETS BACK IN, I WILL LEAVE ALONG WITH 
ALL MY FRIENDS AND COLLEAGUES!!!

Frankie NY
Trump will continue his usual lies and conspiracies if he gets back on FB. The world has 
been a better place since he has not been on Facebook.

Meghan NY

Trump has clearly violated Facebook's disinformation and violence policies scores of times. 
Especially now that he is no longer president, there is absolutely no reason to allow him to 
use the platform, and indeed, doing so would directly lead to the spread of disinformation 
and potentially violent rhetoric.

Reynolds NY
Ban Hate, it servers no one, If you are out to ruin everything this country was built on, all of 
our values. Keep him without a chance to spread more lies.

Rebecca NY

Six lives were lost due to the reckless behavior of dangerous terrorists who used social 
media platforms like Facebook to organize and gain strength. This should never have 
happened!

William NY

I strongly confirm my support for the continuing ban on Donald Trump from Facebook. He 
does not deserve to be allowed to return after the spreading lies and instigating violence; 
please make it a lifetime ban for the damage he has done to our country, and to prevent a 
possibly much worse outcome if he's allowed to return to Facebooj

Maria NY
He is a known spreader of lies and misinformation. He sows chaos to suit his own ego no 
matter the human cost and his is a legitimate threat to American democracy

marjorie NY

Trump spreads lies.   He continues too admit he lost the election demanding to be referred 
to as "the 45th President" rather than "the former president".    He can only do more harm 
to this nation if he has a voice o Facebook.

Ruth NY

He’s a disgrace and an embarrassment to all thinking Americans.  Lives were lost on Jan. 6 
due to his incitement to storm the Capitol.  Also the corruption involved in trying to overturn 
lawful elections is despicable.

Joanna NY

Allowing Donald J Trump back onto Facebook will permit him to resume attempting to 
destroy everything good this country tries to stand for. Too many Americans believe 
whatever he says,.  Our nation cannot afford to pay that price.

Radha NY

How can they be trusted if they have policies and then don't enforce them or change them? 
Or is "oh, never mind, I can't remember what happened last month" the policy? Remember 
things like "history is doomed to repeat itself if we don't learn from the past?" And: the 
Holocaust?!!! I already limit my postings and photos on FB because I don't trust them to put 
principles and people over profits. 

Marlon NY

Donald Trump is a threat to health and safety of all the people in this nation, even those 
who support him. He is a reckless demagogue with a demonstrated record as a prolific liar 
and supporter of racist violence. He cannot be trusted to operate with decency on any 
social media platform. DO NOT PASS HIM THE MIC. He is no longer entitled to such a 
public forum. 

janet NY should be banned for life
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Melissa NY

Donald Trump has proven himself to be a liar who foments violence and harm.  He is 
dangerous.  He takes no responsibility for the deaths on his hands either due to his refusal 
to acknowledge and address the Covid-19 pandemic nor the violence he has encouraged.  
It is not acceptable to scream Fire in a crowded building when there is none.
Thank you.

Maria NY Don't give Trump a place to insite people to go against the government.
Peter NY Too much risk he'll incite angry, crazy mobs to extreme violence.

Joel NY
PLEASE continue the ban on Trump! He IS a VERY dangerous person and should NOT be 
allowed to again spread his EVIL lies. He's just interested in starting trouble.

Sandra NY
If you have policies you need to enforce them uniformly. There's no point having them if 
you don't. So either get rid of them, or get rid of him.

Veronica NY He foments hate, violence, and incited the attack on the Capital 

Donna NY

First, it's the ethical and responsible choice. Secondly, this man incited the biggest political 
disaster in our lifetimes. Third, I don't want to support a platform that would consider 
bringing him back on FOREVER.

Gail NY He only knows how to use fear to incite hate and violence.
Henry NY Return to same old crap not acceptable.

Wendy NY

Facebook cannot allow Trump's lies and misinformation continue to erode our democracy. 
The damage he has already done is enormous; Facebook needs to recognize their role is 
spreading his lies and never let him back on to make another post.

Jesse NY

Facebook policies are in place to prevent harm from coming to people due to harmful 
speech. The bigger the platform a harmful speaker has, the more dangerous they are and 
the stronger the case for keeping them off the platform. With his millions of followers, 
Trump is too dangerous to admit back to Facebook.

Ann NY

Ex-President Trump should be permanently banned from Facebook because of his 
seditious and racist language. His ability to inflame violence and bigotry in his followers 
make him a danger to the Commons. Stifle him.

A.L. NY

Hosting violent psychotic postings and insurrectionist racists and haters such as Donald 
Trump on your platform threatens humans worldwide and our civil union in the US. 
Facebook MUST STOP profiting off of violence and hate, as we are ALL AT RISK if you 
continue to do this! END TRUMP'S HATE PERMANENTLY on your profit-driven platform.

Dan NY

Former President Trump is a scourge on social  media and any platforms that allow him to 
spew his vile, false, and irrational comments is reduced to meritless trash by doing so. 
Enforce your self-determined policies and permanently ban this despicable sub-human hate 
machine named Donald Trump.

Mary NY
come on you KNOW all the LIES you've already let him write on fasebook and banned him 
why would let him back on?

Brett NY
Donald Trump intentionally mobilized the extreme right white supremicists and spreads 
conspiracy theories and lies.  He is dangerous to our country.

Rosemarie NY

Because of Trump's hateful terrorist speech we saw a sea change in racial attacks, hate 
speech and a growing movement of white supremacy. His spreading lies about the election, 
bullying and inciting riots and immigrant hate should not be on social media. This will only 
further harmful actions and lies from white supremacists and others. Please keep him off 
Facebook. He is dangerous.

Anna NY Facebook needs to do better regarding the spread of misinformation and hate.  Start here.

Robert NY
The former president has as long as I have known of him been a liar and should not be 
given a platform to spread his lies and hatred.

Karen NY

I urge you not to give a public platform to an individual who incited a riot that resulted in 
several deaths, including a police officer doing his duty to protect elected representatives in 
the U.S. Capitol Building. Facebook should not allow this dangerous man a platform for 
spreading further lies and promoting more violence.

Shui NY
Trump posts hate speech and incitement for violence against political opponents. Grow a 
conscience, FB.

Eva NY De platforming works, providing access will increase the toxicity.
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Keith NY

It is the duty and responsibility of Social Media platforms to regulate their media content, 
especially if it is out of line with the policies and ontology of its founding members and 
senior officials. Unless the people in charge of Facebook admit that they endorse President 
Donald Trump's outrageous and baseless accusations that led, even tangentially, to the 
coup on the Capitol on the 6th January, it is their moral obligation to censor his public posts 
and banish him permanently from your platform. Please act according to your moral 
conscience. 

Virginia NY

Donald Trump is an insurrectionist. He has lied about our last election and claims it was 
stolen.
He encouraged the attack on our Capitol. He needs to be held accountable for his lies and 
inciting violence on that horrific day. A review is not necessary . The ban must continue . 
Trump is a traitor to the American people. He is a domestic terrorist .
 

Carlos NY He is to chaotic.

Lucy NY

Just because former President Trump is a public figure does not mean that you should hold 
him to a lesser standard than the rest of the people using your platform. If you would ban 
Joe Schmoe for the actions that he has committed, then you should ban President Trump. 
Being (formerly) President of the United States should not give him impunity to say 
whatever he wants without consequences.

Constance OH Keep DJT off - PERMANENTLY! No discussion!
Guinne OH Sedition should have no public platform!

Paul OH

ANYONE that voices and prints absolute falsehoods should not be allowed a presence on 
FaceBook or any social media.....Freedom of Speech allows for difference in opinions....
NOT the spread of lies and falsehoods.

Ryan OH
Donald Trump is a menace to Democracy...do not aid him in any way...he deserves no 
platform.

Eva OH

we have witnessed with horror the consequences of donald trump spreading lies and 
disinformation on Facebook and other social media.
it would be dangerous to violate your own policies and allow him to resume this hateful 
agenda

Richard OH Trump lied, and people died. Keep this sociopath off FB!
Calvin OH Donald Trump has harmed the world enough via social media. No more!

Barb OH
Trump lies...he posts lies...people believe him...people believe lies quicker than the truth...
once lies are believed there is no changing minds...he is very dangerous

Lynn OH
Anyone including the former president who incites terrorism needs to be banned from 
Facebook forever!!

Joe OH he insights insurrection.

Debbie OH

Trump never learns his lesson. He is still going to spew his lies and conspiracy theories and 
will continue to incite violence and division. He can no longer tell the difference between 
truth and a boldface lie do he is dangerous on social media. His followers do not seek out 
the truth or fact or use critical thinking skills. They have been brainwashed. I don't think the 
Capitol insurrection is the end. He will continue to instigate his followers to attack his 
perceived enemies or anyone that disagrees with him. He is as dangerous as Hitler. I would 
hope Facebook,has learned its lesson by now. Digital and social media need to be 
responsible and shut down any known false info to be propagated, conspiracy theoriez, and 
hate from being allowed on your platform.

John OH Trump needs to be deprived of any outlet for his lies and disinformation.

Eric OH
America should not be coddling Nazis! Ban those republiNazi scum!

Jeannie OH Because he's a racist and supports right wing extremists.

Peter OH
Donald has used FB to spread lies leading to an attack on the U.S. Capitol. He is very 
dangerous to our democracy.

Thomas OH
He should not be allowed back on because he has trouble with spreading news that isn't 
true.
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Craig OH

There are enough lies and hatred spread on FB as it is. When you are presented with a 
easily traceable source you should stand up and actually enforce the rules otherwise they 
are just words, with no meaning behind them. Make FB a better place once again.

Peter OH

I never want to see nor hear from Trump again. He's a cancer on this country with his 
hateful remarks, spreading lies and his divisive nature. We're much better without Trump; 
he has divided this country like no other president ever has. NO never again!!!

Cathy OH

this man has demonstrated an extreme unwillingness to take responsibility for his words of 
incitement - repeatedly!!!
If you re-establish his accounts you will likely lose mine.

Shannon OH

Why would you allow a racist fascist pathological liar back on your website, when you know 
that he has the ability to make people do his dirty deeds for him! He is a pathological 
psychopath. Allowing someone to use your platform to spread hate and egg on violence is 
a crime to me. If you have ever had to be personally exposed to a psychopath you would 
understand just how dangerous it is to give them an unaltered path to people they choose 
to be their victims. Some mental illnesses are harmless to others however a psychopath 
lives to hurt others and obtains glee and happiness from inflicting pain and fear in others 
which is exactly what Trump and his minions do to others via facebook and all other 
internet platforms that have no safeguards in place. Hiding behind a computer screen gives 
others power to mess with others lives and never pay the price. If done out in the public the 
same things are crimes and if caught punishable. No one even tries to stop others from 
threatening others on line. Law enforcement does not have time for that stuff. Letting him 
return is wrong innso many ways that i would question the mental stability of those whose 
think it is ok!

Winifred OH

Trump is the locus of a national rightwing brainwashing machine, of which Facebook is a 
major part. Thirty to forty percent of Americans are affected and becoming increasingly 
racist, irrational, anti-government, and violent.  DO NOT BE COMPLICIT,  FACEBOOK. 
JUST SAY NO TO FASCISM!

Lynn OH

Please permanently ban Donald Trump from Facebook. He has proven over many years 
that he uses the platform to spread lies and incite unrest, and we are all so weary of this 
irresponsible behavior. 

Sandra OH Trump is a traitor.

Nancy OH
Racist rapist trump should be banned as he incited an insurrection against America and 
people died b/c of his abusive words.

Linda OH
I think that having trump off FB makes it much more peaceful.  He has never admitted that 
Biden won the election.  His insistent ranks are just not needed on FB.

S. A. OH

The world didn't explode when Twitter banned Donald Trump. FaceBook is capable of 
banning him too. Precedents must be considered very carefully, but FB is in charge of a 
system that has galloped beyond its ability to manage it thoughtfully. As a result, certain 
interests have used that opportunity to increase potentially damaging hate speech to the 
point that it's virtually uncontrollable w/o removing it entirely. In the case of psychologically 
compromised users like Trump Sr., the very unpredictability and repeated FB violations of 
your standards inherent in his messaging makes FB potentially liable, not to mention the 
ugly face it puts on your corporation. I know many people who refuse to use FB because of 
that and I am one of them. Improve your branding and remove Donald Trump permanently 
from FB!

Wendy OH

If I made the same comments and posted what Trump did I would have been permanently 
banned long before he was suspended. He's off Facebook, leave him off. He's hate 
spewing and divisive. Nearly every time he opens his mouth he spouts lies and only tries to 
gain for himself at others expense. He already caused enough damage, why are you even 
thinking about letting him back on Facebook?

Margie OH
Please don’t allow Trump back on Facebook. I will quit Facebook if you allow him back. He 
is just a liar and a disgusting person. I know other people feel the same.

Paul OH

Trump used Facebook to attempt to defeat our election process. The question is not why 
you should keep this traitor off Facebook, rather why would Facebook want that traitor on 
Facebook? Which side are you on?

Carol OH
He remains a person of power and influence, but refuses to act responsibly by intentionally 
lying to benefit himself and cause harm.
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John OH

No one has ever abused a public forum like Donald Trump abused Facebook! He polluted it 
with almost continuous lies and hatred day after day, capping off that disgraceful 
performance by using it to help foment an insurrection against the United States! Enough! 
He doesn't have any First Amendment right to use your private platform, and to let him 
back on would make you complicit in his destructiveness.

Eric OH

Former President Donald Trump should be permanently banned from Facebook due to his 
frequent comments inciting violence, racist and sexist hate speech, and his near-constant 
promulgation of dangerous lies. His behavior would certainly be a reason to ban any non-
celebrity under FB policy, and it should be applied to him as well.

Pamela OH Please, please, please don’t let this horrible Donald Trump be put back on Facebook!!!!!!!

David OH

The sharing of information that is not fact based for questionable purposes' should never be 
permitted. While freedom of speech is valuable, it stops when one uses false or misleading 
words to fire up the crowd. No one would find it acceptable to yell "fire" in a crowded space, 
when there is no actual fire.

Victoria OH
Donal Trump is a pathological liar whose views are never cogent.He does not need social 
media to be his voice piece.

Penny OH
No one who has aspired to be a fascist dictator, as Donald Trump has—and still does, 
should be on Facebook ever! It’s a huge danger to our country and the world. 

Nancy OH

I have not deleted my account, but I have not accessed it since 2016 because of the lies 
and misinformation on the platform. If Trump is allowed back I will actively work to get the 
only two people I care about that's still using Facebook to stop. If he's not allowed back, I 
would consider using Facebook again. 

Patty OH

If you allow that Colossal Orange Bigoted Traitor to once again POISON our democracy, 
you will have proven beyond a shadow of a doubt that the disgusting thing called Facebook 
is a front for "Terrorist Recruiting for Ad Dollars". DUH. 

Evan OH

Donald Trump is the worst President this country has ever had, and not just for inciting a 
mob to attack our Capitol building. He cannot be trusted, he needs to be removed from 
Facebook immediately.

Kathy OH

trump has incited violence and rampant racism through Facebook. Further, his 
misinformation about Covid has led to the death of over 400,000 people and contributed to 
the protests that have shut down vaccination sites. His use of Facebook goes against 
everything you (Facebook) warn users about. He must be banned. 

Roger OH
His rhetoric is dangerous for the health of our country!!  He should be BANNED from ALL 
social media for life!!

Daniel OH Murdering traitor!

Michael OH

Would you offer Goebbels the right to free speech to disseminate falsehoods such as he 
was so famous for? This man spews more falsehoods, muddies the waters, the minds more 
than any leader EVER in US history. He DID all the things WE FEARED, in 1974, that 
NIXON WOULD DO! This man is BRAZEN! HE is more than false speech! He has the 
power to cause people to perform violent, seditious acts! HE IS UNIQUELY DANGEROUS, 
A UNIQUE INSTANCE!!! KEEP HIM OFF THE AIR!!!

Sylvia OH

There is no reason to reinstate Donald Trump.  He broke the rules, and he should have to 
be held accountable for once in his life -- just like others are.  There is not separate set of 
rules for him -- or there should not be if there is any justice in the world. And, I might add,  
how can you possibly think that he will obey the rules if you reinstate him?  That is 
delusional thinking at best. 

Marjorie OH

Over 30,000 lies in 4 years and so many in the years prior would disqualify any of the rest 
of US from using Facebook services. It is time for social media to stop being used as a 
conduit for violent divisiveness and sedition. The positions of the former president and 
failed businessman have placed the USA in a position of extreme harm and risk. If the 
attempted overthrow of Congress doesn't convince you, how about the willful COVID-19 
disinformation campaign he waged. He knew what his followers would believe it when he 
blamed the majority and twisted what should have been public safety into political bashing 
and bloodlust. There are probably many lives that were lost as a direct result of his lies and 
disinformation. Is Facebook complicit as well?

Patricia OH

Donald Trump promotes bigotry and violence and lies.  He tried to destroy our democracy.  
He does not have the capacity to change for the better.  If you return his privilege of using 
your platform, you are complicit.  Keep him off Facebook!
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Elizabeth OH

Facebook must take care of America by never letting Donald Trump back on this forum! He 
is dangerous to our Democracy as we've seen & heard for more than 4 years. Besides he 
defrauds people of their money & feeds lies!

Christine OH

The US needs leaders who will help citizens to arrive at peaceful solutions to problems.  
We do not need to give a platform to a selfish hateful person such as my. trump.  He only 
deserves a mirror in his private bathroom and a soap on a rope microphone in his shower 
so he can hear himself rant and the rest of us can get on with a sane reality.

Sheila OH

Donald Trump is a domestic terrorist he spreads lies hate anger and More lies he should 
not be allowed to spread that message he is a divisor he does not want to keep anything 
together he wants to separate

Deborah OH
Spreading false information which led to our Capitol being attacked should forever be 
remembered. NEVER allow him to do it again!

Barbara OH People who spew only hate should not enjoy freedom of speech.

Mary Ann OH

Donald Trump fomented lies and called his supporters to march on the Capitol. If he's 
allowed back on Facebook, he will continue his lies and use the platform to damage his 
supposed enemies. Trump should NEVER be allowed back on any social media platform 
for life.  He caused the death of five people with his lies. How much more damage to this 
country do you want to sanction. He LOVES VIOLENCE. Do you want to be held financially 
responsible for his next call to attack through your platform.

Thomas OH
Over 30,000 lies while POTUS ought to disqualify "45" from any further FB activity.

Mary OH
I have never seen anything as horrifying as what I witnessed on TV January 6, 2021.  
Trump incited this.  Do not let him use Facebook as a catalyst.   Do not put us on danger!

Mary OH Please permanently ban Donald Trump from Facebook. He spreads dangerous lies.

Roberta OH

When someone consistently spreads lies and hatred, they have no right to continue this 
behavior , reaching the general public.  Trump and others have no 'right' to be on Facebook  
Ban him! 

Esther OH He spreads lies and false rumors to stir up trouble.  He is a horrible person.
Gail OH Trump is now a private citizen. He should not have a public forum to spread hate and fear.

Rhonda OH

Donald Trump rhetoric of lies incited a insurrection.  Donald Trump is a racist with no real 
moral compass for true American Demoracy.  He has stated to defeat him will cause a Civil 
War.  Please DO NOT allow him a platform to overturn our democracy and bring about the 
cause for Americans shedding one anothers blood bringing back the horrors of a civil war.

Alice OH Because he is telling lies and inciting violence and sedition.

Jeannette OH

Donald Trump has proven TIME and TIME AGAIN WHO HE IS.....A SOCIOPATH....He 
only thinks of HIMSELF and HIS OWN WANTS and NEEDS....THATS DANGEROUS to 
AMERICA and to EVERYONE living here...HE HAS A FOLLOWING OF VERY 
DERANGED, NARROW MINDED, IGNORANT PEOPLE...I believe some of these people 
have LITERALLY been brainwashed...They do what he tells them to do, even kill if 
necessary, and they say what he wants them to say...SOMEONE THIS DANGEROUS 
SHOULD NOT HAVE ANY TYPE OF PLATFORM TO MAKE IT EASY FOR HIM TO 
REACH OUT TO HIS FOLLOWERS...ITS ABSOLUTELY TERRIFYING...

William OH

Donald Trump has made a career as a con man and liar. During his presidency he uttered 
over 30,000 proven falsehoods. He lies like most people breathe. Allowing him to use 
facebook or other social media is to allow the pollution of public discourse and thought. This 
has proven to be dangerous and deadly, as seen in the attack on the US Capitol which was 
spurred on by lies about the election. Clearly, a lesson should have been learned. Keep 
Donald Trump away from social media.

Marlene OH

I hope you will keep Donald Trump off your Facebook accounts because he has 
consistently lied and misled many Americans to believe his false information.  He does not 
deserve a platform to speak his mind period.  He has proven his rhetoric has led to riots 
and disregard of women and other races.   Stop his Voice!!!
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Marilynne OH

Please ban Trump from your Facebook so he cannot continue to feed the people MORE 
LIES, support white supremacy, and gain citizens to create destruction and killing more 
lives. 

Lisa OH
Trump on Social Media is the equivalent to releasing a Godzilla sized Dirty Bomb on the 
world.

Carol OH

Does the First Amendment really cover the outright and purposeful dissemination of 
disinformation (false Bull$#!+)? We can even prove the the purpose behind spreading 
these false narratives is nefarious...  This activity is NOT protected by the First Amendment.

carol OH please...no more lies.

Roberta OH
Trump's rhetoric gets people killed and injured.
He should not be permitted on social media.

G OH
There has to be oversight on the spread of misinformation and content the encourages 
violence.

Kathi OH yes
Carole OH He would only spout more lies, etc.

Michael OH

How much violence and dangerous misinformation will you let back onto your site?

If you revoke your ban I will cancel my account.
Tom OH The Republican Party are Liars just like Trump . The All are Traitors to Our Country .
patricia OH he's never going to change!

Patricia OH

Please permanently ban Donald Trump from using Facebook to spread his own personal 
brand of hate and further separate groups of people who must learn to work together. If you 
care about America, our people and our democracy - you won't allow him back on 
Facebook EVER!!!!

THOMAS OH

Donald Trump is dangerous to the safety of citizens of the United States of America! He 
has forfeited his rights to spread lies because he violated his Oath of Office of the President 
of the United States.

Meaghan OH

Not enforcing your rules for someone who promotes violence because they're a public 
figure means you're complicit in the rhetoric they share. You're a company, and you have 
rules to protect your brand and your users. If you don't enforce those, you're showing your 
hypocrisy, and your reputation will forever be tarnished. 

Julia OH
Trump's hatred and lies spurred on people to storm the Capitol. He can't be allowed back 
on Facebook to encourage more attacks.

Geraldine OH Because of his terrible words against everyone that doesn't bow down to him.

Cathryn OH

Inciting a coup against the legislative branch to overturn verified election results should get 
anyone banned from social media whether it is (or perhaps) especially if it is the President 
of the United States!

Elaine OH
If you cave on your decision you will gain nothing because hundreds of us will happily 
leave%!

Victoria OH
Look what you already allowed him to do. Sont make it worse by allowing him to come 
back. He's NOT a regular user, 

Judith OH

As long as he is given a public forum of any kind he will continue to stir up lies and mistrust 
and encourage his followers to become violent as a way of supporting him.  He has proven 
himself to be a very dangerous person.

Ellen OH He lies
Susan OH He is a very destructive, evil person who must be stopped.

Gregory OH
20,000 to 30,000 lies and derogatory remarks for an  American President  who believes 
raking a forest is a good idea. 

Connie OH

Keep Trump, his family and his Supporters/White Supremacist/Racist Proud Boys off 
Facebook.   They're organizing a coup, they are attacking the fabric of our country and our 
laws.

Robert OH

Do you really think that Trump is capable of learning from his mistakes? Really letting him 
back on will just produce more lies and misinformation. If only we could hold you 
responsible for them but you take no responsibility for the damage that his lies cause. 
Shame on you if you allow him back on your site.
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Aloysius OH

A liar, a criminal and a seditionist.  If ANYONE else had the same antecedents and tried to 
use their Facebook account to commit crimes and attack the community, they would not be 
allowed to have an account.  Private citizen trump is no better than any of the rest of us. 

Carl OH
He's a bigot and a loud mouth bully, nothing but hate and disrespect comes out of his 
mouth.

Joy OH
Trump is a dangerous man who believes the many lies he constantly tells. He does not 
care about others, only himself and his selfish, decisive views. 

Barbara OH
Donald Trump should never be allowed on Facebook again. He has and never will learn a 
lesson from his mistakes and will return to spread lies once again.

William OH

From the start, Trump seems to have the diminishment and destruction of the United States 
as a goal - or he is blindingly incompetent.  Through constant lies and divisive statements, 
primarily over the internet, he has created a destructive fantasy world amongst his 
followers, a small part of which resulted in the Jan 6 attack on the capitol and the legitimate 
transfer of power of the government.  The REAL damage, goes much, much deeper into 
the coherence of American Society.  In the interests of a coherent and truthful American 
Society, he must be silenced.  Free speech is very important, but along with it comes 
serious responsibilities to the truth, which Trump seems to have no grasp of.

Frederica OH
Trump  hasn't  learned  his  lesson  nor will  he  ever.  He MUST  be  banned  for  life.  
Follow  your  own  rules!

Sean OH
Trump is a liar and a propagandist. He willfully misleads his followers, sometimes with 
violent consequences. He has a clear track record and should be permanently banned.

Jeannie OH

Facebook needs to enforce Facebook's rules about sharing inaccurate voting information, 
or spread election disinformation, or inciting violence at the polls among other items that 
Trump and his supporters repeatedly got away with during the election. Facebook allowed 
them to represent their opinions as facts and many people believed these "facts". Facebook 
allowed people to go against science and encourage others not to wear masks or take 
other COVID precautions, again often based on what Trump and his supporters were 
claiming without even noting that they were expressing an OPINION without evidence to 
back those statements up. These are just a few examples however there is no doubt that 
these platforms allowed our country to come close to losing its democracy on January 6, 
2021. Facebook must become more responsible for its webpages- starting with enforcing 
it's own stated policies. Trump has demonstrated that he should not be allowed to continue 
with his disinformation.

Margaret OH
As a regular Facebook user, I ask that you permanently ban Donald Trump due to his 
continuous posting of lies, disinformation, and calls to violence.  Enforce your own policies!

Christine OH
It has been so peaceful without Trump being on Facebook and Twitter. The country seems 
a little kinder.

Anna OH

If you care more about our country than you do about putting money in your pocket then it 
is a very easy decision to not let Trump back on Facebook. If you want our country to go to 
the dogs, then you will be a traitor!!

David OH
Donald Trump and his allies, which he props up on Facebook spews lies, disinformation, 
racism and hate should not be tolerated on Facebook.

Mary Eileen OH

Please keep Donald Trump off Facebook permanently. 
He had the same chance as all other citizens to use Facebook for free speech & self-
expression, but he chose to use it to stir up hate, promote lies from the highest office in the 
land, and lead his followers into a serious situation where some of them died. 

Donald Trump does not deserve another chance to use the Facebook platform, because 
his long pattern of deceit and destructive speech amply demonstrates that giving him 
Facebook access would be a public danger. 
Please keep him off of Facebook permanently!

Kathy OH

The lies of Donald Trump are a danger.  Five people are already dead after the Jan. 6 
insurrection.  He is impeached twice.  He has never followed reasonable rules.  It will take 
time for real regulation of your platforms, just like there are laws about what you can publish 
in the press or what can be sent through the mail.

Vince OH Bad Idea!
Denise OH We're tired of Trump's lies!
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Diana OH
Trump needs to be banned from Facebook because he’s a threat to our democracy.
Facebook needs to continue the ban.

Norm OH
Every place he has been kicked off of will bend over backwards to get him back on 
everything.

Laurence OH

A simple expression incapsulates my thought on DJT and permanent ban, it goes like this; 
“Sauce for the goose, is sauce for the gander”. In other words, if a rule is to apply to one 
constituent it should apply to all or in this case the rules that apply to everyone else should 
apply to this individual. 

S OH Walk your talk, keep Trump banned.
Neal OH The former president promotes disinformation.

Janie OH

Allowing misinformation and hate rhetoric on social media has shown us all, many times 
over, that it has real-world consequences.  Those consequences have often included 
violence against others.  It is ludicrous to suspend some people for the mere use of a swear 
word, yet ignore it when others use inflammatory rhetoric intended to stoke hatred, anger, 
and fear that has shown its potential to spur violence.  Trump has repeatedly used such 
rhetoric and the world saw its culmination on January 6 in our nation's Capitol.  It was not 
the first time he has deliberately used language as a weapon and we have no reason to 
believe it will be the last.  The world is watching, and so are we.  FaceBook and other social 
media platforms need the public's support far more than the public needs any single 
platform.   Don't think for a moment that just because FaceBook is so widely used that a 
boycott would have no impact, or that the widespread protests across the nation earlier in 
the year 2020 are unrelated to everything we are witnessing now:  the public is sick and 
tired of seeing the guilty evade accountability.  Take responsibility for the part you play.  
Stop pointing the finger elsewhere and having public relations experts spin the stories to 
your benefit.  We see you.

Amanda OH

Trump may have the right to spout whatever lies he wants, but you do NOT have to provide 
him with a platform. This is about protecting our democracy. Enforce your own policies and 
permanently bad Donald Trump.

Jay OH

Your action banning Trump from using Facebook because he regularly broke its rules by 
posting dangerous lies and spreading hatred was correct.  Please continue banning him.  
He has shown absolutely no intention of discontinuing his abusive and dangerous behavior.

J.M. Houlahan
Worthington, OH 43085

Cierra OH To stop the spread of misinformation like QAnon!
Linda OH Donald J. Trump is a traitor to the United States of America.

Janet OH

He cannot comprehend how what comes out of his mouth affects others. He's a hate and 
fear monger and he lies. He's also a private citizen now with no special privileges, just a 
huge sense of entitlement due to his personality disorder.

Kathy OH
Facebook should be a place for truth  not lies. Please continue your ban for trump and 
others who spout lies!!

Anne OH He's done enough damage already.

Todd OH

No one has the right to spread lies and encourage insurrection.  Former president Trump 
has clearly done that from this and other platforms.  He has proven he will not stop of his 
own volition.  He must not be allowed to return.  Ever.

Gwendolyn OH

Do not give Trump the ability to get revenge by speaking hate on facebook to those who 
will not back down and accept his cruel behavior. I am sure this is not the free speech our 
founding fathers meant! I am definitely sure it is not the speech God wants!

Leilani OH

It truly harms the ignorant American public who believe Donald Trump's lies and the lies of 
others like him.  Please do not give him a venue to spout his propaganda.  Facebook 
should be a harbinger of positive promotion.  I would be happy if nothing political were on 
the site.  Enough revenue dollars are made by you through vendors (I know because I have 
used them) that you do not need to allow offensive venting.  Please keep Facebook a 
vehicle for positivism in the world.  Thank you, Leilani Brown
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Kathryn OH

Trump continued to spread lies about election fraud, foment insurrection, division and 
violence on social media even in the midst of the attack on the Capitol while ignoring calls 
even from his vice president and other leaders and advisors to direct his extremist followers 
to cease their actions, beating Capitol police, threatening legislators. Since the end of his 
term he has been curtailed in his ability to communicate his continued lying about the 
election which led to Jan, 6, his continued refusal to even recognize Biden as president. He 
continues to fund raise off his lies, his continued support of conspiracy theories and 
extremists. He should not be given social media platforms to further these efforts and 
continue to divide our country and foment violence even now that he is out of office. To 
provide him with such a voice would make you complicit in any further violence and 
undermining of our democracy by a dictator wannabe, You are a private business with not 
only a right but an obligation to enforce your rules against such abominable and destructive 
communications and access to poisoning minds. 

Mike & Barbara OH Facebook should not be complicit in spreading lies, division, hatred, and violence.

Kathrine OH
Trumps lies & disinformation is & has been proven deadly & dangerous. Do not allow him to 
continue to  encourage violence, hate & division on FB. 

Goldner OH

Please, don’t let Trump have a platform for spreading more of  his misinformation .
He puts our democracy at risk.

Tim OH
Because while he isn't the only one with white nationalist beliefs, that needs to be banned 
currently as it violates the community standards. 

Bruce OH This EVIL Criminal deserves NO PLATFORM!
Kim OH Because he will keep stoking the fires of hatred.

Linda OH
Because he is a divisive anarchist who only cares about himself and is trying to tear this 
nation apart.

Lenore OH

Incitement to violence has no place in the media and - like it or not - you are part of the 
media landscape.  You like the benefits.  But you have to take the responsibilities as well.  
Magnifying lies serves no one well in the long run - unless you like living in war-torn 
countries.  Wise up.

Teresa OH
He never acts in the best interests of USA.
He has other sinister motives that impact us in the worst way. Egomaniac. 

Andrea OH Because he incites violence. Nothing more need be said. He has to stay off fb.

Stef OH

Donald Trump should be permanently banned from Facebook because he’s a danger to 
this country and all those who dare to disagree with him. Any slight of non-loyalty towards 
him results in him using his followers attack others needlessly. This also provides him a 
platform to continue to lie about anything and everything, including the 2020 election. We 
saw the result of his incessant lying on January 6th. Facebook cannot give him this 
megaphone back to continue to spread lies and incite violence, it would only lead to 
another January 6th incident. Facebook was right in banning him and he should never be 
allowed back. Policies need to be enforced, he deserves to be banned.

Deborah OK

Please Do Not let Donald Trump on Facebook, Twitter or any other social platform that you 
control. He will continue to divide and create violent acts along with the Proud Boys terrorist 
group! My life is so much calmer & stress free without him spouting off! 

s OK
Anyone tried to instigate a coup against democracy should be permanently banned. He is a 
danger to society.

Whitney OK
Trump has spread hate and lies to the public, and it has cost lives. He needs to be 
permenatley  banned from social media.

Susan OK

Trump has been able to spread boldfaced lies throughout his presidency, encouraging 
white supremacy, religious bigotry, and anti-woman groups and attitudes throughout  his 
time in office.  This has increased the spread of violent groups at worst and deep divisions 
at best.  Media need to show some sense of responsibility for the results of their actions.

Chris OK
What would happen to an ordinary citizen like me for such misuse of Facebook? Trump has 
had his chance to express himself and he abused it beyond all reason.

Carol OK Sometimes you have to do what is RIGHT!!!

Frank OK
Truth time. Money or truth? Power or reason? trump is EVIL and a dictator who LIES AND 
DIVIDES!
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Diana & Andrew OK

Trump has demonstrated time after time for 4 years that he cannot be trusted to be truthful 
about anything, and will continue to lie and self- aggrandize in the worst of racist and 
bigoted ways to stir up his band of fools and sycophants 

Candace OK
He promoted and is responsible for the insurrection on the Congress. He should not have a 
public forum where he can incite more violence.

Charlene OK

We the people presently suffer damaging disinformation from ignorant FB fans.  Do not 
allow "Rectum Lips" Trump to multiply the damage tenfold with his constant deceitful 
assertions.

Donna OK so trump doesnt spred his reterice and lies and bullying

Terry OK

If you don't enforce your own terms of service and prevent threats of violence and other 
violations of your terms of service, we will need to pass laws to make it impossible to stay in 
business if you don't; and since trump won't stop inciting violence, you cannot allow him 
back on the platform in any way, as well as removing any account that allows him to use 
their account, or we will pass laws against your company!

Inez OK
Permanently ban Donald Trump and every person that spread out and out lies! We need to 
require honesty and truth so there will be integrity in the words that are spoken.

Ashley OK because he's a hate spewing jerk
John OK Fboversight ban trump is required

Karen OK

You should not allow Donald trump back on Facebook his incitement of the crowd on 
January 6 was deadly. Now that the crowd go knows about the Capital it would not be safe 
fo 
 

Gladys OK
We had an overdose of Donald Trump the past four years. Please no more of his lies and 
chaos!

Helen OK He continues to spread hate which is damaging to the safety of our nation!

Nicholas OK

Trump has peddled dangerous conspiracy theories, encouraged white supremacist 
violence, and spread dangerous reckless misinformation. Facebook please permanently 
ban Trump from the use Facebook.

Jeff OK
I will leave FaceBook if Donald Trump is allowed back on!  I'm so sick of his lies and 
corruption!  He has infected many of my loved ones with his lies!

Jane OK

Trump is dangerous.  He has no boundaries.  He lies with ease, mocks those who disagree 
with him, and ignores the rule of law.  He is able to influence his followers by rallies, 
speeches, cable TV and importantly social media.  He must not be able to spread his 
conspiracy theories and lies to people who want to trust and believe in him - he uses them.  
It's not right.  Do not allow him on Facebook - more people will get hurt.

Carl OK Trump has proven he will not change!
Carl OK He will never change.

Janet OK
Because he uses Facebook to send messages to incite people to do damages like hurt 
people and be destructive.

Gayla OK He will just break the rules again

Robin OK
Nobody should be allowed to do what he has done.  He's a regular citizen now, treat him as 
one.

Alfred OK
This man is a disgrace to the Republican Party and to the country, and a danger to 
Democracy. He should not have a platform to spout his incessant lies.

Kim OK
He will keep on with his conspiracy theories and devisive hate filled lying . He cannot 
change .

Polly OK

He is the leader of the domestic terrorists and a cause of the deaths of those 5 people at 
the capitol.  I lost my parents to conspiracy theories and domestic terrorist Republican 
groups on Facebook.  They believe what they read on Facebook, and Facebook does 
nothing to stop the lies.  I deleted my account and stopped buying stock in Facebook, 
because it has played a large part in giving our country Trump and other extremists.  
People have died because of Facebooks inaction.
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William OK

Attempt to ensure only factual information is provided on Facebook.  Trump didn't know the 
meaning of "factual" as he would say whatever he wanted whenever he wanted.  And no 
one except the so called fake media held to hid word.  So try to keep his kind away until he 
professes and supports the truth.

Harry OK

Donald Trump has no useful purpose to serve for this planet. His existence will only 
continue to divide and injure people of this world. Therefore, FACEBOOK should not allow 
that man access to its platform. Please follow your own guidelines and do not allow external 
pressures of hate & fear to shadow your decisions and choices!

Sally OK

Trump is a cancer in our country. He is evil and only brings more evil. To allow him back on 
Facebook is the biggest mistake they could ever make. They should stick to their policies 
and show some backbone.

Kim OK He incited an insurrection against a freely elected government and continually lied about it .
Wilfred Ontario When Donald Roars Facebook Gives In. Cannot BELIEVE IT.

Jesse Ontario

Unless Facebook is in fact a supporter of far right, racist & homophobic/transphobic  
violence and are willing to say that outright, then they need to ban ALL of it on their 
platforms and follow their own rules.

Amy Ontario

Donald Trump spreads lies and hate- a dangerous combination. We have already seen the 
results of his actions, and cannot afford to take a chance at that happening again. Please 
permanently ban Donald Trump.

James Ontario

The toxic combination of Facebook and a President who is one of the greatest con-men 
ever has done serious damage to the mental and political health of America. Let's learn this 
lesson!

John Ontario Guys. Don't you think you've gotten enough bad press lately?

Theresa R Ontario

Take into account the positive change that has already come about from removing Tr*mp's 
platform. The other social media sites who have made the necessary changes to create a 
safer online community. The future of our world needs positive consistency in its change, 
otherwise it is performative and serves no one. The right side of history is the side that 
protects those who have been historically marginalized, abused, enslaved, silenced, 
neglected, and controlled. Tr*mp is an abuser, at the very least. PROTECT the people, 
PROTECT the unity of the world, and consistently enforce the aforementioned policies to 
permanently ban Donald Tr*mp. Be on the right side of history. 

Ton Ontario

Countability and responsibility go beyond politics, an invention of the rich and powerful in 
order to maintain and increase their wealth. It is time people get first before companies and 
their owners.

Katharine Ontario
Trump's lies are demonstrably dangerous. It would be irresponsible to give him a platform 
to  continue to spread disinformation.

Sharon OR PLEASE, no more of his hate mongering and lies.  

Sasha OR

Trump is a malignant narcissist bordering on a sociopath. His vitriol and hatred can only 
bring harm to many. Please, please do the right thing and ban him PERMANENTLY from 
FaceBook.

Anna OR If you allow a racist then you are a racist

Esther OR
Donald Trump is a hateful bigot. He has proven to be toxic and inciting violence. People 
lost their lives due to his hateful rhetoric. He must be banned from Facebook permanently.

Sharon OR
Be a role model for sticking to your word. The law-abiding citizens of today and tomorrow 
are watching you, FB!

Joan OR he will still incite others

E. OR
He is dangerous with his lies and deceptions. Like “crying fire in a crowded theater” when 
there is no fire.

Linda OR

Facebook touches gigantic numbers of people and gives a huge forum to whoever chooses 
to use it as such.  Trump broadcasts falsity and lies, which have led to violence and an 
attempted coup to overthrow our government.  By his own words, he does not intend to 
change his behavior.  By allowing Trump on Facebook, Facebook is suborning sedition.  
Please stop him.

Timothy OR
Allowing Trump on Facebook is like leaving a 2-year old at home alone with a lighter an 
open can of gas poured all over the home.

Carmen OR Because he's a racist, sexist, bigot who lies all the time.
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Laura OR
Trump should not be allowed to make treasonous statements that incite terrorist activity in 
our country.

Judith OR

Trump told over 30,000 lies as President and should have had his @realDonaldTrump 
account on Twitter and Facebook access eliminated long before his final attempt to 
overthrow democracy. Don't reinstate him!

James Strickler OR Trump is undemocratic, full of false news and just plain un-American!
Edward OR He’s dangerous!

Howard OR
History shows that he is a habitual abuser of whatever he can get away with.  Because of 
his selfish habits you will probably end up banning him again.  Save yourself the trouble!

Craig OR

The Facebook Oversight Board (FOB) should either enforce Facebook's policies or change 
the policy to one that will be enforced. Mr. Trump has been proven to be a compulsive liar, 
an inciter of insurrection against the US government, and a self-promoting anti-
humanitarian. While free speech is a "right" for law abiding citizens, speech can be limited 
when it is in the interests of safety and well-being of other citizens and their rights (life, 
liberty, pursuit of happiness). Trump failures to meet the standards set by Facebooks 
policies and common respect for fellow humanbeings requires that he be permanently 
banned from Facebook. Please support Facebook policies.

B OR

Because he is a xenophobic, racist fascist who spreads hate, disention, insurrection and 
treason wherever he goes.  Is this what you want on facebook,?   For the world to see?  His 
sivkhitler like ranting

Tammy OR

Trump purposely lied and sowed division to gain power and then continued with egregious 
lies to keep that power, unlawfully. He put many people in danger with his bully pulpit. And 
he told us during his campaign that  he would only concede IF HE WON. This was his plan 
all along. To gain and keep power. Too many people have died on his watch. Please ban 
him and save our democracy!

James H OR

Keep that public danger off your microphones!
You demonstrably have no problem silencing voices for far less ignobilities than Donald J 
Trump manifests in an hourly basis 

Joanna OR
Trump is a danger to this democracy. Zuckerberg is a self-serving enabler. Supporting 
Trump's behavior is unacceptable. Do NOT remove his suspension!

Rosalind OR Trump is a dangerous criminal who favors Putin because P. knows how to "love" him.

Dennis OR

In his four years as President, Donald Trump spewed an incredible 30,000+ documented 
lies or misleading statements.  Worst of all, from the November election until the 
insurrection of January 6th, Trump relentlessly told blatant and proven-false lies (by 
numerous state election officials and by courts) that directly encouraged and led to the mob 
assault on the U.S. Capitol in a coup attempt.  Please enforce your own policies and ban 
Donald Trump PERMANENTLY!

Sheila OR

Most of my friends have closed their FB accounts, in part because of your wishy-washy 
positions regarding truth and free speech. There has to be a point at which you recognize 
the practical and negative impact of adhering to a principle when you are being taken 
advantage of by someone who is corrupt. Do you want to be seen as Trump's mouthpiece? 
Why? Facebook, so over.

Julie OR He is a destructive force and harms our Democracy.  He is not to be trusted.

Nugent OR

Trump will NOT CHANGE his behaviors. He will continue to chronically lie and
spread fabricated information. This is harmful, dangerous and insidious. He will continue to 
undermine Democracy. He has been clear he wants a privileged white society run by an 
autocratic dictator. 

Charles OR He is the führer of the insurrection on the Capitol.  ABSOLUTELY NOT!!
Paul OR trump has lied , constantly , provoking a civil war . He must be silenced , forever .
Yvonne OR The real point is to enforce the policies. Do not be concerned about the source...
Douglas OR Trump should be banned because our democracy is more valuable than his hate rhetoric!

Bonnie OR
For the tremendous harm that he has caused, DJT should never be allowed back on 
Facebook. He does not deserve a public presence on ANY social media site, period.
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P. OR

Trump has lied (documented over 30k) and spread misinformation that has damaged our 
countries relationship between citizens and overseas. He has spent all opportunities to earn 
trust. To give him a public platform is to allow more damage. We have so many problems to 
contend with beginning with covid and please do not allow him to be another.

Linda OR

He should not be allowed to spew his Fascist white supremacy lies to gullible people. You 
should ban ANYONE who does this too. There is no room for this sort of lies. This is how 
we become a dictatorship! There needs to be more censorship on the internet.

Rebecca OR

You CANNOT let Trump back on Facebook wth his dangerous disinformation agenda. Your 
company has massively contributed to putting our democracy in jeopardy. I’m proud to say 
I’m NOT on any of your social platforms and have convinced many of my family members 
to get OFF Facebook. I’m disgusted wth your lack foresight/disingenine attempts at 
regulating violence towards our country

Michael OR
He is now spreading lies and inciting violence less efficiently.  WHY would you want to 
improve the efficiency of a continuing liar and agitator?

John OR Because he's a provocateur.
Susan OR Because he's a criminal and shouldn't be able to be on social media to incite more crime.

Susan OR

He launched a Coup, and incited violence against our government.  Until his name is 
cleared, or we can be absolutely certain he will not do this again, he should not be trusted 
on Facebook. 

Angela OR

If FaceBook and the policies it’s supposed to stand by want to be taken seriously, the ban 
on Donald Trump must be permanent. Our society is held together by a common 
understanding of decency and civility. These values FaceBook has cashed in on. Donald 
Trump has violated those over and over. He will not stop. He does not deserve to 
participate. Permanent ban from FaceBook and all social media. 

Deborah OR

The chaos, misinformation, disinformation and conspiracy theories Donald J. Trump was 
able to disseminate was directly related to your platform (and others). Simply put, the ban 
must be made permanent. 

Rebecca OR

We have already seen the damage that lies about the election have done to our country. 
Please do not permit more of this disinformation--about the election, about climate change, 
about racism, about health care--to clutter Facebook!

Marybeth OR
Fascist propaganda can't be legal!  Overthrow of the  government has been a no-no since 
we got started with this flawed but wonderful experiment!

Judith OR

Facebook should BAN Trump. No question about it. Think of how much he has damaged 
out country. Never forget January 6, 2021 when he gave permission for the Capitol to be 
attacked and lives were lost. 

Larry OR

The hate you have allowed to be spread by Trump should be a criminal offense . 
You would have to permanently bar him and that kind of messaging for me to consider 
using Facebook ever again !

Judith OR
he is a danger to democracy. we cant let someone who has a distorted view of the truth 
influence us.  he has incited people to violence and will continue to do so

Irene OR

Donald Trump is a clear and continuing danger to America.   He has stirred up his followers 
to sedition and violence and will continue to do so if FACEBOOK allows him its platform 
again.  As it is, FACEBOOK was complicit in allowing this to happen in the first place.   
Make amends now by PERMANENTLY BANNING TRUMP AND HIS SEDITIOUS 
FOLLOWERS!!

Susanna OR

Donald Trump is guilty of treason and multiple other crimes. His lies have placed this 
country and the rest of the world in turmoil. He belongs behind bars. Facebook's complicity 
in his treason needs to be addressed.

Rolando OR

Donald Trump should not be given access to any public platform because he has a history 
and record of spreading lies and inciting violence. The insurrection that desecrated our 
national Capitol and disrupted Congress was primed and provoked by Donald Trump using 
his access to social media. Any access to public social media that he can now get, Donald 
Trump will use to continue stoking his "movement." 
Do not give Donald that access which he will only use as a weapon against the country and 
people who have "done him wrong." 

Laura OR Trump is a dangerous man who incites others to violence.  Hate speech is not free speech.
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Kathleen OR

Trump's language is incendiary, and right now is a sensitive time. Things haven't cooled 
down enough for him to be back on. If he is allowed back on, we will see much more 
violence in the months ahead. Even when he doesn't say something violent specifically, he 
is giving air to the smouldering coals that are currently there, as well as encouraging the 
more active ones to keep doing what they are doing. He must not be allowed back on!!!!

Lisa OR

This man spouts lies, hatred, and enlists racist bigots to do his violence. He is a domestic 
terrorist trying to lead the weak-minded to overturn democracy. He should not be allowed a 
megaphone or any outlet to do more damage!

Linda OR

It is long past time that Facebook enforce its OWN  policies about disinformation.  It is time 
to re-imagine a social media platform that will allow people to connect with each other free 
from the threat of white supremacist hate and violence and of misogynistic rhetoric.

Beth OR

Trump has already caused so much damage to America and Americans. Over 425,000 
deaths from Covid, which he mismanaged and lied about to the detriment of our country. 
He encourages Proud Boys and other right wing extremists who cause violence and even 
killed police officers at the Capitol. It's outrageous and Trump should be banned for life. 

Betty OR Trump is not above laws or regulations.  Hold him accountable like everyone else.

Linda OR
HE LIES ALL DAY EVERY DAY.  HE HAS DAMAGED OUR COUNTRY WITH ALL HIS 
LIES

Sara OR
Trump's words don't have power unless we allow them to be spread. This can't happen 
again.

Rosalie OR
Trump should follow the rules just like everyone else and not be forgiven for his myriad lies 
and incitement of violence.

M'Lou OR

Facebook ignored its policies for decency for years & years, including for Trump, one of its 
worst offenders.  Evidence & history prove he is a seditionist & encourages others to illegal 
actions as well.  
No way he should ever be allowed to post again!
And facebook must revise its algorithms to quit enticing Trump replacements!

Alice OR
Fascist attempted dictator’s who incited a violent and deadly attack on Congress have no 
place on social media.

Tracy OR

Please do not allow Trump back on your site to foment or incite further division and 
violence based not in facts, nor good-faith debate of issues, but in untruths that do not 
serve society.  Please, do not enable him through Facebook’s social media platform.  A 
greater audience to his provable misinformation will very likely lead to further harm, which 
can be prevented by your responsible action.  
Thank you and stay safe.

Muriel OR

People have public policy disagreements frequently. Trump has encourage people not just 
to fight policies he disagrees. with but to rile up right wing hate groups....He taps into anger 
and not our better angels....Stop him.

Marian OR We need honesty in this United States of America!!!

Sofia OR
What has changed in our former president’s behavior or accountability that would be 
reason to grant access to this or any other platform? He is dangerous to our democracy.

Deirdre OR
He uses social media to manipulate people into doing his will. Bloody dangerous! You don't 
want to be responsible for enabling that...

Dennis OR

Donald Trump should not be allowed to spread his vile misinformation and lies on any 
social platform; especialy a platform as large as Facebook. Please use discretion when 
allowing someone like Donald Trump, a man hungery for power, a person that seems to 
have no hesitation to lie and or falsify information to benefit his own interests.

aurelia OR freedom of speech does not permit one to yell fire in a crowded room.
Roderic OR Trump is a horrible virus that should be stopped!
Eileene OR He must be prevented from having this platform to continue to spread his lies and hate.

Janice OR

Facebook bills itself as a community, a place where friends meet. There is no room for the 
divisive and lying comments made by Trump. He will not change. America needs a break in 
order to heal. Keep him off your platform 
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Bea OR

You, Facebook, are responsible for the horror that occurred on Jan 6. You, Facebook, will 
be responsible for the future outbreaks of violence that Trump will incite. He has always 
glorified and called for violence and he always will

Cynthia OR

Extremists like Trump spread lies to the public. His are more dangerous because of his 
wealth and his (poor) stint in the White House. Some people listen to the rich and famous 
rather than common sense.

Elizabeth OR

Donald is best not seen and not heard, at least by most of America.  Those who want to 
hear from him can look him up elsewhere.  The country is calmer without his constant 
comments and mansplaining.

Birgit OR

He's a dumbed down version of Hitler & will be causing antidemocracy results.  He's a 
terrible influence on uneducated white males (as we have already seen).  He's a disgrace 
to the whole human race.

Fred OR

This is like an absurd game, albeit with deadly consequences for American citizens and our 
democracy itself. Personally, I think Facebook should be broken up because we can’t have 
unregulated social media entities making up their own rules. After all the documented harm 
your company has caused by looking the other way while vicious hate groups organize and 
plot on your platforms, it is disgusting to hear that serial liar and criminal-in-waiting Donald 
Trump may be allowed access to once again spread his dangerous lies. Live up to your 
own rules already and quit vaccilating.

Hal OR

"Violence can be very subtle
It can give all your Peace plans the scuttle. 
May the Powers that Be -- and that means You and Me
Give that violence a good sound rebuttal !!!"

ElRae OR

P. Trump led and encouraged a coup attempt on Democracy on January 6th! Also while 
President he us social media to encourage hate mongering, racism, and lied, lied, lied! He 
has yet to admit his guilt on anything! He has yet to apologize for anything! He CAN NOT 
be TRUSTED with social media EVER AGAIN! 
If Facebook truly supports Democracy and what it stands for, you will NEVER, EVER allow 
Trump back on Facebook! To allow Trump back on Facebook after all he has done to 
destroy Democracy and peoples lives (over 405,000 dead) says Facebook doesn’t care 
about Democracy or peoples lives!

Jim OR

d. trump uses facebook to spread his racist, extremist, white supremacist neo-nazi lies. He 
uses facebook to arouse his base to commit acts of violence and treason against the 
United States of America and any person or group who doesn't agree with his hate filled 
spiel. Ban him from facebooks platform for life!

Veroune OR

The former President excelled in duping near half the voters with his lies and 
disinformation! Facebook was complicit in spreading his propaganda of violence and hatred 
of everyone who was not White, rich and subservient to him.
Be steadfast in keeping him from doing the same thing again! Do not let him use Facebook 
as a poisonous gas to be sprayed upon undiscerning readers.

Korleen OR
I know it's hard to be the "truth police" but not only Trump but everyone who posts obvious 
lies and incendiary remarks should be banned.

Larry OR You  do nuts fry bud juydghttf Co j

Kevin OR
Because Donald Trump has continually sprouted lies, misinformation and directly 
encouraged violence for years. He should be permanently banned from Facebook.

Peter J OR Keep Trump off Facebook!  Given any platform, he'll just egg on his seditionist followers.

Randy OR
Facebook needs to permanently suspend Donald J. Trump's account because he uses it 
for spreading lies, inciting violence, and threatening political rivals!

Dustin OR

Facebook is responsible for helping spread lies and enabling domestic terrorist. Facebook 
needs to own its mistakes that got people killed including a capitol police officer. Letting 
trump back on to Facebook is only going to end in more death. Those deaths will be 
preventable if Facebook grows a backbone and takes a stand against lies, hate, and 
terrorist. People are more valuable than money. Does your greed know no boundaries? 

Susan OR
Permanently ban Donald J. Trump from Facebook, because he will never reform himself. 
He will continue to lie, promote bigotry and incite violence.

Janice OR
Trump spews hatred, racism, and promotes overthrowing our government.  He is 
dangerous rand vile.  Keep him off,
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Janice OR
Trump spews hatred, racism, and promotes overthrowing our government.  He is 
dangerous rand vile.  Keep him off,

Luverne A OR Keep Trump off social media.

Christine OR

Facebook needs to become part of the solution to hate speech and lies that promote 
violence by shutting down anyone who promotes lies and violence.  Please ban the bullies 
permanently!

Nathan OR

Misinformation is one of the main things that has caused most people I know to stop using 
FB.  It corrupts conversations and connections between people.  And there is no way for 
users to effectively fight it because trying to argue against the misinformation just draws 
more attention to the misinformation and helps it spread.  The only real solution is for FB to 
enforce the rules and ban abusers.  If Trump is allowed back on the platform, it will make 
things worse again.

John OR He's king of lies. Keep him off Facebook!

Jillian OR

Facebook already has a reputation as the historical meeting place for outspoken fascists of 
other countries to discuss their plans for genocide. Dangerous algorithms aside, Facebook 
has not done enough to prevent fanning the flames of hate. Donald Trump thrives in the 
spotlight. As president, he proved that no amount of dialogue could persuade him to act 
respectfully. As a citizen, that will not change. He does not need a venue with which to 
communicate his thoughts to the public. Please, for the good of society, permanently ban 
him.

Trish OR

Trump should be permanently banned.  He used Facebook to try and overthrow the 
election and has used it to spread lies wile stirring up racial hatred! He isn still unable to 
admit legitimacy of election and his defeat! Ban the seditionist!

Hiett OR Lies, deceit and self-promotion do not belong on FB!
Rowan OR He has clearly violated both the letter and spirit of the rules to create mass violence!

Susan OR
That's all we need....Trump on Facebook spreading lies and encouraging violence. Please 
do not let him on Facebook again!  Keep him off.

Ursula OR
He is a danger to our country. He has too much power and influence to spread hate and 
misinformation that too many people believe in, especially coming from him.

Carina OR Trump should not be allowed to insight hate and lies any longer! We have had enough!

Andrea OR

Because he has SUCCESSFULLY used your platform to spread vicious misinformation and 
bald-faced LIES to deliberately mislead the American public. Being banned from Facebook 
permanently is the very LEAST of the punishments this wanna-be dictator should receive. 
Thank you.

Leah OR
Donald Trump should not be aloud to post on Facebook.  He is a lier and thief.   I enjoy 
Facebook daily and hope that you will do as I ask.  Sincerely, Leah Davies

Patrick OR

Facebook shares some responsibility for the  violent insurrection that Donald Trump incited.  
The violent results of January 6th are clear: death, destruction, and acts of treason.  Don't 
make the same mistake again: Keep Donald Trump's lies off all social media, especially 
Facebook.

Linda OR
Please stick to your decision. Do NOT allow such a criminal to be able to spread his lies & 
spew his vindictive & evil lies again.

Doug OR

The former president is a serial liar in all things political, governmental and personal. The 
digital universe needs to figure out how to deal with the proliferation of lies, misinformation 
and outright distribution of fakery in politics and other topics.... you need a system of fact 
checking and editorializing of the "free-wheeling" digital communication universe!

Catherine OR

Facebook should enforce its own policies and permanently ban Donald Trump because his 
messages constantly undermined the structures of the government of the USA. His 
messages were always about how he was being unfairly treated by everybody and every 
law of the USA, and how those people were liars and fakes, and those laws didn't apply to 
him. He was and still is the liar and fake, and all laws apply to him no matter what position 
he holds.

Facebook: ban Donald Trump for life, with no appeal! He is a danger to everyone.
Alton OR where is your accountability if you rescind your ban...?
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Sharon OR

YES
Some of us are sick of lies and conspiracies !

Dean OR
T-Rump is a fascist and wants power over all.  His ongoing lies are believed by enough to 
endanger the rest of us.

Shirley OR
It’s simple. He lies and he’s dangerous. People believe his lies and he’s responsible for the 
insurrection on January 6th.

Kathleen OR We do not want lies told by trump to insight hate and damage We need to unite!!

Sue OR

Donald Trump does not deal in facts. He uses platforms such as fFacebook to spread 
dangerous lies and misinformation. He incites violence and prejudice. PLEASE DENY 
TRUMP THE OPPORTUNITY TO INCITE VIOLENCE AND UNREST.

Cynthia OR

                     You did the right thing to ban former Pres. Trump from your platform, for 
inciting insurrection and fomenting political lies.  Keep it up.  He needs to be the example 
so others will know the consequences of these actions.  

Frosti OR
We all watched on January 6, 2021 as Trump continued his attempt to overturn the 
Presidential election. He is traitor of the WORST sort.....stop being complicit!

Randall OR
It's the right thing to do. Otherwise, you are supporting and propping up a would-be dictator 
with no interest in helping anyone but himself.

Ruth OR

After several years of Trump's racist, misogynist, xenophobic lies which led to the January 
6 Insurrection, why would you expect that his future use of Facebook would be any more 
civil or restrained?  He is who he is, and he's proud of who he is.  Do not give him a 
platform for his insanity!  Thank you!

Annie OR He is too much of a liar and an agitator of viloence

Milton and ShirleyOR
If four years of abusing use of Facebook by Donald Trump is not enough to make the block 
permanent, I don't what is.

Nancy OR He is toxic

Bill OR

Facebook you have banned Donald Trump for telling lies and spreading disinformation 
about politics and political opponents you cannot let this man back onto your social media 
platform. Donald Trump helped to lead an insurrection on this American government egging 
on and encouraging the demonstrators to storm the capitol biulding and bring down our 
government.

Josh OR Donald Trump violates your community policies daily.

Joyce OR
Because his lies created the Marjories Greenes & others in the insurrection. He has proven 
that he is a selfish self-serving vengeful person that will not change but get worse!

James OR
Facebook should continue the ban on D. Trump  forever because he will misuse the 
platform to try to overthrow our government.

Gary OR Donald Trump is dangerous to our democracy and public safety as he invites sedition.

Robin OR

Mr. Trump doesn't ever tell the truth.  This is why facebook should not let him back on.  It is 
not good for our country with him spreading all of his lies and conspiracy theories.  I believe 
you should have banned him when he became President.
Robin Bochsler

Janus OR
He wants a civil war, and for us to end democracy, That should be plenty enough to keep 
him off!

Esther OR

Trump is a traitor and a danger to our society - in part due to his influence and peddling of 
violence to his base. He has repeatedly misused every aspect of power or media he has 
had access to. Make the ban permanent and demonstrate that you are playing a 
responsible role in supporting democracy.

John OR

Trump incited a attack on our nation's capital. He must be permanently banned from all 
internet accounts.
Thank you,
John Kelso
503-984-8607

Angie OR
ban trump!

Mary OR
Permanently ban Trump on Facebook. No more lies, we’re sick of lies and falsehoods. No 
more trump!! 
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Kim OR Please...don't get me started...k

Leo OR

Allowing Trump to use Facebook will enable Trump to again be a present danger to the 
lives of American citizens and a danger to democracy and the historic institutions of 
governance in the USA.

Robert OR
All you have to do, Zuck the Huck, is enforce existing rules. I fully realize that the only thing 
psychopaths like you, Mark, care about is money.

Maureen OR

Please ban Donald Trump permanently. he endangers our country and our people in so 
many ways, not only with sedition and disparaging fair election results, but also 
encouraging race hatred and antisemitism. Hate crimes have gone up in the four years of 
his presidency and the attempted attack on the capitol was a horror no American should 
see, and he's STILL talking about the election being rigged. he will do it again, if he's 
allowed back on social media to rally his supporters. Please permanently ban him and let 
Democracy reign in our country.

Al OR

Trump is an inveterate liar and promotes division by supporting white supremacy, racism, 
conspiracy, and anti-democratic policies, and actions.  He is poison our country and his 
public platform needs to be silenced.

Marie OR He is CRAZY AND DANGEROUS, and has a lot of people that believe him...

R P Joe OR
If a deadly snake sought access to your house, you'd obviously keep your door closed. 
He is such  a snake.  Keep it closed.

Micki OR Grow a set and follow your own rules, FB!!!
Marcel OR ABSOLUTELY!!!

Patty OR
Trump's behavior on Facebooks has been so outrageous, nasty, and untruthful that you 
know that he will go right back to doing it if you let him on Facebook again.

Kianna OR

This insurrectionist still exists only to destroy US democracy, enrich himself and spread 
massive lies.  He is directly responsible for the 5 deaths in his Capitol Insurrection. Do not 
allow him back on your platform.

Elizabeth OR
Trump is still dangerous & a threat to all for peace.  Please do not give him a platform to 
recruit others to be complicit with his hateful program!

Diana OR Hateful speech should not be shared. Clean up Facebook.
Edward OR It's the right thing to do!
Ted OR known liar and violence instigator!
Kevin OR No.

Kevin OR

Donald Trump promotes violence, insurrection, spreads bald faced lies and is a racist and 
fascist. He has no place in a civilized society. Ban him permanently. Failure to do so will 
show your allegiance to fascism.

Philip OR
Trump belongs on Parler and other websites that cater to the extremists and conspiracy 
theorists.

Esther OR
45 should never be given a chance to win over people to his brand of fascism.
Please don't let him back on Facebook.

Katya OR

Aren't seven lives lost from the Capitol attack (and 430k from the pandemic) enough? How 
many more people need to die from these lies? Facebook can be complicit, or it can take a 
stand. Your call. 

Jenna OR Donald Trump incites violence with his social media! He should not be allowed back on.

Brice OR

What else needs to be said? He is a violent white nationalist and extremist. He incited a riot 
on on our capital and constantly spreads lies and disinformation. If he wasn't considered 
wealthy or an ex-President this wouldn't even be a discussion. Facebook doesn't care 
about us or Democracy.

Cheryl OR

Trump and the rest of his white supremacist friends should NEVER be allowed to use 
Facebook or any other soical media again. Trump used social media to spread lies, incite 
insurrection, attack our democracy, and pit people against each other. Trump used hate 
speech constantly. Any one of these actions would have gotten him fired from just about 
any business in the country, but social media let him run wild . . . and he almost succeeded 
in destroying our government and our democracy. Do NOT let Trump and his white 
supremacy friends back onto Facebook. Ban him and his friends for life.
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Gene OR
Donald Trump engages in hate speech and inspires followers to violence.  As such, he 
should be permanently banned from Facebook.

Anne OR
His choice to create and disseminate misinformation is dangerous and fundamentally anti-
democratic.

David OR
Trump is a seditionist. Silence is golden applied to him. Please do not reinstate his account. 
We patriots are all enjoying the relative calm and the lack of lies.

Samantha OR
Trump fosters hate, bullying and anti-democratic speech and actions.  Don't let him use 
your platform to spread lies and hate!

Carol PA Trump is an evil force and all he knows are lies.  Keep him off.

Eleanor PA
Donald Trump is a known liar and has spread untruths through Facebook.  He should be 
permanently banned.

Regina PA He lies and inflames for his own purposes. He is a danger to civil society.

Heather PA
Trump incited an insurrection once and he’ll do it again if you give him a platform to 
perpetuate lies and hatred.

Elizabeth PA
NO ONE should be allowed to have a social media account who has used such accounts in 
the past to spread hate, lies and promote violence.

Chris PA treason, sedition
chris PA treason, sedition

Susan PA
For the sake of this nation, Facebook should not let a seditious president continue to 
spread his lies and hate on this broad platform, or any public social media platform.

John PA There is NO room for people who incite violence, hatred and fascism in our World.  Period.
Brian PA Trump is a sociopath & an all around lying disgusting pig of a so called human

Susan PA
Keep Donald J.  Trump off Facebook. He will continue to be too dangerous.
Thank you.

Stanley PA keep lies off facebook

Ieva PA
NO NO NO NO NO NO
Trump has not changed his stripes. He will continue spewing lies and divisiveness - NO!!!!!!

Paul PA
FACEBOOK DOESN'T CARE IF TRAITOR TRUMP BURNS THE WHOLE COUNTRY 
DOWN, AS LONG AS THEY PROFIT FROM IT!!

Dan PA Let’s wait to see if impeachment sticks.

Jennifer PA

If I did even a quarter of what he did on Facebook you would have banned me for life. Be 
fair but be consistent even if it is an unpopular stance. Make him prove to you it won’t 
happen before you consider letting him back in. And that proof would need to be 
monumental in my opinion.

Jane PA

Facebook is nowhere for hatred and vitriol expounded by Donald Trump which has proven 
to undermine democracy.  Please uphold your standards to maintain a safe public forum 
free from hate, fear and undeniable falsehood.  Thank you.

Karrin PA

Facebook doesn’t seem to have any policies that they adhere to. It’s whatever can make 
them more money! They know full well to lift restrictions on trump means he’s back to his 
absurd lies and propaganda.

Wendy PA
Donald Trump has spread lies and disinformation. Adhere to your policies and keep him off 
your site.

Sheryl PA
How DARE you even CONSIDER  letting him spread his lies again; you HAVE to know that 
this will insight more violence! HAVE A SOCIAL CONSCIENCE!!!

kim PA

all he does is lie, his followers believe him and before you know it people are fighting. it's 
best to keep him suspended for life. He's a big trouble maker and loves it when his 
followers are violence.
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Joan PA

Mr. Trump is a threat to national security and democracy.  He has an avid band of 
followers.  If you give him this platform of Facebook, he can continue spewing his hate and 
lies to the detriment of this country and the world.  Don't do it !  This country needs to heal.  
You would be giving a dangerous, unrepentant narcissist  a platform to keep his lies going.  
Also,  importantly is that you would be keeping his conspiracy theories alive.  It is an 
insidious and very dangerous affront to all of us.  Don't do it, show some moral courage and 
put this country ahead of profits.  He should not be normalized.

Michael PA

DJ Trump should be permanently banned because white supremacy, violent white power, 
nazism, insurrectionist dialogue and incitement, and the various REAL WORLD harms 
caused by this actor represent a clear and present danger to society at large. 

Laurel PA he spreads lies and disinformation which foments agitators--we don't need this
R PA This man has spread dangerous lies  for 4 years.  Enough is enough.
Walt PA No one needs a self-centered, know-nothing degenerate voicing his corrupt opinion.

Raymond PA

Donald Trump repeatedly lied in order to advance his own interests at the expense of our 
country.  He deliberately lied about the virus, which at the very least dramatically increased 
the number of deaths to the point where our country has had 25% of the world's deaths 
with only 4 % of the world's population.  He lied repeatedly about the election results, and 
stirred up his followers to attack the Capitol building, killing 5 and maiming many more.  He 
has driven our country to the brink of civil war.  He has repeatedly used Facebook to stir up 
hate, and to support white supremacists.  He needs to be permanently removed from 
Facebook.  You know it is the right thing to do.  Free speech is a privilege that many people 
do not have.  It is not a license to spread lies over and over again, deliberately, in order to 
advance your own interests regardless of the repercussions.   

EDNA PA

Ban Trump permanently. 
If you don't enforce your policies, what's the sense of having them?, what's the sense of 
having an Oversight Board? 
As intelligent humans, one would think spreading hate from racism to homophobia and 
beyond, lies, conspiracy theories would be detrimental to our society as a whole, but I 
guess not, because you can't wait to reinstate Trump's status. 
Society needs to heal, become one in a mission that benefits all. 

Karen PA

Please don't let this racist, sexist baby back on social media. He just sends messages of 
hate. Do you really want the public know that you support this activity.

Thank you,

Karen Strauss
Phoenixvile, PA

Miriam PA

Facebook's policy is that anyone who incites violence should be banned from the platform. 
Donald trump has repeatedly incited violence against vulnerable groups. He must be 
banned from FB.

Charlotte PA

Donald Trump has not changed, all he would say on Facebook would only be more of his 
lies.
Keep him off permanently.

Donna D PA Keep Trump OFF Facebook!

William PA

Our nation has suffered significantly due to trump’s lies and dishonesty.  He has hurt many 
citizens and is responsible for at least several deaths. Don needs to be banned from social 
media.

Cathy PA
Just because trump has caused everyone enough problems due to his violent rhetoric! 
People died on January 6th and he has to be accountable!

Kristin PA

Donald Trump uses social media like Facebook to spread hate speech and misinformation 
to the masses. This is harmful and dangerous behavior, and it should not be allowed to 
continue.

Michael PA Trump initiated insurrection against the US Government!

Nancy PA

Trump has not used social media for the good of the country, nor has he abided by the 
rules that Facebook says it promotes. He adds nothing to Facebook except insults, lies, 
and incitement. 
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Jessica PA
He is a threat to himself and others, not to mention democracy and the stability of the 
country.

Pat PA No more lies and hate from Donald Trump!!!

Caroline PA
Disinformation and misinformation are dangerous. We are called to speak the truth, not to 
spread lies. 

James PA

Mr. Trump wants to replace our republic with a fascistic dictatorship. To do this he has to 
continue to mislead his base with more of the lies he used to incite the riot on 01/06/2021. 
The misleading of the base must be curtailed.

Joseph PA

We have had enough lies by this individual during his term in office.  He will not cease with 
the lies because he is a pathological liar.
We need truth and facts on the internet.
Keep him off Facebook.

Mara PA
Allowing Trump back on Facebook will give him a platform to spread dangerous lies that 
will end up getting people hurt or killed.  This cannot be permitted.

Carol PA

How many of your company rules & regulations does one person have to break before 
being permanently barred?  Lies, conspiracy theories, inciting riots, insurrection.  You know 
all of this.  He doesn't deserve a second chance.

Randall PA He spreads lies.
Joann PA Yes!  His words are lies and at times he has encouraged violence against others.
Alice PA Trump has used Facebook to lie and undercut democracy.

Susan PA
Trump is a supremely divisive and ugly participant. For the benefit of everyone, he should 
be prevented from continuing to spread his poison on your site.

Amy PA

Donald Trump incited insurrection and violence on Jan. 6, 2021. He promotes racism, 
homophobia, misogyny and falsehoods about the government, encouraging insurrection 
and violence, thus making terroristic threats and encouraging overthrow of the government.

Edward PA

Donald Trump is a liar and a threat to the security of America. He should be banned for life. 
His actions should be prosecuted and he and his enablers all need to be put in prison for 
what they did to this country. We are a democracy and his actions were an attempt to 
subvert the will of the people. Ban him and his followers for life.

John PA

Mendacity, insolence, outrage, insurrection, sedition, nepotism, ignorance, blasphemy, are 
a few of the words that describe Trump. Do you still plan on allowing him to use your 
platform?

Carol PA

Please continue to block Donald J Trump from spreading falsehoods and destructive lies on 
Facebook. Do NOT give him access to FB!!! Our country is counting on you to do the right 
thing & continue to block Trump from FB

Fayten PA

Trump has perpetually used social media to rally his fanatics to bigotry and violence. 
Keeping him off Facebook is a matter of public safety, as the January 6 insurrection 
demonstrated.

Daphne PA

Donald Trump has been lying and cheating his way through life and enough is enough with 
his inciting the attack on The Capital. He should not have a platform on facebook to do 
more damage. Please disallow him to speak on facebook.

Daniel PA
DJ Trump has shown a complete disregard for the rules. He will flaunt hem again and 
again. It is a danger to the country to the civility of the  nation, and to its survival.

Joan PA
Donald Trump has abused social media repeatedly, causing social media companies to 
remove his posts and ban him temporarily.  If he's allowed back on, he'll do it again.

George PA

Trump is America's Hitler.  Like his Nazi role model, he's adept at using the media to 
enthrall his followers and to gain more from the masses of economically disenfranchised 
white people.  He offers no constructive solutions, just blame which he projects on all 
"undesirables" who aren't of the right color, ethnicity, or religion.  He should not be allowed 
back on Facebook.

Frances PA
Trump is dangerous, a traitor, a narcissistic sociopath and should be in jail.  Do not let him 
spread more of his poison on Facebook, ban him from this social media outlet FOREVER.

aja PA

Trump may be the World's Most Dangerous Man.  Please consider - no amount of 
Facebook profit is worth the cost of loosing our precious democracy. Please maintain your 
own policies and do NOT allow him onto any of your existing or future platforms. Thank 
you!
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Pamela PA

Because our lives have become so entrenched in FB, you believe you are above morality. 
The mantra going around my neighborhood, relatives and friend circles now is that FB is 
evil and people are actively pursuing and promoting alternatives. At every opportunity, FB 
has failed to go high, sinking to the lowest possible depths of depravity by knowingly turning 
a blind eye to the hate mongoring and life challenging threats propogated on your platform. 
For much of the country and world, allowing Trump back on will be the final straw. It is 
never too late to do the right thing. Is there no line FB will not cross?

Barbara PA

After all the damage Donald Trump has caused by all the hate and lies he spreads, how 
can you even consider letting him back onto the platform? For the sake of our democracy 
and our Constitution, please make his ban permanent.

Richard PA Stop the disinformation, hatred, bigotry and more that comes from this ex president.

Margaret PA
Everyone who was part of pushing to over throw the election and our Democracy definitely 
should be held to Facebook's own enforcement.

Patricia PA Know person needs to hear or see what Trump is thinking or speaking.

Robert PA

Donald Trump is the most successful con man in the history of humans on this planet. He 
has lied repeatedly, including very dangerous lies related to our democracy and our voting. 

Most importantly, he incited an insurrection. This man needs to be banned forever

shirley PA

He has very low standards where truth & morals are concerned I'm sorry It's been such a 
relief not to hear all his misinformation & I truly feel that given a chance more bad things will 
happen to Us if he gets back on face  book A leopard doesn't change its spots Please 
consider not granting him permission to return The Peacefulness & sheer calmness across 
our Country is being noticed He will continue the false statements & he'll serve no good 
purpose as only to insight hatred & lies & stir up Groups to become hate filled & become 
violent I'm only one person but We have all seen & heard the destructive lies & witnessed 
white supremacy hatefulness for others it would be a wrong move on your part sincerely 
please weigh all the odds of what you may be encouraging thank you for listening.

Thomas PA

Mr. Trump uses Facebook to divide the people of this great nation just because he can. He 
thrives on power and attention. He cares not a whit about facts or consequences. He is not 
fit to be on any platform of social media.

Pauline PA
Do not let Trump back on Facebook! He spreads conspiracy theories just like Hitler.  Just 
imagine if Hitler had lost the ability to spread his lies!  Do not facilitate this man!

Thomas PA
I don't believe that the first amendment was intended to enable an abomination such as 
trump to errode its very foundation

Ann PA Trump is a chronic liar who incites terrorist groups to commit violence.

Ann-Marie PA

Trump has consistently promoted false information, hate speech and incited an 
insurrection. He MUST be PERMANENTLY BANNED from all social media platforms so he 
cannot continue to incite further false information and violence.

Juliet PA

Trump and his allies, with their KGB-like program of lies and disinformation, have very 
nearly destroyed the democratic system here in America. Keep him/them and their sedition 
off this platform forever.  

Dan PA
He has abused his privilege to post. He has had plenty of second chances. No more, 
please, no more.

Ann PA

Donald Trump has been on record as inciting violence and spreading hate messages. 
Facebook should not give him further opportunities to spread such messages of violence 
and hate.

Mari PA He has already done enough damage!

Daniel PA
trump is profoundly against the idea and the ideals of america, if facebook wants to 
maintain even the facade of impartiality it needs to permanently ban trupm

Martha PA

By denying Trump a voice, you indicate a sense of right propriety.  The man is a multiple 
sex offender, a liar, a cheat and a fraud.  His moral lapses are many.  If you allow him a 
voice what other, liars, frauds & cheating sex offenders will  want space also?  

Michele PA

You MUST enforce your policy!!  Keep TRUMP off facebook for his lies and violent 
rhetoric!!

Thomas PA He's using it to spread bigotry and hatred.
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Rita PA This criminal is a dangerous man to American democracy! Keep him off FB!!

Char PA

He is dangerous, plain and simple.  He incited the coup on the capital, he encouraged white 
supremacists, and he threatened to bring about nuclear war.  Stop giving this dangerous 
man a platform!  

Sally PA So he doesn’t tell lies and to save our democracy

James PA

Trump has not demonstrated responsible behavior in his public messages to the internet 
and has often lied as well as incited and encouraged others to do likewise. He should be 
restricted from Facebook postings or an extended period (six months?) and monitored to 
assure his appropriate  behavior.

Sandra PA
Please...Trump has done enough harm.
Be ethical and don't allow him this platform.

John PA Are you kidding me? No more bullies.
Silvio PA He invites violence
Paul PA Stop the lies.

Roberta PA

Trump used Facebook to spread misinformation and outright lies, and to stir up racist 
sentiments.  Those actions should be sufficient grounds to disbar him from Facebook and 
prevent him from doing further harm.

Christina PA
Are you out of your minds, or just looking for more drama and violence!  This should be 
stopped, not encouraged!!!

H PA
There is a significant difference between civil discourse and sedition. Facebook should 
know the difference.

John PA Trump Is A Chronic Liar

Patricia PA
Why should Trump be above YOUR policies?
You apply them to EVERYONE else - why is Trump any different?

Debra PA
He will keep spreading election lies and try to incite another insurrection. He is dangerous!  
He has already proven that !

Kaylene PA

You & your company have done enough to ruin our democracy...and now you are thinking 
about letting one of the worst offenders back onto your platform.  This is exactly why I will 
NEVER join your platform.  I hope Congress takes up Section 230.  Forcing you to police 
your platforms or suffer the consequences.

Wilfred PA We don't need a repeat of Jan 6. No collusion.

Joann PA

Apparently Facebook has learned nothing from past mistakes. You have a chance to 
permanently blocking Trump's dangerous lies, but you now are relenting? Where Is your 
sense of decency? This country will never heal!

Robert PA

You know trump lies every time he opens his mouth. If his lips are moving he’s lying. He’s 
racist, traitorous and anti-democracy. Why would you support a piece of garbage like trump 
by letting him back on fb. He must be held accountable for inciting a riotous insurrection as 
well as a host of other crimes against humanity. Stop enabling this p.o.s.

Deb PA
Trump has wreaked havoc on our society fir four years because he literally cannot tell the 
truth!!

Joe PA Hate speech is NOT ACCEPTABLE

Deborah PA

I am appalled that Facebook would even consider letting the treasonous, insurrectionist 
back on social media to spread more lies.  This has been a nightmare for four years and it 
has to end.

Edward PA Facebook is largely responsible for the modern ails of the world!

Glenn PA
Trump incited acts of insurrection and terrorism.  If you let him back on Facebook, you're 
complicit.

Roger PA Trump treason

Heather PA
He is an extreme danger to our democracy, and to the physical safety of many people in 
this country. His words are a poison that spreads rapidly and stokes aggression.

Mary PA
Trump is a pathological liar. Please suspend Trump's account and remove his access on 
Facebook.  Thanks.
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Jean PA
He doesn't deserve to be able to make comments on FB!!  He's never proven that he 
knows making the comments he does affects everyone negatively!!!

Pauline PA Ban Trump for good. He is a danger to democracy.  Do we need another insurrection?

Linda PA
Donald Trump had spread untruths for 4 years which have caused division and unrest in 
our country Do not permit him to continue Now is the time for healing

Yolanda Stern PA Liars should not be given any platform.

Beverly PA
BECAUSE HE IS A LIER, I HEARD ENOUGH OF HIS LIES FOR FOUR YEARS NO 
MORE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

James PA

Listen you have thsi so called BS community standards   BS because people like trump can 
slander and lies about fake voter fraud and incite his white supremacist anti Semites to 
insurrection;    He supplies no facts, none;  so this is to be facebooks community standards   
Figures became anyone that disagrees  with him and his nazis and yes anyone carrying 
NAZI symbols ARE NAZIS fact but then you ban anyone who challenges these white 
supremacist anti Semites with facts as against your community standards  FACT   but 
these nazis are allowed to slander and lie obviously no FACTS with impunity but challange 
their nazi white supremacist with facts is against your immunity standards  so it make sense 
you allow trump to spew his lies and sander and sedition

Laura PA No platform for inciting violence!

Miriam PA

It is now clear that Trump has waged a disinformation campaign to spread untruths and 
distortions for the purpose of interfering with the election. He also incited violence. By your 
own standards he should not be permitted to post on Facebook.

Charlie PA

In my opinion, because of Donald Trump's inability to own up to his constant string of lies, 
gross exaggerations and video confirming his seditious act against the very capitol building 
he took an oath to protect, he should be banned from Facebook permanently.

Joann PA

Donald Trump should be permanently banned from all media accounts.  He does not 
exhibit any good  moral or honest way to set an example or guide any citizen ypung or old.

He has never been a good example for people.  Please do not let him back on any media.

Sherry PA
There is nothing positive or helpful in allowing Trump to access Facebook again.  Do no 
allow him to spread his vile lies and bile .

donna PA

He does not say anything that is truthful and there are too many lies out in the world now.  
he needs to be made an example of. plus there are plenty of other websites that spew hate 
and lies. He can use those.

Nicholas PA

No one should be permitted to spread false information on social media.  Lies are spread 
exponentially when said in social media.  These lies lead to the events that occurred in 
1/6/21.

Ellen PA If you care about democracy keep Trump silent.

Brian PA
If they don't, the government must do it for them with massive restrictions and regulations 
on their money making operation.

Henry PA
Trump is rude and disrespectful. He should not be encouraged to be an example for our 
youth.

Margaret PA You were late in removing Trump to start with, you should NOT re-instate him.

Waneta PA

Trump tells so many lies and convinces his followers the lies are the truth.  These lies have 
caused many problems and will continue to cause problems.  He needs to be silenced.  

Jeanne PA

Trump is a domestic terrorist and must never be allowed to incite violence. He used all 
forms of social media to accomplish his nefarious agenda for 4 years.!Permanently ban 
trump!

Samantha PA
Because it's their policy. Because they shouldn't be encouraging/allowing ANY violence, or 
fake information. And that's all he does. 

Amy PA
Bigotry should not be given a platform. If Donald Trump wants a megaphone he should 
have to build it himself. No one should give him the opportunity to use an existing one.

Carol PA
His intentionally lying for his own personal gain and encouraging criminal activity warrants a 
permanent ban

Laura PA
Not only should you keep Trump away from your platform, you should remove those who 
deliberately spread lies and hatred.  
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Timothy PA

I urge you to PERMANENTLY BAN Donald Trump from Facebook as his actions have 
proven he has committed TREASON and is far too dangerous to be given a platform to 
speak. He has proven himself to be a force of evil, hatred, and corruption. 

Kyle PA

Trump must be permanently banned from ever posting another tweet!!  Since he was 
banned it has been much less stressful not hearing about his idiot tweets every day, all 
day!!  Please keep it that way! Thanks much!  

Lace PA

Because Trump is a Modern Hitler: . He  is drangerous to our country. he needs to be 
Stopped.When you have a cult living in our country America. he is trying to star a WAR and 
peolpe also like Majorie Taylor Green.

Eileen PA
DT has consistently spread lies some of which has contributed to chaos and death.  Any 
person who does that should be banned from all social media.

Mark PA
14,000+ lies while in office.  His propaganda is a threat to our country.  He deserves a 
permanent ban from Facebook.

Victoria PA He will never change.

Linda PA

Please keep 45 from coming back to Facebook!  Any man who told 30,000 lies in 4 years 
was using your website to promote his lies and  endangering all of us.  His fans tend to be 
very aggressively angry and by letting him mislead them, you create more anger and 
violence and endanger all who do not belong to his Cult.  The rules for using Facebook are 
reasonable and well known so when somebody refuses to even consider abiding by them, 
you should not ignore the rules you have made to protect all users and allow them to use it 
anyway.  Facebook can be a wonderful resource so please keep it that way and do not let it 
sink into a propaganda site used to create and stir hatred. Keep us safe, please.

Glenn PA So nice not to have Trump's ignorant ranting everyday.
Deborah PA His words of disinformation nearly led to the destruction of democracy in the USA.

Kathleen PA

Please ban Trump from Facebook permanently.  He is a racist. He has bragged about 
sexual assault.  He is a traitor to America and incited insurrection.  He to too dangerous to 
have access to your platform.

R PA He's a public danger!!
Donna PA He is dangerous
Jim PA Because trump is a danger to the country

James PA
Banning Trump has probably saved lives and property!   It would be foolish to allow him 
back on facebook now!

Katherine PA

Allowing Donald Trump access to social media accounts is a life and death issue.  Handing 
him a megaphone to lie from is a direct threat to the health and safety of Black Americans, 
immigrants and refugees, women, indigenous Americans, LGBTQIA folks, and American 
democracy itself. He is a clear and present danger to us all. You must make his ban from 
Facebook permanent.

J.T. PA

Trump's lies and disinformation are what led to the assault on the Capitol Building in 
1/6/2021.  Those lies were spread via social networks like Facebook.  It is long past time 
social networks like Facebook upheld their polices uniformly and permanently banned 
Trump and his enablers.

RONALD PA

The general public are tired from all the thousands of lies Trump has posted or voiced in 
public. I know the truth can be boring at times. But the lies are sometimes killing people and 
are corrupting our morals. So enough already Trumpism is dead.

Donna PA He is a fascist insurrectionist jackass.

Jack PA
Facebook should permanently ban Trump because he posts totally wrong information that 
benefits him financially and hurts other people.

Irene PA
Please enforce your own policies and permanently ban Donald Trump.  Keep his lies from 
having a bullhorn and allowing him to incite violence

Catherine PA

Donald Trump has lied over 30,000 times since elected. He continues to tell the big lie that 
he won the election and has convinced many millions of his followers that they need to use 
violent means to overturn the election. If allowed to continue to purvey lies on Facebook, 
our country will continue in the turmoil he reeked for 4 years.  Do not give him a platform to 
engage in more sedition.
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Linda PA

Donald Trump has no self-control and lacks all ability to tell truth. He will stop at nothing to 
draw in and manipulate others in order to spread his lies and his hate. He plays on the 
fears and anger of others to incite dangerous reactions. The purpose of the FB rules are to 
stop the spread of malicious and dangerous misinformation and to prevent physical 
violence in response to such lies and misinformation.
FB needs to ban Trump and any and all people who wield their power over others, using 
their influence to the detriment of everyone, just to make themselves feel more powerful.

Rory PA

TRUMP SPEWED RUSSIAN PROPAGANDA, TRIED TO DESTROY DEMOCRACY WITH 
HIS LIES, HE COMMITTED TREASON & THE SENTENCE IS DEATH!!! TRUMP 
SUPPORTS NAZI SCUM!!

Joanna PA
PLZ YOU MUST KEEP HIM OFF. WE NEED TO STOP THE MADNESS AND 
HOPEFULLY HEAL FROM THE DAMAGE HE HAS ALREADY CAUSED!!

Michael PA Facebook should enforce its rules to avoid appearing arbitrary and Republican.
Thom PA Trump is "human malware." Don't allow him to re-infect your systems.

Jeff PA
Is this what Facebook supports?
Step up and be a moral voice in the face of fascism 

Mike PA Keep this dangerous nazi off of your platform.

Marion PA
Donald Trump has spread lies and chaos through Facebook. These lies helped incite the 
violence at the Capitol on January 6th. Do not let Donald Trump back on Facebook!

Linda PA Ban Trump permanently because he incites violence.

Peg PA
Not only should you keep this voice off your platform, but you should also stop referring 
people to groups that support violence and sedition!

Frank PA Ban Trump and all lie-spreading users from social media.

Dennis PA
He has spread enough hate through his posts to last a life time he needs to spread NO 
MORE!!!!

Edward PA Donald Trump's lies have caused damages and deaths on January 6

David PA

Donald Trump is not safe to let on social media. There are far too many people who blindly 
follow his views, even when they are outrageous and violent. Please make and keep his 
suspension permanent. Thank you.

Debbie PA Trump is an insane lunatic. He's a pathological liar.

Diane PA

Donald Trump should be banned from Facebook due to the lies he spreads and effects it 
has had on this country inciting violence. All social media platforms need to monitor what is 
being said and ban people spreading disinformation and inciting people.
Facebook needs to follow it's own policies and sustain Trump's ban.

Michele PA

Trump’s repeated lies incited an insurrection. He nearly pulled off a coup. There is no 
reason to believe he will not do it again. Facebook enabled that situation. Do NOT permit 
him to regain that platform or you will be aiding and abetting more violence.

Mitzi PA Please continue to ban Donald Trump because he is a dangerous threat to our democracy.

Barbara PA

Donald Trump has proven himself to be a consistent liar. Saying the same lie over and over 
again does not make it true. He does not deserve another chance at lying. Enough is 
enough!

Susan PA

Disinformation is dangerous.  It has lead to the current crisis.  Instead, undertake a program 
of education for all about evaluating and questioning disinformation.

Stephaney PA
Trump will only continue to lie and encourage his fanatical followers to keep trying to 
destroy our nation.

Lois Ann PA

Ok I forgot to submit 
Take #2 
Too little- too late
Better late than never
So, yes, be true to yourself.  
Permanently ban Trump. 

Lives matter- children’s character matter
Truth matters- American democracy matters
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Faye PA

Donald J. Trump is a clear and present danger to our country.  After promoting lies for the 
past four years as president and before as a citizen, he has helped divide our country to the 
point of being unable to function as it should, especially with our elected leaders.  It would 
be interesting if you could keep him off FB one day for every lie he supported over the last 
five years.   Twenty-five or thirty thousand?  Giving him the benefit of a doubt, 25 thousand 
lies would work out to about 68.5 years.   Sounds good to me.

Sue PA

Money ISNT everything! And tainted money will do you in! You cannot really be thinking of 
restoring the privilege to the orange idiot whose allegience to his own brilliance is only on 
his mind! He is abominable, destructive, mendacious andfd a danger to the free world. 
Surely you can rake in millions without the Donald. I can almost guarantee you will lose 
subscribers the moment you allow that lying murderous blowhard back on Facebook.  Be 
brave my money grubbing owners of Facebook. Bite the bullet and maintain the ban! You 
WILL lose much more than you will gain if you restore privileges to the world's biggest lying 
loser.  All those names he handed out to his opposition--how about Deplorable Don or 
Demented Don or Dispicable Don or Discredited Don or DeFacebooked Don? 

Mariyana Quebec Mr. Trump's comments are misleading and are disinformation.

Seren QUEENSLAND

It is frightening how hate and conspiracies have bombarded citizens since the advent of 
social media
Social media platforms must take more responsibility for stopping hate and conspiracy 
proponents spreading! 
Do not allow Trump back on social media. He is a hate inciting danger to the wellbeing of 
all the citizens of earth 

John QUEENSLAND
Donald Trump spreads lies and encourages hatred via social media. Keep him off 
Facebook.

George QUEENSLAND Dangerous lies have no place on Facebook

Candy RI

I got banned for 3 days telling the truth bc bunch of fragile male ego COULDNT handle the 
truth abt themselves and now they’re considering to allow this toxic pc of shiet back on? FB 
you can die off you won’t be relevant soon I hope. TRUMPF will be your legacy bunch of lil 
boys

Philip RI

This would be as dangerous as having murderers like Hitler, Charles Manson to have a 
platform to influence potential followers to act on their behalf. Trump has enough acolytes 
like Marjorie Taylor Greene, Lauren Boebert, and McCarthy to spread his lies. He does not 
need another public forum!!! 

Dorothy RI

It is a danger to our country and citizens to provide a means for someone to spread lies 
against our democracy.

Jonathan RI

Trump has never expressed remorse or any amount of culpability for the upheaval of 
January 6.  (Nor has he ever, to my knowledge, ever taken the high road in any 
controversy.)  Given this hardwired aversion to truth and cogency--in other words, his 
inability to address the behavior that led to his ban from FaceBook--it would be foolhardy at 
best to readmit him to that platform.  A lifetime ban should be the consequence for his 
unrepentant extremism 

Carol RI

Trump is toxic to our politics and your democracy. He is a major transmitter of conspiracy 
theories and rage which drown out serious voices. How much better is our discourse now 
that media are not constantly repeating and reacting to Trump's nonsense?

Max RI
Why make a policy if you're not going to enforce it?  Also, Trump has proven himself 
dangerous; it would be irresponsible to allow him to use your site to foment more violence.

william RI Stop giving a platform to racists, liars, and fabulists.

Nancy RI

DJT is responsible for inciting his white terrorists and white militias to attempt a coup!  
which resulted in 5 dead,  Capitol police injured, Congress men and women lives were 
threatened, and their staff suffered from PTSD.  HE CANNOT be allowed to spew the fake 
conspiracy theories...he is a danger to HUMANITY!

Mark RI

Facebook is only as good as its policies; if Facebook really wants to protect free speech, 
then it has to enforce the rules that govern that speech. And there are rules — on FB and 
elsewhere. Protecting speech means preventing trolls, hate speech, and shouting down — 
the forces that would silence meaningful speech. If FB doesn't enforce its own rules, why 
would the rest of us continue to use it?
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Peter RI

My understanding is that Donald Trump had previously been cautioned, and told if his FB 
account had repeats of inappropriate content, his account would be blocked. I strongly 
believe in his entitlement to make those adult decisions, in choosing to continue violations 
of FB content policy. Subsequently, his adult decision demands adult consequences:  Ban 
this person permanently from FaceBook.

Fran RI

Mr. Trump does not deserve a public platform.  He is incapable of  telling the truth and his 
lies and inflammatory tweets and words have caused the deaths of over 400 + persons not 
to mention an insurrection against the United States.

Susan RI

Facebook should permanently ban Donald Trump because his ability to widely spread 
harmful disinformation and incite violence is dangerous to our society, and he should not be 
permitted access to a platform that would allow him to exercise that ability.

Pamela RI

Facebook claims community standards around hate speech but let’s trump and those like 
him spread hate. Follow your own standards Fb and keep trump and his supporters off Fb 
and stop being hypocritical.

Darryl Saskatchewan He incited a coup in which people died!!!

Sara SC
Giving Trump your platform would be aiding and abetting the powerful destructive forces of 
fascism to implement their agenda to destroy democracy in America. It's that simple.

Jennifer SC
It’s simple:  if I, an ordinary citizen, had incited an insurrection I’d be in prison with no rights 
whatsoever.  Why should this be any different?

Melanie SC
Donald Trump is a liar, a racist and a person with influence to incite violence and this is all 
on a good day!

Gary SC

Donald J. Trump attempted to destroy our country's democracy and had Trump succeeded 
the lives of every soldier from the Revolutionary War,  World War One & Two, until this very 
moment in time, the lives of every American who ever fought to gain and hold American 
democracy and liberty would be lost the same day that we allowed an evil self serving 
Tyrant demagogue like Trump to seize the reins of government in an election that he failed 
miserably to win.

Nancy SC

Ignored the science and a pandemic; fascist; authoritarian; delusional; liar; led an 
insurrection on the Capitol leading to the deaths of Americans.  Should be convicted by the 
Senate and prosecuted by the law for incitement to murder.

Jean SC

This man is the biggest disinformation provider in the world. He revels in spreading lies and 
mistruths and wreaking havoc wherever he goes.  Do not provide him a platform. Did he not 
do enough damage already

Marta SC

Facebook has become the platform of toxic disinformation and seditious organization, 
inspired and encouraged by Donald Trump. He should be permanently banned from 
Facebook for the sake of our Democracy.

Karen SC You cannot give a former president, who many look up to, an avenue to spread lies.  

Leslie SC
All you have to do is look at what he directed on January 6 to know why you need not give 
this dangerous and obviously removed from reality person a platform.

Michael SC

Social media platforms need to deal with people spreading lies, Donald Trump being chief 
among them. Facebook suspended Trump's account, removing his access to a platform for 
spreading lies and inciting violence.

The impact of this action was immediate. Since Trump's removal from social media sites, 
disinformation about the election plummeted. 

Now, the Facebook oversight board is taking up a review of the suspension, which may 
lead to Trump being allowed back on the platform to spread more lies, in clear violation of 
Facebook's own policies.

It is imperative that Trump not be allowed back on social media platforms to spread more 
lies and incite more violence.

Aahil SC

Everyone suffered because of him! He obviously wanted his own people to die of 
coronavirus!! Not to mention, he's also the most violent, and the most racist president of all 
time!!!!

Carol SC Don't bother to have "policies" if you are too cowardly to enforce them!
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Linda SC

Please reconsider the idea of allowing Trump back on Facebook. Per the media fact 
checkers, he told over 30000 untruthful things in those 4 years. His constant harassment, 
bullying, and repeating untrue things led to the disgraceful insurrection on Jan 6 and has 
lead to the least civility in this century. 

Joanne SC He is a clear and present danger to our democracy.
Disa SC Let's not provide him with a chance to incite another riot.

Christine SC

After telling over 30,000 lies while in the WH, then inciting insurrection leading to the death 
of at 7 Americans, now you want to give him back a platform to continue to spew hate and 
lies? This country will never be able to heal as long as he has a platform to invite hate and 
division. Stop thinking of your profit and think about decency, compassionate and  caring 
America, as long as trump has a platform he will continue to invite hate and division for his 
own entertainment and greed.

louis SC No place for hate on Facebook, no place for white supremacy. 

Carla SC
Donald Trump is a menace the country. He should not have ANY platform to spread his 
lies. Keep him off of Facebook.

June SC We do not need to read about Trump's lying, idiotic and dangerous comments.

Kathleen SC

Donald J Trump does not deserve to have the right to voice his opinions on Facebook : not 
now or ever!  He lost the right to use Facebook to share & poison the general public!!
I vote NO!

Maury Knight SC

Unless Facebook wants to highlight all lies as lies and explain why it spreads lies 
knowingly.=; then Congress should take action against Facebook to prevent the 
propagation of lies.

Kathy SC

A dangerous sociopathic narcissist who deliberaately incited a seditious insurrection 
against our democracy should be permanently banned from ALL social media platforms. 
This is not censorship - it is adherence to our Constitution and our country.

gerry SC would you let a child have a loaded gun ??

Roger SC

Donald Trump and his large group of extremists are too dangerous to give voice to. Most 
recently 5 innocent people dead. There are 940 hate groups in the U.S. indentified by the 
FBI. Donald Trump has activated this unstable network across all states. He must not be 
allowed to continue to disrupt our democracy plus waste tax payers dollars on heightened 
security for our government workers. Please do what's necessary to subdue this ongoing 
insurrection.

Roni SC Do not allow him in as his comments support cognitive bias against reality.
Remy SC Hate speech
Joshua SC Toxic content and and an amount of misinformation that is caused a myriad of issues.

Danielle SC

Because he is every bit of every negative thing reported about him. Do not endorse him, 
with his lies and other evils, on something that reaches so many people; many of whom  
are easily subject to believing every bit of nonsense that is printed or quoted.

Jeanne SC

We do not need someone using Facebook who has repeatedly proven his ability to sew 
hatred and anger with endless lying and to incite violence.   That is clearly an abuse of the 
Facebook platform and he should be permanently banned from its use.

Cheryl SC Because he spreads lies when he is on Facebook

Carol Scotland
One way to bring about regulation of your conduct by governments is to demonstrate that 
you are unwilling to do it yourself

Julie SD
For the sake of National  peace and unity; we need to KEEP silencing Trump. He is too 
inflammatory and devisive.

Joan SD

Our country is facing a crisis caused by disinformation.  Please don't let the biggest 
purveyor of this disinformation back on facebook.  He further divides our country, and as we 
all saw on 1/6, he can - and will if allowed a platform - cause more violence in the future.

Carol SD

He lies a womanizer he incited a riot on our Capital he's racist he egged on the white 
supremacy groups he was mad bc he lost and created conspiracy theories spreads hate. 
Need I go on. Matter in fact I'm thinking of deleting my account bc I'm sick of seeing politics 
on fb. It used to be different when fb came out now it isn't as enjoyable. I don't think 
anything political should be on fb in my opinion
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Leland SD
Trump is only wants to spread lies, fear, hate, racism and violence.  Keep him off this public 
forum.

Helen L Buckley TN
Please continue to block Mr. Trump because he continues to be a threat at this time. 
Perhaps wait to see if he is convicted in Congress before putting him back on.

Dick TN
Trump is known for his lack of truthfulness (i.e., he LIES!) Save yourself a lot of trouble 
(and save the U.S. even more trouble) by keeping his lies from getting wider distribution.

Elizabeth TN

Because policies should apply to everyone equally. Donald Trump has proven he has no 
interest in refraining from inciting violence. And the stats speak for themselves on the 
reduction in harmful disinformation since he has been removed. Facebook owes the world 
some long overdue adherence to it's own policies given the demonstrable harm allowing 
Trump to abuse their platform has caused.

Diane TN
He is a racist liar whose opinion leads ignorant people to kill others! Keep him off of this 
platform. If they let hate continue on their platform, they should be cancelled!

William TN

Trumps lies and incitement led to murder and insurrection. He hasn't changed. Facebook 
was right to suspend him, and is right to make that suspension permanent, as Trump has 
not changed.

Debbie TN
He is incapable of telling the truth so anything he posts would most likely be a lie.  
Therefore he would continue to violate Facebook guidelines.

Tom TN TYrump is as bad as David Duke and is a traitor to America and its values.

Caroline TN
He has repeatedly violated Facebook rules and policies.  He incited violence and will do it 
again.

Lawrence TN No, no, no 1000 times no to The Donald. Enough with yelling fire in the theater.

Connie TN

I think he should be banned for life.
Over 420,000 deaths from his failure to protect Americans.
More people died when he sent his supporters to the Capital to stop the Electoral votes.
He is an evil monster.

Russ TN Do not permit an insurrectionist to spread his lies on Facebook

Christie TN

If Facebook allows Trump back on, he will begin spreading hate and lies after his 
impeachment trial. After he was acquitted last year, Trump went on a major firing spree. He 
also ramped up his hate speech and lies.

Doyle TN

Despite being out of office, Donald Trump still has a lot of supporters, many of whom seem 
to still want to overturn the free and fair election of Joe Biden and Kamala Harris. Allowing 
Donald Trump access to social media platforms like Facebook and Twitter could lead to 
further incitement of violence such as occurred on January 6 in Washington, D.C. Please 
do your part to stop the divisive voices that are willing to tear the country apart for their own 
personal power.

Mark TN He has absolutely nothing to say!

B TN
Donald trump is continuing to lie & attempt to stop our democracy.  Please make his ban 
from Facebook, permanent 

Linda TN Facebook made the rules, now enforce them!

Cara TN

As an individual user, he has shared thousands of lies and has repeatedly encouraged 
violence.  He should remain banned for at least 4 years.  Average citizens get banned and 
suspended for posting medically accurate sex education, and anti-harassment and anti-
violence posts routinely.  You have a problem with your content control, yet you continue to 
err on the side of sexism, homophobia, and white supremacy.

Sarah TN

Allowing dangerous ideologies and misinformation to proliferate freely on your platform is a 
threat to human life and democracy. Revoking the ban on Trump would not only betray your 
own policy in favor of publicity - it could open the floodgates for more extremist terrorism 
like that shown at the U.S. Capitol and beyond. Do not aid or abet this man and his 
followers!

Michael A TN
Incitement to violence or criminal activity should be prevented on Facebook and abusers of 
this policy banned from the site.

Gail TN He is a danger to everyone and to our democracy
Jackie TN The hate and lies need to stop. Insurrection was the outcome with Trump and the minions
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Richard TN

Ex-president Trump has shown himself to be unable to tell the truth and there are millions 
of people who believe everythi9ng he says is the truth. Thise of us who can tell truth from 
lies  must keep him away from those who can't. It is almost exactly the famous scenario 
"You don't have free speech to yell fire in a crowded theater when there is no fire."

Brenda TN
He is dangerous, and should never again be allowed to have a public megaphone to spew 
lies and incite more violence. 

Robert TN trump is a traitor and needs to be kept off facebook
Lecil TN Liar

Chris TN
This psychotic man is incapable of change.  He shouldn't even be allowed to get onto the 
internet, let alone post.

Timothy TN

Trump is a dangerous sociopath with no regard for the safety and security of the American 
people. Please don't let him use Facebook ever again, to stir up hatred and violence among 
the misfits that he's brainwashed into thinking he's some kind of god. 

F. TN
Allowing Traitor Trump on Facebook means that Facebook (and its owner) approves of 
Treason, Insurrection, Sedition, Criminality, Sociopathy, etcetcetc..... 

Jonathan TN
Donald Trump incited deadly violence in a bid to overthrow the govt. just because he lost a 
fair election. He should not be allowed a platform to incite further violence. Thank you.

Barbara TN He is dangerous to our democracyz

Thomas TN
Are you crazy? Trump will do what he always does and that's lie,  

Scott TN
Stop being a purveyor of lies and hate no matter who is saying them. If you're doing this 
just for money that makes you despicable.

Kevin TN
Donald Trump is the single worst purveyor of disinformation and falsehoods of all kinds. 
Don't take any chances and allow him to disrupt society further.

Lawrence TN Is it Facebook's policy to support insurrection and sedition?
Pam TN He makes America hate. No public platforms should allow him access. He is toxic.

Peggy TN
Permanently block Trump’s  misinformation, lies, and detrimental statements and actions 
from Facebook.

Nancy TN

Don't let the smooth-talker back on facebook. Resist his myriad charms. I know you can do 
it. Such lies as he puts forth are inappropriate for facebook members and for the world. 
Help bring unity and let's move on from Trump.

Don and Deb TN

Please do not allow Donald Trump to be on Facebook ever again. Our country is torn in half 
and we cannot begin to heal in any way with a constant barrage of Trump's lies. His lies 
have the sole intent of destroying unity, our republic and our democracy.

Arshad TN
Trump is a danger to the democratic principles of this great nation. Please ban him 
permanently from Facebook. Thanks!

Amal TN Yes, it should. If Trump gets back on that site, he will incite more hatred and riots. 

Bridget TN

Donald Trump has repeatedly proven that he is completely divorced from reality and only 
uses social media to spread dangerous, deranged lies and hatred of various peoples—
none of which has any place on social media. Do not reinstate his access. 

Carol TN

Donald Trump should be treated no differently than other Facebook users. We know all too 
well what he is capable of inciting, as well as his ongoing lies about the election and other 
things, as well as his negative views toward people of color and any religion aside from 
Christian. His platform as a former president means what he says is read and believed. 
That would be fine, if he told the truth. But he does not deal in truth.

Diane TN

Facebook cannot be complicit in inciting hate speech and activities that promote activities 
that thwart the/encourages overthrowing the U.S. government.  To do so shows Facebook 
is prioritizes monetary gain over everything else.  Please continue the ban.  Election 
disinformation has dropped considerably thanks to Trump's Facebook ban.  I feel safer as a 
result.  Thank you.

Griffen TN

If history is anything to go by, de-platforming incendiary inciters of violence is one of the few 
ways to stop them permanently altering the fabric of government in their country. Trump 
does not need another foothold in the mind of the American people, so please keep him off 
the platform.
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Jonathan TX

Your complete lack of decency and responsibility over the last 10 years has permanently 
damaged America.  It is not too late to make amends.  Keep lying extremists off your site. 
Maybe then I will rejoin your service.

Christopher TX

Trump’s voice is one that we do not need to hear anymore. It was a voice of immaturity, 
petulance and thoughtlessness. It was a voice of unbelievably consummate ignorance. It 
was a voice that urged mobs to commit acts of murder, vandalism and sabotage. 

Diane TX
I believe that Facebook should keep Donald Trump off it due to his inability to use it 
properly.

Diane TX
I believe that Facebook should keep Donald Trump off it due to his inability to use it 
properly.

sally TX No violent rhetoric

Betsy Lambert TX

Donald Trump is an offensive white supremacist and totally unrepentant in this and other 
offensive beliefs and comments.  He has no place in American society and should be 
banned.

N. P. TX
Trump is a criminal and does not deserve to have access to a widely used public forum.  
He must be banned permanently, with no exceptions!

Terri TX

Keep Trump off social media for life!

It's tearing the US apart.
Jean TX He supported the insurgents

Patricia TX

Trump has shown himself to be reckless and dangerous with no limit to the damage he 
causes to America and the world. He has perpetuated outlandish lies in pursuit of feeding 
his ego to the detriment of all others.
He must be removed permanently from Facebook and Instagram as well as from ALL other 
forms of social networks.

Duane TX
He continually lied and posted untrue news.

joanne TX
please keep that monster rump off facebook. i am looking forward to him in a wheelchair, 
drooling from the mouth, asking what day it is 10 times over and over

Mary TX Facebook is no place for hate speech.

Karol TX
Trump is trying to destroy our Democracy. That’s very different from free speech! Facebook 
has a responsibility to the citizens of the world to not allow his destruction to occur!

L TX
His whole presidency was based on nothing but lies. He should not be allowed on 
Facebook.

Ken TX
Felonious sociopaths should absolutely not have any platforms to purvey their very 
dangerous rhetoric.

Cheyenne TX
Donald Trump has sided with white supremacists at every turn. It's time to cut off that 
pipeline to hate and staunch the organizing around violence.

Jane TX
Trump has been forensically evaluated and found unstable and dangerous, do not enable 
his illness, putting the world at risk. Rev. Jane Barker

Tim TX Do not give this treasonous liar a forum to spread his lies and further divide this country.

Kathleen Bryson TX

The vitriol & lies disseminated by our former president have created insurmountable divides 
in my rural community - literally life threatening as mask refusers encouraged by Trump’s 
ignorance on public health measures defy local mask mandates. We in Texas have the 
highest Covid rates in the nation because of the political divide created by Trump. My family 
includes retired healthcare professionals. Allowing Trump’s return to a public platform 
endangers us ELDERS.

Elinore TX
Anyone using your site must adhere to the truth and not spread lies and controversy.  
Donald Trump repeatedly used your site to spread lies and incite violence.

Pamela TX he breathes lies & hate.  neither has any business on a public platform
Sus TX Please ban Donald Trump permanently. No more of his lies and harm to all of us, please.
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Barbara TX

Trump should be banned for life because of his  false claims that he still continues to 
spread even though he is out of office. He has not shown any action in changing this tactic, 
nor has he denounced the extreme factions that view him as supportive. If not banned, he 
won't stop the lies that will trigger more violence and destroy our democracy simply so that 
he can feed his ego. 

Andy TX He has violated Facebook policy again and again. Enough is enough.

Rita TX

Donald Trump is a danger to society. His constant lies and incitement of violence directly 
led to the Trump mob attacking our Capitol and murdering Officer Brian Sicknick. Blood is 
on Trump's hands. Please. Do NOT allow Trump access to Facebook. You are a private 
company. You have already done enough harm by allowing his lies to metastasize lime 
cancer. Keep him off!

William TX He does nothing but spread hate and lies!
Gary TX Trumps lies & Tom Fitton's are deadly POISON to our nation plus I don't speak Russian.

John TX

Why would you even consider allowing such a person to return to your platform? What he 
says and does is not freedom of speech, it is strictly in furtherance of his own perceived self 
interest, legal or not, corrupt or not. He is a misogynist who has assaulted women; he is 
homo and trans-phobic. He lies, cheats and steals. This is a man with no redeeming 
qualities who should probably be in jail, if not for contributing to the deaths of over 400,000 
people by ignoring and downplaying the pandemic then for tax evasion and other corrupt 
business practices. 

Jim TX
The former president only traffics in lies and conspiracy theories.  Ther is no need to give 
voice to the trash he shovels out.

Jim TX

Donald J. Trump has already proven that "He Is a Menace to Society".  He has already 
used social media of all kinds to create misery and trouble throughout the world.  Need I 
say more?!

Ann TX
Donald Trump has incited insurrection and sedition. If he were anyone else you'd 
permanently ban him. So why should you treat him any differently?

Angela TX

Donald Trump should be banned permanently from Facebook and all other social media 
outlets.  The right to free speech does not encompass spreading hate, encouraging 
violence and spouting ignorance.  There is no good that could come from his opinions or 
comments -- only more of what we witnessed on January 6, 2021.  

Robert TX
Trump's rhetoric and use of Facebook for his own supporters has caused violence and any 
manner of harm to innocent people that cannot be tolerated by any platform worth their salt.

Patrick TX Inciting violence is never good.

Craig TX
Lying is not about free speech. Lying should have negative consequences. If your children 
lie to you they should be punished. So should Trump and anyone else on Facebook.

NM TX he is crazy, do not allow him back on

Mary TX

If this man can incite an insurrection with a speech, imagine what he can do with access to 
millions on Face Book!  He is as dangerous now as he was then.  He should not have any 
social media access.

Essie TX Stop the hatred and division!

Lisa TX

Absolutely he should be banned. He spews conspiracy theories and believes in them. He 
spews hate, cruelty and violent actions. He does not deal in reality. He spreads hate and 
danger to all Americans. He has no concepts of their true implications or able to process 
any true factors in his thinking. 

Frank TX We don't need bullies on social media!
Lindsey TX He is a danger to anyone that listens or follows him

Doyon TX

Donald Trump has demonstrated consistent contempt for Facebook terms of service, has 
expressed no remorse for doing so, and has not promised to comply in the future. In 
response to prior violations of the Facebook TOS, Facebook properly suspended Donald 
Trump's account. Make that suspension permanent.

Nick TX
Why would you let trump back on when all he does is lie and spread hate and discontent?  
He needs to be banned for life, along with his whole family.

Gerard TX Lock him up!!!!!!!
Lewis TX Trump is a liar
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Kathryn TX
Trump has proved that he considers truth to be optional. It's not. He shouldn't be allowed 
on social media until he grows up.

Richard TX
Trump's words and actions incite people to commit violent and criminal acts. He must not 
be allowed a public forum to promote his lies.

Mark TX We have had enough of the lies, deceit and hate!  Ban DJT permanently!

Patricia TX
America Begs, keep trump out permanently . WE have seen enough!!!
Texas Grandmas 

Georgia TX

Facebook, instagram & twitter should keep Trump off their platforms. What more than 
incitement of a murderous, violent insurrection on national television do they need to prove 
Trump is dangerous (probably insane) menace?

Jillian TX
Facebook should not be promoting lies and conspiracy theories, especially those that 
encourage physical violence against other groups of people.

Theodore TX
Trump offers only a destructive and divisive message. Destructive to the country and to 
Facebook itself.

Alma TX

If Trump is allowed FaceBook, Twitter, he will immediately begin the lying, calls for 
VIOLENCE and people will continue to be threatened, LIVES LOST. Canada has 
sanctioned Proud Boys, Trump's gang, as a Terrorist Threat- WE WANT NO MORE 
'STAND BACK, STAND BY'-

Rosemary TX
Because if he is on Facebook, I won’t be, and a lot of other people won’t associate 
themselves with him, either.

Mark TX

Donald Trump back on social media? You're out of your freakin' minds. How many more 
times will he violate your Terms of Service before you actually stand by your decisions? 
Aren't you opening the door for anyone to violate those terms and get away with it?

David TX He used Facebook to incite violence that led to the death of five people on January 6.

Alma TX
anyone that had something todo with spreading hate and hurting other should not have a 
way todo this with AND that include Facebook!Thanks

Cindy TX

All responsible adults should be held accountable for their actions and words. That is what 
we teach our children. We all learn from the consequences of inappropriate actions and 
hurtful words.  Those in leadership serve as models and should present themselves in 
trustworthy and honorable fashion. Social media has its responsibilities as well and should 
set expectations to monitor  and respond to those who do not communication is a 
responsible manner.
Cindy Yelverton
Mother and Educator

David TX
Facebook should ban them permanently to show they are actively against disinformation 
and goading violent and racist movements.

Alice TX

Some of Donald Trump's rhetoric has been divisive and has helped to incite violence. I 
don't believe he should be able to use Facebook as a platform for potentially dangerous 
rhetoric that might incite violence.

Karen TX
He will only resort to treason and sedition again if reinstated.  The country must be allowed 
to move on without Trump.

Lorraine TX
Donald Trump’s comments on social media are toxic, period. Permanently ban him from 
Facebook.

Kathy TX

A person who belittles and bullies others, and who circulates lies and conspiracy theories, 
has no legitimate place in polite society or on social media, including Facebook. If you don't 
enforce the policies you already have in place, they are of no use at all. Please continue 
banning Donald Trump from Facebook.

Janet TX
Trump lies all the time and people believe his lies. He is responsible for the capitol attack 
and the covid deaths.

Cristie TX He has done enough damage. Do not enable this person any longer.
Lisa TX For the good of our country and to honor your own values.

Linda TX
He just wants to spread lies & disinformation about the 2020 election. He already incited 
domestic terrorism. Don't give him a chance to do it again.

Patricia TX
Keep Trump off Facebook & Twitter... the world is a safer place because he is banned from 
it!
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Patricia TX
Keep Trump off Facebook & Twitter... the world is a safer place because he is banned from 
it!

Christi TX

Those who have fallen for Trump's lies will never realize the truth as long as they can easily 
keep hearing him. My FIL & MIL still believe that the election was stolen and that he was a 
great president. 

Trump needs his megaphone taken away.

Carol TX

Former President DJT is a threat to our national security. His dangerous rhetoric incited an 
armed mob to attack our nation's Capitol with malicious intent to forcibly stop Congress 
from certifying the results of our election. That attack was a domestic terrorist assault on his 
own country. The guy is too DANGEROUS to be trusted on any platform.

Georgia TX
Ban DT and fact check all the ugly memes regurgitating his lies! It is dangerous to our 
democracy!

Debra TX

Trump's rhetoric and vicious lies are alarmingly similar to Qanon, Isis, and the Taliban. Will 
they be allowed on Facebook also? 

Jeremy TX

Donald Trump has used his online platforms to make Americans hate one another, to 
mistrust one another, to fear one another at a time when we need to come together as a 
nation. We saw the fruit of those efforts on January 6th. Please don't let him continue to 
divide this country.

R.K. TX

Have we all not learned from his past actions what this action to return to letting him again 
spread lies that led to Jan. 6th - please do not be complicit in returning us to such a 
dangerous practice that led to unnecessary deaths

Benita TX

Trump will continue to spread irreparable lies if allowed back on platforms. His past lies 
have resulted in deaths. That alone is enough reason for him to have lifetime bans. Also, if 
his bans are lifted, that gives others permission to follow his example. 

James TX

This, like numerous other issues (climate change, gun safety, immigration reform, prison 
reform, education reform, short-term lending regulation, healthcare reform, banking 
regulation, opioid regulation) remains a vexing problem primarily due to corporations' ability 
to curry favor with elected officials.  The corrupting influence of money in our political 
system is undermining our democratic traditions and discouraging Americans from voting 
and/or running for office.  This ominous development may well end our experiment in 
representative democracy unless we alter this decades-long trend.  For the sake of the 
republic, we must amend the US Constitution to state that corporations are not people (and 
do not have constitutional rights) and money is not speech (and thus can be regulated by 
state and/or federal campaign finance laws).  Short of accomplishing this, no other reform 
of significance will be achieved.  The moneyed interests will turn any reform to their benefit, 
often at the expense of the nation as a whole.

Ann TX
Trump is more than dishonest and incites people with all of his hate and lies.  He speaks no 
truth.

Monya TX
Donald Trump would not respect your policies if he was allowed back onto Facebook. He 
would spread lies and hate. That’s what he does.

Kimberly TX

Trump has never had anything positive to say-EVER!  Keep him off - his M.O. will never 
change and once again, FB will be allowing disinformation and hate speech.  Do  your civic 
duty and keep Cheeto off of FB! 

Cheryl TX
He will only use FB to cause more dissention and violence, which is supposedly against 
your policies. 

Jaci TX

Donald Trump has shown no signs of being a responsible, objective, clear-minded, 
mentally balanced, or law-abiding citizen, let alone president.  His tweets and comments 
were continually divisive, hateful, false and subject to liability.  He has other lawful ways to 
express himself.  Please don’t be enablers in his vomit-inducing vitriol.  

Thank you,
Jaci Elliott 

Benita TX
No one is above the law- Donald Trump needs to be held accountable to the standards that 
Facebook set and be permanently banned.

Karen TX
The "man" lies for a living and will not, cannot stop.  Do not give his hate speech a platform.  
Our democracy as we think we know it depends on spreading TRUTH.
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Amie TX

It is the morally correct thing to do. 
If Facebook does not ban someone who tried to overthrow our Government, who killed (5) 
people in that attempt and injured many others, who is only about lies and power, at ANY 
cost, then Facebook, is sending the very loud and clear message of agreement with such 
actions and state of morality. 
I will no longer use Facebook.

M’Liss TX
Please stick to your guns and keep Trump off Facebook.  He should be banned for life for 
spreading hate, lies and despicable statements about people of whom he is afraid!!

Bill TX

Trump has repeatedly spread lies and incited violence on his Facebook account (for years). 
This culminated on Jan. 6, when he incited an armed insurrection to overturn the legitimate 
results of our democratic election. The insurrection resulted in several deaths, hundreds of 
injuries and had lawmakers cowering in their offices for fear of kidnapping or assassination. 
It took these calamitous events for Facebook to finally follow their own policies and 
suspend his account. How in the world can you think of reinstating it?

glen TX
Oh yeah! Allow the liar back on social media so that he can summon more absolute fools to 
his  side.

Carol TX

Donald Trump spread hate and lies, violated every civilized norm, and fomented an 
insurrection. To allow such a demagogue a platform would be to confirm that money is far 
more important to Facebook than democracy

Mary TX

Trump still has acolytes in Congress, along with those in the rest of the population, who 
accept & choose to believe his dangerous lies. Letting him use Facebook to spread them 
will incite them even more.

Michael TX

There is nothing I can tell you about Trump that both you and the world don't know. Social 
media can be a force for good but if you want to avoid regulation, you need to regulate 
yourselves. Trump has further divided this country and actively - and there can be no 
question about this - tried to subvert our democracy. To let him back on FB, means nothing 
less than enabling that behavior.  You contributed to the damage that was done over the 
last four years. You could defend it because he was the highest office-holder in the land. 
No more. Do your job as responsible citizens and do not let him back on your platform.
Michael Curry
Austin, TX

Patricia TX All he does is promote hate towards others and conspiracy thoughts.

Michael TX

Enough people have been hurt and have lost their lives due to this liar.  You know what he 
will do if you let him back online.  If you do, the public will pressure government to hold you 
to account!

Ray TX Yes, he should be banned.
James TX Serial liar

Barbara TX
Donald Trump will continue to spread lies if he is reinstated on Facebook.  His lies have led 
to violence

Judy TX Trump is dangerous to our democracy!  Keep him off Facebook!!
Emma TX The less we see him the less effect he has on anyone!!!!
Louise TX trump is dangerous; he is a liar and a racist.  Keep him and his words off Facebook.

Quinta TX

He’s attempting to destroy the democracy and he’s tried to creat a coup... he nearly did it. 
I won’t be on a site where he’s allowed as I can’t stand the crooked liar who has robed 
people I’m canada ,Ireland, and here!

Sara TX because  he  will so  all  that he  can to ban freedom  of  expression

Jean TX

No one should be allowed to talk the way Trump did on Facebook and get away with it.  
Freedom of Speech is available to everybody that has opinions they wish to share as long 
as those opinions do not do harm to others. Donald Trump absolutely caused harm to many 
people with his tweets.  Good riddance! The

John TX

If you don't enforce your own policies, you will be as guilty of sedition as Donald Trump and 
the Capitol rioters, and as crooked as a Mob boss. And I will emphatically support RICO 
investigations into Facebook and it's executives, board members, and primary 
shareholders.

Ekpenyong TX
We do not trust Trump. He  is liar who always cause problem. He had already cause an 
unforgettable destruction of Capitol.
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Lois TX

Donald Trump has done so much damage to this country.  He desired- and tried to be a 
Dictator- and wanted to remain in office regardless of the American people voting him out of 
office for a 2nd term.  Trump lied continually, ignored the Covid pandemic, sought to spread 
acceptance of hate groups, trashed the rule of law, wanted to destroy immigrants and 
anyone who opposed his hateful policies.  He made bullying and violence acceptable for 
hate groups.  I urge you to NOT LET HIM back on Facebook.  
Would you let Hitler be on Facebook if he were still alive and killing Jews?  Would you let 
Mussolini on Facebook if he were alive?  Please do not allow Trump's craziness to infect 
anymore people,  Keep him off!
Sincerely,
Lois Loeffler
A very concerned citizen

Brenda TX
Donald Trump is the most dangerous threat to the United States and should not be given a 
platform to inflict incendiary speech.

Jan TX
Disinformation & hate speech have no place on Facebook.  Please enforce your own 
policies & permanently ban our former president, trump.

Corbin TX
Why in the world would Facebook even consider restoring Donald Trump the privilege of a 
Facebook Account? Color me "out of here" if you do.

Carol TX

Trump still has a stranglehold on several people in our government, along with many white 
supremacist terrorists. His lies are dangerous to democracy and America, and should 
NEVER have a platform!

Kathy TX

This does no have vestment in censorship, but common business practice an concordance 
with our laws and commitment to your own stated policies of breach of conduct that would 
deteriorate our system of government. Please ensure to keep your promise in that we do 
not endanger our country's endeavors and uphold your endeavors to not have discourse 
that endangers your accountability and/or users any further.

Robyn TX

Sadly, I believe Mr. Trump really believes the lies he has proclaimed for months, about how 
he won by a landslide but the election was stolen. He has always used Twitter to denigrate 
anyone who disagrees with or criticizes him, and Facebook to publicize his lies about the 
election.  The furor died down when he was banned from both Twitter and Facebook. And 
we have been better off as a country.  I would continue this ban for several more months, to 
keep him from spreading misinformation on your platforms.  Thank you. 

Cassie TX Enforce your policies.

Joseph TX
Donald Trump is a narcissistic liar who will only use Facebook as a weapon to further his 
racist, fascist, anti-democracy agenda. Ban him for life!

Donald TX

There is plenty of evidence that indicates Trump continues to be a dangerous and spiteful 
person who cares only about himself and his own destructive agenda, from which the 
American public needs shielding. He consistently abuses power and privilege to get what 
he wants at others' expense.

Wallis TX
Trump is a human Covid spreader of terrorism. It’s trump. He doesn’t pretend to be human, 
empathetic nor compassionate. Permanent band benefits everyone, including Facebook.

Quinta TX

I won’t touch any venue that has mophead trump on it! 

But y’all helped him create this by ignoring his efforts to be a dictator and almost a coup
Margaret TX Trump is a habitual liar.
Chonda TX He is dangerous and incited an insurrection.

Bobby TX

Yes. Freedom of speech does not protect conspiracy theories, lies, personal attacks,and 
miss information . These are items banned by Facebook’s policies. Trump should never be 
allowed back on Facebook

Gloria TX
trump should not be allowed to spread constant lies and inciting violence ..through his brain 
washedfollowers

Julia TX D.T. still a risk on any media, No more lies, No more Violence. we Got enough !!!

Thomas TX

Trump repeatedly lied throughout his Presidency then called his loony supporters to 
Washington on Jan., culminating in an insurrection against Congress resulting in murder of  
a Capitol policeman. Luckily the bloodbath wasn't much worse! This must stop! Never allow 
this lying tyrant to put his hateful BS on FaceBook again!
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Judith TX

Trump is an enemy of Democracy. His rampant lies for selfish motives have deluded half 
the country, tearing it apart. If you won't enforce your own policies, the government will 
have to.  Make the Trump ban permanent!

Steven TX Why not?

Debra TX
With all the damage Trump did to our country and our citizens on Facebook, he should 
never be allowed back on.  Come on!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Andrea TX

Donald Trump has repeatedly & consistently violated Facebook's policies regarding 
election disinformation & lies, and inciting violence. Only as a result of the January 6 
insurrection attack on the Capitol, did you suspend Trump's Facebook account. Since that 
suspension, posts containing disinformation about the election have plummeted by 73%. 
Allowing Trump to access his Facebook account again would only make things worse, not 
better. We cannot afford to return to the status quo we endured for over 4 years while 
Trump campaigned & then reigned as President. I strongly urge you to follow Twitter's lead 
& ban Donald Trump from Facebook permanently. Also, as Twitter did, do not allow him to 
sneak back onto Facebook through any sort of back door approach.

Mary TX He spreads harmful lies,.

Brenda TX
Donald Trump, white supremacists, white nationals, misogynists, LGBTQ phobics, extreme 
right wing religious and anyone else that spreads hate and misinformation.

Harold TX Enforce your policies. Trump is still dangerous.

Carol TX
He does not know the difference between truth and lies. He just says anything and 
everything while knowing nothing. Please do not let him back on Facebook. He is a moron.

Saad TX Incitement of violence

Angela TX
Please keep trump off Facebook. His negative and demeaning comments contributes 
nothing but discord.

Patricia TX
Please be a responsible company and do not allow that liar back on your platform. He 
should have no access to FB to spread his vile untruths.

Lorraine TX

Trump is a security threat to the US. He should be permanently banned. Facebook has 
shown how inept and immoral it is in enforcing policies it deems to have. Trump's lie that he 
won the election has caused an insurrection leaving 6 people dead and our congress 
fearful for their lives. Lies are not freedom of speech. If the oversight board has any 
integrity it will ban Trump from facebook forever, as well as his relatives. 

Kelli TX

Shameful! SHAMEFUL that Facebook is, was, and is willing to continue to be a bullhorn for 
lies, misinformation, racism, hate speech, and white supremacy. You can have Donald 
Trump back on your platform but you will lose many of us. Why don't you just merge with 
Parler?

Jennifer TX They need to follow their own rules
Earl TX Keep t-RUMP mentality off facebook or face eliminations...

Shawn TX

Due to the actions that transpired on January 6, 2021, which resulted in 5 people dead 
including a cop, trump should NO LONGER be able to be on ANY SOCIAL MEDIA SITE. 
He has proven to be a CLEAR AND PRESENT DANGER to the Country.

LINDA TX

Because he will again put forth lies and disinformation, which will again cause terrorist 
activities against our democracy.

Chuck TX

Facebook should allow Trump back on if and only if he is willing to commit to refraining 
from his dangerous comments. His Facebook acciunt shoul be VERY CLOSELY monitored. 
If he starts back, he should be removed again, permanently

Shawn TX

Trump has fired up his followers so much:  I’m afraid to go out here in Texas because his 
trump train people are all over my town and they are misinformed and angry.  Oh, and 
armed. 

Laura TX

I used to like to get on fb and interact with those I lost touch with after life happened; 
however, almost every time I get on fb these days I get mad.  I get angry.  I get mean 
because of the absurdities that continuously circulate on fb.  You are perpetuating the hate.

Susana TX

Trump has already done so much damage on Facebook! Can you seriously think that he 
will not continue to lie and lead people to violence if he's allowed back on Facebook? 
Permanently banned Donald Trump from Facebook!!
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Eureka TX

If you don’t enforce your own policies, you set a dangerous precedent for future violence. 
You have a duty to continue to enforce the ban on Donald J. Trump. He uses social media 
as a weapon. 

Roy TX

Keep trump off Facebook and all social media please. You are a private company. You are 
not governed by free speech or press. It’s your decision and I hope you do the right thing 
for democracy.

Michelle TX

I have a friend who got banned for a week for calling someone clueless. Trump spent years 
literally dismantling democracy. There is NO circumstance where he should EVER be 
allowed back on to spew his lies and conspiracies.

Dorothea TX this man is poison to the American public.
Marlene TX No sense letting him back on ANY social media!!

Gordon TX

Donald tRump has embarrassed our country worldwide, and mismanaged the Covid 
pandemic... resulting in the unnecessary death of what will soon be half a million (!!) 
Americans.  :-(((((

Laura TX
Can not allow any current or former political personality to use social media to foment 
violent demonstrations!

Eric TX No one should be allowed to spread dangerous falsehoods on social media

Cheryl TX
No more hate and deception. No more lies and misleading the public. Prevent Trump from 
ever holding public office again. Never again!

D TX He spread lies that got people killed.  Keep him off Facebook.
Susan TX Trump has used Facebook to lie to others

Atwell TX
He is an anarchist who wants to over throw the Government.  We don't need him to have a 
large platform like Facebook to help him do this.

Patricia TX

He is an insurrectionist and should not be allowed on any public forum.  Too many people 
actually believe the damaging lies he posts and he must be prevented from harming our 
country any further.

Sandra TX

He has demonstrated consistantly his behavior to incite violence and other disruptive 
behaviors. He cannot be trusted to tell the truth on any given subject, he is only out to serve 
himself.

Greg TX

Trump spread lies to millions, from claiming his inauguration drew record crowds to denying 
his election loss, leading to the insurrection on the Capitol two weeks before Biden's 
inauguration. 

Heloise TX
Trump should not be allowed back on Facebook! He spreads lies and incites violence.
Period. You all should 'do the right thing' and not give in.

Michael TX

Facebook allowed people spreading lies about the election, The acts of violence that Trump 
initiated on our Capitol were horrifying to witness. Armed vigilantes attacked law 
enforcement and smashed their way into the Capitol, threatening violence to the Vice 
President, the Speaker of the House and Members of Congress.

Brant TX
30,000 lies and misrepresentations in four years. That should be enough. Oh yeah -- he's 
an asshole, too.

Jessie TX

Spreading lies about the election led directly to the white supremacist insurrection in 
Washington, D.C, on January 6. Since Trump's removal from social media sites, 
disinformation about the election plummeted 73%. Do not allow Trump back on your 
platform to spread more lies, in clear violation of Facebook's own policies.

Kirsten TX

There is absolutely no reason to let Trump back on Facebook.  He has spread lies, and 
incited violence and hate on your platform.  Do not give him access to the megaphone 
again. Facebook does not need him or the bad publicity.

Elizabeth TX

Trump's comments basically lit the fuse for the Capitol riot. I think that's pretty much good 
enough cause for "nope, you don't get to talk to your hateful supporters on Facebook any 
more".

Laura TX
Why would you allow a bully who spreads lies and incites hate back onto your site. Are you 
condoning that behavior? Is this the message you want to send?

Charlotte TX

Please continue to secure  the positive impact of FB. There is absolutely no reason to 
believe that TRUMP will stop his lies. Past behavior is a prediction of future behavior. His 
hate speech and resulting public messages feed the fires of misinformation and conflict! 
Please do the right thing!



First name State Comment
Will TX Do not allow your platform to be a megaphone for hate and misinformation
Deborah TX He will go right back to spreading lies and inciting violence.
Martin TX ALL THE SNAKE OIL SALESMAN DOES IS PROMOTE LIES AND HATE!!!!!!!

Linda TX

No he has spread enough lies and this should not be allowed. Please keep this can of 
garbage off the air. Remove hate racism and the call for violence off of Facebook. Don't let 
these people over run you and our country..

Anthony TX His burning pants stink up Facebook intolerably!

Geordie TX
Donald Trump broke FB policies against inciting violence and criminal activity; if you let him 
back on your platform he will absolutely do it again.  Please permanently ban him.

Marvin TX He is a danger to the American people and the United States.

John TX

Donald Trump is a menace to public order and domestic peace.  If Facebook allows him 
back on their platform, he will doubtless incite conspiracy theories leading to violence.  He 
is better forgotten, forced to fade from public view.  For the sake of the nation, ban Twice-
Impeached Ex-President Donald J. Trump that he may fade into the obscurity he so richly 
deserves.

Martha TX
Donald Trump is a proven provocative element in disruption of our democracy.  We need 
no more violence inspired by this disruptive  blowhard.

Freda TX
He spreads lies and causes problems like riots, etc.   Please permanently ban Donald 
Trump.  Thank you.

Susan TX

Donald Trump proved over the four years of his presidency that he is pathologically unable 
to tell the truth. He incited a riot that caused American citizens to be killed, and he 
continues to try and spread disinformation and promote lies about the election being 
"stolen". He is not ever going to be reformed. He must NEVER be allowed to peddle his lies 
on social media again, for the good of our democracy.

Katharyn TX
Please ban Trump permanently from Facebook, in order to reduce the lies and anger on 
the media.

Phyllis TX
He lies everytime he opens his mouth. He should NOT be allowed to encourage violence 
on public forum again!

Rebecca TX

He incited a raid on the very heart of US democracy  utilizing Social media  to rally 
his supporters and spread falsehoods about 
the election that he lost. Numbers don’t lie ! But he does .... keep him off Facebook and all 
social media!

Frank TX Because he is a liar and a bigot and all he does is spread hate.

Linda TX
I don’t really want to be part of an organization that supports hate, racism, and misogyny. 
Please don’t give in and allow him back. 

Randy TX

Since Trump's removal from social media sites, disinformation about the election 
plummeted 73%. There is a clear cause and effect here that must be recognized. Facebook 
must enforce it's own policies and maintain ex-President Trump's suspension.

Michael TX

Should be a lifetime ban due to how serious the offense is. Inciting the insurrection that 
could have been a lot worse. White supremacist terrorists also should get the lifetime ban 
from Facebook.

Samantha TX

Just because Trump is no longer President, does not mean he won’t continue to spew hate 
and lies. He plans to run again in 2024, so he will just continue to rule up his base. If 
Facebook is to let him do that, they would be liable from any actions stemming from his 
garbage.

Jane TX
Facebook has a responsibility to its users to prevent misleading them; otherwise, why 
bother with Facebook?  There are other forms of social media that do comply.

Rosalie TX Keep a liar who incites riots off Facebook.
Joanne TX He is a threat to our American way of life and our democratic institutions.

D TX
Stand by your policies on disinformation. Former presidents must abide by the same code 
of conduct as all of your other users.
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Alicea TX

He encourages the worst impulses including violence, bigotry, disinformation, and anti-
democratic behaviors. Why would you want your platform to be a space for organizing and 
supporting this? You know this. It has happened in other nations, mow here. This is an 
opportunity for Facebook to take a stand against such dangerous and inflammatory lies. It 
isn't about free speech. It is about hate speech and the support of violence. Facebook 
needs to say no more to that 

Rachel TX Not banning him makes your polices useless.

Elisabeth TX

Please, please keep Donald Trump off of FB!  There is no reason he should be allowed 
back on.  He has proven over and over again that he cannot be trusted to present truthful 
information.  Quite the contrary, his words have always inflamed and agitated, often leading 
to violent acts.  Do not fool yourselves that he has changed (he never does) or that his 
voice wasn't complicit in stoking the flames that resulted in the attack on the Capitol (they 
were).  Keep him off your platform.

Kimberly UT
Trump is a national security risk and a liar and he insights violence.. shut him down.. he’s a 
threat to our democracy.

Patrick UT Facebook should care more about its credibility and a basic standard for decency.

Carol UT
After what he did at the capital I think he should stay off of everything. He is a disgrace for 
the United states.

Joe UT
Misinformation and outright lies harm our democracy. I don't see why he should be given a 
platform to continue to stoke and rile further violence.

Charlie UT
This man tried to orchestrate a coup.  Do not reward his behavior and let him back onto 
Facebook.

Cheryl UT Trump will destroy this democracy! Does Facebook want to facilitate this?

Elan UT
Donald Trump is a liar and destroyer of people.
Please keep his hateful writing away!!!

Anne UT

Please permanently ban Donald Trump from Facebook.  He has demonstrated over and 
over that he can and will spread disinformation and lies to those who read his posts.  He 
has the right to say what he wants but he doesn't have the right to use your platform to 
espouse his views.  He is not going to change or stop being a threat to our democracy.  
Enforce our own policies and permanent ban Donald Trump.

Juanita UT 666

Janet UT

If he comes back, many people will leave.  Keep traitors and haters off your app!!!!!! You 
have a MASSIVE MORAL AND SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY TO KEEP TRUMP OFF 
FACEBOOK!

joseph UT
Donald Trump is a narcissistic, pathological lying, racists, bigoted, insults veterans, and a 
draft dodger.   Hell yes, Trump should be permanently banned.  

James UT Donald Trump can’t be trusted to ever tell the truth or even accept facts or truths.

Dianne UT

Donad Trump incited at riot at the US Capitol on January 6th.  His posts citing false claims 
for months and years ahead lead to this murderous outrage on the Capitol. He should 
NEVER be allowed a platform to spread lies and hate ever again

mary UT

If you allow Trump back on you are In validation of his horrendous lies!

Linda UT
Letting him use this social media platform will give him license to cause continued and 
further divide in our nation. His wods are poison.

John UT

Shouting "fire!" in a crowded theater is not protected speech.  Mr. Trump must be held 
accountable for repeatedly using social media to spread lies and incite violence.  There is 
no reason to give him another chance to misuse your platform.  

Pat UT
Stop enabling a war-mongering liar!
We need more truth and compassion in our society!

Pat UT
Stop enabling a war-mongering liar!
We need more truth and compassion in our society!
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Rod UT

FACEBOOK DID ENOUGH DAMAGE TO THIS COUNTRY IN THE 2016 ELECTION-YOU 
MUST STOP THE LIES, THE INNUENDO, THE UGLY CONSPIRACY THEORIES  -KEEP 
TRUMP OFF

Holly UT

Too many lies on *your* platform, in violation of *your own* rules, have caused way too 
much harm to the US and to the world.  Enough already!  Keep Trump off Facebook for 
good.  

Susan UT

Facebook should continue to ban Donald Trump from Facebook because he will continue 
to promote FALSE conspiracies just as he has in the past. His involvement in ANYTHING 
on Facebook would be a disaster for our national security. Please consider my request as a 
desire to realize safety and security for all citizens of the United States of America.

Thomas UT
NO ONE SHOULD BE ALLOWED TO SPREAD HARMFUL LIES, OVER AND OVER 
AGAIN, ON SOCIAL MEDIA!!!!

Risa UT
Donald Trump has NEVER used Facebook for anything except for the hateful retoric which 
clearly violated Facebook policy. Lock him out! Lock him out!

Barry UT He is always spouting lies.

Disna UT

In view of Donald Trump’s misuse of Facebook as a means to spread disinformation, 
slander, and incitement to violence and sedition, please enforce your own policies and ban 
him permanently from Facebook. 

Makenzi VA Because he is a dangerous liar

Richard VA

Because he is over.
And a liar.
And consistently destructive.

Malin VA

Don't let Trump back on until he quits repeating the Big Lie that his reelection was "stolen," 
which has stoked the attempted violent overthrow of elected officials. 
 

Gretchen VA NO! NO! NO! NO! NO! NO! NO! NO!

Larry VA
I urge you to continue the ban on Donald Trump from FB. I don’t think we need his words of 
hate on FB.

lINDA VA He should not be allowed on Facebook!!!!

Marissa VA

Donald Trump's influence is both devisive and dangerous.  His lies only toxify and divide.  
For this reason I am pleading with you not to give him a platform on Facebook and 
permanently ban him from it.  Seriously.

David VA
Trump is dangerous to our democracy and to public discourse. He must be banned 
permanently.

Cris VA
Trump has no place on Facebook.  All he does is spew lies and stir up hatred and white 
nationalism.  Do the right thing and ban him permanently from Facebook.

JoAnne VA His bulling, abusive language should not be tolerated.

Lois VA

He has proven to be a lying, vicious rabble rouser with no moral compass who will say 
anything no matter how outrageous!!!
WE DO NOT WANT HIM BACK ON FACEBOOK 

Sara VA

This man is dangerous and does nothing but foment hate and divisiveness and lies, 
therefore he should NEVER be allowed back on Facebook or ANY social media outlet. FB, 
stand up for yourself and do the right thing!

Lorene VA

Donald Trump has fed lies and conspiracy theories to the American people resulting in a 
deadly riot on the Capitol.  Please do not give him a platform to continue fanning the flame 
of hatred and racism in our democracy.  I beg you!

Karen VA It is the right thing to do.

P VA
There should be no place for a person who lies, tried to overturn the US elections and 
incited an insurrection and violence based on the lies.

Joan VA
Trump has really poisoned US politics, we don't need him spreading more lies and unrest. 
Keep him off your site.

Devyani VA
Donald Trump will continue to spew hatred if Facebook brings him back. For the sanity of 
US citizens, please enforce the ban on Donald Trump. 

Diana VA Because he is dangerous.
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Jill VA

Please continue the ban on Donald Trump from having a Facebook account. Anyone who 
spreads lies and incites violence should be banned permanently. Please continue to 
enforce your own policies. Thank you

Patrick VA

If you let Donald Trump back onto Facebook, you will be complicit in spreading his lies and 
hate. Don’t do it. Haven’t you enjoyed the peace and quiet since he no longer can post on 
fb?  In the interest of all our mental health, keep him off!

Lois VA "inciting violence "sya it all!!
Leonard VA The man is a great threat to the country and the people.

Betty VA

Please. no more Trump lies!  Do not allow this man to again arouse agitators!

John VA

Donald Trump is a fascist who fomented insurrection to prevent the Senate from a Pro 
Forma certification of the Electoral College vote showing Joe Biden won the election, in a 
vain attempt to keep the office of President. Over the 4 years he was in office he has used 
Facebook to disseminate false information and incite his base to violence. He must never 
be allowed back on the platform, ever.

Marilyn VA

He is a self centered,lying, agitator.
He is a danger to our Democracy.  He needs to be eradicated from our society in any way 
possible 

Sharon VA

I recall that when President Obama was in office, so much was made of his every single 
word. But with trump, it's been nothin g but excuses, apologies, explanations of what he 
meant, or dismissal of his most heinous, divisive, vicious, untruthful, irresponsible 
statements!  His words incited the most deadly and unconscionable attack and attempted 
coup against his own  government in recently recorded history!  His voice has no place and 
deserves no platform for continuing to spread his malignant influence ever.

Shirley VA

Donald Trump has used Facebook to incite his followers to do harm to our democracy and 
our nation. He has not changed since he was banned from Facebook. The ban should stay 
in place indefinitely to prevent the violent insurrection Trump seeks to encourage. Nothing 
had changed. Facebook must enforce its own policies.

John VA

Donald Trump should never be allowed on Facebook ever ! Because for four years he 
misused the platform spreading disinformation , and attacking political opponents and 
inciting his base to violence.

Karen VA
Trump is a danger to society. We do not want him to have a way to spread lies and hate. 
Do not allow him on facebook.

Moya VA

Luckily he’s not on my list of friends, but he’s only full of lies so see no reason to allow him 
to spread them whe children can read them and mess with their sense of reality.

Patricia VA

This cretin can't open his mouth without a lie coming out, regardless of the subject.  He 
incites not only violence, but racism, sexism, and has made the United States anything but 
united.

Nicole VA

We are getting close to a tipping point with Facebook. General disgust with the company is 
rising. If Donald Trump returns to Facebook and *anything* deadly or destructive takes 
place as a result, calls for the breakup of Facebook will only increase among the public.

Rich VA

Facebook should enforce its own policies because that's what policy means. FB should not 
play along just because Trump believes the rules do not apply to him.

Keith VA Ban tRUMP because he doesn't EVER tell the truth and is mentally totally dysfunctional!!!!
Lawrence VA Trump is killing people.
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Lawrence VA
He is a smoldering bomb fuse, and will destroy our democracy for his own ego 
embellishment. Don't enable him!

Yvonne VA
He is a conspiracy theorist who propagate lies and is dangerous to our democracy as he 
has already proven that he could incite a riot.

Piotr VA

Donald Trump is a Nazi thug, who with Oath Keepers, Proud Boys, Q clan groups, KKK, 
and other fascists will never stop at spreading false facts, anti science data, hatred, bias, 
xenophobia, homophobia, and racism to dismantle the U.S. Constitution and Federal 
government. 

Henry VA

If he's not a bad man, I don't know one.  He has no business to influence the ideas of the 
people of this country.  Or any other.  Why not be fair and balanced and write the Devil's 
words into our literature?  Does it matter?

Fred VA Trump urged a March to overthrow our government and still lies about our democracy.
Allan VA Isnt it obvious

Peter VA

Donald Trump has shown repeatedly that he does not learn from his misdeeds.  There is no 
reason to believe that Donald Trump will 'behave' or 'follow the rules' if he is readmitted to 
Facebook use.  It took inciting an insurrection against the government of the United States 
for Facebook to take action against Donald Trump.  There is no guarantee that Donald 
Trump will not repeat such an action and to do so might jeopardize the long term profit and 
existence of Facebook. Enforce your own policies aggressively against a proven 'bad 
actor'; permanently ban Donald Trump.

Taffi VA

You know full well that you are justified in enforcing your policy and that Trump will NEVER 
stop spewing lies, hate, and dissension.  Please be part of the healing and return to unity 
instead of facilitating to undermine it.  Thank you. 

D VA Encouraging hate soeech

Francine VA

Donald Trump is toxic to the thread of Democracy!  There are too many people who are 
crazy and uncontrollable that follows him!  He preaches violence and hatred!  We do not 
any more division in our country!  DT doesn't care about you or me or them; he is only 
about himself and power! FB will be letting lies and toxicity back in the public eye!!!  You will 
regret it for the rest of your existence!!!!!

Marie VA His words are inciting followers to do damage.  He is not a man of peace.

Marvin VA

Trump is a charismatic demagogue with a mass following.  He attempted to thwart the 
democratic electoral process through mob violence.  A clear and present danger to 
American democracy.  He belongs in prison and must be silenced.  He must be rendered 
incapable of exercising political influence.  Keep him off of Facebook permanently.  Those 
who aid and abet him are likewise a menace to democracy.

Carol VA

Donald Trump incited sedition against the United States. He encouraged the attack on the 
U.S. Capitol that left 5 people dead and a national traumatized. He cannot be allowed to do 
more damage. If Facebook has any conscience other than its founder's pocketbook, it 
needs to enforce a lifetime ban. In any case, the next move will be to advance laws and 
regulations that will deny Facebook the ability to harm our democracy and make a profit 
while doing it.

Brian VA
Trump incited insurrection with his lies and hate, and he will do it again if given a platform.  
Trump is a modern day Hitler and his followers are "brown shirts".

Cathy VA
He consistently tells lies that inflame hate groups and he's responsible for inciting the 
insurrection.  He's a menace to democracy.

Derek VA It's clear he never learns from his mistakes, and he's simply gone too far!

Jennifer VA

I am a school teacher in central Virginia.  I believe that Facebook was criminally 
conspiratorial in allowing Trump to be so hateful and tell so many lies for so long.  See what 
we now have, thanks to Facebook, etc:  An attack on our U.S. Capitol, with intent to 
overthrow our election and perhaps murder legislators.  We have millions of people who still 
think Trump won the election.  You should have silenced Trump 4+ years ago.  Shame on 
You All !!!  I know you want the money, but what about siding with our democracy? !!  For 
Shame!!

S VA

WHEN A U.S. PRESIDENT MISUSES MEDIA PLATFORMS TO INCITE VIOLENCE AND 
DEATH, HE AUTOMATICALLY FORFEITS HIS RIGHT TO "FREEDOM OF SPEECH" TO 
FURTHER USE SUCH GLOBAL MEDIA FOR SAID PURPOSES.   FACEBOOK MUST 
PUNISH SUCH OFFENDERS PERMANENTLY!   
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steven VA He sows hate!  he lies! and he is a traitor!

Deborah VA

tRump is a mentally ill power hungry money grubbing insurrectionist and should NOT be 
allowed back on Facebook to work alongside his Russian trolls to warp the brains of 
Americans.

Rebecca VA

Over a period of 4 years you allowed Mr. Trump to spew lies and misinformation in spite of 
your policies otherwise.  He has been given more than enough chances, and has caused 
more than enough significant damage to this country.  It's time do something you should 
have done years ago, and put your money where your mouth is and honor your own 
standards and banish him for good.

Elliot VA do the right thing and extend his ban in perpetuity

Jereme VA

He adds nothing positive to our lives. He lies, he likes drama so he stirs things up. Under 
the circumstances with COVID-19, we need peace, a place to be positive and healing. We 
do not need his negative, loud presence. 

Sam VA

Your actions and inactions regarding this and all related concerns have been, are being 
and will be remembered by all of us who will live in the world that you are shaping with your 
decisions right now, in addition to being a matter of public record. We are all on it together. 
Environmental emergencies are affecting everybody’s health and livelihood, and will do so 
for generations to come.  All other issues need to be considered as facets of the critical 
state of the biosphere.
Given the consistency with which each current and foreseeable crisis has been weaponized 
against the vulnerable majority of the population of the United States of America and the 
world, and the exceptional leniency and overwhelming subsidization of any industry which 
creates and perpetuates such crises, any failure on your part to directly address and act 
upon these issues can only be seen as complicity in a clearly genocidal agenda.

Daniel VA
Mr. Trump is a serial, pathological, multiple liar.    Don't give him a platform to promulgate 
misinformation.

Elaine VA
T**** should NEVER be allowed on ANY social Media - he is a TRAITOR and a DANGER 
to this country!

Dayle VA

He only causes trouble, spreads lies, and encourages violence and stupidity to get more 
attention for himself. Nothing good can come of letting him repeat his personal history over 
and over.  There will be no peace until he and his demented followers shut up and face 
reality. Nothing about him is normal.  He is only lies and trouble-  and gratifying his own 
ego.

M VA
Donald Trump's communications are a risk to society.  Like yelling "Fire" in a crowded 
theater, it's not protected free speech and should not be given access to your platform.

Gwendolyn VA Please, keep Trump off Facebook.

Charles VA
By your own policies, he was banned. What public good is served by giving a forum to a 
violent, racist, narcicisst with demonstrated inability to accept reality? 

Tyler VA

Trump cannot be allowed to use a large platform such as Facebook to further his own 
agenda of spreading lies and misinformation to the American people. He must remain 
permanently banned.

Deborah VA
We had four years of incendiary comments that finally resulted in mayhem and deaths.  
There is still an undercurrent of proposed violence and that needs to stop now.

David VA

 Ecause he incited a lunch mob into attacking the Capitol with the intent to kill members of 
Congress. This insurrection and attempted coup resulted in the deaths of 5 people 
including a Capitol Police officer, and injuries to 140 other police officers.

Christina VA He dangerous.

Midge VA

We don’t let felons have guns or chronic drunks drive cars. Why?  Because they are a 
hazard to the public.  Donald Trump used FB to lie, suggest strong and violent actions, 
organize an interstate demonstration in DC at the time his election loss was being certified, 
and told the angry and armed crowd to go and fight hard. So why is he entitled to further 
access to his weapon of choice?  He is as unhealthy to our social communication as 
pornographers and child molesters. Why is this even being considered as a decision?  It is 
very clear what is the right outcome. 

Michael VA
Trump is only wanting attention and doesn’t care of the damage he causes. He adds no 
facts to Facebook or the public and only causes harm.  Don’t allow him back on ever.
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Barbara VA

Donald Trump should be banned permanently rom FB because he is a danger to our 
democracy & national security.  
He violated FB policies and used the FB platform (as well as other social media platforms) 
in a manner which incited violence against our nation as a whole & against individuals.

William VA yes ban the bast___!

Joseph VA

Words are dangerous.  Dangerous words cost lives.  We have enough proof that 
dangerous words have cost lives.  The "cancel culture" and "snowflake" terms are coined 
by liars who believe dangerous words are their right to free speech.  Free speech requires 
responsibility.  It is not free speech when what someone says on multimedia forums incites 
hate and violence.  Those who do, have no respect for our rights, our Constitution, the word 
of God, or anyone else including themselves.  We have the right to drive a vehicle...with a 
license, however if you drive irresponsibility, you lose that right.  Words are dangerous.  
Dangerous words cost lives.  Dangerous words should have consequences.

Christoph VA

Because Trump has undermined and weakened every US government and legal institution 
and created a bigger threat to our Nation than Al Quida ever was (demo took place on 1/6) 
by the simple expedient of 30, 000+ lies, repeated by every means of distribution. Shut him 
up for good if you have any combination of brain and heart in your body!

Rick VA You can expect Donald Trump to repeat his outlandish conduct of the recent past.

Alexa VA

Donald Trump continues to rile up his followers. In the past, his tweets have led to violent 
attacks against Black, Jewish, and LGBTQIA+ Americans, as well as leftist people who 
support those demographics. It is unacceptable and unfair for a social media platform with 
clear community guidelines to be making excuses for someone who has shown themselves 
to be blatantly phobic. It shouldn't matter if that person happens to be a past or present 
government official.

Stanley VA
Donald Trump is notorious for spreading all kinds of malicious gossip. He deserves no 
public forum.

Peter VA
The FEAR, HATE, LIES  and DIVISIVE tone Of DJT doesn't deserve any forum where he 
can foment INSURRECTION like on Jan6 2021

Joanne VA

Donald Trump is dangerous and his actions concerning white supremacy and pushing our 
government in an authoritarian direction is detrimental to all of us. This goes beyond free 
speech and we must not give a platform to Mr. Trump's lies and fascist agenda. 
Accountability must stand.

Judith K VA

Trump never learns.  He will continue to spread lies and conspiracy theories if he is allowed 
back on FB.   PLEASE do not allow politicians who lie continue their evil ways.  It hurts our 
country and our democracy.

Steven VA
Enforce Facebook's own policies and keep Donald Trump off the platform for good!  Until 
you do, our boycotts continue...

Kay VA

Please don't let Trump back on Facebook.  His constant lying is terrible for our country 
because too many people don't recognize that they are lies.  The violence that results is too 
dangerous.

Mary VA
Trump does not live in the real world but instead lives in a world of lies. As such he 
influences so many people who stand on the way of our country working together

Milton VA Trump has proven himself to be dangerous.  He should be declared public enemy #1.

Jody VA
Are you out of your mind!?!  Just when the country is beginning to be normal again, you 
want to give that maniac a platform?

Lindsay VA
Trump has proven time and again he will twist trust and incite resentment, to the point of 
violence. Don't give him a platform. 

Magi VA
Trump and his henchmen have threatened Facebook in serious ways.  FB is too scared to 
enforce responsible editing of amateur palaver.

James VA

He caused an insurrection against the government and country he took an oath to defend! 
What more do you need! The next deaths that happen if you let him back on will be on your 
hands!

Steven VA That man has actively encouraged insurrection.

Gerald VA
It is clear that Trump is a racist, bigot, and a danger.  FB needs to ban him, keep him off, 
and delete any posts he send thru others NOW!
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Ann-Marie Vastra Gotaland County

Donald Trump has repeatedly violated the terms and conditions, which you have tolerated 
while he was president. 
He uses your platform to incite violence and spread lies. 
Please, keep him away from Facebook!

Susan VT
This is no time to put profit before principles. Facebook needs to enforce it's own rules or 
reveal that it does not take them - or the Oversight Board - seriously.

Neil VT

It has been well documented that Donald Trump's deliberate disinformation campaign has 
been a harm to democracy and the safety of Americans. This can't be allowed to continue, 
and an example must be set by permanently banning him.

Penelope VT

Dear Facebook Board,

All of you are quite aware that our democracy, justice and Truth have severely 
compromised our nation led by a seditious ex-President who uses social media platforms 
and rallies to lie,divide our nation and brainwash vulnerable people and white supremacist 
groups.
All of you witnessed the attempted coup on our government led by Donald J Trump. This 
man should be banned from all forms of social media because his intentions are to 
overthrow our government funded by hostile foreign entities. If you love our country this is 
the moment to save it by banning all hate groups and their leaders such as Donald J 
Trump.
Sincerely,
Penelope Simpson Adams

Diana VT Donald Trump lies - you must not give him a platform to spread those lies!

Barbara VT
He doesn’t tell the truth. Ever. He doesn’t deserve a platform to peddle his conspiracy 
theories and lies.

B VT

OMG!  I can't believe anyone would give dt the opportunity to add fuel to the smoldering fire 
of lies that almost led to an overthrow of our democracy.  Definitely to NOT allow dt back.  
Learn from history.  What happened on hitler's second chance?

F VT

Donald Trump's documented history of misinforming the public makes him a threat to civil 
society and democracy itself. He should not be given a platform for his lies. He is a 
detriment, rather than a value-added, for Facebook.

Eric VT

Donald Trump's posts have consistently contained dangerous misinformation that has 
spurred violent attacks against public officials and emboldened white supremacists. These 
posts are against Facebooks terms of service, and Facebook shouldn't condone this 
behavior by allowing him to return to your platform.

Tricia VT
This isn't just about Trump; it's about the lies and lies and lies we have heard and the hate, 
the hate, the hate of white supramacists. 

Penelope VT
We don't need a malignant narcissist spouting his lies and continuing to damage our 
country.

kevin VT

They shouldn't. I say:
Hey Zuckerberg, banning those that propagate false information is one thing, but using 
filter-bubbles to drive a schism between our people's parties "trumps" that.

Bethany VT

Donald Trump has shown repeatedly that his agenda is hate-filled ,inflammatory, abusive to 
women and divisive to our country and world. He created the riot at the Capitol over his lies 
about his election loss, with violence,fear and deaths. Do NOT allow him access to millions 
of people on FB. Act for the common good and peace of us all, and not the greed of a few.

Joannah VT

This is a man who foments division and hatred. We do NOT need to hear any more of what 
he has to offer. Free speech comes with responsibility, and he flaunts his disregard of this 
fact. 

Carol VT

This man invited a riot against his own people! He PUBLICLY lied more that 30,000 times 
during his presidency-no company can catch that many LIES. So don’t try. Ban his nasty 
bitchy lies so that this country can heal, build bridges and become safe again.

Calista VT
Trump’s words have created irreconcilable pain and trauma in our country. Please silence 
his voice forever on Facebook.
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Elizabeth VT

It is irresponsible to allow a know. Liar who is willing to welcome violence in his name to 
have a public platform to spread disinformation and stir the emotions of his followers. 
Please expect more from your company. Hold a line for Your integrity and the benefit of 
less dissonance and friction for the public using your platform. 
It is certain that Donald J Trump would incite further violence if given the opportunity. He 
has expressed no responsibility or regret for stirring into being an insurrection against our 
democratic system of governance. 

Gary VT He is a trator!

Kate VT

Facebook banned him according to their policies when he lied and spread dangerous 
information which led to violence. To let him back in while only encourage his sense or 
entitlement and allow him to incite more dangerous situations. Does Facebook not take his 
actions seriously or think he has learned his lesson? He hasn't and it still the same 
pompous narcissist he was before . He thinks he can get away with anything and if he is 
allowed back it will only prove him right. No to Donald Trump.

Daniela VT No one should be granted special exceptions to established policies.
Charles VT BECAUSE HE VIOLATED SO MANY RULES ENFORCED SELECTIVELY BY FB.

Sari VT

are you insane? we all you are are greedy, but to let Trump back on facebook could, in fact, 
bankrupt you, any sane person would certainly and should drop you like a hot potato if you 
let the worst offender of your own policies back on your platform. 

Practice sanity and permanently remove Trump and all the others sedition mongers (read 
treason practitioners).

You in fact helped him all along, so we know where you stand, but try doing the right thing 
for the first time in you history. 

Gene VT
There is plenty of stupid crap on the web already, keep the orange lying psycho off the net, 
PLEASE

David VT
FacebookTwitter, and social media created the Trump disaster. Without social media 
Trump could not have drawn a mon to riot and break into the capitol to kill people.

William VT

Trump has proven to be the most despicable leader of the far right. You do not want his 
mad ravings to pollute your site and turn the world against you. Trump must be kept mute. 
Do not give him any access to any platform.

Debbi WA Because he lies and incites hatred.

Ilse WA

Trump plans to set up an unofficial government.  He intends to weaken our democracy.  For 
the love of God, don't facilitate this desire!  The Trumpkins don't need any more 
incitement!!!

Leslie WA

As long as Trump keeps yelling about the BIG LIE, he's a severe danger to our democracy!  
The second you let him back on FB, he'll start working for another attempted coup.  Don't 
let him back on your platform or you're complicit!
  

Kym WA

The lies and misinformation the Donald Trump created caused enormous suffering and still 
continues to divide this countries peoples. He should not be allowed to have that platform 
again to rise against fellow citizens. He is a very scary and dangerous man.

Susanne WA

Donald Trump's lies and hatred have persuaded many people to believe reality is other 
than it is. His lies are directly responsible for the covid-19 crisis being as horrific as it is. He 
deliberately incited insurrection to overturn an election that over 60 court cases said was 
free and fair. He must not have a platform. He is a clear and present danger to democracy, 
and Facebook must step up now to apply its own policies about hate speech to the chief 
hatemonger of America.

Jordan WA
No speech rights for treasonous individuals who incite violence and destroy democracy. 45 
is a danger to all life. Ban him from Facebook, Twitter, and all social media for life.

Elizabeth WA
He is NOT more deserving than any other person on Facebook about forgiveness for 
break8ng it's rules

WILLIAM WA Stop being complicit in his criminal behavior.  Stop enabling it.

Louise WA

With the insurrection at the Capitol Trump has forfeited his right to influence the nation. He 
spreads hatred, lies and paranoia wherever he goes. He should nor be aided in doing this 
by Facebook or social networks.
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Prem WA

This man is a known rabble rouser who has demonstrated his ability to raise a sizeable 
force of likeminded antihuman persons and generate an insurrection. In the interest of 
human rights he should be kept off public and social media, till he becomes sane.

John WA
Trump lies all the time and doesn't realize it! Deny this platform!

Kay WA

Trump spreads hate and division. His goal
is to destroy democracy and become a
hateful dictator. He must be stopped and
successfully impeached for all time.

Nola WA Trumps words are hateful and incite extremism

Pat WA
Please permanently ban Donald Trump, because of his disinformation of the past.

HaeSue WA

Spreading lies, false information and especially conspiracy theories is so dangerous. 
Please ban ANYONE who tries this on Facebook. Please! Jan 6 is a perfect example of 
what can happen when these lies & conspiracy theories are allowed to continue. Thank 
you!

Kevin WA

Donald Trump broke your rules over and over as president and you gave him a pass. This 
is a dangerous person who deserves no second or third chances, period. The fate of our 
Deomocracy depends on the citizens accepting the results of elections, especially when 
they have been vetted as well as this one has. Your platform must not be used to 
disseminate dangerous lies and especially Trump's, the most dangerous of all.

Bob WA TRUMP IS A DELUSIONAL FOOL.
Bruce WA He is the most dangerous to democracy in the world today.

PATRICIA WA

I can't even express how concerned I am at the thought of Trump being back on social 
media.  I am concerned for the welfare of this country and the world!  He is the most toxic 
human with no moral compass I have ever seen in our country. To be honest, I am truly 
scared.

Dinty WA
Trump is a danger to American democracy. His continued lies and violent rhetoric has 
already had an enormous cost on this country. Time to ban him for life.

Jared WA
Trump is using the threat of violence and outright lies to undermine our democracy. He 
should not be given a platform to do this irreparable harm.

Ralph WA Please!  No more of the same old B.S..

Rene WA

We are all sick and tired of the hatred, violence, white supremacists rhetoric, vile lies, 
conspiracy theories, incitement of riots that Donald Trump propagated and instigated.  
Please do not give him back his account!  Donald Trump needs to be held accountable for 
the Jan 6th insurrection! He held the highest office in our nation and helped damage our 
democracy and constitution.  WE HAVE HAD ENOUGH! Anyone who incited the violence, 
or commited the crimes need to lose the privilege of having a social media account, and a 
voice! This horrifying violent act must come with a price!

John WA Why would anyone want to publish the ramblings of pathological lying sociopath?

Angie WA

There is freedom of speech in this country and that is a good thing. However, freedom of 
speech is not freedom to spew lies and hatred or damage people and other animals. We 
have seen the effects of that. It becomes a cult and has to be stopped  before it spreads 
like a cancer and destroys our country and more. Before social media, newspapers and 
news had the "op ed" section where people could express opinions. It was not on the front 
page. It was not truth. It was opinion. Facebook must adopt a policy before it lets anyone on 
who is going to spew lies and hate with a preliminary statement by facebook that "the 
following contents are opinion, not fact and may be unsettling" or something to that effect. 
Facebook has become an enabler of violence and I don't believe that was the intention of 
facebook nor something Facebook wants to support. Facebook could also delete 
inflammatory pictures and comments. How do you as FAcebook deal with child 
pornography for example? Maybe you can deal with hate posts the same way.

Gary WA Just NO

Megan WA
Anyone who incites violence, is not practicing free speech. You can't yell "Fire" in a movie 
theatre. 

Share WA Do the right thing.
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K. WA

tRUMP has done WAY too much damage to our Country! Stop letting this Criminal further 
his LIES!!!!!
Thank You!

Mary WA

Trump lies like others breathe. He is a racist who is not subtle about his dupport if white 
supremacists and other domestic  terrorists.  He called on the Proud Boys to stand by.

Most importantly, he incited a mon to overrun th Capitol with the intent of harming or 
assassinating members of Congress.  Police officers were killed and severely injured.  
Trump has blod on his hands. To sime extent, FB also does. 
You have the responsibility ti never give him a platform for further incitement of domestic 
terrorism.  He is dangerous. 

Phebe WA
Trump incited sedition and insurrection - these are criminal offenses, and the man belongs 
in jail.  NOT spreading his continuing lies!!!!

Chris WA
It is so nice to not have Trump's lies, promotion of violence, racist comments, etc. on 
Facebook. Follow your rules and keep him off of Facebook. 

Marisa WA
He is an insurrectionist who insights violence and goes directly against your policies. We 
will not stop speaking out until you limit his voice.

Dale F WA tRUMP has nothing to say that will make the world a better place.

Linda WA
Do not give him a platform.  He is toxic and trying to overturn a legitimate government.  
Use some common sense.   

Mark WA Wake up folks.

merriann WA

Why would you even WANT to be enabling this lying cheat? The damages he did to this 
country, the psyche of this country, and the entire world with his lies is staggering! By 
allowing him this forum, Facebook is no better than Trump! Untrustworthy and corrupt. 

Katie WA

Trump should be permanently banned from Facebook because he has violated your own 
policy on disinformation countless times. His lies have hurt real people in our country. You 
have a duty to be a leader in shutting down the hate and vitriol that is plaguing our nation.

Suzanne WA

The attempted violent overthrow of our presidential election was inspired by Trump using 
his social media accounts. Qanon et al are top users of social media. I fear if Facebook 
continues to enable these radical groups we will be destroyed as a democracy.

Rocky WA

Trump must be kept off all social media platforms!  His lies incident the violence of Jan 6th 
and have damaged the foundation of trust in our democracy.  You Facebook are directly 
responsible for this and complicit in it.  If you let him back on your platform for the sake of 
greed and profit you will have more blood on your hands and will be risking the safety of my 
family and every family in this brutally sectarian nation.  You're actions have 
consequences!!  You're blood money does not come with out and extreme cost to us all! In 
the end we are all connected and this will impact you negatively as well.  Think about what 
you are doing and grow a conscience and sense of ethics!!!  Please, for all of our sakes, 
keep that madman off of Facebook!

Jerome WA

Donald Trump's multiple efforts to incite violence has now been successful with the attack 
on congress. Five people have died, many others are injured and many will go to jail after 
heeding his call to violence. Others have noticed his success and lack of accountability and 
are mimicking his actions. Allowing Trump to continue to spew hatred will continue to 
radicalize normally law abiding citizens. Trump has proved he cannot learn from his past 
bad behavior. He should be banned from Facebook forever. 

Lorraine WA Failur to ban Trump will only prove how corrupt you are.to ban Trump

Suzanne WA
Really??  Your own policies should always be enforced or why have any policies at all??  
tRUMP does not know what is a lie or what is the truth and I don't thing he will change.

Warren WA

Trump has caused Americans to die by the 100 of thousands with his misleading words 
(lies)! He and others have cause the deaths of Americans and police officer by his false 
claims (lies) about our election being fraudulent which insights a attack on our capital, 
democracy, and the constitution of the United States of America! This so called man has no 
business being on any social media sites for the sake of great country! KEEP THIS LYING 
EVIL VIAL PERSON OFF SOCIAL MEDIA!! 

Will WA Trump's lies undermine & nearly destroyed our representative government.
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Brie WA

If I had been caught spreading lies and promoting violence on Facebook, you'd ban me for 
life. And I don't have a large group of followers. Standards should be higher -- not lower -- 
for those who hold political power or otherwise wield national influence. 

Diane WA We don’t need to hear his lies.

Mitzi WA

You have an obligation to prevent the spread of misinformation. Look what is happening in 
the world because of that. If you allow Trump back on your platform, I will find another 
means to connect w friends & discontinue using FB.

Heather. WA Trump lies about everything

Pamela WA
Trump cannot be trusted to tell the truth about anything that contravenes his agenda. Do 
not give him a platform.

Brooke WA
he is a threat to democracy via his penchant for telling lies and sharing disinformation.  this 
only leads in a violent direction.

Jo WA

Trump belongs in prison for treason, plain and simple. He forfeited his rights as an 
American citizen. And facebook should also be held accountable for the platform's 
contribution to the decline of moral decency in the USA and the rest of the world for that 
matter. FB can start accountability by canceling trump! 

Melissa WA
Because he promoted the take over of the capitol. He does nothing but lie. Do not let him 
back on facebook.

V WA
FaceBook keep trump off your platform.. I know many people who have left FB because of 
the hate... The last couple of weeks has been nice not seeing trump's crap.

Elaine WA
Because he’s a walking menace who can easily cause harm given the reach of his 
audience.

Mary Lou WA
He has used Facebook to take advantage of his high profile to promote lies, incite fear and 
hatred and violence.  Need I say more?

Roni WA Hate speech has no useful function in society.

Lily WA

That horrible creature has done incredible damage, bringing our great country, and 
democracy, to its knees. Fomenting open rebellion, flouting the rule of law, abusing the 
power of the office of POTUS for personal gain.  
The orange baby should be wearing an orsnge jumpsuit! Freedom of speech should NOT 
include inciting open violence, and should absolutely NOT include ANY access to social 
media platforms from which to spout vile, poisonous, racist, misogynist abusive rants and 
tirades. It’s the man-baby equivalent of giving an abuser space to openly abuse and 
gaslight the victim(s).

Daniel WA

Donald Trump has committed Treason, stoked the fires of racism, lied and cheated during 
his campaign and presidency and should never be allowed to return to facebook. 
Zuckerberg has allowed him and countless others to spread disinformation and lies just so 
he can make more money. Totaly shameful!

Rebecca WA
Facebook is just another tool for him to use to spread his lies and keep things in chaos. 
Keep him off Facebook permanently!

Catherine WA
Doing what he did, he does NOT deserve to have a facebook account. What does it take to 
wake you up? HUH? Loose cannon!

Cornelia WA
Donald Trump repeatedly lies and incites unrest and violence.  He needs to be permanently 
banned from Facebook.  He is ruining our country and everything we believe in.

David WA

We have too much division in this country already.  To allow Trump to spread more lies 
only divides us more.  Public platforms like Facebook need to have accountability to the 
truth or they should not be allowed to operate.

Fayette WA

Mr. Trump has a well documented record of spouting outright lies and misleading half-truths 
to forward his personal agenda.  He lied to the American people about the danger of CV-
19, while clearly knowing that he lied (see his interview with Bob Woodward).  Mr. Trump 
also urged his followers to go to the capitol, where his thugs broke in and threatened 
electeds.  Why Facebook would want to be associated with a serial liar is unclear.  Please 
ban Trump from further access to your site.

Tom WA
Trump consistently promotes bigotry, violence and dangerous disinformation. Knowing that, 
if Facebook gives him a megaphone then Facebook is guilty of the same things.

Susan WA
He needs to be permanently banned as should all members of Proud Boys and other 
domestic terrorist groups.
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Kathleen WA Keep Donald Trump banned.  Don’t treat him preferentially; it’s not fair to the rest of us.

Melissa WA
Toxic, inciting to violence, constant lies and conspiracy theories, encouraging racist, 
misogynistic, rhetoric, propaganda 

J WA
FB should really try to be a platform that doesn't cater to proven liars. DT should have a 
minimum 5 years ban, life works too, whichever is the longest. 

C WA

After years of trump spreading 1000's lies about elections, numerous slanderous, baseless 
attacks against individuals and issues, Facebook and other social media finally suspended 
trump's accounts.  Since Trump's removal from social media sites, disinformation about the 
election plummeted 73%. PLEASE enforce your own policies, support and protect our 
democracy and permanently and ban him from the site for good! 

Sara WA

Facebook has policies that should be equally applied to all people who use the platform.  
No shouting “fire!” or other incendiary lies to arouse others to aggression.  That includes 
former President Trump.

Lori WA

Donald Trump is responsible for inciting sedition – while he himself was president! He has 
fomented hatred that has led to violence that still threatens representatives of government 
and indeed anyone who publicly disagrees with him. He lies consistently and now has 
troves of people who believe him and often follow up violently to unfounded rumors. Trump 
is a threat not only to democracy, but to far too many individuals who have dared to take a 
stand against him. We must not allow him to become a despotic ruler in our country, and 
giving him the megaphone of Facebook would encourage that.

Eric WA
Inciting violent insurrection and spreading lies regarding election fraud for personal gain are 
unacceptable, especially from a former president!  ENOUGH!

Cynthia WA

Donal Trump will not change his modus operandi; as long as he can have an audience his 
only goal is to keep his self importance fed.  In a short time (5 years +?) he has been able 
to validate hate  uncivil behavior and finally sedition all through the social media platform.  
This is no longer a question of free speech.  It is now a question of National Security.   Just 
as a criminal has certain privileges permanently revoked there is no justification to allowing 
zDonald Trump access to public and social media.  To do so will be abetting potentially 
criminal activity and confirming social media's contributions  to underming democracy. 
DON'T ALLOW DONALD TRUMP OR OTHER HATE MKNGERERS A PLATFORM: 
PERMANENT BAN!

Nick WA

Donald Trump has a history of spreading dangerous lies and promoting conspiracy 
theories. He encouraged an attack on our democracy and has earned a permanent ban 
from all media platforms.

Alfred WA

Following Mr. Trump’s years of lies and misinformation, propagated through the a 
Facebook account, and culminating in the January 6, 2021 mob assault on the Capitol 
building and Congress, there can be no possible reason for Facebook to allow him a new 
account...ever!

Susan WA
Needs no explaining:  isn't it obvious the hate and conspiracy that has spread by DT being 
allowed to spew on FB?

Barbara WA
Trump has harmed us enough.  He has other ways of going public.  Facebook has also 
harmed us enough.  Draw the line.

Spencer WA
Trump has lost his privilege to do many things... including using Facebook. Just 
permanently remove him access.. Done

Glenn WA
He's a threat to our democracy and devious enough that he is being investigated by the AG 
of the state of New York!

Billy WA
Trump has proven tie and time again he will do anything to gain power.  He must be 
removed from all forms of mass communication to protect the country.

Karen WA Hate, racism, misogyny and lies are all reasons why he should be banned permanently.

Sasha WA
Please keep The ban on Trump"s invective. Out democracy is still in peril !

Lael WA
Trump has incited too much hate to be allowed a social media platform. Please do the right 
thing and ban him permanently

Jill WA permanently ban the dangerous Donald Trump!
Douglas WA Permanent ban on DT to help save our democracy.
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Craig WA

DJT is a man who says whatever he thinks without filters.  He has fomented a failed 
insurrection taking six lives and costing thousands in damage interrupting a sacred political 
process. FB has repeatedly corrected Donald to no avail.  To eliminate the hate speech, 
deter the violence fomenting and to stay strong in the core values of FB Donald John 
Trump should be permanently banned from Facebook.  He is NOT above the law.

Jerry WA BOYCOTT FACEBOOK!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Betsy WA Facebook set its policies and then stepped away and let Trump break every one!

Stephanie WA

If anyone incites violence and encourages hate on their FB account, Trump should be held 
accountable and banned permanently. We cannot trust him. He cares for no one. Such an 
individual should not be allowed to spread his ideas irresponsibly. Facebook should enforce 
their policies. Making exceptions would create even more chaos.

Niel WA Trump speaks and spread LIES.

Kevin WA
Why would you believe that his behavior would change?   He must remain banned and 
should not be allowed to run again.  Ever.

Stephen WA

As a nation and as global citizens we face unprecedented issues: the pandemic, climate 
change, achieving a just society and world for all people; we do not need lies and denial of 
science and common sense distracting us from the truth and the tasks at hand.

karen WA

trump incited the incerection of congress with his lies and hate on facebook.  He needs to 
be permanently banned.  He cannot be trusted to tell the truth. To many people believe his 
lies.

Gordon WA Trump is dangerous, as a delusional, ignorant, chronic liar sociopath!!!

Sue WA
Facebook waited an excrutiating amount of time to ban Trump, please don't reinstate him 
EVER!

Mary WA

Donald Trump uses Facebook and social media to spread disinformation, promote 
conspiracy theories, encourage white supremacy and misogyny, incite violence, and more. 
Our country is more divided than ever before, and a lot of this is due of his influence on 
social media. He must be permanently banned.

CarolLee WA

If Trump yelled "Fire" in a crowded theatre, would you ever allow him in that theatre again?  
Would it matter how many people died in the stampede to get out?  Trump called his 
followers to insurrection, infinitely worse than opening his big mouth in a crowded theatre.  
Five people died; many more could have if his insurrection was successful  Please do not 
allow him to have a forum again.  Some will say this is censorship.  You are a private 
company.  YOu have every right to set your own standards and stick to them.  You must be 
relied upon to follow your own guidelines for everyone, even an ex president.
Thank you, CarolLee Braithwait

Sharon WA

Donald trump must not be allowed back onto Facebook or and other social media.  He has 
espoused lies, fear and hatred to all that watch and listen.  He has been a totally divisive 
force to our national detriment.  Please do not afford him this great platform again. 
Thank you, 
Sharon Davey

Kathy WA

This man encouraged a coup against our government. As the Senate is unlikely to develop 
a backbone and convict him, at the very least he must be muted and not allowed to gather 
the forces around him again.

Richard WA

Because Trump’s inciting a violent insurrection of Our Government cannot be forgiven or 
forgotten and if He is allowed to reuse Facebook He’ll only cause more Division and Death 
of Our Fellow Citizens with His lies !!! He is a Clear and Present Danger to Our Democracy 
and World Peace !!

Elizabeth WA
Make no exceptions in Facebook policy for anyone who demonstrably supports violence 
and spreads misinformation.

Diana P. WA He should not be allowed to be on Facebook!  He hasn’t changed a bit!

Elon WA

Donald Trump will never stop spreading lies.  It is who he is and what he does.  His 
behavior encourages other's violent and otherwise hurtful behavior.  Please do not allow 
him back on Facebook.  Thank you!



First name State Comment

Melissa WA

They need to stop enabling harmful disinformation from spreading to the best of their 
abilities to help maintain public safety. Donald Trump has continued to feed into the 
vulnerabilities of our nation, and beyond, and consciously incited violence on living, 
breathing humans. It is time that facebook continue to uphold and enforce their policies so 
our nation can begin to heal, to recover and work together for a safer and better future by 
not tolerating those who refuse to take responsibility for their dangerous and reckless 
behaviors.

Alie WA

Facebook needs to permanently needs to ban Donald Trump because he spreads hate and 
violence. He sent his followers to destroy democracy, and risked the congress member's 
lives. There is a line between free speech and severely dangerous, and Trump is miles 
ahead of that line.

Judy WA
Until he learns the difference between fact and fiction he needs to stay off.

William WA Trump has done/said NOTHING to show his behavior/words have or will change.

Victoria WA

Seriously?  When rules are not equitably applied, discrimination happens.  Then you're 
open to civil rights litigation.  Cheaper to apply the rules blindly, and give yourself a 
defense.

Lisa WA because he uses the platform to incite violence and hate.

Nancy WA

Trump is a clear and present danger to our democracy spewing disinformation, hate, 
racism and white supremacy. He incites violence, and insurrection. You must not provide 
him a platform: by providing him one for so long in the past, you have wrought indefensible 
damage in our country and the world. No more!

Rod WA We must do everything possible to minimize the hate speech and lies that fill the Internet.

Tita WA
He incited an insurrection. He should be tried for treason. He has no right to a Facebook 
account. He should be in jail.

Susan WA
Donald Trump is the consummate con man.  He definitely incites his base to violence.  We 
do much better without his lies and hate speech floating around the Internet.

James WA He's a sociopathic monster.

Maureen WA

Donald Trump is a danger to our nation.  His lies, lies, lies have spread so much 
disinformation.  He incited the riot at the Capitol.  He should not be given social media 
platforms to spread his hate and division.

Alexa WA

As a result of Trump's ban, polling data showed that 73% of disinformation disappeared.  
He does NOT need to be reinstated which would allow him to continue to spew hateful 
words

Kathleen WA

Donald Trump has been proven to be a big liar.  He spouts propaganda that serves his 
personal interests, not the interests of America.  His lies and disinformation are dangerous - 
he creates situations that put people's lives at risk because a lot of people believe his lies.  
ENOUGH! PERMANENTLY BAN DONALD TRUMP FROM SOCIAL MEDIA 
PLATFORMS!!!

Gregry WA Donald Trump is a criminal who fomented an insurrection.

Lonnie WA
TRUMP AS USED FB TO SPEW HIS HATE AND CALLS FOR VIOLENCE LONG 
ENOUGH!  TIME TO END THIS!

Kiki WA
He will continue to urge violence against people of color. He is extremely dangerous. Do 
not give him a platform!

Kathryn WA

Donald Trump has done horrific damage to our democracy and severely diminished our 
reputation. This was made possible by social media. Your own policies must be enforced to 
stop inflicting this damage on us.

Erin WA

Trump is, among other things, a predatory capitalist and we have seen what his ability to 
influence others through social media has done to our democracy.  ENOUGH!  NO MORE 
TRUMP on ANY SOCIAL MEDIA platform or that platform should itself be permanently shut 
down.  Trump's speech is NOT free speech - it is fascism should be treated as such.  

Gary WA Donald has earned, many times over, a lifetime ban.
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Liz WA

Leopards don't change their spots.

He's dangerous to democracy and the fundamentals in our country that have supported 
such creativity and ingenuity in the business sector upon which your company was built!!!

Lindy WA
Nooooooo! He has damaged our country with falsities long enough! Banding together his 
white supremisist agenda must end!

Shelley WA
Donald Trump is a pathological liar. His lies have incited violence  against minorities and 
incited an insurrection against our nation. These lies are the equivalent of yelling :

Shelley WA
Donald Trump is a pathological liar. His lies have incited violence  against minorities and 
incited an insurrection against our nation. These lies are the equivalent of yelling :

Al WA Murder and treason is enough of a reason.

Patrick WA

This is something Facebook shouldn't given more than 2 seconds of consideration to... NO! 
Trump should be banned forever. He encouraged and attack on the American legislation. 
Beyond sedition, this is purely a horrific act. His voice needs to be silenced. His first 
amendment rights are null and void after that action.

Sharon WA
Ban Trump forever! Facebook has been used for years now to spread lies, don't allow 
anyone on the platform to continue to do so--no matter WHO they are!

Delora WA

I will never look at Facebook again if you allow Donald Trump back on Facebook. Do you 
have policies or not? If I put the same content out as Trump, would you not suspend my 
account? He is a liar who should never have to be heard from again. 

Donna WA

Our media platforms must agree to remove disinformation and conspiracy theories no 
matter who they come from even the former president.  Please permanently keep former 
president Trump off of Facebook.

Heidi WA He uses social media to spread dangerous conspiracy theories, hate, and invite violence.
Kim WA Please for the safety of our country ban Donald Trump for life!

Christopher WA

NO DEAL!!! The impact of these actions was immediate: Since Trump's removal from 
social media sites, disinformation about the election plummeted 73%. DO NOT let tRump 
spread more lies and misinformation. If you do, we will know that you do not care about 
your customers. The more crap facebook causes the more likely another company will 
replace your sorry asses!

J WA

The first amendment does not apply to private business, they have clear rules, if you break 
them they have the right to suspend your account. Don't break the agreement that in most 
cases you either don't read but agree to by having an account. Read the rules... 

While the first amendment protects free speech
It also protects us from some fools yelling fire in a crowded theater. 

Carrie WA
Are you KIDDING?  After what he instigated in DC will you once again provide him with a 
platform to communicate world wide?

Sarah WA
Preaching lies and hate on that massive a scale cannot be allowed.  His actions incite riots 
and insurrection

K WA We do not need misinformation and incitement to violence
Robert WA Trump lies and does not follow federal laws

Dorothy WA
Free speech is NOT intentional lies and urging sedition.  The man is a psychotic liar and 
should be held accountable for his actions.

Kristen WA
Trump has been impeached twice! We don’t have the results and findings of this event! Let’
s let that other shoe fall before we restore the rights of a possible anacharistic felon, right?

Marco WA

 Enforce Facebook's VERY OWN policies and keep Donald Trump, Steve Bannon, Alex 
Jones, Josh Hawley, Marjorie Taylor Greene, QAnon, Proud Boys, Boogaloo Boys, 
Atomwaffen, KKK and all racists and domestic Terrorists OFF the Facebook / FB platform 
FOREVER !

Jo-Ann WA He's done enough damage with his lies and ego stroking comments. Never again.
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Tina WA

The man has demonstrated that he won't change what he says or does so many times and 
in so many ways. He is deliberately divisive. He goes beyond expressing his opinions, to 
lies, slander, name calling and harassment. He engages in hate speech. This bad behavior 
from him or anybody else is not what was intended by the first amendment. It's 
Cyberbullying when other people engage in the same behaviors. He is not above the law.  
He is not above social rules all the rest of us must live by.  Please keep him off Facebook! 
There's nothing wrong with having rules of engagement and requiring that we all follow 
them to be welcome.  

Lorraine WA
Please for the well-being of the country and world DO NOT let Trump have access to the 
public via Facebook.  Thank you.

Sandra WA No one is above the law, nor exempt from fair policies.

Olivia WA

When we look at the algorithm of social media and what “hate speech” is defined as, based 
on what posts get to stay and which are removed, it is completely backwards. The removal 
of Black voices and posts speaking about their own experiences, the insurrection, and truth. 
Allowing Trump back on social media upholds the white supremacy in the social media 
algorithms. White supremacy is so rooted and engrained in this country and culture, it’s 
incredibly disgusting to see Black voices removed off social media for simply explaining 
how it is, how we can better... but then seeing a leader in white supremacy and an 
incredible hateful and hurtful human being, leading harm against our country and our 
people, being allowed to continue spitting lies, hatred, and overly rallying up the proud boy 
Qanon crowd of the country. It leads to more violence and more death. There is no benefit 
here. 
Trump will be okay without a platform. 
Please don’t make a massive mistake by allowing him back on, and permanently ban 
Donald Trump from Facebook.
As a tech leader, you, Facebook have a lot of power to help the people continue to abolish 
white supremacy in our social media algorithms and platforms so it is a loving space for us 
to connect and learn from one another. Or, you can give a lot of power back to ONE WHITE 
MAN whose thoughts and words lead to violence, hurt, and widespread anger and evil 
across an entire nation.
Now more than ever, the people need you to be a leader. Trump, and people like Trump, 
do not deserve a voice on social media. Haven’t white supremacists voiced and shown 
enough of their hate and lies already?

James WA
Donald Trump lies and his lies cause people to break the law. Don't be a part of this law 
breaking. Don't allow Trump a platform from which to lie

Michael WA

The truth is, Facebook shouldn't hide behind its new oversight board to avoid fixing its 
problems. It just needs to enforce and strengthen the policies it already has. It's already 
against Facebook's rules to share inaccurate voting information, spread election 
disinformation, or incite violence at the polls--all things that Trump and his allies repeatedly 
got away with during the election. Since Trump's removal from social media sites, 
disinformation about the election plummeted 73%.

Simply removing Trump from the platform isn't going to fix the systemic racism and sexism 
built into the very algorithms of Facebook, but demanding that Facebook enforce its own 
policies around disinformation is an important step on the path to re-imagining social media 
platforms that allow people to connect with each other free from the threat of misogynistic 
and white supremacist hate and violence.  

Deborah WA

Trump made nearly 30,000 false statements (lies) during his presidency. He shared 
conspiracy theories, racist and sexist material, refused to denounce racists and violent 
insurrectionists. He refused to denounce Russia for interfering in our election. He is a 
danger to a peaceful democratic society because he has proved repeatedly that he will say 
or do anything to get what he wants. He should not be allowed a powerful, global platform 
to continue to pursue his lawless power grab which puts our democracy at risk. 

Barbara WA He speaks mostly lies and there should be no public platform for him to spread his venom.
Diane WA Are they policies or just legal BS?

Richard WA
Because he disseminates false propaganda and advocates violence.  Facebook should 
stop being a tool for fascism in order to profit.

Jeanne WA He’s a lifelong treasonous, lying thug 
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Frances WA

Anyone who shouts "FIRE!" in a crowded theater has forfeited his right to speech; what 
Trump does multiple times a day is the equivalent of shouting "FIRE!" in a crowded theater.  
Keep him off all social media forever! 

Anne WA

Trumps account should stay suspended given his history.  Not enough time has elapsed for 
him to prove himself as a reliable source of information.  Just like yelling FIRE in a crowded 
theater is NOT free speech, we must be vigilant in making sure social media platforms as 
well as newspapers and television news do not spread misinformation or incite violence.

Roberta WA
trump enjoys spreading lies, inciting violence and basically causing problems wherever he 
goes.  There is no room for this type of behavior on FaceBook.

Kate WA
Giving a platform for propaganda, lies, and promotion of insurrection or sedition is not what 
this country needs right now. 45 should be banned for his lifetime.

mary WA
The man spreads hate, bigotry, and terrorism and sadly, uninformed people buy into it and 
do horrible things based on his rhetoric.

Sandy WA

His rhetoric has no place or purpose in these times except to foment more hate and 
violence which he has so ably demonstrated that he's capable of inciting. Enough is 
enough!!!

Riley WA He has incited lies and violence which have taken lives.
Jesse WA He is a criminal
Don WA This fascist liar should be permanently banned.
diane WA He lies and incites violence.

Abigail WA

He spews hate and incited the insurrection on January 6. What more do you need? He's a 
racist and a bully. Whatever platform he has, he will use for further inflammatory lies and 
remarks.

Gary WA

I believe Trump is responsible for both encouraging and riling up the crowd who 
deliberately attacked our Nation's Capitol and also for deliberately not calling the National 
Guard to help out when the Capitol Police were overrun.   My opinion Trump is a traitor and 
should definitely not be allowed on Facebook to spread his lies.

Tim WA

While in office, tRump spewed 30,000 lies in the 4 years he was in. MANY of those were to 
support hate groups, white supremacist groups, racist speech, and threatening comments. 
Besides the 400,000 DYING OF COVID because of his LIES, 5 people died in WA D.C. on 
Jan 6.
His hateful, murderous rhetoric should NOT be allowed on Facebook!

BE TRUE TO YOUR OWN TOS!!!!! 

DON'T BE HYPOCRITES!

Carol WA Ban TRUMP for good!!

Sue WA

If enforcing your own policies become is a bone on contention withing your own company, 
then don't know what to tell you, guys.  You're doing a right and just thing by not permitting 
Trumpty back on FB.   Don't go and screw everything up by going back on your own words 
and your own policy.  

C WA
The world will be a better place when the lies of Donald Trump are no longer available on 
Facebook's social media platform.

Debbie WA

Trump has always been a danger to our Country because he pushes HATE & FEAR of 
fellow Americans, also our Government Institutions that are tasked with protecting 
Americans !!!  

Derek WA America endured four years of Trump. We don't need to hear from him any longer.
Tonya WA a cancer on the country

Douglass WA

Donald Trump is a clear danger to our democracy who has encouraged racism and violent 
extremists and is responsible for organizing and inciting the attempted insurrection against 
the U.S. on January 6th.

Deborah WA Trump is a danger to society and cannot be allowed to spread his lies.
Carrie WA He is a danger to society
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Larry WA

Thank you for choosing America over the fascist Traitor Trump -- only 4 years too late!~  
Now don't f**k it up by letting the traitor back on your platform to continue attacking our 
country.

Christine WA
Trump is a propagator of lies and hate that lead to violence, death threats and death. Keep 
him off social media! 

betty WA
Trump has consistently striven to bring hate and discord to America. He should NOT be 
allowed to feed that flame.

Edwyna WA

trump is awash with verifiable mental illnesses.
Having such a person rant and rave online, someone who has no moral or ethical or ethical 
baseline should NOT be allowed to spread his craziness online,

Andrea WA
He is a menace, and will indulge in this sort of violence again. He sees nothing wrong with 
it. 

Laura WA

Donald Trump has proven to be a threat to our functioning democracy. He uses your 
platform to promote lies, misinformation, sedition, and violence. Please follow your own 
rules and permanently ban him from Facebook and Instagram. 

Janice WA

Trump has consistently used social media to spread disinformation - that has undermined 
our democracy as well as our ability to respond to the Covid pandemic. He will never reform 
and so needs to be prevented from having far-reaching platforms to continue to do harm, 
because his lies have been actively harmful. Please show the responsibility he lacks and 
keep him off of Facebook.

Sabrina WA

Donald Trump has more than proven himself to be untrustworthy, incapable of telling the 
truth, and a gleeful and willful spreader of disinformation. Do not let him back on social 
media in any form. Silence him now. 

Andrew WA

Hasn't Trump caused enough trouble! Five people lost their lives during insurrection at the 
White House! He has violated your own policies.He is a danger and a fool,don't let him 
make a fool out of you too!

Karen WA
Donald Trump** is a dangerous sociopath and a threat to society. He needs to be kept off 
social media. Period.

Vanessa WA
Treasonous Trump sold out America for his own ego and profit.  Approaching 500,000 
Americans who are now DEAD because of Trump.  Don't let him kill or hurt anyone else.

Glen WA

Trump has PROVEN that he is a HORRIBLE TERRORIST who PROVOKES RACISM and 
PROVOKES VIOLENCE and PROMOTED A VIOLENT COUP to OVERTHROW OUR 
ELECTION and VIOLENTLY INVADE CONGRESS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Trump is a HORRIBLE MENACE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
You must NOT be his accomplice!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
If you allow Trump to use Facebook, WE WILL BOYCOTT FACEBOOK INTO 
BANKRUPTCY!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Karen WA

Trump told over 30,000 lies during his 4 years in office.  He also used his Facebook and 
Twitter access to incite an insurrection against our government, resulting in 6 deaths and 
many injuries.  The peaceful transition of power is the most important step to retaining our 
democracy.  He is also delusional.  He still thinks he is the 45th president.  

Max WA Keep your ban on Trump!  He's a known liar.  You know it, and most of us know it.  

G WA

Facebook promoted itself as for the common good, it cannot and should not facilitate the 
spreading lies and inciting violence. If it does, it should be held responsible for the 
consequences. Likewise a president, current or former.

Artemis WA Don’t give a voice to hate!

Edward WA
There's no apparent reason that Trump would cease spreading lies if allowed back on the 
platform.

Sarah WA
Donald Trump has a history of spreading hate and lies. He has no business being on social 
media, where these are amplified by his followers and supporters.
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Angela WA

Donald Trump has a large following and is far too dangerous to allow him and his followers 
to gather on a widely used, mainstream social media platform. His violence inciting rhetoric 
and his appeal to white supremacist groups makes it a lethal combination for the health and 
safety of citizens in the US and around the world. So not offer him a platform to organize for 
further damage to our country and beyond.

Michelle WA

Misuse of power and authority.
Clearly, the man is incapable of using services for greater good. Uses service to influence 
criminal behaviors.

Nancy WA How about, just for once, doing the right thing.
Tika WA fb and donald dump both SUCK
Howard WA Keep the lying criminal off.

Courtney WA

It is Facebook's responsibility to stop the spread of disinformation. I love that Facebook has 
connected people across the globe and given more access to information to people around 
the world. That connection and information is useless if it is incorrect.

Julie WA

Trump must be banned permanently from Facebook. He has shown no remorse for his 
constant string of lies claiming election fraud and supporting violence and overthrow of our 
government. In fact, he has doubled down on perpetuating these lies. Giving Trump a 
platform for spewing lies only encourages conspiracy theories and hate speech. Facebook 
itself would be incriminated in spreading dangerous misinformation. Do not give Trump his 
megaphone back. He has not earned it. 

Susan WA
Donald Trump spreads lies and should never be allowed to perpetuate hatred ad he has 
during the four years of his presidency.  Please keep him off Facebook!

Noel WA

Facebook should enforce its policies to keep all hate speech to a minimum (in fact, it should 
ideally strive to eliminate it altogether).  Arguing that it violates free speech to not let others 
express their views even if they're not popular or spew hateful vitriol is to be complicit in 
allowing potential threats of violence go undetected and lead to potential violent crimes 
which may have been avoided, which is exactly why Trump should be permanently banned.  
We all know he's capable of inciting a riot by firing up his base and instructing them to do 
things which are both illegal and dangerous.  Furthermore, Facebook will start losing 
members, including me if they don't set a better example and send a message to people 
like Trump that their actions have consequences!

Julie WA
If you care one fig about protecting our democracy or about "creating community", you will 
NEVER AGAIN allow Trump a platform on Facebook!

Dodie WA
Please permanently ban Donald J. Trump from Facebook.  He really doesn't need to be 
heard by anyone anymore.  He's caused enough trouble.

Karen WA
Donald Trump spews hate. He should not be allowed to be on Facebook, Twitter, nor any 
other social media.

Michael WA
The man has consistently proven himself to be a compulsive, brazen liar, a spreader of 
misinformation, and a threat to our Democracy.

William WA

tRump fanned the flames of violence with his comments both in person and on public 
media...this led to the attack on the capitol by conspiracy theorist neo-nazis.  tRump has 
shown that he will continue if he is allowed to.

Patricia WA He’ll just continue to spread lies. Enough is enough.

Jeanne WA
Donald trump has caused an attempt to overthrow a legitimage election... do not give him a 
platform for his lies and gaslighting

Tamara WA
Trump is toxic to our nation.  Do not let him back on Facebook to continue spewing his 
poison and lying about the election results.

Elena WA

Trump is dangerous to our democracy because he lies and pushes outrageous conspiracy 
theories. You can't have democracy and allow brazen lies on social media, seen and 
shared by millions of followers. Please don't allow Trump back on Facebook.

Dean WA

Trump is an inveterate liar whose communications regularly cross the lines to a point where 
they result in injury and death to others. He must be held responsible for his actions. One 
way to do this is to not allow him the megaphone for his lies. This is Facebook’s 
responsibility. Hopefully lawsuits against him will result in hefty fines or imprisonment to 
deal with the considerable harm he has caused, as well. Do your part, Facebook.
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Suzan WA

ARE YOU AS SUICIDAL, SELF DESTRUCTIVE AS TRUMP. 
WE THE LOYAL AMERICANS WHO USE YOUR SERVICE FOR NOW, 
WILL NOT LET YOU OR ANYONE TAKE DOWN OUR COUNTRY. 
SO IF YOU WANT TO CONTINUE TO PROSPER HERE STOP ALIGNING YOUR SELF 
WITH TRAITORS, OR ARE YOU A TRAITOR ?!!!

Deborah WA
Trump has told more lies than any other president. He has caused a lot of damage to this 
country with his words. Please help keep him from creating more damage!

Lou WA
If ever anyone deserved to be blocked from Facebook, it is Trump!  Stand by your decision 
and get rid of him!

Diane WA

This man has single-handedly done more damage to the US than any other domestic or 
foreign threat in the last 80 years.  Giving him a platform on Facebook to spew more of his 
lies and propaganda would be tantamount to surrendering to the adversaries of the US and 
becoming enslaved.  Please stop this man by permanently banning him access to 
Facebook or any other medium through which he can sow the seeds of hatred, bigotry, and 
the pure evil that he is.

Paula WA Trump is a clear and present danger to our country.

Merlene WA
EVERYTHING he says/writes is a lie.  Why promote dishonesty?  Trump has no "right" to 
be given the privilege to use Facebook as a weapon 

Richard WA Ban Trump for life.

Joanne WA

Because anything he has to say is a falsehood.  There is noting about the man worth 
hearing about or otherwise.  He's a man who took children from their parents. Maybe 
forever.

Lara WA
This is not a matter of free speech. He can say what he wants, just not on such a wide 
platform. Be responsible with your content, Facebook. 

Wayne WA Because he is a fascist and he committed treason

Margaret WA

Facebook should continue to enforce its own policies and permanently ban Trump because 
he has, over and over again, spread lies which "some people" believe.  There is absolutely 
NO evidence he will stop doing that!  Please sustain the ban.  Do the right thing for the 
country.

Peggy WA

Trump has broken the policies of Facebook time and time again telling lies to the world.  
There is not a shred of evidence he will stop doing that.  You must continue to ban him 
indefinitely or always.  Do the right thing for the world!

Kevin WA Because he encourages violence, racism, and hate!

Joyce and Doug WA

ANYONE who lies, presents falsehoods and blatant propaganda must not be allowed the 
megaphone of public media.  This is especially true for donald trump, who seems NEVER 
able to tell the truth and cares only about ginning up support for his causes.  A permanent 
ban is a good idea for him and those like him.

Joseph WA

In general the analogies aren't that strong between Trump & Hitler, but the Hold My Beer 
Putsch we just saw deserves the complete deplatforming and disgrace that Germany 
should have given Hitler, not the proverbial slap on the wrist.

Emilie WA

Trump has for too long enjoyed the ability to spew his vitriol all over the internet. In the eyes 
of many this was unavoidable when he was president, but yet that privilege was taken away 
when he ceased to show restraint and honesty and good moral choices in posting to incite 
an insurrection and attempted coup. He still cannot be trusted and should be permanently 
banned. He is a former president; let his dangerous, racist words and ideas fade from 
public view rather than give him a platform to continue to make them known and potentially 
- and likely - incite further violence and bad feelings.

d WA No room for traitors on Facebook and seditious persons should be banned as well!
Terri WA You are helping the spread of DISINFORMATION and are not serving the public interest
Susan WA He’s a danger to our country and democracy!

Janet WA
Trump does all that is possible to make OTHER PEOPLE uncomfortable. He must hate 
himself a whole lot!  Please don't allow him back onto Facebook!

Katherine WA
Donald Trump has incited violence and is a direct threat to our democracy.  It is vital that he 
be PERMANENTLY banned from Facebook!!
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Judith WA
Facebook needs to permanently ban Trump.  His posts give him a platform to spread lies 
and   encourage his followers to threaten Democracy.

Erin WA

Donald Trump is harming individuals and communities through the lies he spreads as well 
as through his bigoted, racist, hateful, corrupt, misogynistic language and messages. It is 
irresponsible to allow Trump to use a platform like Facebook to spread his lies and hate.

Judith WA

Trump and his followers are dangerous to our democracy.  If you permanently ban him, he 
will loose easy access to his seriously deranged white-supremacist supporters.  Don't 
enable him.  He feeds off the attention, and you are in a position to take away his power 
and  his means of riling up the   crazies. Please in the interest of our country, ban him from 
using Facebook.

Heather WA
Trump is poison. He brings out the worst in people. Do not let him use you to promote 
ignorance, fear, anger, and hate.

Mandy WA We must keep Trump's toxic bigotry off of Facebook's poisonous platform.

Gayle WA

I can't even put into words why he should be permanently banned from FB - because there 
are too many words!  January 6, 2021 was the day democracy almost died and FB 
contributed to the incitement of hate & violence by amplifying Trumps megaphone on social 
media.  Please stop.

Brandon WA

Trump is an existential threat to democracy in the U.S. Facebook has enabled, aided and 
abetted in genocides around the world, helping despots weaponize misinformation and 
organize lynchings. It's time to accept responsibility for your role in the rise to power of 
fascists like Bolsanaro and Trump and your role in helping human rights abusers to violate 
human rights. Start by permanently banning the King of Disinformation (Trump) from all 
your platforms. 

Tristan WA Is hateful man
Marlow WI yes

Jackie WI

We must be a nation that conforms to rule of law.  No one is above the law, no one.  The 
former President is no exception, in fact, applying rules and laws differently to him is a 
dangerous path we tread.

Gretchen WI
Trump is dangerous and you should not assist someone who advocates treason and 
sedition. I hope treason and sedition are not activities you approve of or promote.

Rebecca WI Trump wants to spread disinformation and hate and lies

Sarah S Jones WI

Trump has shown us convincingly that he will traffic in hate speech, lies, and incitement on 
any platform he can.  As a now-private citizen, he has no claim to special status.  Facebook 
does NOT owe him access to its audience, and he has proved many times over that he 
does NOT deserve it.

Lynn WI
For the sake of our country, and to maintain public trust in Facebook, Mr. Trump should be 
permanently banned from Facebook as a threat to our democracy.

Caryl WI Insurrection is a crime. Inciting insurrection is a crime too.
Susan WI I won't use Facebook if Trump is allowed back. He's an abuser.

Edward WI

Since the day that he first announced his candidacy Donald Trump has spread lies, hate 
and division.  There's a saying, "When someone shows you who they are, believe them the 
first time."  We've had more than four years of "first times", and we know how Trump will 
abuse social media sites.  His rhetoric has already led to an insurrection that saw people 
dead, Congressional representatives in fear for their lives.  If we continue to give him a 
platform for his hate and lies, Facebook and all other social media sites that give him a 
voice will be, in part, responsible for the eventual violence that will come from his rhetoric. 

Don WI No way in hell! Do NOT allow Trump access to any social media, ever!!!

Sandra WI

IN ORDER TO FORTIFY THAT TRUMP NO LONGER HAS THIS FORM OF SOCIAL 
MEDIA AS A PLATFORM FOR HIS LIES AND ANTI-PATRIOTIC PLATFORM IN THE 
FUTURE AS WELL AS THE PRESENT!!!

Nadine WI
Lives of elected  representatives and  senators were put at risk on Jan. 6.  Please ban 
former president Trump permanently for his inciting a riot.

Gail WI

He has instigated seditious acts harmful to our democracy & issued racist & white 
supremest views. It is imperative that FB enforce its own policies & deny Donald Trump 
access to this platform.



First name State Comment

Ken WI

Facebook seems to have some protection and guidance in place already. That is a 
beginning position but more is needed to ensure that damaging and harmful reteric is not 
promoted on this platform.

David WI
Please ban Donald Trump from Facebook.  He has spread lies on Facebook for over 4 
years and fomented racism and hatred again and again.  It's time to ban him for life.

Jerry WI
Trump is a cancer that should not be allowed to poison our ever weakening democratic way 
of life.  Life and mental health is much safer without his negative influence via social media.

Eric Andersen WI
He is charged with Sedition and has a lifelong history of Lying and Cheating and Blaming 
others.  Trumps word can not be trusted and should be denied from Social Media platforms.

Corrine WI

This man has caused so much havoc with his social media accounts. There are people who 
followed him and now are going to prison for him. He needs to banned for life from social 
media.

Caryn WI
Facebook, you helped make this mess, now it's time to clean it up.  And not just for a few 
weeks. Clean it up for good.

Tammy WI
He incited an insurrection and is an imminent, grave threat to Our National Security and 
Democracy!  WE THE PEOPLE demand Facebook permanently ban Donald Trump!!

Carla WI
You have a MORAL responsibility to  NOT post proven lies, political propaganda,threat's, or 
posts that threaten or incite violence against any person or our government or Democracy.

Julia WI
Trump should not be allowed to return to Facebook for the same reasons he was removed 
in the first place. He will continue to spread lies, a violation of Facebook's policies. 

Joseph WI Dump Trump!
Elaine WI Giving him any platform to propound his conspiracy theories should be illegal.

Betty WI

You need to ban Donald Trump forever. Please do the right thing. He can only stir up hate 
and misinformation and conspiracy theories, Don't let him and his pardoned henchman get 
a foothold again. They are dangerous to democracy.

John WI

Mr.Trump has been responsible for a large amount of the disinformation regarding Corona 
Virus. Resulting in many deaths. He is a threat to the health of the country.

Jim WI Please stand against hate speach especially for profit.

Nicole WI
We just got over a violent attack on Congress incited by him and his words! He is too 
dangerous to be given a public platform to spew his hate and incite further violence!

Norda WI Do deflate his following

Anne WI
A fascist should not be allowed to turn this country into a place like Musolini's world War II 
Italy which is what this is about.  Face book is something that I have never used.

Mary WI
Begging you to keep the poisonous voice of Donald Trump off of all social media.  He is 
irrelevant and only sows lies and dissension.

William WI

If it were anyone else, Facebook would permanently ban the individual, so why let Trump 
back in? He is a treasonous, pathological, liar who incited an insurrection.  If you do 
approve his return, then you are a worthless punch of money grabbing individuals who 
should have no place on the board!

Pat WI

Donald Trump has spread lies and accelrated the hatred between races across the country 
with his Tweets, and other social media formats for years.  He is a threat to Democracy.  
He should NOT be given access to posting on Facebook.  

Lawrence WI

WHAT IS THE MATTER WITH YOU PEOPLE? HE HAS TOLD OVER 3000O LIES IN THE 
LAST 4 YEARS . DO WE REALLY NEED TO LISTEN TO MORE LIES.? NO THANK YOU. 
WAKE THE HELL UP

Alan WI Hate speech is not freedom of speech.  It promotes disunity.

Alexia WI
You suspended Trump's account for a very good reason. There is no reason to assume he 
will change his actions. Keep him off Facebook.

Gary WI
Freedom of speech does not include freedom to lie.  Donal Trump is a documented liar of 
great proportion.  He should not be allowed to spew his lies on Facebook.



First name State Comment

Paul WI

BAN DONALD TRUMP PERMANENTLY FROM FACEBOOK! This traitorous liar incited a 
seditionist mob to attack the Capitol while electoral votes were being counted, resulting in 
the deaths of 7 people, violence, and vandalism, not to mention terrorizing everyone in the 
building, including our Congressional representatives and their staff members. He is a 
menace to our country and Democracy itself. He does not deserve to have a platform for 
his hate speech and violent rhetoric. BAN DONALD TRUMP PERMANENTALY FROM 
FACEBOOK. NOW!

John WI Yes, no more lies to anyone
Kay WI he is toxic to our democracy & our well being with his rhetoric!!

Tim WI
It is the individual not the title that merits respect. I do not feel this man has any right to 
spread more lies. He has damaged our democracy enough.

Linda WI
We are all aware that Donald Trump is incapable of telling the truth. Plus he likes to create 
chaos  and incite violence. It affects us all in a bad way!

Heather WI Keep Trump off of social media. He's a vindictive liar and his words hurt people.

Andrea WI
He has proven he is self serving and will continue to lie on any platform in order to advance 
his personal agenda.

Arlene WI

The lies Donald Trump has spread on Facebook are so dangerous, he cannot be allowed 
to use the platform.  He has freedom of speech to self publish.  A private company does not 
have to do that for him.

Peggy WI Because tRump is a loose cannon!!
Randolph WI He does not have any reason to be allowed on your site. Do not allow him back on.

Mike WI
A life time of being a con artist has left too many destroyed lives in its wake.  Prevent 
further destruction - keep D.J. Trump off Facebook.

Christine WI
Donald Trump uses Facebook to incite violence, to spread lies and to divide Americans. He 
should be permanently banned.

Camille WI

Donald trump is incapable of self knowledge, self regulating and common decency. He 
holds
Too much power over his cult followers and is a credible threat to our democracy. 

Laurie WI

Shame on anyone who would allow a despicable, inhumane, evil person to spew vile 
hatred, lies, and undeniably racist views on any social media platform. I partially blame you 
for allowing these despised comments to be on your platform. Your helping to incite 
violence, hatred, and the inevitable attacks on our Capitol and democracy. Please do NOT 
allow anyone on you platform that might post hateful and divisive comments. It leads to 
mayhem, and sometimes death. 

Ann WI You should ban ALL those spreading lies and dis-information on your site!
Dick WI NO RACISTS AND WHITE SUPREMACIST COMMENTS ON FACEBOOK!!!
Mary WI Yes to ban Trump policies and permanently Indefinitely

Peter WI
What does constant lying, as Trump does, do tompromote civil society? Nothing. In fact, it’s 
very detrimental to civil society. 

Marty WI

Every person who holds the title that was Trumps, acquires authority and influence whether 
deserved or not. In this case, it is incontrovertible that influence was used wrongfully and in 
seriously damaging ways that effected  the entire population of the USA and the Nations of 
our World.  It is imperative that Trump not be given the entree to Facebook as he continues 
to wreak damage and divisiveness in every way possible. I implore Facebook to 
permanently ban Donald Trump.  Please choose  the higher ground here. Respectfully, 
Marty Liphart

Lillian WI
He does nothing but spread lies and stir up his base to more violence and racism.  We're 
finally getting a little reprieve.  Keep him off of social media forever.

Julie WI

DO NOT ALLOW TRUMP BACK ON FACEBOOK. HE IS OBVIOUSLY IN PUTIN'S 
POCKET, IS A CHRONIC LIAR, REFUSES TO ACCEPT THE FAIR ELECTION OF 
PRESIDENT BIDEN & OBVIOUSLY DID INCITE THE INSURRECTIONS TO ATTACK 
THE CAPITOL & THREATEN MEMBERS OF CONGRESS.  NO NO NO!!!!  NEVER 
ALLOW THIS ATTENTION SHELL OF A HUMAN BEING ON FACEBOOK!!!



First name State Comment

Arthur and Carol WI

How about inciting violence?  Accessory to murder?  Violation of public trust?  Lying under 
oath? Profiting from public office?  Criminal negligence?  For starters?
 

Duane WI

It has been such a relief to not have Trump on social media. His lies, his conspiracy 
theories, his stoking of racial tensions have truly been harmful to Democracy. Many of us 
are dealing with PTSD we experienced during the past five years.

Genie WI

His posts have incited riots and caused deaths. He has spread lies about the coronavirus 
which encourages people to ignore rules that would prevent the spread of the virus. So now 
there have been more than 400,000 deaths.

Suzy WI

It is long past time that social media platforms acknowledge the damage done by the   
falsehoods and vitriol they have allowed on their sites.  Mr. Trump's reckless use of 
Facebook has deeply damaged our country, and I urge you to keep him from using it 
anymore -- permanently. 

ROBERT WI
Trump got people killed!  He encouraged the storming of the capital!  He's dangerous!  
Keep him off social media.

Marian WI

Trump MUST be permanently banned from Facebook as his words incite violence and 
anger, and may lead to further deaths beyond what happened at the Capitol on January 
6th.

JUanita WI
Please stick to your policies and commitments. Do not allow Trump and others to promote 
lies and violence.

Charlotte WI
Facebook should not be giving Trump a platform to start up on his lunacies and conspiracy 
allegations...he is seriously sick and dangerous!

Jane WI
This is a person who has chosen to lie and spread deceit . . .  why would you condone this 
behavior?

Blaine WI
A non-stop lying, white supremacist, misogynistic, and xenophobic person has not earned 
the right to have a voice on Facebook or any other social media platform..

edna WI

IF I CAN'T CALL FOR THE VIOLENT OVERTHROW OF THE GOVERNMENT, WITHOUT 
BEING BANNED FROM FACEBOOK FOR GOOD, THEN NEITHER SHOULD HE!! KEEP 
HIM BANNED!!

Rick WI Hate speech and lies

H WI

Donald Trump's pathological and self-serving mendacity is a danger to American 
democracy. By allowing Trump back onto its social media platform, Facebook is complicit in 
undermining democracy, the American Constitution, and American society. 

Yvonne WI

Facebook should not let Trump back on their platform - ever! He is too volatile and he has a 
long history of lies and misinformation. That combined with a base that believes anything 
he says is dangerous. He has not shown remorse, and has not indicated he will change in 
any way. 

David WI

Trump has not shown any willingness to tone down his retoric. He has shown repeatedly 
that divisiveness is his go to strategy to get what he wants. He repeatedly has tried to incite 
his followers for over for years now, and he praises them for their abusive, violent, or life 
taking actions, without apologies. Trump needs to stay banned until he can show he's 
changed his ways.

Theodore WI

donald trump's facebook posts have historically and repeatedly violated facebook 
"community standards" for which ANYONE ELSE would have been permanently banned for 
one or two such posts, much less FOUR YEARS plus of such inflammatory, hate-speech 
filled posts.

Judith WI Trump has divided our country. Keep him off FB so we can unite.
john WI It is what he has coming.
Penny WI He is an ongoing threat to this country

Lynn WI

Trump already encouraged a near insurrection.
He should not be allowed to foment more. This is not a question of free speech. It's a 
question
of preventing violence and saving lives.

Jeri WI
Do not allow him a platform from which he can continue to spread his lies and work up the 
masses to violence



First name State Comment

Mike WI

Trump is waiting to continue his spread of lies and disinformation. There's a Wikipedia page 
devoted to the tens of thousands of Trump lies, and disinformation. He should not get 
special treatment, or special opportunity to do it again.

Shirley WI Donald lies most of the time.  We do not need to spread lies.  Keep Trump off facebook.

Julie WI
He and all his followers  can't be allowed to spread lies and incite chaos and violence and 
hate.

Gordon WI

Former President Donald Trump's comments are not only contradictory, but feed extremist 
views to the American public. His incendiary comments have already caused an attack on 
the capitol. Until such time as the former president can control his rants and misinformation, 
I believe he should be banned from all social media.

Delores WI
We don’t need him spreading more of his lies FB is helping him. FB supports to many 
groups that cause harm.

Ina WI
Because he is not what the American People need right now...He is a petty mean-minded 
little man.   He cares nothing for us only for using people and pursuing the almighty buck.

Ina WI
Because he is not what the American People need right now...He is a petty mean-minded 
little man.   He cares nothing for us only for using people and pursuing the almighty buck.

Frank WI

Donald Trump is an insurrectionist trying to overthrow our Democracy for his own personal 
gain. Would you allow Adolf Hitler or Joseph Stalin to continue to spread their lies to take 
over the country, which is what Trump is trying to do. His lies are a detriment to our 
Democracy. His entire Presidency was filled with lies and you did nothing. This emboldened 
all politicians to do the same. If you have policies in place to fact check the content of their 
stories it must be adhered to regardless of who's account it is. No one is above the law or 
you are supporting a dictator. If you have no policy, you need to come up with one or this 
country will be taken over and you will not have a facebook. Adolf Hitler started the same 
way in Germany by creating false stories and fictional accusations, and you know the rest 
of the story.

Barbara WI
You need to enforce your own policies so people like Donald Trump can’t spread their lies 
and false information. He has set the country back instead of taking it forward.

Russell WI Because he will give racist bigoted remarks
Megan WI He is a toxic slurry and should not be enabled by the world's largest social medium

Tom WI
Trump is a danger to our democracy. He will only use Facebook as a tool to damsge our 
democracy.

Linda WI

This man has caused so much anger, violence and heartache with his lies and name 
calling. Letting him back on only opens the door for more of what turned our country upside 
down for 4 years. He doesn't deserve to have this privilege back. His followers just wait for 
his orders and after the capital uprisings, I would think you'd understand the dangers of 
letting him back on again. If you let him back on and there is blood shed and violence, it's 
on your hands! 

Joanne WI
He already did far to much  damage spreading lies and influencing violent action with  
Facebook.

Heather WI

He gleefully attempted to overthrow the government in a coup, using Facebook and Twitter 
as his megaphone.  Allowing him back makes Facebook complicit in all of the violence he 
will instigate using this platform.   If you allow him back, you are responsible for his 
incitement of violence.

Joy WI No second chances for a treasonous, insurrectionist, seditious traitor. 

Maggie WI

No lies, no hate speech, no claims of fraud that aren't true, no incitement to violence. We 
must save our democracy and truth, in all ways and at all levels of the media and 
conversation.

Gloria WI
What is wrong with you Zuckerberg?  Keep him off Facebook for ever.  What he says is not 
freedom of speech!

Susan WI trump's toxic lies threaten our lives. Don't spread his lies.

Kylie WI

He’s inciting violence, this really shouldn’t be that hard. Should Charles Manson and Jim 
Jones also have had accounts? Did it infringe upon their free speech that they weren’t on 
facebook? If I start a social media company tomorrow and don’t automatically sign 
everyone in the country up (with the intention of subsequently selling their user data to third 
parties interested in targeting people with election propaganda) is that limiting their right to 
free speech? No, because I’m not a state entity and neither are you. Get real.
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Arlene WI
Facebook is a private company.  Mr. Trump has no more right than any other citizen to 
violate your policies with dangerous lies.

Jeremiah WV
Traitor tRump knows only lies and division. Do not restore his platform for both, which 
would obviously imperil our nation and the world. 

Jennifer WV
Trump continues to be a threat to our country and its people. Don't give him the tools to 
continue his harmful influence!

Boyd WV

Former President Donald Trump was, actually instigating an armed mob insurrection with 
five people being killed, and continues to be a clear and present danger to our democratic 
country. Therefore, make his ban from Facebook a lifetime ban! 

Joe WV trump will incite violence and division

Esther WV
There are already too many people on Facebook spreading lies and conspiracy.  For the 
sake of decency and sanity, do NOT let Trump have access to Facebook again.

Carol WV
This man is a crook, a liar and an instigator and cannot be tolerated as we struggle to re-
imagine our battered democracy. Please, for our safety, just say NO to this man.

John WV
Donald Trump's rants are toxic to the US! Please ban him from any more lying on 
Facebook!

L Alison WV
Please do NOT allow Trump back on FB! He lies, incites violence, - PLEASE be part of 
shutting down this type of rhetoric and lies. 

Kathy WV
He would stop at nothing to stay in power. He is evil and un American. You do not owe him 
a platform to organize a coup.

Art WV
Why would you give a platform to someone so obsessed with spreading lies and inciting 
riots?  He is the first person you should ever think about banning?

Tina WV

Since Trump's removal from social media sites, disinformation about the election 
plummeted 73%.3 But now, the Facebook oversight board is taking up a review of the 
suspension, which may lead to Trump being allowed back on the platform to spread more 
lies, in clear violation of Facebook's own policies.

Natalie WV
After inciting the violence at the Capitol, he shouldn't be allowed another platform from 
which to do more harm

Maya WV

Allowing Donald Trump back on Facebook is supporting his racist and white supremacy 
delusion, it will only embolden the insurrectionists and white supermacist delusionals and 
his QAnon followers. 

Bonnie WY

FB & ALL of the 'others' out there should put a PERMANENT BAN ON TRUMP!! He has 
started & caused more problems & hate with his continuous blatant lies & fools believe it 
even when THE TRUTH IS HITTING THEM RIGHT SQUARE IN THE FACE!!! This crap is 
not even understandable to the 'normal person'! Unfortunately I personally feel there IS 
NOT AN OUNCE OF COMMON SENSE LEFT IN THIS COUNTRY OF OURS!!! Common 
sense is NOT SO COMMON ANYMORE!!! They are talking about "UNITY" now & don't 
even have a clue what that word means either! PASSED TIME TO BAN HIM 
PERMANENTLY!! At 77 I'm too old to feed in to this B.S.!!

Judy WY
Trump has lied continuously and would do it again if he was given access to this platform. 
He has incited violence. The suspension is correct and needs to be continuted.

Michael WY

I'm a Republican in Wyoming. I don't think Donald Trump deserves to have a FaceBook 
account.  
I would much rather see you follow Twitter's lead and ban him for life.   

Vivian WY Please end your liability and uphold your responsibility to protect our democracy.


